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This report is the result W: a Jorshop which addressed a growing
and highly critical concern. lne out of ten school ay;e children in
America has been identified as l?atelicapped. Largely because of state
and federal legislation, schools are now accepting their responsibility
in educating these children with special needs.' However, not all of
the teachers who are beih asl:ed to teach special needs students are
adequately prepared for this role. This is especially true at the
secondary level where students are in need of vocational as well as
academic programming. Vocational education teachers are not generally
prepared by education or experience to successfully teach special needs
students, and special education teachers generally do not have the
vocational education experience or preparation necessary to fully
prepare students for the world of wor.

At the local level there have been some outstanding inscrvice
programs developed to meet the needs of these teachers. It is apparent,
however, that more significant steps should be taken at the university
level to provide avenues for the improvement of practicing teachers
as well as those planning to teach special needs students in vocational
programs. These teachers and prospective teachers have a dual role
to perform. They must be vocationally competent and at the same time
fully able to teach a broad range of students, including those with
learning, behavioral, and/or physical difficulties. How should programs
be designed and implemented so that teachers are prepared for this
role, or successfully re-trained?

Hany believe that cooperation and communication between vocational
teacher educators and special teacher educators is central to resolving
or at least appioaching this issue. The purpose of the national workshop
described herein was to create a rituation and set of circumstances
which would encourage and contribute to the integration of vocational and
special education in universities across the country. Uithout a meaning-
ful liaison between these two fields of education, special needs students
will undoubtedly not be served to the fullest extent possible.

1
The terms "special needs" and "handicapped" will be used interchangeably
throughout this report since a special need implies a handicap in school
whether due to disability, disadvantagement, or dysfunctional school
placement.

-4
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In order to accomplish this, the workshop was designed and implemented

as a team effort. Spunsorship, planning, and conduct of the workshop was
a collaborative effort between the UniverFity of Illinois and the
University of Kansas. Universities interested in participating were
asked to develop a mini-proposal with joint participation from vocational
teacher education an.d special teacher education departments. Activities
at the workshop revol.,ed around meeting the unique needs of ten university-
state deparLment teams in develop4mg and/or e:tpanding their programs.
The individual prosentaticas by Drs. Clark, Evans and Guemple as well as
Ms. Marion and Ar. Pucinshi were chosen to stimulate team answers to
current Issues and problems. The pregram presuntations by the Universities
of Missouri, Kansas, and Vermont, and Dr. Marc Cold were chosen to help
the teams crystallize their program development efforts based on their
initial planning. The rumaindar of the workshop was devoted to a small
group session and a series o team meet:!.nw-;. This gave teams an opportunity
to assess needed person9e1 competencies, [Ind spend concentrated time on

developin action plans for their perscanel preparation programs.

The purpse of this report is three fold:

1. To describe aad commnicate the procact and workshop activities.

To identify a series of professional tasks needing to be performed
by personnel involved in the vocational programming of sneci:91
needs students.

3. To desoribe a series of -_,eonnel preparation models for the
vocational programming of special needs students.

Part I c: the document describes the: (A) presentations and activities

of the workshop, (B) pravtorkshop planning cad (C) post-workshop follow-up,
An evaluation of each of these major phases of the workshop project is

also included- Part II is a description and analysis of the professional
tasks which were identified as critical for personnel involved in vocational
programming for spacial needs studewLs. Finally, the personnel preparation
models developed by the ten attending teams are included in Part III.

It is hoped that this report will be useful to both vocational and
special educators who are int,rested in the personnel preparation process.
It is designed to be used not only by individuals involved with college
and university teacher c&ccAo:: programs, but also Ly those individuals
in local educational agencies oho have the responsibility for staff
development and inservice education. -f the workshop activities and
personnel preparation models and iJcas pres.anted in this report are in

any way a help to teacher educators, administrators, teachers, and
other concerned with vocational program:lies fur Cae speoial needs
students, it will have accomplished iifs purpose.
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ihe national wordn-ihop and this resulting report would not hnve been
possible had it not been for the invaluable guidance and assistance of a
number of individuals and agencies. Ir. Allen Pholps, Project Coordinator
and developet, had th:. :'alor responsibility for the smooth running, of the
workshop from its ineoption to completion, including the preparation of
this report.

In her role as worhop coorinator, Flin:abeth Abbas was instrumental
in efficiently plann!_ne and c(-)rdinatinn manv of the project and workshop
activities. :Is. Patricia :iitiinnton served as coordinator for the University
of ::ansas subcontract, and assisted in numerous project activities.
Kent Prison designed and conducted the evaluation of the workshop and
follow-up activities. is efforts were much appreciated and are included in
this report.

Ale members of our steeritn: committee provided much appreciated
direction and support for several critical aspects of the workshop. A
list of these individuals and their respective institutions can be found
in Appendix O.

The :Tuidance provided by staff members of the U.S. Office of Education
and the Illinois Office of 7.duction contributed immeasurably to the project
effort. :Int-tel. Tapman, Glee Saunders, Duane flielsen, Elmer Schick, T4Illiam

Reynolds, Charles Hempstead, and Janes idaire deserve special thanks for
their enthusiasm and support.

The very capable and supportive staff of the ;Iireau of Educational
Research, under the direction of Dr. rilliam P. iicLure, contributed signi-
ficantly to the project. Secretaries Shirley Lockard, Lix Crouse, and
James Poepsel and Carma ie1 who managed the financial aspects of the
project provided efficient and aighly competent assistance. Ian Delmar Burgin
of the College of Lducation also deserves commendation for his assistance
with the fiscal management of the Project.

Finally, the project sta2f wishes to acknowledge uhe efforts and
commitments of the national workshop participants. Each of the ten teams
which were involved in the workshop has demonstrated a significant and
continuing commitment to the preparation of personnel for serving special
needs learners in vocational programs. Their willingness and enthusiasm
for sharing ideas exemplifies the cooperative spirit which is so vitally
important to the improvement of educational programs for students who are
special.

Rupert d. Evans
Gary M. CZark

June, Z976
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PI.P.T I. TEL ATIOOAL SPECIAL NEEDS TEA= EDUCATION
ITORKSHOP. ACTIVITIES, PLANNING, AND FOLLOW-UP

This initial section of the report provides a description

and evaZuation of the three major phases of the national workshop.

The workshop activities, as weZZ as the pre-workshop pZanning and

post-workshop follow-up are described in Pout I.

9
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WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES

This section of Part I of &he report describes the activities

which occurred at the national workshop. It includes the agenda

of activities, each of the major presentations delivered, as well

as descriptions of the professional task analysis activity, the

team planning sessions, and the resource materials display. A

sufwary of the workshop evaluation data is also pmsented.

2
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PROG AT
NATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION WORKSHOP ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

FOR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

TUESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1976

SESSION 1: PERSPECTIVES

9:00-11:30 a.m.

Introductions: ?atricia Sitllagton, Workshop Co-coordinator

Welcome: Myron Atkin, Dealt, College of Education, University
of Illinois

Presenters: Rup,rt N. Evans, The Vocational Education PerspectIve
Gary M. Clark, The Special Education Perspective
Elizabeth Marion, The Local Director's Perspective

Questions and Discussion

Lunch - 12:00-12:45 p.m.

SESSION 2: OBSERVATIONS

12:45-1:30 p.m.

Introduction: Rupert N. Evans

Speaker: John Guemple, Assistant Deputy Commissioner, Texas
Education Agency

SESSION 3: PROFESSIONAL TASK ANALYSIS ACTIVITY

2:00-4:30 p.m.

Orientation: Workshop Staff

Small Groups A, B, C, D, and E

Social Hour (cash bar) - 5:30-6:30 p.m., Levis Faculty Center

Dinner - 6:30-7:30 p.m., Levis Faculty Center

SESSION 4: PROGRAM PRESENTATION I: Professional Development Prograf, f3r
Vocational Education of Students with Special Heeds

7:30-9:00 p.m., Levis Faculty Center

Introduction: Allen Phelps, Workshop Co-coordinator

Presenter:

SESSION 5: PROGRAM

8:30-10:00 a.m.

Introduction:

Presenters:

Al M. Lampe, Department of Vocational Education and
Technology, University of Vermont

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14 1976

PRESENTATION II: Habilitation Personnel Training Project

Betti Abbas, Workshop Co-coordinator

Cary M. Clark
Patricia Sitlington
Alexander Wessitsh
Diane Wimmer

Department of Special Education, University of Kansas

AU meetings will be held in the Mini Vhion, Room 314 unless otherwise noted.
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SESSION 6: PROGRAM PRESENTATION III: Project P.R.I.C.E. Programming the
Retarded in Career Education

10:15-11:45 a.m.

Introduction: Patricia Sitlington, Workshop Co-coordinator

Presenters: Donn Brolin
Don McKay
Lynda West

Department of Ce--nseling and Personnel Services,
University of 'assouri

Lunch - 12:00-12:45 p.m.

SESSION 7: LEGISLATION

12:45-1:30

Introduction: Rupert N. Evans

Presenter: Hon. Roman Pucinski, Alderman, City of Chicago

Break

SESSION 8: INSTITUTIONAL ACTION PLANNING

2:00-2:15

Orientation to the Action Planning Activity: Workshop Staff

2:15-5:00

Institutional Teen Meetirgs

Dinner (on your own)

.7:00 - ?

Institutional Team Meetings
(Assigned rooms for each team in AZtgeZd Nall.)

THURSDAY, JANUARY 15, 1976

8:30-9:30

Institutional Team Meetings (Finalization of Action Plans)

SESSION 9: "Try Another Way"

"9:30-11:30 a,m.

Introduction: Gary M. Clark

Presenter: Marc W. Gold, University of Illinois

Reports/Reactions of each team

Workshop Evaluation

Travel reimbursement procedures

Note: We expect to close the workshop in time for participants to make
flight departures any time after 12:15 p.m.

12



Presentations

The following pages contain the major presentations which
were delivered during the workshop. The remarks of Drs. Evans
and Clark and Elizabeth Marion provide three key perspectives,
and address a number of issues t1 ust be confronted by univer-
sity and local educationa] agency ,,:aders in developing effec-
tive personnel preparation programs. Dr. John Guemple provides
a series of observations on the roles we all must play in the
education of the handicapped. The Honorable Roman Pucinski,
former U.S. Congressman and current member of the National
Advisory Council on Vocationai Education, offers his views from
a legislative perspective on the challenges confronting voca-
tional and special educators.

The final four presentations each describe an innovative
program and/or approach to personnel preparation. Dr. Al Lampe
describes the University of Vermon::'s approach entitled the
Professional Development Program for Vocational Educators of
Students with Special Needs. Clark and Lis staff at the
University of Kansas describ, a major preservice project
designed to prepare personne fof secondary special education
roles. Dr. Donn Brolin provio.s An overview of Project PRICE
which is an inservice training progtam for personnel providing
career education to the retarded. Finally, Dr. Marc Gold
offers a stimulating description of his approach to training
the severely and profoundly recarded in the performance of

vocational tasks.

13



Everybody Talks :Woe: Leaven
But Jobody Does Anythilic About It

Rupert J. Evans
Professor of Vocational and Technical Education

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

I want to tal..e my them,-: today from the spiritual, Everybody Talks

About heaven Ain't A'goinr There and from .lark Twain, -Everybody Talks

About the Weather But -c!obody Does Anything About It." From my standpoint,

'heaven is building teacher education programs which meet the needs of

students."

The goals of this conference are built around an anomaly: vocational

education teachers with no special education background are teaching special

needs students and special education teachers with no background in voca-

tional education are r.rying to prepare t!!ese same types of students for

employment. This situation exists in th, public schools ,ecause there are

virtually no teacher education programs to prepare pecyle ,./ith both types

of skills. This workshop will do something about this situation.

Gary Clark and I have been asked to set the stage for the workshop.

He will talk from a special education perspective and I will talk from the

viewpoint of vocational education.

Voc,itional education has enrollments of an all-time high in secondary

schools. Cost-secondary enrollments are growing even more rapidly. Career

education expansion in elementary schools and junior high schools provides

high school vocational uducation programs with students who are aware of

the need for career preparation and who have begun to explore their own

talents and interests. General curriculum programs are being phased out

of the high 'school. It should be the best of times for vocational educa-

tion but there are 50Ple flies in the ointment.

Vocational education has inherited 60mc of the problems as well as

most of the students from the general curriculum. A decade ago, two-thirds

of the high school dropouts came from the general curriculum. If the trend

to phase out the general curriculum continues, these same types of students

arc likely to be dropping out of vocational education.

Twelve year:J ago, Congress began saying to vocational education that

it had btter do something about handicapped and disadvantaged students.

Tn 1968 it said this louder, but aaid it to local education agencies and

not to teacher education programs. Twenty-five percent of vocational

education funds must be spent on programs which serve the handicapped and
the 01:advantaged but nobody said to vocational teacher education programa

that they should change. Vocational teacher educators felt no need to

change IwenoNe We could place all our graduates in traditional programa.



But this is not all. With the exception of business education, every
secondary school vocational education program has attracted a very high pro-
portion of students who have reading problems aad low academic achievement.
Outside of agriculture education every secondary school vocational education
program has attracted a very high p-oportion of students from lower class
(working class) homes. These are the srudents in the traditional high school
vocational education programs.

Add to this the students who used 'co be instiutionalized or allowed to
stay at home away from scnool, the students who used to die before adolescence,
and the new recruits from the gen2fal curriculum. The upshot is that voca-
tional teachers are asked to instruct students with a wider range of personal
characteristics than ever before. And they are nor prepared for it.

School superintendents had to do something. Consider a case study:
In a school district not too fa.-- away, vocational educators were asked to
take on a group of physically handicapped and educable mentally handicapped
students they had not been serving. They refused on the ground that it
would damage the 'image of vocational education.' But was that the reLl
reason? A group of special educators agreed to teach these students, but
they taught them skills which had no relationship to today's jobs. Gradually
they became good vocational educators by trial and error, but they got little
help from their nearby teacher educators. The vocational educators in that
school district still don't know how to work with special needs students.

Dow could this happen? It has happened, in part, because we have not
found ways in which two departments in universities can get together. The
teaching of vocational competencies to special needs students requires skills
from special education departments and vocational education departments.

There are many reasons why the necessary collaboration between these
two departments has not occurred. One reason is geographic separation.
The departments may be in different buildings, different colleges, even
different universities. We 1,ave iavited representatives of each of these
situations her:: to see how you can sol.vc s(alle of these problems.

How will you tackle some othel: formidable problems? Joint appointments
which handicap young, energetic stalf members? Teacher certification or
endorsement problems which lead to half-educated eachers--well prepared
for a half of their job, rut having no pmparation at all for the other
half of their duties? Pow will you do this when you don't have new monies?
When new university programs car be instituted only if old ones are first
killed?

How wiil you do it? We don't know, iptt we feel that we have the best
ten candidates from the entire country to demonstrate how you can do it.
Demonstrate first to yourselves, and then to dozens of otherteacher educa-
tion programs which will be looking to you for leadership.

The next few days of this workshop as you develop your plans and the
next few months as you put them into effect are critical. We will be
learning from you. Don't fail us.

6



PERSONNEL PREPARATI IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAII,IINC FOR TYE HANDICAPPED:

A C,iARGE TO SPECIAL EDUCATORS

Cary M. Clark
Professor of Special Education

Universit-; of Kansas

I begin this presentatjon with the rILlistic perspective, that if I really
wanted to give a charge tc rpez..ial education teacher educators, I would use a
12-volt Die-Hard rather hn a speech. I an not known for my electrifying.
delivery or for the use of any Alock tactics in language, gestures, or dress,
but I will try to deliver a charge tnat will dake intellectual and professional
connection. if not physical ur emotional.

This workshop is a direct attempt to fazilitate cooperaAve efforts in
teacher education between vocational nnd special educatols. In that spiric,

what I have to say will be my way of sharing with you, my colleagues ir

special education, what 1 think are sevr..ral 1)psic., critical issues involved in

your cooperative efforts. Moreover, 1 am scying them in the presence cf :lour
vocational education colleagues, so that the; are miare of at least nne

special educatoz's view .;f: aur responsihilides.

The first critical issue is for spv!cial eAucors to acknowledge that
vocational programming for the h;-.ndicariped is nor the same thin3 as prevocational

programming for the handicapped. This acknowledgement should say to vocational
educators, Te have some knowledge and expertise in prevocational skill
training and limited low level occupationnl area training (food serv4ce,
janitorial, maid service, etc,) but we are naive in the areas of specific

vocational and technical education. Jur gor.1 cf upgrading the occupational

skills of handicapped youth cannot be met without the help of vocational and

technical educator!;,"

There are two important impli.catioas of special educators entering into a
cooperative effcrt with vocational ed,...ctora with an pcknowledgement or statement

such as this. First, it implies the critical need in special education to be as
concerned about the adolesceFt and adult handicapped as it has the handicapped

child. Personnel preparation for spucial education roles must take into account
the differences betweeil elem2W:ary and secondary education. Second, it implies
the need for personnel who not only can provide prevocational training and/or

certain occupational skill training pr1 grams, but also can serve as resource
person for (or team members with) vocational and technical educators. This

a major shift from the kinds of preparation we have been involved in the
past.

A second critical issue for special edu,ators to address in planning a
cooperative approach to personnel preparatiin is that the nature of oth
populations in high school special classes for the handicapped is changing.
More severely handicappeq studentu arc being placed ia such classes while the
mildly handicapped, who have been in Lae majority, are being placed in
alternative programs to special classes, Students remaining in special

7
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classes at the high school 12vel are the specific responsibility of special

education and personnel prepa/ation must adapt for the shifts in programming

that may occur. The implication emerging from this issue is that while we

have a supportive responsibility to vocational educators for those students

in vocational education programs who have special needs, we have primary

responsibility for handicapped students who are not in vocational programs,

yet whL have prevocational and vocational programming needs. Can (or should

we) claim sole responsibility for this group without asking for support from

our colleagu2s in vocational and technica3 education? We have underestimated

the vocational potential of the mildly t-dicapped and we risk a repeat

performan,:e if we do not think in terms of vocational programming as well as

prevocational programming. Marc C17 h8s d,monstrated the vocational potential

of severely handicapped persons an :. cL-11enf-,Ei our expectation levels for all

handicapped.

These two basic issues should be kept in mind as you develop or refine

your teams' plans of action for personnel preparation. I am tempted to raise

additional issues for you related to special education's responsibility in

secondary career education programming and special education's responsibility

in adult education and post-secondary programming because they are important,

but I do not want to go beyond the basic fo--: of this workshop and raise

issues which makes a difficult task even mom .ifficult. Cooperative

planning between educational disciplines is citficult, let us be honest.

There are innumerable obstacles which have prevented and continue to

prevent cooperative efforts between special education and vocational and

technical education. The state of the art paper reflects some of these.

In 1973 at a regional conference on interagency cooperation between and

among special education, vocational education, vocational rehabilitation,

and developmental disabilities agencies at the state level, the following

selected barriers to cooperation were acknowledged, which I think have

relevance to higher education as well:

1. Minimal amounts of communication between or among groups concerning

programming is common.

2. Narrow (sometime elitist) views held by the various agencies exist,

suggesting that their respective agency has "the" answer(s).

3. Agencies function under different administrative departments.

4. State plans for various agencies arc prepared in relative, if not

virtual, isolation.

5. Conflicting philosophies exists.

6. A competitive interagency spirit exists, created by categorical aid

whereby funding sources charge several different agencies with the

same responsibility.

7. Shortages of staff and funds are realities.

8. A pre-occupation or over-concern with carrying out regulatory

requirements prevails.
8
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To make my charge specific, rather than general, let me present one for
each of the basic issues and the notion that there are potential barriers to

what you are here to accomplish.(Setl Figure 1.)

As special educators, you have something to offer in terpT of knowledge

of the needs and characteristics of handicapped youth. Vocational education

needs you. You also need vocational education, as it has as much to offer

you, as you have for it. The very term "vocational programming for the
handicapped" makes no assumptions about where it takes place, who does it,
or the ,:urrent existence of any specific discipline or body of knowledge.

It does assume that the program is specific or appropriate for the vocational

needs of handicapped individuals. Our state of the art suggests that the

two fields most concerned with these two factors must jointly work toward

dhat kind of programming. It is already happening to a small degree but
teacher education is overdue in involving itself to this end. I charge

you and I charge all of us in special education to seize this opportunity.

It is way too late!



FIGURE 1.

ISSUE

Vocational programming is not prevocational

programming and, as such, is not the area of

strength of the field of special education.

Prevocational and occupational training for

the more severely handicapped remaininp, in

special classes is the primary responsibility

of special education, but we need the support

of vocational education.

Innumerable potential barriers to cooperative

personnel preprcation planning exist.
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THE CHARGE

Broaden the scope of responsibffity of special education

to insure that vocational education opportunities are

provided at the high3t level possible for secondary students,

This implies both spport role and advocate role training in

personnel preparation.

Adapt current training models for preparing secondary

special education personnel to the changing characteristics

of students now being placed in such classes.

Draw on the resources of vocational and technical education

in such personnel traiaing model adaptations.

Experience what we advocate for the handicapped thenselves--the

dignity or risk--and mter into the cooperative venture with

honesty and candor, beginning with communication centered on the

needs of handicapped youth rather than hidden motives related to

competition, reward systems, or professional status.
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TEACLER EDUCATIOI::

A i:ajor Component in Quality Special ieeds Prpyrams

:is. 'Elizabeth L.

Cooruinaior Vccationa1 Education
for Specil E'eeds Students
Esse:: County, (L:J) Schools

It nes been our experience in tne Essex County Vocational Schools, in the

State of Nell Jersey that any conference that addresses itself to the issue of

Teacher Education for the special .;eeds Scudent must of, necessity, by com-

prehensive in design.

Suggestions on Course Offerings must follow an interdisciplinary approach

with input from Special Education, Vocational Education, Guidance and

Counseling, Curriculum, Psychology, Rehabilitation and Supervision and Admin-

istration.

Potential enrollees should represent total school staffing and a special

effort should be made to include middle management personnel since it is

usually tnese people who will become responsible for the implementation of the

program and, contribute to its success or failure.

And last, but not least, all discussion should zero in on hational, State

and Local Goals for Special Needs Programs, thus providing the necessary back-

up data for further evaluation and future planning.

For several years now, especially since the passage of the '68 Amendments,

Local Administrators have b,.:en faced with four persistent problems in the planning

and implementation of any Special Needs Program. These problems have caused

conflict and division between Educational Specialists in the Local District,

created new vested interest groups in the Professional Associations and the

Community, and caused much confusion about certification courses and procedures

in the Institutions of higher Education.

Identification of Students

The number one problem as we see it is the absence of uniformity in the

identification of students to be served and certification requirments for pro-

fessional staff to meet the need. P.owhere do we require a definition of terms

as they relate to the purpose of Project Application and Program Implementation.

Worse yet, where used, no effort is made to standardize the Program and coordinate

its efforts with existini, programs that have proven to be successful, e.g., a

proposal can be written for a high School Program to include the services of a

Resource Room for indepth instruction in Reading and Math. This is a very im-

portant consideration if we are going to grant a high School Diploma. Under

New Jersey Guidelines, a Resource Room is a Special Education Term and must be

staffed by a Special Education Teacner who must not handle any more than 5

students in any one period. This means we now have placed a limit on the number

of students to be served in the total program since a single teacher can handle
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only 15 students a :iorninp aad 11) students in the afternoon. (Our teachers
work a 6 psriod day). how do we go a;)out fittilv in the other two requirements
of L;cience and Listory? sy riL;uts it should require a Special Education
Teacner of history and one ii :.cience. To '2 efficient, the Principal must
also be able to assin thosc teachers to teach regular classes also, or, hire
them as i,art of a team of Content Specialists in Special Education who will
share facilities, materials and teaching assignments. There are few program
proposals that spell hll nis out.

In checkirv out the issue with others who teach in a Resource Room Setting,
I found some teachers handling anywhere from 3 to 1) students. Are we more
concerned about makinl-,, the numbers fit or quality service for those who can
be successful in the program?

Since its inception, Special Education aas always followed a special
schedule, with reduced numbers in accordance with the type of classification
served, in a self-contained classroom SetLing uitn major support services.
hy home town, Aewarl:, Aew Jersey, aas been a leader in the field with its
School for the Deaf, Centers for the Aentally itetarded, including, Trainables,
and its State Commission for the idind.

Our proLlems started when someone decided that mass education rieant every-
one in education fitting the same educational mold.

That was followed by laws that allowed schools to excluue students until
referral procedures were set into motion and a student classification was
affixed to ais cumulative record.

after several years of trial and error, new laws are demanding that
all high School Teachers handle an indefinite number of students, in an open
schedule design, and give us assurance that all will graduate. high School
Teachers handle 25-35 in a class, and after years of working with the urban
student, we consider the relationship between student success or failure and
the teachers' contribution to that success or failure a privileged communica-
tion between the two, especially in the Nigh School, where the student is
treated as a young adult. Today this too is being reviewed. Such things as
privileged communication have been bitterly attacked by forces of many dif-
ferent persuasions for as many different seasons. Is this what we're all
about here?

I think not! I prefer to think of our purpose here today as being one
of "Special Dimension." James Allen jr., Assistant Commissioner of Education,
HEW, in September '69, told us, "our responsibility for education in these
turbulent times has a special dimension. Difficult though it be, we shall
need to maintain a calm, judicial approach--to cultivate the objectivity
necessary for the scrutiny and evaluation of proposed laws, policies and plans
in terms of the proven values of past experience, as well as the pressing
demands of the present and the future."

And so we see that the terms of the seventies are perhaps not the answer
to what we are looking for but, it would be most dangerous to overlook the
experience of the past in planning the world of the future.

2 1
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I'm sure the services required will not be too different than what we are
prepared.to offer today. Thz difference will be found in the identification
of the total number of students to be served and the instructional systems
design within which these services can be offered.

Suggested Definition

Following this line of reasoning, I would like to suggest that we use the
term Special Needs Student and define the term as all students in the Special
Needs Category, Handicapped, Disadvantaged and the Gifted. This Special Needs
Category will allaw us to study tke. total systems approach, assist the.Local

District Administrator in program planning aad contribute to the educational
needs of the 1.°"O's.

We shoulu cognize that we are fast approaching the time when the Special
Needs Student Population will outnumber the Regular School Population.

Senate Bill 6 recently signed into law for full funding in Fiscal '78
sets a limit of 12 percent on handicapped to be served, (ages 3-21 yrs.).
Former Commissioner :larland's conservative estimate on the Gifted sets a 5
percent limit there; and if the funding formula and our research is valid, we
might assign a 17-J8 pc.cent to the Disadvantaged Population. Added up this
gives us a 35 percen! Sncta1 Needs Population as compared with a 65 percent
Regular Student Populat

But when you continue to talk about hiring one teacher to handle 15-30
students a day as compared with one teacher to handle 150-175 a day, you are
pe?Tetuating the Special Education image and this image is of an elementary
nature.

This continued emnhasis on increased staff and facility gives administra-
tors little choice between forcing mainstreaming on the taxpayers or advocating
the erection of more special schools 1.,,hre the Special Education student will
continue in further isolation from his contemporaries.

We have now become involvA in a major social issue for as the Special
Education Student goes--so goes the Disadvantaged and the Gifted. Instead of
taking advantage of the diversities found in :the human resources of the Special
Needs Student, we will continue t,..) seglegate him from the regular school popula-
tion and thereby create a competit!ve educational system fo.L. 65 percent of our
high school population.

I don't have to tell you the probJ.ems this approach would bring to a free
society. Ue have already witnessed tne public's reaction to this planning
method.

Certification Requirements

Are we being realistic then to continue to certify our undergraduate
secondary teachers in the specific areas of a particular handicapped classifica-
tion? Wouldn't it be better to consider thz role of the secondary school unit
and recognize that to prepare any student for competitive living and gainful
employment, he must be able to advance, within a given time frame, from a
highly personalized instructional system to a departmentalized setting where
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the completion of an educational task is e.Tendent upon the comprehension of
a set of instruction and the necessary resourcefulness to carry them out?
Since classes must be departmentalized to insure the learning of basic skills
in vocati _al education and the four basic disciplines, we should avoid the
scheduling of students by classification and assist our teachers in becoming
certificated in a teacher specialist role in a differentiated staffing design.

This is not to say that there will be no further need for the self-contaired
unit. But where High School Accreditation is the goal, we had better recogniz,:.-
that the public has become quite outspoken on the subject of high school
graduates with less thln a seventh grade reading level. how will we defend a
High School Diploma for one Juidamic potential is far less.

What I am suggesting is t. Ii ;;re-service teacher education .programs at
the Secondary School Level cone._.h1raLe on the development of Content Area
Specialist with advanced certification as "Teacher of the Special Weeds
Student" - a graduate level or in-servieQ training program open to educational
personnel with a minimum of 5 years of successful high school teaching experience.

The climate is right for this approach. Individual differ?.Lces have always
been with us and up to now we have used such terms in our planning books as
enrichment activities or supplemental work sheets to spell out the educational
alternatives within the regular classroom setting. This worked as long as the
numbers involved in the regular classroom were no more than one or two special
needs students. Today we're concerned with some 10 or 11 special needs students
in every class of 30.

What we need to do now is to take advantage of the educational climate
ard bring pressure to bear on all interested parties to search for a common
ground on which to meet to discuss the possibility of a broad certification
area that ill facilitate the incorporation of all necessary educational
alternatives into the regular high school curriculum. dational and State
Associations of Special deeds Personnel, State Department officials and the
Teacher Education Institutions should assume the leadership in this.

Spucial deeds Specialization

With the unemployment rate among teachers continuing to escalate, we might
find our efforts somewhat delinguent if we wait much longer. Unless a national
effort is undertaken to insure that teachers in the Special Weeds Field are
truly the career teacher and not leftovers from the general employment market,
we might find ourselves with a monster on our hands that we have all helped
to create.

An interesting statement was made recently by a State Department Official
from one of our more troubled States. The comment was: "Please, no more
housing projects; not more trade-offs." I don't know how familiar you are with
local politics, but those words made a lot of sense to me.

USOE Officials, State Department Directors, Leaders in Teacher Education
and Leaders in the Professional Associations must all take their blinders off
and get busy reading some of the many articles written for the lay public
about the horrible injustices being inflicted on the school children of American-
the most recent in the January issue of McCall's. This "learning disabilities"
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thing has everyone involved whether for good or bad. Ue better stay close to
the situation and be sure that when sides are clrawn that we are on the side
of the students entrusted to our care.

Your introductory courses in Teacher Education of the Special Needs
Student must cover all these variables. Prospective leaders in the field must
know all the options open to the educational planner. You must show them how
each educatibnal role in a differentiated staffing design compicents the
other and you must stress the importance of continuous articula::.' .1 and

coordination between the needs of the Local School District :Ind tne Teacher
Education Institution.

Start your students early on a personal research file but alert them to
the dangers of contingency management and its often attendant disregard for
valid research.

Update their thinking on the latest in educational management systems and
guide them in their search for resource materials.

Provide them with ample time to develop their own educational alternatives
within the ongoing educational setting.

Without this broaL; overview the potential Special Needs Educator might
be apt to believe thrit solutions can easily be found for all educational
problems.

Our experience L-Is taught us that solutions often defy all rational
thinking and are the results of dogged determination and behind the scenes
public relations.

Alternative Approaches

Can we provide sufficient educational alternatives to suit the tremendous
need or will the limitations be set by Professional Leadership in the Teachers'
Association, available facilities, staffing or Fiscal Resources? Will we be
forced to simply regroup students along an ability grouping design or can we
truly design a system that guarantees quality education for all students. This
is the second problem which must be faced.

Margaret Head, in the New York University Educational QuarterlySpring '75
issue, states the major issue in educational planning today is, "To find the
balance between asking enough but not too much from our schools will be one
of the great tasks of the next decade."

Under an educational plan that follows a prescriptive teaching or an
instructional systems design, the educational alternative we are speaking of
would become part of the total resources available to all students to be
scheduled as needed, and Ole emphasis would be on the improvement of regular
school programs as a resource for the Special Needs Student.

Delivery Systems

This is where Special Education and Vocational Education can make a real
contribution. Our teachers have maintained and rightfully so that it will do
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no good to crcate a new instrucional systc:m for Special Needs SL:udent.
The delivery systems of Vocational Education ad Vocattonai 1:ahabilitation
have been fio.ln tested and proven te be successful in training Coe student for
gainful empley::ent. What is needed is a stronger support system ::)f special
services with more carefully defined counselinp, roles, more flexible scheduling
procedures for day to day adjustmento and the mechanism through wnich all
supportive agencies, both in and out of scnool, can be readily available and
fully utilized.

Both Vocationzi. cation and Vocational Rehabilitation share the common
bond of tenacity when it comes to student holding power. It is only recently
that Vocational Education has begun to tap the resources available to them
under the Compensatory Education Act and Special Services Funding.

Today, t. so called "Correlates of Achievement" have become a more signi-
ficant factor in student success, especially for the urban student, than the
educational setting in which the student is enrolled.

On the other hand, we have been cr.iticized in Vocational Education as
being too traditional in our approach to education. If a purposeful work
attitude, socially acceptable behavior, attention to the task at hand and
completion of the task with pride and accuracy is a traditional approach then
we admit to it. IP_ do know it "as proven successful and many of our students
return for upgrading in their chosen field or additional training in one of
our many other vocational areas.

As Brunner tells us: "Education is a growth science," and we are in the
business of education. Ue have never said our students are limited; others
have.

Nevertheless, our goals are not always attaine::. Perhaps it is as Dean
Griffiths of New York 0 iversity writes in his article for the Educational
Quarterly, Fall 1575, we are witnessing a "Collapse of Consensus"--the sense
of national cooesiveness that provided values to which large majoriLies could
subscribe is gone." lie suggests "that the search for overriding national goals
begin in earnest with a focus on the school....there should be convened a
White house Conference on the problem of diversity in American Educational
Goals."

Whatever approach we decide to support as our philosophy of Teacher Educa-
tion, it is imperative that we keep in mind the many broad issues are still
unsettled on the thinking of American Leadership. In no way can we divorce
ourselves from the larger issues of the economy and unemployment if we are to
be successful with the Special Needs population.

And so the World of Work should be continuously asse:. d and curriculum
offerings should be adopted to meet the employment needs of the area in which
your teachers are employed.

Currtculum Development

To match the above, curriculum development is a second area that should
be studied in depth. Here your students waist recognize that the textbook
lecture approach is no longer popular with the high school student today.
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And, while tL is still tn._ btsc: approach to learning, the teacher today
should be theronl- 1:sH1 iar woild oi "Pupil Uncounters" as described
by 'ciarcella La:,1a,r it IC rLtihhs

Take no ck u.:es iu hour pror,rhu knows all there is
to know about his net patiicular t cii av, them ronew their thinking
about the E::ceutional hit Se suL-o the instructor is familiar with
high school rules and regulations hnl that cue discussion centers on an
ongoing high school setting.

The brooder the e,:hriene...: you c,In give your students; the broader educa-
tion he or s, will orini, to tlio '.x.hintonal Student.

how then is \mat we are cah,gesting any different than hat which is
already required for reitificatiot, in Vocat-lor.:1 fclueation or Special Educa-
tion today?

To answer chis we woulc' nave to introduce our third problem.

Edu_:ational Inaciutions and Out Reach Services

Problem number three is: Are we an educational institution or a training
center? Is the one ircompatible tj_tn rue other? Is there danger of either
of these systems taking over the encire field of Special Seeds Education,
thus posing a threat to the -.ducational community or the community agencies
involved in running the work adjustment centers or the Sheltered Workshops?

There is a very popular manageme:J technique sweeping across country
nowadays. it's called "Conflict 1.esoiution." The very term implies that all
issues will 4.rIvolve conflict. We would have to agree that this 1-,sue is cer-
tainly clouded with the possibility of rather serious 'ion=lict. With so many
people havino. devo'oed their lire's work to these fiel,.s low could it be other-
wise? NeAer in a thousand years could 1.m in education matc!i the dedication
of such agencies ds the Shelteled Workshop or the Jewish Vecational Services.
America is well known for this side of its character.

And ii vou believe that either education or the outreach agencies will
eventually run out of cilents, than I advise you to check the police files
on damaged children, drug and aohol victims and the medical files on the
mentally unsi:able, All these groups now have a public advocate in the State
house.

Why not face up to the Jcsue slea-ely rather than wait until the issue
is beyond repair?

Isn't that what we are here for?

CoLrdination of Effort

The edhcational unit must coordinate its efforts witk ,se of the various
referral lgencies and where necessary, stu:sents should be advised of the rights
and privilLTes 'these agencies can provide :c3r them.
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:;houLl uol in competitiLm 'fith Hee an:ther. A course in Rehabilita-

tion should be added to your certificat requirements and assignments should

-hde field experience at the outreac ,r1L(21- and contact with some of the

cii cuts.

Maximum efforts should be made hy all school systems to facilitate the
utilization of these outreach services and school personnel should be contin-
uously updated as to the most efficient use of such services. Lopefully, this

would mean a procedure that would prove most beneficial to the student not the
educational institution.

All school units nave counselors, very few arc actually trained in crises

intervention. Even fewer know the fine line between a stable behavior and a

breaking point. Parents look to us for nelp on this. How many have the time

or the inclination to include this in tneir daily lesson plans. Yet it is one

of the more significant factors in the maturational process. A career teacher
who has a gut level reaction to the real problem behavior, is not always able
to name the feeling, but is rarely wrong in nis judgement. Shouldn't those

of us in Special Needs be able to give tnat teacher support and offer some
assistance to that student before he reaches his breaking point? A day away

from school isn't all that bad. Many in business take a day off now and then.

They call it a mental health day. AL: least here we would remain close to the

student and his being out would not become a truancy problem.

One who develops a positive self concept does not always do it as a result

of education. And in the adolescent environment, it's surprising that adults
are accepted as well as we are, society has done such a good job of making that

age group its own commarer-in-chief.

Bring in someone who deals with teenagers everyday to teach a course on

adolescence. Use the case study approach to illustrate the hopelessness of

some of the student problems. Produce an objective procedure to bring assist-
ance to the troubled youth rather than compassion and tender loving words.
Education's jbb is to'keep the student on keel so he can benefit from the
instruction offered to him. There is nothing sacred about how long it takes.
(Adult at 18 Laws might give us trouble, but the youngster has to take command
of his own f..,t-e sonner or later, this just forces us to be more attentive to

his earlier ars.)

A kinship between all outreach services and the educational setting can
prove extremely beneficial in the development of a self-assured young adult

who can learn not to be afraid of adversity. All it takes sometimes is some-

one who cares.

For these youngsters education ends At 21; outreach services are life-long.

Problem number three also seeks ,Iswers to these questions.

Are we far enough along in educational research that the regular school
system can absorb all the Special Needs Students?

Isn't ninth grade admission an invitation to complete high school?
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If dicatton programs are the terminal objective then let's define
the program as such.

With all the opportunities in Uork Study, Cooperative Industrial Education
and/ot Job Training, we shnild not lie fearful about Lne business community and
its cooperation on placement.

If the training is ;,00d, the businessman will be most happy to place all
your students.

But are we truly prepared to adjust our educational goals to suit the
placement potential found in the student and the community?

Which brings us to onu final question.

Need for In-Service Education

Can mainstreaming really work, is the fourth problem.

I would hate to say it can't. In fact we have had some successful place-
ments in our shop and academic classes but, I must be realistic and tell you
that a new building and ail new staff members ould nave made the situation a
lot easier.

Even with the new building and new staff I'm still going to have problems.

How I handle the problems and the spirit with which I approach these
problems will depend to a great extent on what all of you do here.

If you give me workable guidelines, standardized approaches and support
systems to file research and get feedback, then perhaps mainstreaming will
work, even in my older buildings and with my career teachers.

To tell you the truth I'd rather work with my tenured faculty. They know
their students.

As you can see my plea is for in-service programs.

Where some of the courses can be offered on campus and some off campus
at the local schools, this proves helpful to conserve teacher energies and
get an entire school system involved.

If certification courses can be offered by the colleges, and in-service
programs can be offered at the local level to supplement these, this is even
better.

Tuition Waiver has been a strong incentive for our teachers and college
credits for advancement on the salary guide has been another plus in our system.

We are now working on graduate degrees in Vocational Leadership for some
of our Special Education Personnel who took the Special Needs Courses.
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It takes all ways and lots of time, patience and phone calls.

It would be a b!.g help if we didn't have to go through the same process
again and again to keep the programs open to the Local School Districts.

All I know is that we're all in this together and it's good to see so
many interested enough to do the heavy work to get us moving.

Thanks for listening; I hope it was worth your while.
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OBSERVATIONS

Dr. John R. Guemple
Assistant Deputy Commissioner

Texas Education Agency

INTRODJCTION

I have been wondering for two months why Rupert Evans invited me to make
this presentation today. After some research, it's become evident that he
didn't know Jho else to ask. Many of my questions remain unanswered. Perhaps
you can help research answers.

First of all, I'd like to say a few words about my interest in the subject.
I grew up in the Kansas City Public School System; that is to say, at least my
secondary education. Elementary school was divided between the Kansas City
School System and the school system cf Gary, Indiana, where my family spent
most of the depression. My first awareness that all was not right with the
world was when my family moved into a hous: in the middle of the block of five
houses, and I discovered that in one of the corner houses of the block was a
mentally retarded 14 year-old boy who was living with an aunt. I frankly didn't
think much about it and only saw that boy once or twice in the four years we
resided in that location. Question: How many children who are handicapped are
protected or hidden in back rooms or walled yards? Years passed, and I had
the occasion to counsel with a family in the rural community who were raising
a mongoloid boy. They were his grandparents question: Do all parents of
handicapped children reject the child? More years passed, and I was asked to
serve on a local advisory board for a sheltered workshop in Baytown, Texas,
where I was an administrator in the community college. Question: Is this
the only kind of work and/or work place where the hand!_capped can find employment?

My wife and I have no children, but she has been a music teacher in public
school systems in three states over a period of more than 25 years and is
currently the director of a community center LI a disadvantaged neighborhood
in Austin, Texas, as a full-time volunteer. Wa have, in that period, worked
closely with young people and followed tLeir development with interest and
watched their children grow and mature. Question: Can anyone with a professional
career Spanning a quarter of a c&mcury remain untouched by children who are
handicapped?

THE PROFESSION

Let us assume for a moment in speaking of the professional in education
that all teachers and administrators have a basic commitment to the people they
serve. That is, the student or the learner. This basic commitment works itself
out in various ways. Most frequently some kind of "dynamic tension" between
the teacher and individual students which draws the learner in the direction
of achievement. I have seen teachers who felt inadequate who were driven back
to higher education for mere training without really knowing that the force
that drive them was this deep sense of commitment. I know of other teachers
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who follow impossib[e schedales, stayin8 up until all hours of the night to
prepare or rising early, One specific secondary teacher I know of in Austin,
Texas, has developed the habit of arising at 4 a.m. in order to spend a good
three hours preparing tor that day's instruction. She frequently is up until
midnight grading papers and -eadin in her subject matter. Questions: Can
a way be found for measuring this c:-T) sense of personal commitment? Is it
learned (taught) or developed afte: the teacher enters the profession?

I have discovered that there are secondary commitments quite as important
as the primary commitmPnt described above. For example, for many years voca-
tional educators have been deeply committed to the employability of their
students and have worked more and mura closely with empaLyers and groups of
employers. Question: Aren't tl..e aspirations of the parents and child just
as important as the employer's? On the other hand, I find the secondary com-
mitment of special educators is co work with parents or guardians and with a
multitude of groups: doctors, ?sychologists, and others who concern themselves
with the physical, mental, or emotionz-.1 zonditions of the children the special
education teacher is teaching. Question. FiLw are the employers ever to know
what the handicapped can do if those who are best prepared to answer their
questions concerning the ability of these students do not work closely with
them? In effect, all the publtcity on "hire the handicapped" that will ever
appear in a community on all the media is less effective than one conference
between employer and a teacher of special education about the ability of a
single child.

In the summer of 1969 an experimental program was conducted at the Texas
School for the Blind. The proeram was initiated in distributive education.
Now for you non-vocational people, that weans marketing or wholesale and retail
sales and services. There had never been a program like this for blind children.
Had a poll been taken, 99 percent of the teachers of distributive education
would have said that because of the nature of the jobs which distributive educa-
tion students normally hold the blind students would be unable to compete in
the labor market. In the experimental project it was found that some of the
employers were surprised with the ability oi the students to deal with the
work and the work environment We were able to place all-of the students,
during the project, in paid employment work stations; and some of the students
were offered permanent positions at the conclusion of the summer. A documentary
film was developed. Perhaps some of you have seen it. It's called "The Blind
Can Do." I find it difficult to capture the sense of excitement and professional
fulfillment which everyone connected with the project felt. Perhaps a poem
best captures it,.

The Gift

by John R. Guemple

Midnight child
Engulfed in darkness
Dependent on other senses

Radiant spirit
Dispelling bleakness
With unforgettable smilz
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Reaching out to brighten
Others with a light
Darkness cannot see

Surely the vision
Of a blind child
Sees me differently than others see

Only once we met
Gentle touch of
Fingers on face

Through years the
Shy tender reaching out
To know me
Remcmbered

In intimate event
My tctal experience
Changed
Suddenly
Indelibly

Every blind child
Reaches out to me
No longer strange
But unique

Children strangely flawed
Endowed by God
With the Gift
To touch others

Question: Aren't there discoverable and developable talents and potential in
most of the handicapped?

THE STUDENT

Who are the persons we serve? There seems to be some disagreement. Most
teachers would say the students. Administrators-might say the taxpayers. I

get the distinct impression that people at the State Department of Education
level would vote for the former. Without students we would have no profession
in teaching. On the other hand, the college professor with his great depth of
knowledge of the literature, history, philosophy of education would be tempted
to say that we serve society, or at least its need to prepare the young to find
a place in that society. And here I'll have. to admit that I find some basis
for disagreement and agreement with all of the above.

I grew up during the depression, a period in our nation's history when no
one had much; and, while we might have been self-conscious about it, we were
not particularly ashamed. There was a great sense of community. I know a small
town in Missouri where a friend of mine grew up. He was one of six children,
and his mother was a widow. Regularly he went to the barber shop for the no
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longer 2xistent 25-cent haircut. he tells me he always handed the barber a
quarter. The barber always rang it up and handed him back two dimes and a
nickel in change. His mother Louldn't afford shoes for the children, but
the shoe store always fitted them. Somebody or some group, or perhaps a com-
munity, felt an obligation to the children of families who obviously couldn't
afford the things everyone else had. Question: das this deep sense of com-
munity and commitment to the young vanished? The one thing I recall most
dramatically of my childhood was that children were expected to be different
from each other. Each one had talents, abilities. The only things we had in
common were our humanity, our fallibility, and our ability to be hurt.

THE FAMILY

Part of the community which every teacher, every school administrator,
every teacher educator should be more aware of is tne family. In my introduc-
tion I raised the question do all parents of handicapped children reject the
child? I'd have to say the answer to that probably is no, not all. But when
they don't something else happens.

My wife's first year of teaching in Austin was really quite different for
her. Most of her professional career had been spent at the junior high and
high school levels. She did spend three years on the faculty in the School of
Music at Baylor University. When we moved to Austin she taught in the elementary
school. My wife had twenty years experience as a music teacher, and most of the
other teachers in the elementary school where she taught were relatively new.
One special friend teaching her first year right out of college was Kay. Her
husband was a law student. Kay and my wife were attracted to each other because
of their mutual love and concern for the children, most of whom came from dis-
advantaged homes. They taught together three years, and then Kay left the school
system to have her first child. We all celebrated together when Julie was born.
But Julie was a hydrocephalic child. She lived four days less than a year. Kay
has since had another baby, perfectly normal; but some irreparable harm was
done to her marriage. Her husband, who loved little Julie, was never able to
accept the inevitability of her death. Both parents were isolated, not only
from each other, but from everyone else.

Alone

by John R. Guemple

Have you ever been really alone

Alone in
Anger

Pain
Emotional turmoil

Alone in
hunger

-ation
Jcual need
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Surrounded by a forest of strangers
Looming over you in the dim

twilight of diminished hopes
Silent screams ffir understanding

help

love
Torh from a mute throat

here

take my hand
If ve are together
neither of us will be

Alone,

Question: How can we broaden the understanding, concern, and commitment of
vocational educators to include the families of handicapped children? They
have aspirations for their childien, mere limited than the parents of normal
children, but do less real. In fact, because of tne nature of the handicapped
child's traumatic environment which often is a broken home or a home with
guardians rather than parents, rhese aspirations are sometimes even more dramatic
emotionally than they are intellectually. Can we develop a new community with
a sense of commitment to the young - a community peopled by teachers, special
education teachers, teachers of all academic subject matter? Question: Can
we learn to teach this sense of responsibility and commitment to the community's
children? What will happen if wn cannot? With the leadership displayed and
the ingenuity of the higher education system whose mastery is unequalled in
the world today, I feel that we must rit-.:e to this challenge.

CONCLUSION

You, the participants in this workshop, are mostly teacher educators. If
the professional community in special education and in vocational education
are to begin resolving some of the issues, some of the problems, some of the
questions I have raised, hoy do yot. start? First of all, I think this workshop
is exciting. Many of us are handicapceLL Ur2 talk to each other but only if
we have a common meeting ground. Social scientists talk to each other. Math-
ematicians, English teachers all talK to each otner. It is a relatively rare
occasion when people from two different subject matters or thrusts in educa-
tion get together. It would be more important if this meeting were taking
place in your state with representatives of all of the interested teacher educa-
tion institutions training trlachers for the schools ycu serve. If you do have
such a meeting please include people firr,m the State Department of Education
and perhaps some of the school districts You see, one of the main functions
the State Department of Education performs is to identify needs and to rzise
to the level of awareness among local school district personnel issues, concerns,
and priorities and then to assist them .1-1 developing programs. The State
Department personnel often go ro the legislature with all of these kind of data
in a package to see if the legislature won't fund experimental programs or
projects or even a state-wide program.. Even if they don't go to the legislature,
current legislation at the national level funnels certain monies to each state
for the handicapped. I don't claim to have knowledge about all of the staees,'
but at least in Texas there are times %then there are funds remaining unencumbered
which could very readily be made available for new approaches in training voca-
tional teachers for rhe handicapped. Let me give you an example. Some years
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ago now, ihe Staie Ly,islatare prnvided funds Cor two new classifications of
personnel in local schools: vocational .,:uidance counselors and vocational

supervisors. The State Depart11:ent of Education took federal funds which had
provided for a very limited nner of these personnel to encourage preparation
programs because these positioh:, ,ere now fuadaLle with state money. Some

emergency kinds of courses yore devised and taugnt under contract with various
institutions. One of ihe maih actors ih this scenario was Texas A &

University. IE you wish to as:. tnem, ty're here in this workshop. Perhaps

they can tell you how well or how poorly this arrangement worked. The big
results, however, as that after this thrust ended, funds ceased to be set
aside for these programs, contracts no longer negotiated, there remained in
the teacher training institutions preparation programs and an institutional
commitment to a training responsibility. Question: Can we help the handicapped?
Who are we trying to help anvway? Perhaps the real answer is that we can only
help children if we prepare people who can deal with them one at a time on a
one to one basis. To me, that means the teacher.

One

by John R. Guemple

One child
one narrow hall of time
One confined mind
One channel
One failure or

Success

One life to live
One death to die
One set of experiences
One decision at a time

One you

One pain or many
One crushing failure
One exalting success
One life lived alone

Uniquely
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Thu Response of Congress to the
Vocational 7-2:ducal:ion of Speci,11 Needs Students

Roman Pucinski
Alderman, City of Chicago
former U.S. Congressman

I feel somewhat as an intruder whenever I address a distinguished
group of educators as those of you in this room. I guess the only reason
for my being hare today is that it was my great privilege for 14 years to
sit with the education committee of Congress and to be the chairman of the
subcommittees that dealt with the general educational problems, including
the 1968 Amendments. If you are womdering why I am not in Congress today,
that is because 'a fanny thing happened to me on the way to the Senate."

I would like to share with you in this very important conference,some
of the thinking that goes on in Congress. The Civil Rights Act prohibits
discrimination against the handicapped and this gives the educational com-

munity, and society in general, a great responsibility. Not only does this

act prohibit discrimination but actually requires an affirmative action

program of employers to show they are doing something productive and posi-

tive to open up new opportunities for the handicapped. We also are

realizing mole and more that we, as a society, just cannot afford to make

the handicapped public wards any longer. For the most part, we are learn-

ing as we have for some time now, that the handicapped are a significant

resource. The old concept of writing them off has given way to realities.

I am continually impressed with the kind of work special educators are

able to teach to human beings who for many years were written off as a

total loss to society. The Congress haE been and will be even more

responsive to this problem as they see more and more workshops such as

this one.

Congress has taken some positive steps in the direction of vocational

education and the handicapped. The 1968 Amendments of the Vocational

Education Act are among the many acts dealing with vocational education

and the handicapped. Howeve:, the disadvantaged of the country are being

shortchanged in vocational education. In my own city, Chicago, we were

spending less than 1% of the vocational education monies on the disadvan-

taged. The Vocational Education Amendments (1968) mandated 15% set aside

monies. At least 15% of the federal ftmding coming into a community must

be spent on the disadvantaged. You can talk all you want about the major
breakthrough in the education of the handicapped, but if the funds are

not being earmarked for that aspect of vccational education you will not

achieve success. A most recent study stated that in our nation's
sheltered workshops 53% are mentally retarded, 19% are mentally ill, 10%

are blind, 5% have some form of o.:thopedic disability and 13% suffer

other problems. You see that one of the greatest challenges of special

education in working with vocational education is in the field of the

mentally retarded. I am particularly pleased to be here today and
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especially to be able to correlate the relationship between special educa-
tion and vocational education. There ought to b2 a happy meeting between
special education and vocational education. One out of three Americans
has some form of emotional deficiency, (to a greater or lesser extent).
You are talking about 70 million iluman beings in the U.S. that need some
form of assistance. I hope that these statistics can impress upon you the
enormous responsibility thac rests on your shoulders.

Congress also passed a number of other bills that are made available
to sponsor more meaningful programs of both special and vocational educa-

tion. We passed the Vocational Rehabilitation Act; we passed Indian
Education Acts with special funds earmarked for such programs. We also

have another very special problem that will offer you a great challenge;
we have legislation and funds available for vocational education in
prisons. Obviously, there is an enormous challenge for the vocational
education people and special education people to work together in four

million programs.

We sometimes overlook the fact that special education does not deal

only with those who have educational deficiencies. We also passed legis-

lation that has helped children with learning disabilities. We recognized

that this group was getting lost in the shuffle. If there is any strength

in federal i-..-Ivolvement in these programs it is only because the Federal

government is trying to address itself to the special needs that too often

get lost in the shuffle. I often hear my friends say that the Federal

government is too involved in education. They also criticize categorical

spending. But if we hadn't put the special definition on the special

needs, these needs would have continued to grow unnoticed and ufirol-.2d as

hnd for years. That is why the Congress, the committees, the people

like yourselves had to become involved.

We did something very important in the 1968 Amendements that you

ought to be familiar with. We established an excellent national advisory

council on vocational education. It is my privilege to be a member of

this council, We also required every state that wants to participate in

tederal funds to establish a state advisory council. In order to meet the

educationai needs of each state thLre is a mandate ald a specific require-

ment that the state advisory council must participate in the entire planning

process of vocational education programs. This gives the state Pdvisory

counel something more than ceremonial status. Before a state can qualify

for any federal funds, it must submit an annual plan of how it intends to

use the eederal assistance in the vocational education program. We pro-

vided in the legislation that the state advisory council must cert4fy the

plan and participate in its formation during the entire planning process.

Why did we do that? Because we recognized that for many years vocatioyal

education had failed to meet the needs of the community.
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The new vocational education bill pending in the Senate requires the
national advisory council and state advisory councils to have people in
special education serving on their councils. This bill recognizes that
special education has become an integral part of vocational education.
In many instances, these two are inseparable and ought to be workinv
together. In developing the plan in the respective states and respective
communities you ought to utilize the state advisory council. I heard
someone ask at the-conclusion of the morning session if something positive
will be drawn from this workshop. The one positive thing to be drawn from
this workshop is that you as specii-11 educators and vocational educators
will familiarize yourselves with your state advisory council, ask for mem-
bership on that council, and then fully participate in developing the state
plan. The state advisory council becomes a key resource in helping you
move forward to some of the things we are talking about this morning.

Congress is putting great emphasis on career education. There is a
great deal of misunderstanding in this countzy between career education
and vocational education. In some places there is hostility between 'the
two. Vocational educators seem to eel threatened by the career educators.
We established a whole concept of career education because we recOgnized
a manner in which Americans chose their occupations. We recognized the
fact that many Americans are totally oblivious of the world of work. We
recognized the fact that sooner or later everyone has to join the world
of work. So career education was established as a kind of front-7runner
through vocational education. Career education, the exploration Process,
compliments vocational education. It makes people familiar and acquainted
with the requirements of selecting certain skills and nowhere will this be
more important than in the whole spectrum of special education. The career
counselors must recognize the needs of people and tie into the various
TrOgrams available. Carl Parkins now has a bill pending (which T-think
has a pretty good chance of passing) which will make $100,000,000 available
the first year for developing career.education programa. Paralleling that
development ought to be special education people, because certainly the
handicapped ought to have full equality for career development.

The average American, handicapped and otherwise, changes job skills
from five to nine times during a lifetime. I will bet that all of you in
this roor will be doing something different in five years. It may be in
the same discipline, but it is going to be something different. So career
education is a very essential element of the total educational spectrum.
Vocational education becomes a delivery system, and I can't think of any-
thing more tragic than to set up a great career education program, whetting
the appetites of millions- of Americans, .telling them that they can do this
or they can do that, and then not having a delivery system that will teach
them the skills to qualify for these jobs. We look upon vocational educa-
tion at the elementary and secondary level a2 a delivery system to back up
career ed.g..ation. The third filler becomes post-secondary--the community
college as well as the four year Id six year colleges. Tbe fourth filler
becomes adult education. We haven't talked about it verl much up to now,
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but you are going to see tha greatest opportunities open up for special

education as vocational education moves in greater numbers _nto adult

education. There is need for retraining American citizzas for the emerging

employment roles. We expect to generate 10,000 new, aciditimal job skills

in the next decade. And so you can see the challenge as you look at the

broad picture: career education installation, vocational educaton
delivery system, post-secondary education for those WiLng to earn higher

degrees, and finally adult education for the handicapp.;d. When you see

that picture, you see the enormous challenge that lies ahcd for you in

this room.

We were very disturbed, as you must have been, at the Grenliek and

Associates Report. It will demand of Congress a more realistic approach

to the whole structure of vocational education, special education, and

caraer education. This report showed that :from the sheltered workshop,

only one out of every ten handicapped persons is finding employment. Now

that is a very bad track record which ic going to cause concern in Congress,

in the tate legislatures, and also in the educational community. 'Congress

is willing to appropriate the money,for the nation facing a 40, 50, 60

billion dollar deficit every year. I hope thoSe of:you participating in

this conference will address yourselves to the growing pressures from

Congress to spend this money wisely. Me are going to have a lot of pressure

from Congress to take the money that we have been spending on sheltered

workshops and try to defuse this money in the total community. It would

seem to me that if this report is correct (end let us assume that it is,

it was carried out under good testing procedures) that ona solution for

dealing with ;the problems of the handicapped in vocational education is

a greater integration of the handicapped in the general school program.

It is going to be difficult. It is going to require a lot, of work. It

is going to require a lot of teachers, a lot pf counseling,, but it seems

to me that if only one out of every ten handicapped persons is finding

employment after their exposure to sheltered workshops, something is

dramatically wrong and requires massive change.

We are also suggesting new training programs for work in other areas.

There seems to be a tendency to look upon the handicapped as having limited

abilities. But taose in special education are finding out,thatthis is not

very true. In many other countries also they are finding out that It is

not true. New opportunities are opening up for the handicapped where they

never worked before. They are finally being successful in Americanicommu-

nities. Training for handicapped in service industries is.being provided.

Significant inroads are being made for the handicapped and emotionally

disturbed.

Many p. .1e are responding with great surprise that the handicapped

are able to adjust and work properly. What we have to do, obviously, is

overcome the suspicions of employers. The affirmative action program is

now being enforced by equal employment opportunity committees in greater

numbers. The handicapped feel they have greater resources to offer in the
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world of work Li they have been given a chance to provide. With new
emphasis on the affirmative action programs, you are going to find more
and more demands for your services. The Department of Labor, incidentally,
certified 2,766 sheltered workshops in America covering some 410,000 clients.
I mention this fir only to illustrate the enormity of the problem. We

estimate now that iut 40% of the school population has some form of handi-
cap, lesscr or grolter, and the she]tered workshop has tried to address
itself to these Jblems, but I thi-k that you can do a better job in the
schools.

The Crenliek and Associates Report was rather interesting. I would

111-e to read this paragraph for your consideration.

In preparing handicapped people for jobs, it cannot be said
that a workshop can obtain a high degree of success. The assump-
tion behind the rehabilitation effort is that all or most handi-

capped persons are placable on job-- The way to accomplish their

placement is vocational rehabilitation. In fact, however, the

ability to team r job with a nerson is not merely dependent upon

a person's job skills. It is also dependent upon the community,
total integration of the handicapped in a society of contributing

citizens, and not isolation.

This is where I believe the report makes the greatest contribution. This

is why I believe special educators can play a key role in worLing with
vocational educators. We can show that the handicapped can be employed.
This pessimistic'report should not ovIcure the real challenge. Congress,
of,,course,,will want to re-examine the present legislation, Lut I do not

see any good reasons for more funds diverted for the Education Basic
Development Act. For indeed, it this report is shown as correct we may be
developing more teachers in special education by absorbing the handicapped

into our general educational system. This would'also mean a greater num-

ber of counselors. We are talking about the possibility of parents,
paraprofessional counselors, to help the degreed counselors in their work,
simply because we cannot crank out enough counselors fast enough to meet

the needs.

I also see more funds for curriculum development for the handicapped.
It 13'!eratli that this is an area you ought to be talking about with the state
advisory council because in the 1968 Amendments specific categorical set
asides were mandated for both research and curriculum developmmt, and
those of you in special education ou3ht to get a part of the c_^.tion. You
can get a piece of that action by working through the state advisory
council.

I don't see any general compromising in Congress on the whole question
of Civil Rights Prohibition against discrimination because one is handi-
capped. I think that the roots of the civil rights concept in Congress
are so well founded and deep seated now, that T. don't Bee any raason, and

properly no, for the repeal of the standards and the high hopes that we
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voted into law in the 1960s just because we say that we can't meet those

standards. We can meet them. They can be met with the proper approach.

This challenge becomes even more compounded when you consider the fact

that this nation is going to a full employment economy by 1980. I am not

talking about some pie in the sky a decade or two or three from now. I am

talking about the next 46 months. I know that we are concerned about the

present economic situation. If you look at the economic profile of America,

you will find that the last 100 years have been a series of hills and

valleys. Sometimes the valleys are a little deeper than we want them.

Sometimes the hills get a little higher than we want them. Let me remind

you that the decade of the'60s was one full decade of uninterpreted economic

growth. We had an ,nemployment rate of 2.3%. During that period of growth

we faced enormous problems of manpower and womenpower shortages all over

the country for which we were totally unprepared. Employers raided each

other, stealing each other's workers because of the tremendous shortage of

skilled help.

By 1985 this nation must train 58,0b0,000 new workers as the labor

force increases to the trillion dollar economy. We are going to go from

85,000,000 now to 102,000,000 by 1985. Of that 58,000,000 we are going to

have to train 17,000,000 workers to expand the normal growth of the economy.

We are g(ding to have to train 41,000,000 to replace people who die, retire,

or leave the labor force for all sorts of reasons. As you see these enor-

mous needs in the labor force you can see a clear picture of how special

education and vocational education will have to be in the mainstream. You

are going to have to educate the community and provide the manpower to fill

the enormous needs of American industry. If the present drop in the birth

rate continues as we suspect, the United States won't be able to discrimi-

nate against the handicapped. We will need them to meet the demands of

102,000,000 in the labor force.

I don't suppose that we will want to talk about education for women
as a special education concept, but certainly it does cause a problem
because as our whole population changes, women emerge as a valid force in

the American work market. Our population in 1970 was 51% women and 49%

men. We anticipate that by 1980,if: will be 53% women, 47% men. By 1990

we predict it will be 55% women, 45% men. It is a fact that there are

going td be more women than men in this country. Industry is going to
have to attract women to the world ')f work at an earlier age. As a matter

of fact, this is happening already. Women are slready responding to the

needs of industry. The age of childbearing is going up. Young women who
ordinarily would have children at age 24 to 30 are now in industry and

having their children at age 32 to 34.

Obviously, a great challenge in American education will be to train

women for the dual role of breadwinner and homemaker, both of which are

becoming more complex. A committee in Congress studied what it would cost

to buy the services of a modern housewife and mother of two at the open
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market. We concluded at that time, that it would cost $15,700.00. We did
not try to put a price on personal services. It shows that the work of a

homemaker is becoming more skillful, more complicated. Home economists
are going to have to develop programs which will prepare individuals for
this dual role. It is true that the male member of the family is developing

a new sensitivity. I think that schools are going to be teaching young
men how to make ti:eir contribution to the household because obviously this
generation has a greater sensitivity for the family structure than previous
generations. One interesting clue to changing attitudes is the Department
of Labor in Washington where male members have negotiated contracts for
paternity leave when their wives are in the hosi.al. If they don't have

vacation time coming they can take thirty days, :.out pay. The idea is

to have the male member of the family in the home instead of some neighbor,
friend, youngster, or someone else taking care of the household. The point

I am making here is that special education cannot ignore training this

nation's women for the world of work.

It becomes clear that Congress will have to revise some of its think-

ing about legislation to meet these special needs. Congress cannot ignore

the recent conference in Washington on special education needs of the

handicapped. It was a good conference made up of people who are working

on somewhat e same things you are.

I got a job for a young man with a radio station for the Chicago Board

of Education. Not that I generally interfere with the Board of Education,

but this man needed help. Many places would not hire him, simply because

he was blind. Today he is a key anchorman as a radio announcer conduCting

interviews. The young man shows a fantastic understanding into the prob-

lems of our community. The only difference that should exist between the

goals of vocational education for the handicapped and the non-handicapped

is a necessary assumption that the handicapped take longer and require more

effort to accomplish tasks. This is why the special education program and

special educators must provide the guidance, leadership, understanding,

skill, and know how. It is going to take longer and yes, it is going to

be more expensive. I get very disturbed when people tell me that liocational

education is expensive. Of course it is expensive, but look at the track

record. We made a study a few years ago and found that those who had

experience in vocational education do go on to college. They have survived

the full course because of the discipline they are taught in vocational

education. We must bring about a way that special education can bring in

their skills for vocational nducation for the handicapped. Then I think

we will have a recipe for succeas.

The cost of education is high but costs are a lot higher if you dump
that human being as a public ward for the rest of his Or'her life. We

must acknowledge that it is going to take a little longer to educate the

handicapped. To do this we must educate and discipline the American educa-

tional community. We are talking about teaching handicapped persons
adaptability skills more than specific job skills. We must be able to
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accept the fact that a handicapped person can indeed be trained to.do most
of the things that those of us who are more able-bodied can. I would hope
that the vocational educators and special educators here would zero in on
specific skills that the handicapped.need to be taught. Many vocetional
education teachers whose main background preparaLion is work experience
rather than university training seem to bave trouble knowing,how to handle
handicapped children's problems. Wn know that the training of individuals
is a constant thing. YOu cannot tao. humaIl beings, give them a screwdriver,
a few lessons on how to set a screw, and have thrm work on it. The restruc-
turing of human beings requires the kind of skill that many of you in this
room have. It is a long, cos%ly, tedious process.

Vocational education and special education play a particularly signi-
ficant role. I thinl: you can develop a meaningful program bccauFe of your
professional background of evaluation. The Senate is'nOre likA.y to support
vocational education for the emotionally disturbed than other handicapped.
That is a challenge when you consider the fact that 53% of the 410,000 in
the 2,700 sheltered workshops in this ccuntry are there because of emotional
problems. That is the biggest problem and yet perhaps the toughest one.
The success of your program is measured by the success for the handicapped.

Labor unicns are more receptive to membership of handicapped persons
when they realize that these persons are likely to be hard working, stable,
dues paying members. Handicapped workers are among the last to be .A.red

when jobs are reduced. However, this may be due in large part because

they can be exploited. Your programs ought to be giving these people somc

idea of their rights. Regular school counselors often don't complain.

:lany of the school counselors eon't.want to work with handicappei students
perhaps because they don't have experience. One of the greate3t nhallenges
that will co:ae out of a conference like this is recognizing t-le need to
equip counselors with special skills for both the handicaPped student'and
vocational training. If I had my way about it, I would put a great deal
of my money in counseling and guidance. Today this is perhaps the single
greatest shortcoming of the American nducational system at all rrreie levels.
Finally, there,is a great need for psychological specialists and therapists
who work with the handicapped learn the basic concepcs of vocational

education. You can see there is a great deal of interest in this whole

field.

I would like to close with this request. I would like for each of
you, first of el, to know who are your state advisory council members.
We created the stzte advisory council as a delivery syftem:, a place for
you to go and talk about the needs of your community. I Ltan 4ssure ycu

that if you will put together your ideas and present them nersonally to
the state advisory council you will see some magnificent, meaningful
breakthroughs in this very important field of American educat.lon. In the

14 years that I was in Congress, I learned a profound respect for the,
American people. I am not one who.goes around saying we ha-,e a bad educa-

tional system. When you consider the problems, this educational system
has done pretty well: This country is the youngest major plwer in the
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world today. This nation, less than 200 years old, has become the fore-
runner in the forefront of human achievement. I think all of this came
through our educational system. So this is no time to bury the system.
As we see the needs of American there is time to build on that system.

This conference is important. Over the years I learned that nobody
in our society has a more awesome responsibility than the American teacher.
You see when a doctor makes a mistake, he buries it. Who knows the differ-
ence? When a lawyer makes a mistake, he appeals it. When a teacher makes

a mistake the scars follow that student. It is an awesome, frightening
job. That is why I am pleased that you are here. I hope that out of this

conference will come a new program bringing the talents of vocational educa-
tion and special education to every American handicapped, disadvantaged,
black or white, young or old, male or female, so that every individual will
be able to graduate from school with a marketable skill and face the world.
One of the great tragedies of our time and the reason for a lot of turmoil

is because we have graduated young people without a job skill. That is

why I feel so strongly about vocational education. I wish you luck and

congratulate you for putting together this conference.

4 4
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A COOPERATIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR
PREPARING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL TO

WORK WITH SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

Dr. Al Lampe, Assistant Professor
Department of Vocational Education and Technology

College of Agriculture
The University of Vermont

"Thank you very much, Allen. It is a real pleasure to be here tonight and
to :lave thjs opportunity to talk about some of the th1c.gs we've been doing at
the University of Vermont in the way of preparing vocational educators to work
with special needs students. You certainly have brought together an impressive
assembly of teacher educators from across the natioL, for this workshop, and T
know that I am speaking for every member of our Vermont team when I say we're
all grateful to Rupert Evans and Gary Clark, Co-directors of this conference,
for making it possible for us to be here to share in this exciting exchange of
ideas and information. I like workshops that accomplish something, and from
what we've seen so far today, I'd say that a great deal will be accomplished
during this one.

Before getting into my topic for tonight, I'd like to acknowledge that I
can appreciate how all of you must be feeling at this point. We've been at it
now for about eleven hours, and although it has been an exciting day, the
prospect of sitting here and listening to a long presentation isn't particularly
inviting. It was Hark Twain, I believe, who said "being talked to death is a
terrible way to go." I'd like to set your minds at ease by assuring you that
Rupert Evans didn't invite me out here to Illinois to be an executioner! So,
if you can all just sit back and relax for a few more minutes over that last
cup of coffee, I'll do my best to keep this presentation as short as possible.

When Allen Phelps called me on the telephone a few months ago and invited
me to make this presentation, I must admit that I felt rather hesitant about
accepting. having been at the University of Vermont for only a short period
of time, I felt somewhat less than qualified to be speaking about the program
I am representing here tonight. There are several persons participating in
this workshop; persons who are sitting right here in this room tonight; who
deserve most of the credit for developing the special needs teacher training
model I'll be attempting to describe to you. Let me stop here for just a moment
to introduce these people to you.

First, the person who was most closely associated with the Vermont program
during its early stages of development, and its original coordinator, Mr. Marc
Hull. Marc, who can boast being a "native Vermonter," left the university just
over a year ago, and is now completing his doctorate at Texas A & M, where he
'also oerveo as a Research Associate in the Office of the Dean.

Another former Vermont resident, Dr. William Halloran, i8 here repreoenting
the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education.
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Before accepting his oew assignment in Washington, bill served as a Consultant
with the Divison of Special Education and Pupil Personnel Services in the
Vermont State Education- Departnant, While inthat position-Bill had full
responsibility for liaison between the State Education Department and the
program at the University Of Vermont, and was instrumental in securing the
necessary financial support to cintinue the Vermont program beyond its initial
three-year planning phase. Bill also played an important leadership role in
developing THE VERMONT GUIDE FOR e_TACHING ADOLESCENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, which
you received a Copy of :iust a few minutes ago. We'll be talking some more
about that publicatioa a little later or in tonight's presentation.

The final person I'd like to introduce to you is Chris Morgan, who recently
replaced Bill Halloran as our Special Needs Consultant in the State Education
Department. Chris was one of the first Divors.ified Occupations teachers in
Vermont to work with the handicapped in vocat:i.onal edUcation, and has been
involved from the very beginning in the developmevt Of our present program for
delivering voctional education to special needs students, Chris also serves
as an adjunct member of our faculty in tLe Department of V6cational Education
ard Technology, end has been_very activelY in-olved in our professional develop-
ment program for spccial heeds personnel.

Perhaps new yol are in a better position to understand my original comment
aboht beihg sorewhat re/uttant to stand up here ,tonight and talk.to 'you about
the University of Vermont program. With Marc Hull,' Bill HallOran and Chris
Morgan sitting right there at that table, I feel a bit like the fellow'who found
himself trying 'co improsL; Noah with his story about the Johnstown flood!
Aside from that, however, I really am pleased to be here tonight, and I hope
that what I have to say will convey an accun,te picture of what we're trying to
do at the University of Vermont ir the way of preparing vocational educators
to serve Youngsters with special needs.

In order to understand 'that we are involve 0. in at the Un-versity it is
first necesEary :0 have in your minds a few at.tistics concerning our state.
Vermont is small stat,2 by most standards, and our population is Only about
400,000. Oa,: ler,est city, Burlington, with ita popUlation of' 40,000, is the
home of the University of Vermont, :Ind can be ensidered the major cultural
and financial ccntel: in the. atate. While Vel mom: can claim several other small
cities, most of its 400,n00 residents are dLspersed over many small villages
and towns, ranging in ie from jult a few farrLes LO maybe 300 or 400 popula-
tion. Vermont his few largo indu7tries, end a_ of the slate's revenue is
derived from agriculture, tourise., recre; gowevel., despite limited
financial vesourcea, Vermont has mode r. rommitment Lc the education of
its children, nd can boast having eoe of the mos.,: progressive sped_al education
plans as any state in the nation. Whlie't4.me does not permit me to fully des-
cribe Vermnt's "Consultinfi, Teacher model r:..r special education, let me just
mention that Lt has been looked upon by nany expe7ts in the fiei. of special
education as one of the 1:.olt innovot.i,)e well thought out special education
models in op;eration anywhere in the country.

Vermonters have always been recognized hs being coneorned with practical
values, and ths is readily evidenced in'the -state's cw:rent efforts to expand
vocational education opportunities to ali of its citizens. This is presently
being accerplished throu,",h a state-wide network of comprehensive area vocational
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centers, fourteen of which are now in operation, with a fifteenth in the fihni
planning stages. Each of these area vocational centers is located in a large,
comprehensive union high school district which cooperates with smaller schools
in neighboring component districts to provide vocational education to students
on a shared time basis, thus making vocational education available to virtually
all secondary school pupils in the state.

In developing this comprehensive plan for vocational education, the State
of Vermont has not neglected tc provide for the special vocational education
needs of its handicapped youth. in 1968, when Vermont first committed.itself
both philosophically and financially to support the development of a state-
wide network of area vocational centers, it simultaneously made a commitment
to provide within each of these centers an innovative vocational program for
mentally retarded students between the ages of 15 and 21. This program model,
known locally as "Diversified Occupations," has subsequently been implemented
in each of Vermont's fourteen area vocational centers, and is currently pro-
viding vocational instruction for a total of 399 mentally retarded youth
throughout the state.

I'd like to take just a moment or two at this point to discuss some of the
major components of Vermont's "Diversified Occupations" model and briefly high-
light its development from 1968 to the present. Such a discussion will, I
believe, serve to provide a framework for evaluating some of the efforts the
University of Vermont has undertaken over the past few years relative to pro-
fessional development for vocational special needs personnel, and should also
serve to point out the direction our program will need to take in the very
near future.

First of all, then, a brief glimpse at how the Vermont "Diversified
Occupations" model came into existence. Statutory requirements dating from
about 1956 mandated that Vermont's public school districts provide an equal
educational opportunity for all children. Even so, it was not until.the
enactment of more substantial legislation that provisions were made for the
implementation of special programs, facilities and services for youngsters
with handicapping conditions. The first such programs in Vermont were focused
almost exclusively on the needs of mentally retarded children at the elementary
and jun:Lor high school levels. This situation persisted, with little.in the
way of secondary or vocational programs for the mentally retarded being pro-
vided until thr: enactment of the 1963 Vocational Education Act and its sub-
sequent Amendmen O._ 1968. As a result of these two significant piezes of
legislation, Vermr,nt initiated a bold and compiehensive plan to make vocational
education ald tralc.frip, ,vailable to all educable mentally retarded students
between ciw, n,4e, of .C) ,ind 21.

4ncorporate these "Diversified Occupations" Programs for
the mentally reLe.cA-d into each of Vermont's area vocational centers was

rerwhed !-)1 the Division of Special Education and Pupil Personnel
Services and the Division of Vocational and Technical Education of the State
Education Department. At that time an agreement was entered into by these two
agencies, pledging continued financial and technical support for any and all
such programs. Under this cooperative agreement, approved programs for handi-
capped students located within the area vocational cenLers received an operating
budget from the Division of Special Education and Pupil Personnel Services
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based on the number of mentally nandicapped students enrolled. The cost of

construction of classroom and laboratory space, which is a part of.the, area

vocational center and-which is used for the vocational education of mentally

retarded students is funded at 75% of the total construction costs by the.

Division of Special Education and Pupil Personnel Services. The remaining 25%

is funded by the Division of Vocational and Technical Education. .This division

also provides 100% funding for all vocational education equipment used in these

special needs programs, while the Division of Special Education absorbs 100%

of the cost for equipment used in related academic classes. This agreement

also provides that the Division oi Special Education will pay 100%.of the

salaries of professional personnel employed in. these "Diversified Occupations"

Programs.

Under the provisions of this cooperative agreement, the first two "Diver-

sified Occupations" facilities were opened at area vocational center sites in

1971. By the end of 1972, a total of ten such facilities had been completed

and had programs in full operation. Three additional programs were opened by

1973, and the most recently completed facility started accepting its first

class of students in January, 1975. The total state-wide plan will be fully

operational when the final "Diversified Occupations" facility is opened at the

St. Albans Area Vocational Center sometime in early 1977.

Let me take just a moment now to describe the "Diversified Occupations"

program itself, and to mention the kinds of opportunity it is providing for

the mentally retarded students of Vermont.

Basically, the "D.O." model is a four year program combining "hands-on"

occupational training with a carefully prescribed program of related and "life-

relevant" acadethic and social learning. The curriculum is individually

determined for each student on the basis of a careful and thorough evaluation

of his level of functioning, his llterests and his aptitudes. The broad goal

of the "Diversified Occupations" program is to provide each student with the

social, academic and occupational skills needed to become a successful, inde-

pendently functioning member of society.

The "Diversified Occupations" curriculum is based on "persisting life

needs,"....those recurring fuactions required of individuals living in a demo-

cracy; requirements which persist throughout a person's life. They include

such functions as the needs to be healthy, the need to be economically inde-

pendent, the need to communicate effectively, etc. Rather than spending too

much time attempting to enumerate the many life functions covered in the

"Diversified Occupations" curriculum, I'll refer you to your copy of The VERMONT

GUIDE FOR TEACHING ADOLESCENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS. You will find, I'm sure,

that the GUIDE can far more adequately cover these many furctions than I can

here tonight.

In each "Diversified Occupations" program, students rotate through a

sequence of carefu'ly planned exploratory experiences in a variety of occupa-

tional areas, or clusters. These experiences include such areas as heath

occupations, metal working, office occupations, food services, grounds maintenance

and auto services to mention just a few.

Through these exploratory experiences the student and the instrucf w1/1

begin to determine each individual's interests and abilities. Stude-sts with
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sufficient interest and aptitudes are taught the necessary entry-level skills
and concepts in the "Diversified Occupations" program to permit them to enter
regular vocational education programs for further training. If necessary,
students who have been "mainstreamed" in regular programs may return from time
to time to the "Divers.Lfied Occupations" laboratory for individualized remedial
instruction as appropriate.

For the majority of students, out-of-school work placement will follow
successful in-school experiences. Pupils are placed in cooperative work situa-
tions in the community through the regular Cooperative Education Program
offered by the area vocational center. rhese students may also return to the
"Diversified Occupations" laboratory as needed for furt%er individualized
instruction and guidance.

For those pupils who are unable to profit from integration into regular
vocational education classes, the "Diversified Occupations" program offers
intensive training in its occupational laboratories. When it has been deter-
mined by the instructor that the slower student is ready for more intensive
training, he ic referred to the vocational rehabilitation service for placement
either in a sheltered workshop or other suitable facility or program.

It might be well to mention here that a large number of students com-
pleting their education in "Diversified Occupations" programs do not require
referral to the vocational rehabilitation agency, but are able to successfully
enter the world of work directly from their cooperative education placement.
Unfortunately, I am not in a position at this time to give you any exact figures
on this. We are in the process now, however, of implementing a follow-up study
of all the students who have left "Diversified Occupations" programs since their
inception, and anticipate having some "hard" data on this in the near future.

I recognize that I have presented a very superficial description of
Vermont's "Diversified Occupations" program model, but I want to move on now
and talk about the typical staffing situation usually found in this kind of a
program. Th2 basic "Diver:ified Occupations" professional staff usually includes
three instructors, working cooperatively in a modified "team-teaching" situation.
This may vary, of course, depending upon the size of the program, but generally
speaking, the "D.O." professional staff is comprised of a "heavy lab" 'teacher,
a "light lab" teacher, and an instructor for related "special" academics. In

some instances these professionals are assisted. by a paraprofessional, or "aide."
I'm sure this temlinology must confuse you, so let me give you a few definitions
to clarify what I'm talking about. The term "heavy lab" refers to those voca-
tional experiences related to such occupational areas as machine operation,
construction, power mechanics, carpentry and related industrial type operations.
Ideally, the "heavy lab" instructor comes from a background of industrial educa-
tion or some specific trade experience, and is able to relate his teaching to
the real world of work, In the "Diversified Occupations" program, successful
completion of "heavy lab" experiences is a prercquisite for entry into selected
regular vocational education programs.

The term "light lab" on the other hand, refers to the types of "hands-on"'
experiences usually encountered in home economics, business education, health,
child care and so on. In most instances, "light lab" instructors will hold a
teaching certificate.in home economics, health, or a related area. While much
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of what is taught to the student in "light lab" can be considered related to
"persisting life functions," these experiences frequently are also prerequisites
for regular vocational education placement.

I believe the term "related academic teacher" is familiar tci most of you
here tonight. This refers primarily to a person trained !.n the area of
special education, usually with an emphasis on teaching the'mentally retarded,
who is able to provide individualized remedial or prescriptive instruction to
students demonstrating a wide variety of learning disabilities. It is the
responsibility of this person not only to develop appropriate:academic instruc-
tion to support the "heavy :'.abr and "lignt.lab" componenta of the "Diversified
Occupations" curriculum, but also to provide remedial instruction for students
who are "mainstreamed" in regular vocational courses.

One has only to consider the obvious diversity of talents and experience
required of the "Diversified Occupations" instructional personnel to recognize
that recruiting qualified staff is one of the major problems encountered in
implementing this particular educational model. When "Diversified Occupations"
programs were first implemented in Vermont six years ago, it was recognized
that existing teacher education programs Were unable to provide a sufficient

.

number of trained and qualified candidates to meet professional staff needs
of this program. To alleviate this situation, the State Education Department
approached the Department of Vocational Education and Technology at the University
of Vermont with a request that it initiate a professional development program
to prepare "Diversified Occupations" teachers to fill the emerging needs of
Vermont's area vocational centers.

In response to this request, the Department of Vocational Education and
Technology, in concert with '.he University's Division of Continuing Education,
joined forces with the State Department of Education to offer two intensive
inservice workshops during the summers of 1971 and 1972. Two local education
agencies, the Essex Junction Area Vocational Center and the Burlington Area
Vocational Center, cooperated by furnishing facilities and equipment for these
initial professional development workshops. Nearly all of Vermont's currently
employed "Diversified Occupations" teachers, as well as several area vocattanal
center administrators having -.7esponsibiiity for special needs programs in
their schools, were enrolled in these ez.rly training sessions. In all, a total
of twenty-three persons participated in this beginning Professional development
effort and were directly responsible for developing much of the instructional
materials and learning activity packages used in.Vermont's first "Diversified
OccUpations" programs.

In 1972, a three-year planning grant from the Bureau for the Education
of the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education, madc. it possible for the University
of Vermont to employ a full-time person to coordinate'professional development
efforts with "Diversified Occupations" teachera. This person, incidentally,
was Marc Hull, whom I introduced to you earlier in tonight'S program.

At the time this professional development program was first implemented,
only two "Diversified OcLupations" programs were in operation in the State of
Vermont. However, twelve additional programs were scheduled to open in the
immediate future. For this reason, a special effort was made to identify the
staff needs of these anticipated programs and to provide immediate assistance
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to assure an adequate supply of qualiaed personnel. This was accomplished
through an effort to identify and train potential "D.O." teachers at the pre-
service undergraduate level, as well as through intensive in-service with
vocational teachers already employed in the respective area vocational centers
where new "Diversified Occupations" programs were soon to be implemented.

As time went on, the professional development staff began to identify
various professional personnel who ere likely to come into contact with handi-
capped students in the area vocational centers, and a broad-based training
model began to emerge. Over a period of three years, workshops and courses
of study were developed to sensitize the entire spectrum oi professionals
functioning within the vocational centers to the needs And characteristics of
educable.mentally retarded students. Ultimately, undergraduate and graduate
level courses were developed to offer in-depth training in the cbmpetency
areas considered essential for providing vocational instruction to handicapped
adolescents, and over a period of three years, more than 500 teachers, admin-
istrators and other educational personnel were involved in the prof,ssional
development activities provided by the University.

In addition to its instructional and training efforts, the professional
development program at the University of Vermont has been involved in a
number of other types of service activities related to the improvement of
vocational education programs for special needs students. These included,
among other activities, the sponsorship of meetings for developing "Diversified
Occupations" curriculum and identifying appropriate instructional objectives
for all aspects of the program. A direct outcome of these '.2etings was the

development of THE VERMONT GUIDE FOR TEACHING ADOLESCENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
which has been mentioned seNeeral times in this presentation. This GUIDE
truly represents tne dedicated efforts of many Vermont "Diversified Occupations"
teachers and contains numerous examples of lesson materials that have been
classroom tested over a period of several years.

I would like to d this presentation up with a few final comments
relative to what hag beun accomplished over tbe east several years in Vermont.
Implementation of this professional developm( ,-ogram for vocational teachers
of special needs students has presented :lumen. :ortunities to "learn by
doing." Some of the insights derived from these ling experiences may have
some significance for those of you participating I. _nis ldership workshop,
but they should not, however, bc construed as irrefutable facts, but only as
a summary of observations and insights.

For three years the professioral development staff has had an opportunity
to observe Vermont's effo,:ts to interate students from "Diversified Occupations"
programs into regulaI vocational classes. At present, nearly 50% of all eligible
students have been integrated into regular programs on a part-time or full-time
basis, with varying degrees of success. It has been noted, however, that most
teachers feel that integration is profitable only to the extent that it leads
to worthwhile learning experiences for th2 mentally handicapped student. The
mere presence of a retarded student in a regular class does not always mean
that the system is meeting kis needs. This is basically because not all teachers
and not all curricula are beneficial for students who have learning problems.
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It would be presumptous to, imply that an infallable formula exists for
preparing regular vocational teachers to successfully work with the mentally
retarded student in their classrooms and laboratories. There are, however,
certain basic principles and understandings which help to facilitate the
successfUl integration of special needs students in regular vocational educa-
tion programl. These, briefly stated, include: (1) the development of a
basic understanding of, and sensitivity to, the learning styles of special
needs students; (2) clearly stating educational objectives in terms of obser-
vable performance and carefully constructing task-ladders of sequential
enabling objectiveL; (3) preceding instruction of special needs students with
pre-test assessments to determine the appropriateness of materials to be
presented; (4) presenting concepts to be learned by special needs students in
a clear, direct, and uncomplicated manner; (5) encouraging continuous involve
ment,of special needs students through repeated questioning and positive,.
corrective feedback; and (6) regularly reviewing concepts presented and pro-
viding for appropriate practice of all skills learned.

Any professional development program that has as its objective the pre-
paration of vocotional education personnel to effectively meet the needs of
handicapped students must ,:oncentrate on the attainment of the above mentioned
skills and competencies. nis has been our goal at the University of Vermont.

Thank you very much for 7our attention. I hope you all have a very
successful workshop here at tne University of Illinois.
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THE HABILITATION PERSONNEL TRAINING PROJECT:
COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION FOR SECONDARY SPECIAL EDUCATORS

Dr. Gary M. Clark
Professor, Department of Special Education,

University of Kansas

Introduction

There are two reasons for presenting a description of the Habilitation
Personnel Training Project (HPTP) to you at this workshop. First, it has poten-
tial as a product for your use in your teacher educati,m programs. Second, it
has some potential as a model for a process in your teacher education programs
for developing your own competency-based program. In either case, we feel that
you need sufficient information about our program to make some decisions as to
its value for you now or possibly in the future.

This project was conceptualized some five years ago out of frustration with
the lack of direction which existed in special education teacher education in
regard to secondary personnel. A survey in 1971 had indicated that only about
one-fourth of all special education personnel preparation programs in the country
offered even one course related to the secondary level. Of those citing at
least one course, the vast majority offered no more than the one course. The
predominant emph,,sis in most of the nation's special education teacher education
was, and still is, at the elementary level.

At the same time that preliminary plans were being made to develop a
comprehensize teacher education program at the University of Kansas which alao
could serve as a model for other personnel preparation programs, the competency-
based teacher education movement was n(aring its peak of momentum. As an organ-
izational and philosophical approach, it appeared to have exciting potential for
our use in developing a model program.

The incorporation of the copetency-based approach into our planning and
development imposed a structure which had both advantages and disadvantages.
The primary advantages focused on the necessity for precision in systematic
definition and elaboration of what we thought secondary special education
teachers (or habilitation personnel, if you will, since we wanted to prepare
people for roles as secondary teachers and/or work experience or work study co-
ordinators) had to know or be competent at to function effectively. The dis-
advantages were centered on the lack of "degrees of freedom" we had to operate
within.

Funding was obtained for the development of this curriculum from the Divi-
sion of Personnel Preparation, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. We are
in the fourth and final year of this development and are field-testing selected
modules as part of our evaluation system. We would like to describe for you
briefly, but in as much detail as possible, some of the process we went through
in moving from competency identiiication to curriculum planning and deVelopment,
how our model is b,..ing evaluated, and how our evaluation results look at this
stcge,
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THE HABILITATION PkOCESS AND
THE SPECIAL NEEDS INDIVIDUAL

Patricia L. Sitlington
Doctoral Student

Department of Special Education
University of Kansas

I would like to present slis morning a description of the basic
habilitation prccess as w, in the Habilitation Personnel Training
Project (HPTP). The term ,n" is a broader form of the entire teaching
process, whether it is car In the classroom of through on-the-job super-
vision. In essence it is prepdlIng for the complete life adjustment or the special
needs or handicapped individual. The habilitation process as we envision it can
apply to all levels of instruction--individual or group, one lesson, one day, one
year.

The basic training population for iiPTP is special educators, but we feel
that the competencies ve have identified r,u7d apply to anyone working with the
special needs individual. I would like to suress here that the competencies
HPTP has formulated arise from the habilitation process itself and what we will
be talking about in the next few minutes is really a generic process which can
be applied to any instructional situation.

Steps in the Habilitation Process

The basic habilitation process is depicted in Figure 1 and consists of four
basic steps: (a) Define consumer needs (b) Specify habilitation plan; (c) Imple-
ment habilitation plan; and (d) Evaluate effects of habilitation plan. It should
be noted that this is a continuous system, with the results of the evaluation
phase feeding back directly to one or all of the other components.

The first step in this process is defining consumer needs, as presented in
Figure 2. The term "consumer" is used here tc, cefer to the special needs or
handicapped student, in our case at the secorLir, or adult level. This first
phase basically encompasses finding out the basic competencies the student needs
to succeed in his environment, measuring the degree to which he possesses these
competencies, and specifying the additional development needed. The competencies
we are talking about here fall into the areas of world of work, home, and self,
and community and society. The educator at this point should emerge with an
organized picture of where the student falls with regard to one or all of these
areas.

Before proceeding with the other steps I should note that the Roman numerals
and cluster designatiors you will be seeing in parentheses throughout the figures
refer to the HPTP modules dealing with the specific steps presented. A listing
of these modules is contained in Figure 5 (see p. 56).
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Figure 2

DEFINE CONSUMER NEEDS

I. Identify Consumer Population

II. Specify Developmental Needs

A. Identify development required by environment

1. Identify tasks required by competency area
a. Identify competencies required by competency area (CLUSTER 2)
b. Conduct competency analysis (N IX)

2. Conduct task analysis (N IX)

B. Identify status of student's development (N VII, N VIII)

1. Specify parameters of needs assessment process

2. Collect assessment data
a. Identify, select, and/or prepare assessment instruments
b. Administer assessment instruments

3. Identify extent of student's development in competency area

C. Specify additional development needed by student (knowledge and skill)

D. Synthesize needs information gathered on student (N X)

The second step in the habilitation process is to specify the habilitation
plan. The reas included in this step are presented in Figure 3. I would like
to point out again that this plan could be for an individual for a given lesson,
a day, a semester, or an entire year; it could also be for a group for a given
lesson, day, semester, or year. Basically this phase includes identifying the
options available in a given situation, selecting from these options, and "putting
it all together" in lesson plan, unit, semester plan, etc. The options avail-
able to the professional include both resources and procedures as presented in
the outline. Examples of the various components are given in parentheses.

Implementing the plan the teacher or job supervisor has just designed is
the third step in the habilitation process and is outlined in Figure 4. In
essence this phase includes implementing each element of the habilitation process
as defined in the second step.
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Figure 3

SPECIFY HABILITATION PLAN

I. Identify Feasible Component Options for Habilitation Plan

A. Define objectives for prograu (N VI)

B. Identify constraints on component selection (money, available resources)

C. Identify options in selecting components

1 Identify resource components available (CLUSTER 5)
a. Environmental resources
b. Instructional media
c. Resource personnel (school and community)
d. Referral resources (school and community)

2. Identify procedural components available (CLUSTER 6)
a. Instructional management procedures (teaching methods,

learning activities)
b. Behavior management procedures
c. Evaluation procedures

II. Specify Component Options to be Included in Habilitation Plan

A. Select resource components (from C-1)

B. Select procedural components (from C-2)

C. Identify required procedures for referral components

III. Synthesize Specified Components into Habilitation Plan P XIV)

5 8
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Figure 4

IMPLEMENT HABILITATION PLAN

I. Implement Components of Habilitation Plan (I)

A. Implement service delivery components

1. Implement selected instructional components
a. Resources (environmental, media, resource personnel)
b. Instructional management procedures

2. Implement selected referral components
a. Referral procedures
b. Followup procedures
c. Corrective procedures

B. Implement selected behavior management components

C. Implement selected evaluation components

Integrate Habilitation Plan into Habilitation Program for Individual/Group (I)

The final step in the process involves evaluating the effects of the habili-
tation program which the educator has designed and carried out. This phase begins
with the collecting of data not only on student performance but in such areas as
employer reaction to the program, parental satisfaction, community awareness of
the program, etc. The purpose here is to collect the types of data that will
allow the educator to ascertain the degree to which the objectives of the program
have been met. These objectives should include not only goals for individual
students and the group as a whole, but goals for the program components. Once
the data have been collected and analyzed, the evaluation phase includes feed-
back to the firat.three steps in the habilitation process.
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Summary

I hope that this view of the habilitation process has been of some help
to you. We have found the isolation and specification of this process to be
an ongoing endeavor at HPTP, one that is always subject to revision. Many of
the phases we have &fined are not new to most of you, but we feel we have made
a contribution to the fiAd of teacher educaion by "putting it all together."
In attempting tc define the competencies to .be addressed ia our modules, we
have found that viewing the te.iching act EL: a proeeJs has been quite helpful.
I would urge you to consider tiiis approach in designing your on teacher edu-.,
cation program and encourage you to write for cUr Final Planni.ng Report, which
discusses our approach in more detail and presents the basic habilitation process
in lattice form.

HABILITTION PERSGEL ';:RAINING PROJECT
MODEL roR EVALUATION

Alexander Wessitsh
'Project rVelurto.:

Department of Speci7,1 FZucatioh
University of Krnsn6

Evaluation consi.sts of matching a st.- of tatements about whs las done

to a set of goal statements about what was deSired to:be done. The .rocess or
activity of testing this rlatch resolves into form:Ave and Alymntive.activities.

The nature of, ev.aluationshoul:l. be r!Jnsiecree seprxatc frcm the nature
of research. An illustration, In rescerch a staterent4 usually
called ea Lyputhesi':, is tsced to.see.i! iv tclie or probable with respect
to another good descriptive statcren Of.rca:tlty., Such a 3tatement is, "The
sun is at the center Of thecuriver,se,". Ii. eveluaVon ,c. statement, called a goal
or objective, is matched 1-o or evaluated agairst-aLother deacriptiVe statement
of what really is the case. Such,.=1 goal could be,- '!Th!-4. worlel shonIcl be the

center of man's attentio.-.." L practice, these 2.cater,lents ar.d derlcriptions are

translated into termth which refer 0 tY.r.gs or activities_wh*ch we can-observe.
Research and evaluation share this t7msl:itton process.. Ahec they donot
share is the kind of conclusion to 7-.a made from each endeavor: truth or
probability on the one hard, c.!:1 valuation of the match betueen desires and
realizations on the other hand..

For the Habilitation Personnel Training Project, the goal statement, in
its broadest terms, was embodied in what we now call the lattice, illustrated
in Figure 1, the Content Model. Thic defines, in essence oatlines in hori-
zontal form, the content desireebl^ for educating special class teachers at
the secondary lsvel. The four major topics were, "Define Ccnsumer Needs,"
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"Specify (an Implementation] Plan," "Implement the Plan," and "Evaluate the
Effects." This 1r,s7tice-outline has since been converted to our list of 29
modules which is ..):c!anized according to a delivery'sequence model (refer to
Fig. 5 p.56) the list. of modules. Code indices consisting of a letter and a
roman numeral tie e:_kl module to one of the four major content categories from
the lattice. In short the content model was changed to a delivery sequence.

This change frot. content to content delivery was due to informal forma-
tive evaluation as z.1-1 modules were first produc:ad. Since then formative eve-
uation was praelled iuLo three cycles of subactivity. These three cycles
were inserted into te production process illustrated in Figure 2 as recommended
by Thiagaregan, Semmel and Semmel (1973). The cycles inserted were Internal
Appraisal, Expert (a;td r;xternal) Appraisal, and Field Testing as shown in
Figure 3. Ple feedback integral to each of these cycles has resulted in improve-
ments in conrent and delivery as Mi. Wimmer indicates in her discussion of our
data.

Some formative work remains to be done. For example, at this workshop we
have, Ln th, display area, a felt board presentation of the major topics in the
module, "The Work/Study Coorinator." We invite your comments on this display.

The summative evaluation of our broad statement regarding content delivery
remains to be done. The approach we wil/ take relies on the nature of evalua-
tion: that is evaluating the match between what is desirable and what we did.

One of the major things we desired to do was plan and validate "a compre-
hensize training model for optimizing habilitation services in the public
schools." The planning and formative evaluation of such a model has been corm-
pleted. This has resulted in a limiting of the scope of the model and in a
shift toward delivery. Summative statements regarding the validity of this
final model remain to be made.

A general review of all twenty-nine delivery modules which we will
produce will not be possible within the limits of the present project. Never-
t'aeless, we should be able to provide summative data on a subset of modules
whic'l we believe (1) are especially we/1 done, (2) are especially popular and
(3) are especially pertinent. We should be able to m2ke reliable statements
about these selected module., and about how student teachers respond to working
with them. Such summative work should provide a comparative picture of what we
desire and what we accomplished.

In summary, evaluation consists of matching a description of what was done
to a statement of what was desired. For us at HPTP, this has meant consider-
able work and frustration in formatively evaluating our goals and module produc-
tion. It will mean considerable additional work in summing up our accomplish-
ments.

I would suggest that as you set goals for collaboration between voca-
tional and special education personnel, you also will face considerable work
as you translate goal statements and descriptions of accomplishment into
things and activities to which y.1 can point. Given such work, I believe you
will be abie to point with pride.
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Figure 4

EVALUATE EFFECTS OV HABILITATION PROGRAM

I. Identify Effects of Habilitation Program (E II, E III)

A. Organize data for analysis

1. Collect evaluation data (on student performance, employer

reaction, etc.)

2. Implement data organization procedures

B. Apply data analysis procedures

C. Synthesize data to identify effects of habilitation program

II. Specify Changes in Definition of Consumer Needs (E IV)

III. Specify Changes in Specification of Habilitation Plall (E IV)

IV. Specify Changes in Implementation of Habilitation Plan (E IV)
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Figure 5

HABILITATION PERSONNEL TKAINING PROGRAM MODULES

CLUSTER 1: Ierspectives

MODULE N I: The Needs uf Exceptional Youth and Adults
MODULE P I: Available Role- in Secondary Special Education
MODULE P II: Career Education
MODULE E I: Program Evaluation,

CLUSTER 2: Competencies for Independent Living

MODULE N II: Adult Adjustment
MODULE N III: The World of Work
M3DULE N IV: Home and Self
MODULE N V: Community and Society

CLUSTER 3: Needs and Objectives

MODULE N VI: Berlavioral Domains and Instructional Objectives
MODULE N V7I: sessment Resources and Techniques
MODULE N VIII: ,issessment and Interpretation
MODULE N IX: Task Analysis

CLUSTER 4: Parr:meters of Planning

MODULE P 'II: The Classroom Teacher
MODULE P IV: The Work/Study Coordinator

CLUSTER 5: Factors In Planning: Resources

MODULE P V: Audiovisual Equipment
MODULE P VI: Physical Environment anc1 'assroom Design
MODULE P VII: Instructional Resource vsonnel
MODULE P VIII: Teacher Aides and Paraprofessionals
MODULE P IX: Referrals
MODULE P X: Content-Related Resources

CLUSTER 6: Factors in Planning: Procedures

MODULE P XI: Instructional Methods and Teaching Aids
MODULE P XII: Behavior Management
MODULE P XIII: Communication and Counseling Procedures
MODULE E II: Evaluation of Student Performance
MODULE E III: Evaluation of Program Design Components

CLUSTER 7: Program Implementation

MODULE NX: Student Needs Assessment
MODULE P XIV: Program* Design
MODULE E IV: Evaluation 69
MODULE I: Practicum
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EVALUATION RESULTS, 1974-75

Diane Wimmer
Doctoral Student

Department of Special Education
University of Kansas

During the 1974-75 year, five instructional packages were run through
the entire evaluation sequence. Some of the modules were field tested more
than once in different settings, with different instructors and different
trainee populations. I will describe for you very briefly the results of the
evaluation of these packages. More detailed explanations of the evaluation
procedures and results are available in the Second Formative Evaluation Report
which is available from the Habilitation Personnel Training Project (HPTP).

Cycle I-- Internal Appraisal

The internal appraisal sequence of evaluation was chiefly concerned this
year with the technical quality of the instructional modules. Two appraisers,
the project director and an experienced special education teacher and writer,
reviewed each module at the end of the editorial stage, looking primarily at
appropriateness of content, technical consistency, and educational validity of
the materials. Changes in modules as a result of this phase of evaluation were
generally due to appraiser comments of the following types:

1. Value of a particular resource

2. Repetition of content material

3. Need for addition of a particular resource

4. Need for a better description of a particular resource

5. Quality and clarity of specific test questions

6. Logical order of competency units

On the whole, reports from internal appraiserH have been positive, with modules
requiring little major revision.

Cycle II Expert ARpraisal

During the 1974 calendar year, contacts were made with professionals
throughout the country having expertise in areas of special education, manure-
ment, curriculum design, competency-based education, and t.acher training.
Thone persons selected were anked to act as "expert appraisers" and evaluated
one or more modules according to n Hpecified format which requested both objec-
tive and Hubjeciive ratingn. Each module wan evaluated twice.
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A response of "unacceptable" was given in only one area: "Number of
Examples," where the appraiser suggested there was too much material.
average" responses were received in only 6 areas, and were never above 2L-.
Combined responses of 'average" or "better than average" were given
scales on 75% of the appraisals, and "better than average" responses we-,
given on 50% of the appraisals to 6 of the 10 scales. Overall, the modules
were seen to be of average or better quality in areas of content appraisal.

The second aspect of expert appraisal was concerned with more subjec-
tive responses regarding module improvement.. Responses.from expert appraisals
were generally quite posibive. Areas ot weakness pointed out in the previous
evaluation year; anilactedi upon by project.steff were no longer seen as signi-
ficant as theY'were seldOm mentioned. Outsideof minor revisionsor re-wordings,
only two areas of weakness. Were.mentiored,more than a few times--weakness of
pre and post tests.and;some.lack of

content specificity to the field of specialeducation. Focus on these areas is supported by other evaluation data and, as
a result, extensive work is presently being done to remedy these problems.

Cycle III Field Testing

Field testsof,inStructional modules were carried out at four major
universities during.the previous year. Field test participants included both
undergraduate, graduate, inservice, and preservice students. Student trainees
were asked to complete forms which supplied demographic as well as affective
information concerning the modules used. Instructors also completed evaluation
forms and maintained records concerning instructor-student contact time, and
cognitive data such as pre and post test scores.

There was a considerable increase in percent of items correct from pre
test (71.4%) to post test I (90.9Z) and post test II (94.2%). Trainees who
did not achieve criterion on the first post test were allowed to take the test
a second time. These figures indicate thilt there was learning from instruction
with the modules.

In the area of trainee evaluation of modules, a conservative method was
utilized to analyze data from fnstructional Module and Resource Evaluation forms.
Using a 5-point Likert scale, the neutral and both negative responses were con-
sidered to he negative, and only affir.ative respennes cclsidered positive. A
summary of these data yielding 607, more was coonidered lignificant, and 807.
or more was considered highly sign:Licant.

tgniticarit. drat were taken aa indi-cative of a major strength or weakness.

Overall, 14 out of 24 arese covered or. tat evaluation forms were con-
nidered strengths. Positive areas were things such as personalization of
instruction, self-pacing, amount of knowledge gained, worthwhile learning
experience, v.--.1ne and variety of enabilng activities, ard effectivenesa of
activitien for mastery of objectives. A weaknerl: was the assessment used in
pro and pont testingan area receiving Intense work at this ime .

instructor ''vii i5t' lnii ioehy parallelled trainee evaluationa, again
pointing out the wonknowl lit iwe and post tenting. Other 1.egalive comments
were more indicative of problems In field test situationa or the data co'l-cting
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load rather than of problems with the materials themselves.

Data from Instructor-Student Contact forms showed the average
instructor-student contact, per 4-week module to be approximately u4.28 min-
utes--a time commitment which does not seem unreasonable. The majority of
this time was srent in evaluation activities.

On the whole, the results of the 1974-75 formative evaluation were help-
ful to project stlff and seemed to reflect positively on the HPTP materials.
The two major areas of criticism were the assessment inscruments and the occa-
sional lack of specific -...elaLionship of content to secondary special education.
The two areas are preseetly receiving a great deal of attention and steps have
been taken to remedy thin sitl.ation.

As I mentioned previously, the evaluation report for the preceding year
is now in print and available from the HPTP office, if y9u are interested in
further, more specific information aoneerning either the evaluation model or
results.

TUE lu\RILITP,TION PERSONNEL TRAINUG PROJECT:
COtIPETENCY-BASED PDUCATION t?OR SECONDARY SPECIAL EDUCATOFS

Cary if.. Clark

Conc1union

For oome of you, ire hay told you mo,:e about IIPTP than you wanted to
know. I had the feellee throuehocc the pesentations that we were selling you
something.-or at lc.tst try i.iv toaud only a few wnre very obvious in showing
they might he. potertfal eurchisorn. I.i I said earl-c_er, we do feel we have, or
will have, a product YhfcL hao 000sihilfti,-!s for uoe Ln your teacher education
programu. If ae content lo oniy pattlally relevant, perhaps the process will
be of une to you.

I have to he houe.J.. hx./ovir, ',;,ying that if the procetei is what you
ehoone to inJe, be pLeparnd for a rtgoroue, exvn.dve experience which could last
several years. Thit, in asnumlw; that you want nomething that is comprehensive
and has oame degroe of HophIstIcation to it in terms of format, organization,
mediation, and intornst conoistenc,;. Wo have spent four years and clnse to
one half million dollars on thin project. ()urine our twe peak developmental
yearn we had I R tafI involv.1 with close to LAI-time equivalents. This
may L.' discouraging to you, hut it ls not meant to be. It Is meant to be an
honest appraisal ol what tho procews may require if you want to develop your
own. Hopefully, nom of the plansine and development renorted by our project
eould minimize the ml)out you woulit have to experience. We had no precedents
or previoua experience to draw on and there wno n Jlt of trial and error. You
could be spared thin to Acme exiont.



If you see the process as being too complex, too e7:pens1ve, too time-
consuming, or generally inappropriate for your needs, there still is our
product. We seriously doubt that anyone will see the entire modular sequence
of 29 or 30 modules being adopted intact as a system. I think that the modules
are going to be most effective in supplementing traditional personnel prep-
aration courses or serving as additional offerings through individual study.
The specific content of each module is such that parts of the whole can be used
without having to be committed to the whole curriculum.

We invite you to visit our display and examine some of the saMple modules.
Evaluate them with the understanding that these particular modules represent
only those modules which are at the "knowledge level" basically and that other
modules are being developed which focus on the 'application' or "doing" level.
Our end goal, as is yours, is that our graduates not only "know about" but
"can do"!



PROJECT PRICE: AN INSERVICE CAREER
EDUCaTIOa TRAINING PROGRAil

Dr. Donn Brolin
Department of Counseling and Personnel Services

University of Nissouri

Project PRICE is a federally funded project of the U.S.O.E.'s Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, Uashington, D.C. The project is being con-
ducted within the College of Education at the University of Ilissouri - .

PRICE is an acronym for "Programming Retarded In Career Education." The
emerging Career Education movement, stimulated by former USOE Commissioner
Sidney Marland, has become recognized as a viable educational concept and ha:.
emphasized the importance of special and vocational educators working toget'vr.
Uith the thrust toward mainstreaming :iandicapped youngsters, it becomes t1,-,or-

rant for regular class teachers, counselors, and administrators themselves to
have positive attitude's and training so these students' educational needs can
be most appropriately met.

Support for the need for educational programs for the handicapped becoming
more occupationally-oriented has been demonstrated by several studies. Otner
research has lear;(1 that personal-social and daily-living stills are also highly
related ti th, v, commLnity adjustment of our nandicapped citizens.
Research, I have cJnducted on tne .aducationel needs of secondary level rcAerce4
students found that special education teachers felt ocnepational preparetiol
was most important for these individuals to receive in hif,a school pr. eL.tm
although personal-social and daily living skills were also felt to
important.

Special education personnel have eolie under ,Indue criticism rega:ling their
inability t, successfully meet all the nueds of handicapped students. Other
school personu,', because of thoir lack of knowledge 'about handicapped students,
have generally tended to avoid taeir responsibilities te them. Mt's, efforts
to improve educattonal services to handicapped students should foetc: on eictsting
school personnel who, with the speciaIeducation teacher, can toLer provide
a better coordinated career education ptogram for these students. It is impera-
tive 'at we retrain current personnel types to better meet the needs of these

the career education movemeat affects the total school pr(',ram.

Project PRICE addresses the need of preparing certain tyr!s of scaool
personnel to appropriately work ith educ,ble retarded students in their
classrooma and within a career education eontext. PRICE advocaLes emphasizing
the career development of retarded srudents so they leave.the school system
prepared for all aspects of successfui community living, including working.

Project Objectives

The main objective of PLoject PRICE is to design an approach to train
certain school personnel to better meet the needs of educable retarded students
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within a career education context. The project proposes to: (a) designate
and develop an inservice/staff development training model; (b) identify and
develop appropriate types of techniques, materials, and experiences to train
certain types of school personnel; and (c) complete and disseminate an inservice/
staff development training program that can be used by interested school systems.

Procedure

To meet the above objectives, an empnasis on .3.1e input and participation
forms the main thrust of our project. The first 'ear focused on: (a)

conducting an extensiva i:eeds Assessment Study in eaca of the six Hidwestern
cooperating school districts regarding inservice training needs; (b) input from
several Advisory Committees; (c) literature review; (d) preparing training
materials and; (e) a Trainers cprkshop for a cadre of personnel from each school

district.

The second project year has concentrated on conducting a series of six
PRICE workshops in six ilidwestern school districts by field-testing our Trainers
Manual and training materials. This has resulted in a considerable revision in
all aspects of our training program.

The third and last project year (June 1, 1976 - Hay 31, 1977) will consist
of evaluating the eftects of the career education programs that are implemented
in the six school districts, re-writing our Training Program and conducting
field-testing workshops in several new school districts throughout the country.
Trainers workshops will be held at the University of iiissouri - Columbia in
early Fall. An extensive evaluation component has been designed to assess
project effectiveness.

Hajor Outcomes

The final product of the project for each cooperating school will be a
fie1d-testi2d and validated inservice/staff development training manual which
will include:

An c .actives-based Career Education for the Eill( Program Guide
for the school district.

A Resource Guide containing information about materials/development,
equipment, community support, and other pertinent data.

An Implementation Guide for initiating the program plan in the
school district.

o A competency based Process Check Guide for staff in critical and
basic components.

An Individual Self Study Guide that includes knowledge, skills,
and attitudes.

,(i, Group Procuss Guidu for values clarification and personal
development.
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Availability of the training program to school districts desiring to
purchase the PRICE Training Program at the com?letion of the project is
contemplated.

Presently Available PRICE Publications

Project PRICE has written and distributed several Working Papers related
to career education of retarded citizens. Of particular significance to schools
has been the 22 career education competencies which we believe are critical for
stuaents to adquire if they are to attain a satisfactory level of career adjust-
ment. We have identified student materials and other literature that can help
teachers instruct students in each of these competency areas. The Working
Papers we have presently available for the cost of printing and mailing are:

Working Paper No. 1 -
Working Paper No. 2 -

Working Paper No. 3

Working Paper No. 4 -

Working Paper Jo. 5

Working Paper No. 6 -

"Programming Retarded in Career Education" - $.75
"Career Education Materials for Educable Retarded
Students" - $1.25

"Career Education: Its Implications for the Educable
Retarded" - $.50

"Daily Living, Personal-Social, and Occupational
Skills Development for Educable Retarued Studente -
$1.00

"Proceedings of Project PRICE Trainer's Workshop" -
*1.25

- "Career Education Materials for Educable Retarded
Students" - Y1.25

A seventh Working Paper reporting tir2 results of our Needs Assessment
Study will be available soon. Copies of these may be obtained by writing me
and sending a check made payable to the Curators uf the University of Missouri.

Inservice Training Considerations

Based on the almost two years of experience we have had in our inservice
training project, we have found the following to be of particular importance
in conducting our type of inservice workshops;

1. To get firm administratiw! commitment to your project and state depart-
ment support wh:2re necessary to assure ultimate cooperation for the
workshops and actual irplemontation afterwards.

2. To use a cadre of parsoan'A in LLe school district to do as much of
the training as p-)s3ible. These individuals should be dynamic,
energetic leaders who have a strong interest and commitment to the
project. Train them to be effective trainers as they are the key
to your ultimate effect*vc,less. A well-designed Trainers Manual is
essential.

3. To be sure the school personnel are well informed of the project before
the training is corlducted.

4. To provide extra incentives for participating in the workshops, e.g.,
salary cred,its, college credits, special recognition, etc.

5. To select parLicipants for training who are actually willing to con-
sider working with handicapped students. There is no sense in
"forcing" training on those who will not change their attitudes and
way of teaching.
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6. To conduct the inservice training in a setting outside of the school
in a pleasant setting where there are few distractions from everyday
business. Eating facilities should be nearby.

7. To limit one day workshops to no more than 5 or 6 hours. Participants
become fatigued after so much concentrated training at one time. Give
participants opportunity to move around.

8. To vary workshop design with few lectures, varm-up activities, gaming
techniques, considerable participant involvement, media, hands-on
experiences, coffee breaks, etc.

9. To focus early workshop efforts on building a teamwork relationship
and a cooperative, positive attitude.

10. To provide a variety of media that is attractive, short, easy to read,
and well-organized. Transparencies, slide/cassette presentations,
films can enhance a workshop immeasurably. Poor media can be its
demise.

11. To limit the number of handouts, particularly if lengthy and cumber-
some. Concise and highly relevant information should generally only
be disseminated (unless college credit is awarded). Llsy reference
to the material during the workshop sessions is necessary.

12. To avoid assignments to participants between workshops unless they
are taking the inservice training for college credit, pay, or other
remunerative aspects.

13. To publicize the inservice workshops in a Newsletter, newspaper
articles, etc. and give people recognition for their efforts.

14. To emphasize the "how to do it" so the participants can understand
their roles and how they may most appropriately be accomplished.

15. To utilize Advisory Committees and consultants to give considerable
input on inservice training program content and design and to evaluate
their effectiveness in the field.

The above are some of the major considerations we have found important to
the success of our inservice endeavors. We believe universities can play a
major role in developing effective inservice training programs but that such
a wide array of expertise is needed that a large mnount of practitioner input
and evaluation is necessary.

Vocational education and special education personnel are perhaps most
significant in the education of our handicapped students. Let qs work together
so these students achieve the education they so rightfully deserve.
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VOTEC AND THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED: A NETT LINKUP

Marc U. Gold
University of Illinois

at UrbanaCbampaign

I would suspect the vast majority of you brushed your teeth this morning.
I hope so. I wonder how many of you wh(n you were brushing your teeth gave very
much thought to your toothpLcte. The next time you do I would like you to look
at your tube of toothpaste and realize that probably in the history of toothpaste
there have been few tf any occasions where the encire tube has been used up. In
the life of every tube of toothpaste ftere comes a moment when an administrative
decision is made that the amount of resources needed to get any more out exceeds
the value of what would be gotten oLt and so you chuck it. ror most of us we've had
the humiliating though fortunately privnte experience of having to reverse our
administrative decision. We ro dig it out of the garbage can because we need
to brush and there ain't no other toothpaste and we find that given a little more
resource not only is there more toothpaste but it's exactly the same toothpaste
that we got prior to having thrown it away. All that's needed is a set of cir
cumstances that says it's worth comini, up with more resources like a little harder
push on the thumb and for some of us who have been in certain kinds of circumstances
it's phenomenal just how vany more brushings we can get out c that thing
that we felt was useless. It's also phenomenal what we can geL if we're willing
to push hard enough and bruise our thumb or get the right angle on the sink when
we push hard,how we can just k^ep getting more and more toothpaste.

You people are talking primarily in this conference about mildly and to a
lesser degree moderately handicapped individuals. I'd like you to know that for
severely and profoundly handicapped individuals the data are already available to
show that if you want to push hard enough on the toothpaste you can find basically
the same quality product a, you ,-2r1 anywhere else given the commitment to
utilizing the resources. T'm otn o spend just a few minutes describing that
to you, then we can talk a littie more about the kinds of individuals thilt you
are thinking about in your mind regarding this conference.

If you people will look up here you'll see an assembly. This is part of a
riding mower. It's the brushes foL an armature and there are some 15 or 20 parts
that have to be assembled and crimped and springs put on and other kinds of things
done. I received a letter dated December 30th from E.B.I. Breakthrough Inc. in
Lake Odessa, Michigan, a sheltered workshop for severely handicapped people.
Basically without going through the entire Letter they said that they were given
the opportunity to produce these. They wer! Lold that if they could meet a quota
of 2,000 units per day they could get the cootract. The company shipped 472 units
to be assembled so that they could then c) ' for quality. The workshop went ahead
and did the 472 units and they wore able o a-et the quality. It took 15 people 5
-working days to complete the 472 units. Fifteev of their people were working for
5 days to just pr_tt 472 done but they were told 11 order to meet the quota they had to
produce 2,000 a day.

They had an opportunity to utilize same instructional technology that they had
not had available bufore. Using one form of task analysis which was designed
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specifically for people who are very difficult to train, they took 6 individuals
out of that 13 and they trained them. .711.at they did was they first analyzed this

...task. They did whnt is called a content task analysis which asks the question:
"what are the steps, the teachable components, into which this task can be divided?"
Then they did a process.task analysis which is a completely separate set of
operations which says:"how does one teadh the content to the learner?" It's an
instructional procedure that one designs specifically for people who find it
difficult to learn.

Here's what happened. They did individualized instruction with 6 severely
handicapped people. The training time took between 20 and 60 minutes. At the
end of the first day following that individualized instruction 6 people assembled
882 units instead of 15 people assembling 472 units in 5 days. The production rate
on following days was: 1393, 1213, 1612, and on the sixth day 1868 units. le

Lrror rate fot that same petiod of time was 4%, and for the last two days or

rate was 2%, and thereafter the error rate was 1/2 of 1%. What does that saj. Some-
thing very, very simple. It says given a commitment to an instructional technology,
and to real genuine productivity that the difference between people is not really
what they're capable of knowing, it's what it takes to get them there.

How if I may be so bold, one of the things that I see in vocational-technical
ed. and in special ed. that has bothered me very, very much is a lack of awareness
about this distinction that I made a couple of minutes ago between content and
process, between what is taught and how it's taught. When I listen to educators
in both of those disciplines you hear them talk about curriculum. Curriculum is
what to teach. You hear them talk about class size, that's an administrative
issue. You hear them talking about characteristics of the learner. It would
be nice to think that if I know that this person has epencephalon folds and has
an extra chromosome here and there and this and that and the oth,lr thing it's
going to tell me something about teaching. This hasn't happened. You get a person
in your class and it says I.Q. such and such. I've never seen an instance where
knowing somebody's I.Q. has made it more likely that you'll give him skills, more
likely that you'll think him capable, more likely that you'll extend the energies
and the resources to see that he gets somewhere. And yet the focus of attention
is on class size, organizational structure, administrative structure, who's going
to do what, and on and on and on. The area that consistently loses itself down
in the back of a curriculum guide or on a shelf somewhere, or in some faculty
meeting is how do you teach and should you tearh?

And when you look at this, it's no wonder. If we take voc-tech, for instance,
most of the work that's been done in that area ha3heen done with normal people.
A lot of the work that's been done in special ed. has been done with normal people,
normal people who weren't doing so well and in a final analysis are really hard
to find especially. when they disappear so nicely in society despite our efforts
to keep them labelled. But they just go out and do it.

You know how us normal folk get what we know? This is a critical issue. How
do you let into normalcy? You know, maybe I should take a minute to teil you.
If we're talking about people with special needs. There's an inference there
that they are one group. and there must be an alternative group for people who do
not haire special needs. , I assume that all of you in this room here perceive your-
self as not the group under discussion. All right? And I'd be interested in ,
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knowing how you got there. That means, I suppose we're tc?king about people who
are normal and people who are not normal. There aren't very many ways that I can
think of that really allow us to distinguish 'alem' from 'us". Pirst of all,
because in the final analysis you really can't. I'm not going to go too far eff
into that but I want to talk about this business of the difference between some
people and other people as it relates. Most of us get most of what we got, or
Virtually al/ of what we got from. exposure. Exposure is when somebody sticks
it out in front of you and says "eat it up." And you take it and you read it,
you look at it, somebody says something, it comes floating on in just because
it was there in front of you. And you pick it up, you pick up enough of it,
you get enough of it, you look like enough other people. You're the "us," instead
of the "them." You've made it into normalcy. When somebody doesn't, our society
has built up so many defense mechanism and so many ways of being comfortable
that we say O.K. these people can learn and these people can't. These people are
special needs, you say at this conference. What are their special needs?

When you talk about somebody with a special need do you talk about n person
who isn't going to know as much as another person or are you talking about a per-
son who requires a different set of circumstances in order to know what the other
people who don't have the special needs know? In our data, and our particular
way of looking at things, says it's that second explanation that's the real one.
And that is the people you have that are coming into your shop courses, that
are coming into your career ed. courses that all of those people are basically
people who require something different in order to know rather than people who
aren't going to know the same as someone else is going to know. That seems to
be a very significant difference.

The way you get them there is by what we call power. It's how Much re-
source, hew much planning, how much creativity, how much commitment, how much
instructional technology the teacher must come up with in order for the person
to know what there is to know. From this perspective we would say whoever you
have is capable of knowing whatever you want, if you're .:apable of coming up with
the technology, with the power, wibh the resource.1, ,irtd with the expectancy to

get him there. We have carried this further than you mirolt imagine. Let me
give you a couple of examples.

Dave Turner, a graduate student at the University of Illinois, wrote a task
analysis for joining the edge of a board. I would imagine a number of you people
here know what a joiner is and know the process of doing all of that. In this

task analysis there are a few things that I want to point out. When you get back
into his content task analysis (which describes what it means to use one of those
machines), he says after identifying (he's already identified all of the toola
and everything else) and acquiring the tools, the person is to go and select,
and it lists what the tools are. The second step is to place each tool in its
not-in-use position and he has in here that each tool has an in-use position
and a not-in-use position. Now, for those people tLat learn from exposure if
tl-ey have a brush, tri-square, a scale, n pliers, n screwdriver, and a hammer,_
it may be the case that when they pick up the screwlriver and do what they have
to awl stick it over here, the next time they need the screwdriver, the amount
of energy, thought, time, etc. required on their part to find it is going to
be very short. It may he that they are so clear as to what a a.trewdriver
that there's no problem with that. It may be that very little thinking has to
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go into finding that screwdriver the second tine. But it's an oversight if you re
working with somebody who finds it difficult to learn, to create a set of
circumstances that every tine he does something it's a new problem. We say
people find it difficult to learn, no wonder, if one time the screwdriver's
and the next time the screwdriver is there, and the next time is down here.
These are three different probler,s to somebody who has trouble finding that
screwdriver. But if the person learns from the moment he bepins using the machine,
that When his 'land reaches out riF!ht there, that's where the screwdriver is
going to be, then all of a sudden there's one problem to learn instead of a poSsible
infinite variety of problems. So by having nothinp more, just a simple little
thing like an in-use position and a not-in-use position we have reduced what
could be a whole series of problems to learn with no control to a single proble
to learn. Another step in this task analysis Under machining operation is
stand on side of machine facing blade. How often have you people thought Lben
you're teachinf,, somebody to use the machine that there right be some good reason
to specify, to require that each time they use it, before they ever reach, that
they are in basically the identical position they were last time, before they
reached? When p.ople learn from exprsure you oon't give that a second thought,
you don't have to think about it, you don't spend any time thinking about it.

We're talkinp about people with special needs. One way to define what you
mean by special needs is that they're not people that are going to make it from
exposure, that they need some training. Now, that brings us then tO a next step.
When you talk about training what you're talkinp about achieving is what we call
cycle constancy. A cycle is ane complete set of operations for a task. If
my job is to sharpen the drill hit, I reach for the bit, pick it up, position
it in my hand, turn on the stone, do what I have to do, place it over here. Then
I reach for the next bit, I have started my second cycle. For most of the tasks
that you want to teach and I'm zeroing in now on the work itself, We're not
talking about the job placement aspects of career education or job prrefarence,:
what we're shootinp for is cycle constancy. To achieve that, begin by deciding,
what a cycle is. Tlhat is it that you want constant?

I have another task analysis here written 'y Jose Morales, also in Vocational-
Technical Education at the University of Illiuois. This is a task analysis tor
disassembling and asgembling a jack plane. In this tas% analysis he specifies,
"hold the using the left pointing finger and thumb. Point of finger should
be placed ulder can, pressed outside of can firmly 1.7.:th thumb. Move left hand
and grasp lever cap by thc middle curved qrea moving it upward and out from screw."
That sounds pretty fine doesn't it? There's another place where he said, "with
right hand, wipe a rag." Take a rag that's tied to the bench and wipe it that's
one o the parts of the cycle. 911,2n would you say to somebody I ca.ilt allow
you to go ahead and do this task untii between steps 4 and atep 6 you reliaply
and consistently r,!ach over and grab the rag? With most of the people you've
trained the idea of gettinp down to that doesn't make much sense. There's a
rag on the table, you either wipe your hands or wipe on your pants. His reasoning
was, whether f wipi working with mildly or severely handicapped people, that
after step 4 that hnd has some oil en it. If following that step you don't
rid of the oil, then at step 6 you now get oil on everything that you didn't
want it on. So he specifies as part of the cycle between step 4 and step 6
"wipe hand."
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"hen we talk al,ont cycle constancy regardle_._ ( th( i.earner, we're talking
about arriving at a set of decisions that say, "thi:' is a -.:cisely the :let of
moves, the set of operations that constitute the tash " That's an iiportant part
of instructional technologg, I tink, foL people who learn from exposure every
bit as much as people who learn from training.

For the tasks you'-- talking about teaching, industrial arts, automotive
shop, hom7 economics, using a laundromat, using a washer and dryer, using a micro-
wave oven, especially for those tasi:s that you people all know how to do so well,
you'd better take a closer look. it turns out that we, with all these things
we do, we have never become intimate with-completely understood those tasks.

You put on coats this morning. When you put your coat on this morning, how
(lio you do it? Did you grasp at the lapel? You know interestingly enough, I'll

aryge of you grabbed the coat so that the insidegJas facing away from you. If
,g art to teach somebody to put on a coat who just has no idea of a coat, you

,etter bt ready to figure out how you're going to get the label .up instead
lown, now you're going to.getthe inside of the coat facing you instead of

facing away, how you'ze going to get your hands just in that right place on
the collar, etc. etc. That's what we're talking about in training. And so while
I'm being redundant I don't mind being redundant. The two most basic mensages
so far are: before I move onto some other things here, number 1: it's probably
true that the data available will show that severely handicapped people are capable
of doing things vocationally that few people have educable people doing right now
in 1976. Piece of information number 2 is: that the ingredient that needs to be
addressed much more than any other ingredieat is how you teach. How do we get
these pec le to the point where they are doing these things that they are capable.'
of?

There is a problem. gow do we get together on this. We have our organiza-
tional structures to deal with. You people in teacher training, the question
has got to be asked. What are you dcing to the people in your training that
other people are not doing to regular teachers?

There was an article written, "What's special about special education?"
That article was written how long, five years ago, sx years ago or someiAlIng
like that, I still haven't been able to answer it. What's going to make i -special
is to say we can take people that have bean through a conventional educational
experience and accomplish what should have been accomplished before and wasn't.

In most of your states you have all sorts of fancy ways of certifying. You
know how you ought to certify, if you take the definition of power seriously?
"We're going to have levels of certification. Level 1 certification is for a
teacher who has sufficient power to bring people to criterion who probably could
have got there anyway. Level 2 certification is for a person that is able to
accomplish the same thing as a level 1 teacher but with people that people hald,
looked at funny and wondered. Level 3 certification is for a person that can
aocomplish exactly the same thing with individuals that everybody looked at
funny because they weren't wondering, they knew that person was hard to train.
Level 4 ce,:tification is for a teacher that can accomplish the same thing with
somebody that just wasn't even allowed in the public schools until very recently.
But what ye should be holding constant that we're not holding constant is the
idea that whet they're going to leari is 1 lsically the same.
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Some of you rire saying, "1- llove hoT, naive." Steve Zuider went into
a work activity center in Chicago. -ow, some of you, I'm sure, are familiar with
the concept oC sheltered workshop, work activity cente,-, day care center. A work
activity center has people who voc-rehab won't snonsor. It often has teachers
who say: "We ain't going to get anything out, so we won't put anything in." Why
should we put money into their vocational rehabilitation when they are not
going to be vocationally viable? And Elese people in thi:, workshop, were doing
one of the typical kinds of mickey mouse garbage things that you firld in such
places, which society thinks Clat's all they c:m do. Although it was actually
a good one for that kind of a task. They were assembling spring loaded hinges.
The hinges had an angled plate and the two plates had to go down, a spring had
to be lined up, a pin had to be inserted, and some other operations had to be
done. Their productivity was 15 of the industrial norm. That's what-you'd expect
from work activity center clients, something less than 50% and this was about 15%
of industrial norm, where the industrial norm was decided by the factory where
these hinges were made.

So what Steve did was a content task analysis, a process task analysis, and
:rained them. (Trained under very difficult circumstances by the way. Here
they were doing a job, he then would then take them away 15 or 20 minutes a day,
train them on the new method, then they'd spend the rest of the day back on
the old method, that's not an easy way to Ltach somebody.something.) When every-

-body was trained they shut dcr7n the line, set up the new line and away they went.
Ny guess is by the way, that for most of the kinds of classes that you people
work with and see you would never ever see one of these people there. These are
people that up until very very recently would never be found in the public schools.

They then went into three months of data collection (three months of measuring)
with no new staff. Steve accepted a'job there, took the job wh:_ch was floor
supervisor running several different lines, took tnis one job and decided to try
'the system out. Over the three month period following training,the average
productivity of that line was 100% of the industrial norm. 100% ! If fluctuated
between 92 and 110%. These were severely handicapped people that couldn't be
funded by voc-rehab. The neople in this work activity center with Steve were so
imprTssed that they said, "you know, we bette- &leek these numbers out." So he
went into the factory where the hinges -Jere 7,-.Ae, where they had given him the
industrial norm. Steve rent in win his oun stop watch, and took a look at
some normal people doing this normal job in this normal factory. He measured
and looked at several of them and studied hov long it took them to perform the
cycle, to do the entire job. The average productivity in the factory was 85%
of their industrial norm. So it's not an idle comment to talk about people acquiring
skills.

Now you're going to say to me well what do you mean, these people could be
nuclear physicists, of course, if they vete jus giyen enough power? I kind of .

doubt it. Are you laughing? I can't be any stronger thanjhat. .Are you going
to tell me they don't have enough brain cells? Are you going to teli me they
don't havc enough synopses? All you can tell me is that Ws not likely that
our society will come up with the necessary resources. Are you going to tell me
that it's not likely that e're going to have the right situation or are you going
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to say, I mow 1 could novel' ho d nuclear p'i-sicHt And if F couldn't--
certainly he couldn't. 7i% reAction Lt th:it whn 1.1v that you couldn't?
Vlwre have you ever hoen exoon to poo.!r? ''ben h:Ive You ivor hoen trained?
Alwoot never, has somebody ,enliy trained you. of voa mav have had trouhle
learning how to drive and nat v.)ur famrily throtth terrihie, terrible times
.before getting the license. (-)Pte cr You, iii ord'2r to gut your degree, bl! to.
pass Biology 1-1 and yon had tutor, afttr n-J finaly slipped through with
a D. Veil, then mayhe you've '.xperienced n little of what I mean by training.
Training is when you say to yourself, tho tas17 to he known, this is the
person who is to know it and when i'm done he will, np0 nGthing short of that is
acceptable," The more difficult ft is fe: somebcdy to learn, the more power
you should be ready to erne up with.

Another result of our research i., that the Tr,ore difficult it is for somebody
to learn something the core the tv.r....ner has to kncw about the task. Let me say_ .

that again. The more difficult it for someone to learn something, the more
the trainer must know about the tasic.. That gives you a beginning look at my feelings
about testing, doesn't it? You want a person to know how to do filing, what
are you going to do--test him? What's testing :wing to tell you? Train then':
Come up with a technology and instruction for teaching people filing. Lo6V, go
find out about filing. nhat dces it entail? What do you have to know to file?
Add when you know enough, whoever that person is when you're done,ought to know
how to file. So, let 7e hold it there on those issues and go into some other

.things. But those are twc things that I wanted revered, that I felt were very
important.

I said I war going to say something about individualired instruction. A
lot of people say to me, we can't ds !ndividualized instruction, there's no tine:
We don't have the resources: When you train the people that are go-irc,, to teach
courses in the public schools, what you should be telling them they shouldn't
ask that question. They should be asking the euestion. "Bow c:a I glve indi-

.

viaualized instruction'. .ecause for the neaple that you're going to find in
the courses that you people are taning nbout, here in order to come un with
'sufficient power for them to learn you're going to reed closer and closer relation-
ships between the learner and the trainer. It'r not easy to come up with a lot
of power when you have 18 people out in front of you. You can come up with s'OMe
but not very much.

When we're teaching someone who has found it lifficult tO acquire a task, I
couldn't very well stand her2 and say all of you take your left hand and place it
on the cover there so that your right hand could now grab the large paper clip
which is over it. A lot of p..opie we're talking about are going to go left, right,
paper, what? Let's say 'chat I trained them to be able to do what I do "Simon
SayS.'" I went like Clis (hold up right hand) and everybody put up their right
hand and I went like :is (hold up left hand) and everyone did that and I went
like this (hold up ri at hand) and everyone did that for a lot of the things
that I might want to each them, I couldn't nossibly inspect all of this row of
people simultareousl :o provide the kinds of feedback, the kind of information
to them that would ailow for aopropriate learning and for cycle constancy at the
same time. If you wanr to teach an individual that doesn't do real well with a
lot of talking to him to operate a radio cell, 'oetter have some power folks: and
I don't mean 220 either. You ran't afford for him to make a lot of mistakes, that's
not the kind of task w1 :re we say tr.., another way.
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i read you one ltter about Ci L! mower task, F talked to you about the hinge
jobs, I talked to you about task after task. Tt turns out that when you're
working with people uho find it difficult ro learn and you organize yoursclves in
a wav that you can do 1ndividua1i7ed instruction you take the same amount of time
that you now spend and in less t'.'n that amount of time everybody learns, where
the way it's done now .iohoTy . Once you've set you expectancy down low,
not much is going to happ-m. -nu really don't have much of a lob on yocr hands,
you say to yourself, if they get !his far in a year's time isn't that wonderful.
On the other hand if you say to yourself, these are the 13 skills that tl is

-coon ill know at the end of this semester nothinr short of that is going to
make me happy, you'd he surprised what this same teacher with the same locci of
kids, the same amount .)f. re'lources can accomplish.

Now that .,rings us to another point, one of the nice buzz words nowadays,
mainstreaming. Most places where I see mainstreaming occurring it's a far more
severe form of segregation thon what we used to do. 1-len you put a person in a
circumstance where no one pays any attention and we call that integration? Like
hen a white individual moves into an all black neighbethood and says "I've
integrated the neighborhood", nobody talks to him, nobody goes over, that's
integration? That's segregation. Integration suggests that something more Than
geography is happening. If we're going to talk about mainstreaming, if we're
ming to talk about individuals, with one set of characteristics finding themselves
now with individuals with other characteristLcs we can't call it mainstreaming
unless scmething happens. So if we want to bring people in (you'll see why
I'm talking about this--after talkingabout indivicalalized instruction) -.ne of
the things we'rl better do that we haven't don- is to let teachers know th&L we're
not talking.about to sets of criteria in the classroom if we really mean main-
streaming. If you really mean that from now on these guys with "special needs"
are going to be with thes-2 guys without "specill nerds" taen what you ought to be
meaning is that at the end of the course at the end of th e. seLester they'll all
have everything--not we sure hope he's nice or he ^,e_Ls through all right at the
end or nobody gets bothered. And onaway that that can happen is for teachers to
recognize that the ii.fferences in instrictional techlology that is required for
special needs students will in fact benefit those students who learn from exposure.
Organizing training sure doesn't h,..rt anyone. Chanees are that most normal kids
in voc-tech classes could acquire far i'ar more than they now acquire much mere
efficiently,much more accurately, muCh more usefully if the teaching had more
organization.

Incidentally there are many task analysis systems and when we use the expression
task analysis the way we use it we are talking about a whole variety of systems
for analyzing tasks. There are many others, for instance, Richard Anderson here
at the University of Illinois has a system he has developed and he calls it task
analysis. It was developed with the normal elementary school individual learning
academics in mind and it's a very, very comprehensive, thorough, and effective
system. It has some things in common with our system and some things that are
different. T.Ilhen you hear somebody say task analysis, don't think they're talking
ebout the same thing somebody else is talking about when they use the expression.
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'Inst task analysis systems taning only ahout content tgsk analysis.
Content task analysis in our system is defined as :Inalyzing :-,he task itself.

It's what is actually (!ene 11 order to accofdplish e 1=ask. A task analysis for
putting on a shoe would he aothin about the Learner, 7-ather !t's how to put on a

shoe. It's some inside ;Ind outsidc -Jasp, a move over, it's a lifting of a
foot; it's a lifting of the foot on the heel, placing of the hand oa the
toe etc. The content is the task.

The process casi analy:,is As: "ho,i are you ,o:ng to teach it?" In our system
process task analysis has two major sub-components that we call format and feed-
back. Format is how .yon present Ole mat2rial. For instance, if you're teaching
a person what we call multiple piees of learning thac are sequenced, like how
to operate a tape recorder, there are several formats for doing this. I could
use a backard chaining vrocedure - I could teach you the last step of the task
until you know it, then the next to the last step until you know it, the
next to the last antil you know itthat's backward chaining. I could
you using a forard chaining format - I teach you th.e first step of the ,:8Sv
until you know it, then the first two steps until you know them and so fo.r-
I could use what we call total task format. I put you thugh the entire cp..:.ation
every single time and I correct errors as they occur so that what happens tyez
trial is that instead of you getting a little more as you learn what you
fewer errors and less feedback over time. If I want to teach you slngle rifee
of learning, like this thing is called a jack nlane, and this is called a
I could use a paired-associate learning format. For example, I have the obl2ct
with a card in front of it and you look at object and you say "thot's a touter "
Then you look at the other side of the card--no it's a jack plane. You cry to
associate, you look at it- and try to remember the name that goes with it and thcn
you check your answer. Thrui after a whiie yon say "that's a-muter." . And you
look and sure it is a router and you have learned T. could use a match-to-sample
procedure. 1;atch-to-samp1.e format is showing a picture ef a rAtter. Then show-
ing you four pictures, one of hich is thot same router. T s-v which one of
these doun here is like this one up here. It's a whole different kind of format.
That's one sub-secti.or of what we call process task analysis wbeh is how the
teacher lets the learner know what he wants and if he's nchielg t.

The secon,1 part is what we call feedback. Feedb^7k is hov you let the
learner krnw how he's doing. This would include thin-. iike co1 o:. coding some-
thing,like using verbal feedback, using non-verbal .edback. In our system re-
inforcement are synonymous, but we say that reinforaer.t is (J.:qv one small
catagory. If we simply let the learner know the reuiLs of his responses, we are
providing little if anv reinforcement. T..le can also Jet the learner know where
we want his hands and f1ng2rs to go by using our hands to move their hand,:,z. This
is a very sophisticated form of feedback in that it provides the learner with
information that allows sclf correction later on. As we reduce amount of
feedback (and we reduce It rather quckly), the learner is forced to perform more
and more of the task by using information we provided earlier and by making his
own decisions about the task.

Ten or fifteen years ago, the tools of the special needs teacher were patience,
understanding and a "feeling" for the slow learner. The parents of these children
and young adults could not and did not ask for more than patience and love. It
is a different story today. Parencs are demanding rather than asking for service.
They, like parents everywhere, are asking for a place in this society for their
children. In 1976, in light of new instructional technology, the demand is a
reasonable one. 73
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Profes:7ional Anaiysis Activity

Purpose

This activity, which is described in greater detail in Section II,
was included in the workshop for basically two reasons. First, it was
recogaized that teacher educators need a cormxml base from whi .41 to

de.relop the instructional content of teacher education programs. in

keeping with the growing interest in competency-based teacher alucation,
it was f,21t that the major 'tasks" performed by local educational agency
personnel offered an operational f-ramework for reviewing the contemporary
knowledge and skills needed by teachers, counselors, and work coordinators.
Second, the wealth of special needs background and programming expe.ience
brought by the participatns was considerable, and offered an _xcellenc
data base for synthesizing a general list of tasks needing to be emphasized

in joint vocational and special teacher education programming. i synthe-

sized list of professional tasks from this group would be uscful to Lther

professionals who are responsible for the development of inservice or

preservice teacher education programs.

The Activity

the 3ft.2rnoon of the first day of the workshop the participants

were given a !ifteen minute overview of the professional task analysis

actisjty. t'ollowing the overview, the participants assembled in their

preassigned groups. Each oc_ the five groups of ten to twelve partici-

pants was composed of vocational and special educators from the differ-

ent universities in attendance. The project directors and coordinators

each acted aE group leader/facilitator.

After each participant hal completed the questionnaire a group ois-

cassion was initiated. The initial purpose of the discussion was,to

generatr some consensus of agreement within the group regarding whiCi of

ta,.iks were most important and/or least important for consideration

in pe-.:sonnel preparation programming As the group Jiscussica continued

it soon became apparent that because of the diversity of teachers educa-

tion programs represented, arriving at a meaningful consensus would be

-Ktremely difficult. The group discussions did, however, provide an

eilent opportunity for the participants to share their approach or

plL ...A approach to preparing vocational special needs personne to

perform several of the tasks listed on the questionnaire.

Instrumentation

An instrument (see Appendix A) which contained 49 professional tasks

w-ls developed andfield tested prier to the workshop. The 49 tasks were

t.:,assified somewhat arbitrarily into four major function categories:
(1) assessing program and learner needs, (2) planning instruction, (3) im-
piementing instruction, and (4) evaluating program and instruction.
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Several ,-,---lpetency 2ntification studies from the fields of vocational and
special cducation ycre revie-,.ed prior to the workshop in the process of

asimilating and editinn the list 2.f 49.

The pro:ect staLf identified threQ major questions which the partici-

pants responded to individually -:ollectively in completing the instru-

ment during small group segsion. Prior to any group discussion, each

participant was asked to conside the following three questions from a
local educator's point of view (vocational teacher, special education

teacher, or con'selor):
1. Nhlt is the relative amount of time you would be likely to spend

1ducting this task? (0 - blank -.do not perform, 1 - very

litt12 time, 7 a great deal of time).

?. now critical would successful performance of this task be to the

overall effectiveness of your program? (1 - unimportant,

important, 5 extremely critical).

J. is a local educator working ith special needs -students, to what

xtent would you need to know more about this task? (1 - none,

a bit more, 5 - much more).

Tb,..se questions were drawn from a review of several ta or competency

validation studies in which the principal objective was to analyze a job

or p_fessional role for the purpose of training others to successfully

peri_-m in that role. In doing career or role analyses, several researchers

have been concerned with the amount of time spent on certain tasks by the

teacher, counselor, or work coordinator during the normal performance of

his/her duties. Another important consideration is the,importance or

criticality of one task to another. Some tasks may require relatively

little time to perform (e.g., modifying instructional equipment for handi-

eapled students), but are extremely critical to the overall effectiveness

of the instructional program. The final validation question asked was

coicerned with whether or not educators who were.in-service perceive a

r, 2d to further develop their ccmpetency in a particular task. This ques-

tion is especially important in considering the development of graduate-

level, inservice programs. In general, it is reasonably important for

practicing teachers to perceive themselves as needing to upgrade their

abilities in a particular area before major changes,can actually be

initiated through inservice programs.

Analysis of Data

The data of major importance in this analysis appeared to be the mean
scores and ranks for the tasks w'nich the participants rated the highest in

terms of criticality to overall program effectiveness and the perceived
level of interest of local educators in knowing more about the task.
Summary data describing the relative time spent performing the tasks are

not presented here because their generality is limited Their value
is significant, however, for school districts and state departments of
eflucation in a.'alyzing the amount of time vocational teachers or other

professionals in specific roles actually 3pend performing Certain tasks
relatel to programming for special needs learners.
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One InuF;t: remember that tac data accumulated in the professional task
analysis activity arc some!:hat limited in Lheir specificity. For example,
the role nssutii tirccL.ni diC. not specifically asl: the respondents to
consiuer themselves rcspoLCIL. teachers, administators, or work coo:di-
nators, but only as vocational educLtors, special educators, or counsel.ors.
Neither was a specific focus provided for different instructional set:ings
or levels (e.g., junior high school., senior high school, area vocational
center, sheltered workshops, or community colleges). rhe project staff

chose not to delimit the focus of the activity so as to concentrate on
identifying those tasks which arc most important to training special needs
personnel across the board. So far as we could determine, this informa-
tion describing the general competencies need2d by personnel is not
available in the literatu7e. The research to date has emphasized role
specific competencies (e.g., work adjustmeat counselors or resource room

teachers).

A 5-point criticality scale was used and the means ranged from a low
of 2.65 to a high of 4.44. Twelve of the 49 tasks received mean criticality
ratings greater than 4.0 and were considered highly critical. A 4.0 cutoff
was selected to identify tasks of major criticality because it was equidis-
tant on the scale between "3" (important) and "5" (extremely critical).
A 3.5 mean euL )ff was selected for th2 area of need scale. This cutoff

identified nine tasks from the 49 as being tasks in which teacher educators
feel local educators perceive themselves as needing to improve.

Table 1 on the following page lists six tasks which were highly rated
in terms of both criticality and perceived area of need for additional
information. The mean ratings as well as the ranks are provided. It is
apparent that the most critical task with which educators must concern
themselves is identifying instructional methods or techniques that work

with the special nc As student. It also appears that ongoing evaluation
for the purpose of improving instruction is a task that is of major

importance. When both the criticality and perceived need questions were
considered jointly these two tasks and their related competencies stand
out clearly as being of majo-z importance in uhe personnel preparatiol

process.

Another group of four tasks also appears to be quite important.
Within this group there is again ii strong reflection upon tasks directly

related to providing instruction. Developing, zelecting, sr modifying
instructional materials and planning snquences of instructional units
all rated relatively high in both criticality and perceived area of
needed inservice instruction. However, the most important task in this
group of fouf has to do with "analy7ing students' occupational interests

and aptitudes." Although this is the only task in the top six which
emphasizes assessment, it is obvious that special needs educators must
have some degree of competence in assessing the incavidual students'

interests and aptitudes if students are to be vapare(7 . for an occupa-

tional life role.
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Table 1

Highly Rated Tasks from the Professional
Task Analysis Activity

Pi-ofessional Tasks

2.13 Identify instructional techniques appropriate
for special needs learners

4.07 Evaluate and upgrade tl,a effectiveness of

instruction

1.04 Analyze students' occupational interests and

apt tudes

2.09 Plan a sequence of modules or units of instruc-

tion according to the learner's needs

3.10 Develop instructional materials for special
needs learners

3.09 Select or modify instructional materials
appropriate for different special needs
learners

Criticality
1

Perceived
1

Area of
Need

(X->4.09) (x>3.50)

4.441) 3.81(2)

4.13(3) 3.91(1)

4.11(6) 3.76(4)

4.71(6) 3.57(5)

4.11(6) 3.50(8.5)

4.09(9) 3.50(8.5)

1
Ranks are in parentheses

Section II of this report provides a more detailed analysis of the
professional task data collected during the workshop, as well as the
comparative data collected from local school personnel prior to the
workshop.
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Team Action Plarmine Sessions

During the last two days of the workshop approximately eight hours
were devoted to the developmen, fp! institutional action plans by the par-

ticipating teams. The action planning sessious followed the charges and
program presentations, and afforded eac-1 team an opportunity to discuss,

debate and brainstorm the future d.lrections of their teacher education

programs. Each team was asked to 3ubmi:: a written plan before noon 3n

the last day of the wor!(shop. The plan was to include: (1) a brief pro-

gram needs assessment statement, (2) shert and long term action plan

objectives, (3) short and long term strategies for attaining the objec-
tives, (4) the resources needed to implement the plan, and (5) the antic-

ipated observable outcomes. Ir tha resources section of the plan, the

team was asked to include a budget for the expenditure of $400.00 of

follow-up funding to be provided by the national workshop project.

During the action planning sessions members of the project staff

and steering committee were available to consult with the teams regarding

the development of their plans or other pertinent concerns.

The format outline for the institutional action plans is presented

in Appendix E.

Resource Materials Display

The evaluaticA awl planning concerns opinionnaire which was circu-

lated in November, [975 to the pzospective workshop attendees indicated

a strong concern for reviewing and exchanging resource material:.; that

were pertinent to the preparation of vocational and special education

personnel. Materials were collected from the'libraries of the project

staff and other individuals having ,:r1 .rterest in vocational and special

teacher education. A letter describing the wcrkshop and requesting

materials was sent to the Special Needs Coordinators in the vocational

eeucation state offices in all fiity states plus Pue.:to Rico, Guam and

the Virgin Islands In addition, the letters in the ore-workshop parti-

cipant information packets encouraged all'partieipants to bring and share

any descriptive materials or publication': they had :leveloped. Well over

sixty resource materials uere inclueed in the display, which was open

for viewing from 8:00 a.m. until 5:01 p.m. each day during the workshop.

Since most of thc: materials weve rot available in quantities for

distribution to the participants, a bibliography of all the displayed

materials was compiled. This bibliography, which is included in Appendix

C, was distributed to all workshop participants, as well as non-selected

applicants shortly after che workshop.
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Evaluation of Workshop Activities

The evaluation of the workshop ntivities was done in three major sec-

tions. After the Professional Task -ctivity the first afternoon of the

workshop participants were asked Lo respond to a questionnaire evaluating

the session. At the conclusion of the workshop each participant was asked

to respond to a team meeting questlonnaire and a general workshop evalua-

tion instrument. The discussion of these evaluation:1 follows.

Professional Task Analysis Activity

A brief questionnaire contalning eight questions was developed by the

evaluator and distributed to each of the groups at :the completion of the

activity. Table 2 presents the summary data for four of the questions.

The instrument is presented in Appeneix D.

The major goal of the activity was to develop a list of major tasks

performed by local school personnel who are responsible for serving special

needs students enrolled in vocational education programs. Approximately

60% felt the goal had been achieved, 23% were undecided, and 18% felt it

wasn't achieved. There appeared to be some confusion regarding the orien-

tation to the activity because 41% either agreed or strongly agreed that

a clear explanation was not provided. Approximately one third of the

group adopted a nwait-and-seen attitude with regard to the value of the

activity for developing thei action plans. The informal comments and

questions five and six appeared to suggest that approximately 25% of the

group felt too much time was provided for the activity, and that the

groups were too large.

Several interesting, informal comments were also provided by the

respondents regarding the perceived value of the activity. Several felt

the questionnaire was complex, leading to some confusion. Others indicated

a concern for being asked to role play a local educator, and had difficulIy

visualizing the relevance oi such role playing in terms of developing or

improving teacher education progrms. Several suggestions were offered

that indicated perhaps the groups would have functioned more effectively

if homogeneous groupings (e.g'., institutional teams, or all vocational

education, special educarion, etc.) would have been used instead of the

random grouping. The comments also seemed to reflect concern over the

semantics of task statements, and the lack of a common language between

vocational and special education. Overall, It appeared that following

the activity nearly everyone had a number of suggestions for improving

it, and very few comments were found to suggest that the 'participants

felt it to be a beneficial expe.d.ence.
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Table 2

Summary of the
Professional Task Analysis

Evaluation Question
1

SA

2

A

7

3

U

4

D

5

SD

The main objective of the Professional
Task Analysis Activity was fully achieved. 2.5r, 8 51 23 13 5

The orientation to the activity did not
3.08 10 31 8 43 8clearly explain what was to be accomplished.

The workshop staff member in my group
provided valuable assistance for the
completion of this activity. 2.07 22 61 7 8 2

This ordinarily will not be very
beneficial in developing the "action
plans". 3.10 11 16 34 26 11

Team Meetings

A team meeting evaluation questionnaire was developQd by the project
evaluator in conjunction with the workshop project stafk. The questionnaire

appears in Appendix E. The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain
cvaluative information about the team meetings and their relation to the

development of the action plan. in addition, informc.ion was obtained

about variops factors affecting the process of meeting as teams to develop

action plans. A summary of the data appears in Table 3.

Concerning the orientation of the activity, almost 92% indicated
agreement that the orientation clearly explained what wac to be accomplished

during the team meetings.

A guideline for developing the action plans was constructed in

advance by the workshop staff. The participants were asked about the ease

with which the guideline could be understood and followed. Almost 85%

indicated that the guidelide was easy to follow and readily understandable.

Only 4% voiced disagreement with trhe statement and 10% were uncertain.
Apparently the majority encountered few problems with the guideline in
developing their action plans.
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Table 3

Evaluation Summary of the
Team Neetings

Evalration Question

The .-,rientation to the activity clearly

explained what was to be accomplished.

The guideline for the action plan develop-

ment was easy to follow and understand.

The team meetings would have been more
productive without workshop staff

assistance.

The three "model program" presentations
provided valuable information for completing
the action plans.

The printed and visual resource materials
describing cther programs were not very
valuable for completing the action plans.

The list of professional tasks provided
valuable information for developing th.e
action plan.

Would changing ne composition of your
team have improved the development of

your action plan?

A comprehensive and feasible action plan.

1 2 3 4 5_
x SA A U D SD

% %

1.83 25 66.7 8.3 0 0

1.81 37.5 47.9 10.4 4.1 0

3.67 0 6.3 33.3 33.3 16.7

3.47 0 20.8 2.5 31.3 16.7

2.69 14.6 39.6 16.7 20.8 8.3

3.31 4.2 31.3 18.8 20.8 25

.;:es Uncertain No

5.00 0 0 100

Has not bee:1 initiated by my team 1

Has been initiated by my team 13

O Has been developed by my team 30
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Workshop staff were available for consultation during the team mee ings
if desired. however, feu of the teams requested the specific involvement
of the staff. Each of the fve staff members was assigned to monitor and
-chuck in on two team.3 periodically to see if there was anything that was
needed, but were directed not to stay unless invited to do so.

Only OZ of the t.2am members felt tl,at their meetings would have been
more productive had they uot had wor..shop staff assistance but a large
pereentage (AZ) were undecided. Overall, the assistance provided was
viewed posii,ely by about half of the teams.

During the T-orkshop, presentations were made by individuals who already
had programs in existence related to training of vocational and special
edueation personnel. A question asked about the value of these presen-
tations in completing the action plans. Forty-eight percent indicated the
presentation did not provide valuable information for completing the action
plans, and another thirty percent indicated uncertainty or did not answer.
Apparently many Individuals did not feel the presentations of the three
exerhplary programs providod much assistance in developin -heir action plans.

A question was Lsked concernir47; whether changing the composition of
the teams would have improved the development of the action plans. One

hundred percent of the respondents indicated that this would nut have
improved the development of their plan. This p.:obably indicated that team

members felt that their team had functioned effectively.

An overall question was asked about the stage of development that the
aion plans had reached. Overall, sixty-three percent indicated that they
felt a comprehensive and feasible action plan had been 'developed,' twenty-
seven percent indica:-ed the plan had been 'initiated," and only one person
(two percent) indicated that an effective plan had not been even initiated.

A question was asked about the main factor(s) rhich contributed to the
development of the team's action plans. Two main reasons appear to be
dominant after categorizing the comments: (1) the cooperative effort put

forth by the teams, and (2) the pre-planning and work done prior to the

workshop. Several of the comments were quite enlightening. A represen-

tative sample is provided.below:

Comments concerning coope.rative effort:

'Cooperative input and effort by various disciplines toward a common
goal"

'The opportunity to 'retreat' to Illinois to work together, plus the
reinforcing effect of others in the same situation"

'The members of the team and having a person from the State Department
as a member of the team"
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"Cooperative attitude of the team"

'Total team effort and commitment"

Comments concerning pre-planning and work:

"Planning and research prior to this meeuing with modification of
plans possible aft2r hearing other plans"

"Our prior state of readiness--che conierence supplied the stimulus
for two departments to get it together'

"A belief in the need for such a plah prior to attending, and an
excellent working relationship established prior to conference

These comments appear to reflect achievement of some of the objectives

of the workshop. The workshop staff had hoped to establish a cooperative
spirit and working relationship between special education and vocational
education teacher educators. From che comments in general, it appears that

this objective was accomplished.

Overall Evaluation of the Workshop

At the conclusion of the 2 1/2 day workshop the participants were each

asked to complete a fairly extensive overall evaluation instrument (see

Appendix P for the instrument). This evaluation form was also developed
by the project evaluator in conjunction with the project staff. The

primary purpose.of the overall evaluation was to assess the effect of the

workshop upon the participants, and to collect information regarding the

strengths and weaknesses of this type of inservice education for teacher

educators. The latter was viewed as critical for planning the follow-up

activities, as well as helpful to others who may contemplate using workshops

as a way of generating change in teacher education.

A series of agree-disagree and open-ended questi_ons was answered by

the sixty-two respondents. Table 4 presents the summary data for the ques-

tions for which a specific response vas required. The initial, major ques-

tion asked the participants to indicate the extent to wnich they felt the

major goal of the workshop (t o. develop feasible and .nctional action plans

for each university) was achieved. Appro;:imately sixty-five percent of the

respondents felt that that goal had been highly achieved. Twenty percent

felt it had been somewhat achieved, while nearly twelve perccnt lelt that

this goal had not been achieved.

A series of nine specific questions followed which was conc-aned with

assessing various key aspects o the workshop. Overseventy-fi percent

of the respondents indicated that the workshop held-their intet -, and

that the objecti,,es were clear to them. Sixty-five percent felt that there

9 6
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Table 4

Fill:nary of Responses from the

Overall Work5liop Evaluation

1 2 3 4 5

Evaluation Question x

Extremely Very
Well Well

Some- Very Not at
what Little all

% %

To mist extent WS the general objective

of the workshop acc.omplished? 2.25 16.7 50.0 20.0 10 0 1.6

11

1 2 3 4 5

SA A U D SD

7. % %

The workshop held my interest. 2.21 17.7 59.7 8.1 12.9 1.6

The objectives of the workshop were not
3.94 1.6 14.5 8.1 40.3 35.5

clear to me.

The objectives of the workshop were

realistic for the time allottol. 2.27 21.0 45.2 17.7 9.7 3.2

There was not enough time for informal

discussions during the workshop. 2.39 25.8 40.3 8.1 21.0 4.8

A similar future workshop should be

longer in amount of time. 3.39 8.1 14.5 22.6 37.1 1C.1

The facilities (meeting rooms, etc.)

for the workshop were adequate. 1.79 41.9 48.4 0 8.1 1.6

The workshop was not well organized. 3.90 0 14.5 12.9 38.7 32.3

Not enough of the participants' time was

spent in the evaluation of the workshop. 4.05 1.6 3.2 9.7 54.8 29.0

The scope (coverage) of the workshop

was adequate.
2.65 9.7 45.2 16.1 29.0 0
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was not'enough time permitted for inZorma1 discussions, and only about half
of the. participants (fifty-five percent) felt thct the scope (coverage) of
'the Workshop was adequate, but more than fifty percent felt that future
workshops of ads type should not last longer than 2 1/2 days:

Each of the presentations made during the workshop was alsO evaluated.
The impressiOns left on the participants by individual speakers appeared
to depend largely upon both the message and the style of delivery. There

waS fió discernible positive or negative.trends in the evaluation of the
"charge" presentations as opposed to the "program" presentations. However,

the presenLations which appeared to have the greatest impact upon the
participants were thcse denvered by Marc Gold, Roman Pucinski, Donn Brolin,

and Elizabeth Marion.

When asked to identify one or two of the major personal benefits
gained as a result of participating in the workshop, fifty-five comments
were reteived. These comments of personal benefit were classified into

five major categories:

1. Interaction among professional personnel with similar interests.
2. Learning more about other institutions' programs.
3. Knowledge, geueral insight into materials and techniques related

to this field.
4. Understanding more about vocational education andspecial education.
5. Having the opportunity to meet with own team.

The most frequently mentioned benefits were in the first two categories.
Several comments taken directly from the evaluation instruments are pie-

sented below:

Interaction among professionaZ personneZ with similar interests:

"Meeting people with similar interests'

"Getting acquainted with others in both fields"

"Meeting with other people with vocational education/special education

commitment"

Learning more about other institutions: programs:

"Learning more about other programs"

"Comparison of our program and problems with those of others"

"Gaining insight into other programs"

"Getting information about programs in operation"
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A similar question was asked regarding the benfits that were perceived
as occurring to their respective institutions as a result ct participating
in the workshop. Ninety percent of the tem members responded positively
to this question, and generally offered comments that could be classified
as follows:

1. Better cooperation and communication between vocational and special
education fa,..:ulty members.

2. Improvements in the exis ing program(s) for preparing vozatioLal
and, special edueation personnel.

Several representative comments from these two categories are provided
below.

Better cooperation and communication:

"Developed a close.working relationship with various different
department personnel"

"Movement toward cooperative efforts on campus between vocational
education and special education"

"Cooperation between two departments in different schools"

"A closer working relationship between special education and voca-

tional education"

"Better cooperation, communication, and understanding between special

education and vocational education"

Improvements in the existing programs:

"Closer coordination between existing program and efforts to expand
ad improve programs"

"Changes ir teacher education programs"

"Efforts to meet needs of special needs teachers"

"It will broaden the scope of my institution and help further my

institution's objectives."

When asked to identify the one or two major strengths of the workshop,
over fifty comments were provided. After classifying the commants, six

major categories were identified:

1. Presentations
2. Workshop planning and organizations
3. Interaction and exchange of ideas
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4. Team approach
5. Joint vocational and special education involvement

6. The location (away from home)

The presentations were the most frequently mentioned strength. The

workshop organizational efforts were also frequently mentioned. Represen-

tative comments describing the presentations included:

"Some good presentations and materials relevant to the problem"

"Most presenters were high level."

"Some outstanding 'stimulus' speakers'

Speeific examples regarding workshop planning and organization:

"Well organized"

"Well planned"

"Well designed to cover the materials necessary to participants for

accomplishing task of,designing a workable plan"

A similar question regarding the major weaknesses of the workshop

yiolded a total of fifty-six comments. Comments from this question were

classified four categories.

1. Presentctions
2. Limited amount of time for interaction and discussion between

and within teams

3. The professional task analysis activity

4. Lack ,.)f variety of activities

Specific examples regarding the presentations:

"Too abstract and too much theory in several of the presentations"

"The way some of the material was presented"

"Formal 'model program' presentations"

Specific examples regarding time for interaction:

"Time was not provided for team interaction with other teams."

"I think we could have had more interacO.on between institutional teams."

"Not enough time set aside for discussion"
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It is interesting to note that comments relating to the presentations
rated first in total for both strengths and weaknesses. This may be indi-
cative that theparticipants have individual 'like§ and dislikes and that
the teams were at different stages of development in terms of their univer-
sity program, as was the case.. _It Would be natural to expect that mixed
comments would be received if some participants were more familiar with
information about vocational educatien for spetial needs students than
other participants. For this reason, these responses may not hecessarily
be contradictory or meaningless.

The final and perhaps most crucial question was whether or not the
participants would recommend participation in future workshops of this
type to their colleagues. Fifty-four or ninety percent of the partici-
pants responded in the affirmative while one was- uncertain and five
(eight percent) indicated they wOuld not recommend that their colleagues
attend a similar workshop.

This section has described the participants' reactions to the workshop

during and immediately following its completion. The evaluation efforts,

just as the project efforts, did not end here, however. Data and evalua-

tive information regarding.several of the workshop activities were collected
in June, 1976--six months after'the workshop. 'This information is presented
in a later section entitled.Follow-up EvaluatiOn and of.fers some interesting
reflections on the long term worth of several of the workshop activities.
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PRE-WORKSHOP PLANNING

This section is designed to provide the reader with an over-

view of the activities which occurred prior to the workshop in

this project. Included in this section is a description of the:

(1) steering committee's role in planning the workshop, (2) proc-

ess and criteria used :or selection of the participating univer-

sities, (3) the planning and evaluation concerns survey, and

(4) the development of the State-of-the-Art document.
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Steering Committee

Purpose

The steering_commitee was designed to play an important pal-t

workshop planning. Since ,the workshop,,was,designedlor national impact,
it was important that.individuals with knowledge about the needs and pro-
grams across the nation be available for the planning. There was also a
desire to have the workshop reflect thefederal government geals for
special education/vocational education perSonnel preparation. This.was

insured by including people with this knowledge on.the steering committee.
, .

Developing a_continuingcommitment to_the vocational education.of special
needs students:was also of importance to the project staff. With.this in

mind the:Bureau of Education,for the Handicapped and,the Vocational ;:uca-
tion Personnel Development Branch of the.U.S. Office.Of Education,
the Council for Exceptional Children and American VOcatiOnal Association
were all invited to send representatives to serve on the steering com-

mittee. The steering committee is listed in Appendix 0.

Meeting

The steering committee met September 25, 1975 as part of the workshop

planning period. This meeC4ng included a discussion of the project gc,als.

It was suggested that workshop policies should, whenever possible, encour-

age continuing development in vocational/special education.

The method for selecting institution teams was discussed at length.

It.was decided that mini-proposals would be used as a means of obtaining

the information necessarTJor selecting the teams. Forms asking for

mini-proposals were distributed to universities through each state's
Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) coordinator in the state

.department of VoCational education.

It was agreed that selection of teams was to.be based primarily on

two criteria. Each of the ten Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare (D.H.E.W.) regions was to be represented. Also, a planned variation

in program type was,desired. Since the purpose of the workshop was to

report eventually on model programs, the project staff and steering

committee were extremely interested in selecting a wide variety of pro-

gram'types. It was recommended by the steering committee that a state

office of education person be included as a fifth member of each team
in order to contribute to the continuity and implementation of state
plans for preparing special needs personnel. The steering committee

stressed that no observers should be allowed at the workshop.

The project staff presented a tentative program schedule to the

steering committee. This program included challenges from the vocational

education perspective (Dr. Rupert N. Evans), special education perspective
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(Dr. Gary M. Clark), and the perspective of the local school (Elizabeth
Marion), as well as program presentations by the University of Kansas,
Habilitation Personnel Training Project and University of Missouri's
Project PRICE (Programming the Retarded in Career Education). Also on

the program was a small group, task analysis activity designed to help
the teams Assess the competencies needed by special and vocational educa-

tors. This tentative program was approved by the steering committee with
the suggestion of additional time for team meetings.

Several of the steering committee members were able to attend.the
workshop in ...Tanuary, 1976, and participate in the non-team activities.
They did not, however, meet together as a group during the workshop.
They served the workshop as resource personnel, and were available for
input if any teams so requested. Those members representing governmental

agencies were important to tha communication between the universities

and their respective agencies.

Contribution

As expected, the contribution of the steering committee to the project

was of two principal types: (1) because of their background of experience

they were able to suggest a number of excellent persons for the workshop

program, and (2) they provided a validation of the program planning activ-

ities. Although few changes were made in the proposed workshop program

it incorporated numerous suggestions made previously by individual steering

committee members.

One notable omission from the steering committee membership was

representation of Local Education Agency (LEA) staff in both vocational

and special education. This was noted by wrkshop participants and

steering committee members themselves, and no justification could be

provided for this omission. Whether or not the program would have.been

different if LEA's had been represented on the steering committee is

problematical, but the face validity added would justify their inclusion.

Future workshops should include LEA staff on their steering committees.

The steering committee also played a useful role during the workshop.

As changes in the program were suggested by participants or project staff,

these were checked with steering committee members, and accepted, modified,

or rejected in the light of their advice. The project staff would not

consider offering a workshop of this type without the advice and support

of able, experienced, and dedicated steering committee members.
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Selection of Participants

Purpose

The mini-pl.oposal approach for selecting participants for the national
workshop was used for three reason!.. First, it was a way to get vocational
and special teacher educators together and to initiate planning before the
workshop. In order tu be considered,'the university or consortium of
universities was required to have vocational educators and special educators
jointly involved in the preparation of the mini-proposal. Since one of the
purposes of the workshop was Communi2dtion amony personnel frou these two
fields,,it was felt that the mini-proposal would be a good beginning. It

also provided an impetus for communicatf.on and program development at all
universities interested not just at those eventually selected.

Second, the mini-proposal gave each team a basic plan from which to
develop action plans at the workshop. Most teams expanded or changed
their original mini-proposal, but they all drew upon their initial planning
during Cie workshop. In such a short period of time (2 1/2 days) it would
have been unreasonable to expect a team to forMulate and refine the total

action plan.

Third, the mini-proposal was a means of determining the types of pro-
grams that were either in the planning or operational stages. This infor-
matioh enabled the project staff to select representatives.of a wide
variety of university team approache3 for preparing special needs personnel.

Mini-Proposal Description

The mini-proposal form, which was two pages in lec.gth plus a cover
sheet (see Appendix G), contained five basic: parts: I. Program Objectives,
II. Program Design, III. Workshop Participatioa Expectations, IV. Prospec-
tive Attending Team, and V. Supportive Statement. A brief Mini-Proposal
Development Guide was also prepared to assist individuals ot teams in
developinL; their proposa1s. This Guide is presented in Appendix H.

Each team was to include at least or,' vocational and one special
educator. The vita of each team memb-1 also requested. This was done
in order to determine the indivi.dual' Has'_: work in and commitment to

vocational education for special 11_2dr-, stunts.

The last section of the mir-:ropal requested at least one statement
from a dean or chairperson desc_bThr, ad7Thistrative commitment to the
project. The project staff was that the participating teams have
a long term commitment to vocation, ,:ducation for special needs students
so that the program development or expansion efforts would not end with
the conclusion of the workshop involvement.
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Disseminatioa

The mini-proposal forms and development guide were distributed under
a general cover letter (Appendix I) from the project co-directors which
described the goals of the project and provided other background informa-
tion regarding the workshop.

Universities received the mini-proposal forms in one of two ways.
Approximately fifteen mini-proposal forms were sent directly to individuals

who requested them as a result of anno-incements in the American Vocational
Journal, or had "heard about the workshop" from c011eagues. The remaining

250 2orms were sent to state EPDA coordinators. These individuals were

asked to distribute the forms to voca-Aonal and/or special teacher educa-
tion institutions in their state. By the November 7, 1975 cutoff date
seventy mini-proposals had been received from thirty-two states. Table 5

presents a summary of the number of proposals received by U.S.O.E. region.

' Table 5

Mini-Proposals Received by U.S.O.E. Region

Region No. Received
Mini-Proposals

No. of Different
States Submitting
Mini-Proposals

7 4

II 5 2

III 5 2

IV 13

V 12

VI 5 2

VII 7 3

VIII 3 3

IX 8 2

X 5 3

Totals 70 32
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Review and Selection

This process was, by far, the most difficult activity in the entire
project .'1 but approximately five of the proposals reflected a strong,
coopera...- and continuing commitment to preparing personnel to better
serve special needs students through vocational programming. It is indeed

regrettable that funding did not permit the selection of sixty-five univer-
sities irstead of ten.

As the mini-proposals were received they ware reviewed and categorized
according to the following criteria. (1) new or estLblishcd program,

(2) prograr.1 type (inservice, preservic2, workshop, degree program, formal
course, etc.), (3) population served (e.g., special education teachers,
vocational teachers, coordinators, counselors, or administrators),
(4) single university or consortium, and (5) U.S.O.E. Region represented.

The entire project staff reviewed all mini-pr000sals and together
selected the teams to attend the workshop. This process was begun by
reviewing the regions from which there were the fewest proposals to select.
Teams from the larger regions such as Regions IV and V were selected last.
The planned variation method of seleCtion eliminatPd a lars,,e nu-ab,...r of

proposals. In view of the high quality of the great uajority of proposals
submitted, it was fortunate (from the standpoint of the project staff)
that planned variation sharply reduced the number of choices to be made
on the basis of proposal quality.

Table 6 identifies the universities selected, and the planned varia-
tion criteria which were used in classifying the programs described in
the mini-proposals. Eight of the universities offcred Loth inservice
and prefervice programs ,thile the remaining two (Pittsburgh and- Missouri)
emphasized inservice and preservice programs respectively. Five of the
programs were considered to be in the planning stage, while three had at
least one established on-going program. Three consoLtium arrangenents
were selected, and the balance were single institutions. The different
populations for which the training was being provided was the final
planned variation criterion.
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Evaluation and Planning Concerns Survey

Following the steering committee meeting and the selection of the par-
ticipating institutions, an evaluation and planning concer- qrvey was
developed by the project evaluator. There were two purpose ,eveloping
and distributing the survey cpinionnaire to the prospectivc - icipants,
presenters, steering committee, funding agency personnel, an* oject staff,
and a limited number of non-selected teacher educators. First, the opinion-
naire was intended to assist in determining the information needs or desires
of the various audiences that would be reading the project's final report.
This information was viewed as helpful to the planners and to the evaluator
in focusing the evaluation on the major concerns held by prospective readers
and users of the final report. Second, the opinionnaire plvided information
that was useful to the project staff in planning the workshop and follow-up
activities. The summary tabulation from the survey pointed out areas of
anticipated importance duriug the workshop.

Table 7 presents the summary data .rom the opinionnaire. The instru-

ment, which was developed by the evaluator and the project staff, is pre-
sented in Appendix J. A total of seventy-six copies were distributed and

fifty-seven were returned (seventy-five percent). As shown in Table 7,
twenty-nine specific concerns in four major areas were included on the

instrument. Respondents were also able to list additional concerns in each

of the four areas: workshop input, workshop process, workshop outcomes, and

workshop impact.

In consultation with evaluation specialists at the University of
Illinois, decisions were made in rogard to which concerns should be focused

upon for evaluation. These Items were alno connidered as most important

aspects of the worl,shop .

in termn of worknhop input r a:corns, the pre ,rkshop bibliography

and issues document was conuldert to be most important. Thun, plann were

ma(1e co collect information from 1, .Y.,,LcIlla) !; receiving the document con-

cerning their recetiosn tc it.

Under worhnhor proccfr, concernn, the dominant A7 .au of coneorn were:

(1) resource mak:erials dinpla/ (2) team meelliwA (3) tilt prolenslonal tank

analynin activIty,And (4) worFnhep prenontatIons And presentern, Evaluative

informai:lon concern-I:1g all of illese Aryan W,Ifi obtained.

Under workshop outcome.; concernn, the mout important aran were:

(1) follow-up procesnen/services to be provided, (2) action plant: that were

developed, And (3) the I Ir.! ot competencies needed by pernonnel concerned

with the vocationnt programming of special stnlentn. Again informa-

tion wan obtained concerning each of theta. arcan.

The most Important workshop Impact coneerss Included: (I) impact on

inntit.utIont. not selected, (2) im2act us participants, and (3) Impact on

participants' lwalturiun. EyteuOve follow-up 1+.1(a were obtained con-

refnillp, theme Areas.
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Table 6

INSTITUTIONS SELECTED FOR PARTICIPATION IN TN1 NATIONAL WORKSHOP

ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

5e4ote:1 :nstiWtion

Unioersitu of rllinois, Ur?)ana-Champaign

January 1346, Lqe

Type of Program

Pre- In-
Both

service service

Program Status

Plan- * On-
New

ning going

Arrangement

Single Consor-

Inst. tium

NIP-ring POpUrons

1*

Teachers
Compre -

Others

hensive

T
t

University of

Vermont

VT

x

,

x x x

II

Rutgers, The State

University

NJ

x x x

III.

University of

Pittsburgh

PA

x x x x coun-

selors

IV Florida Consortium!

University of Florida

Fl, State University

ri, Tech. University

El, Learning Res, Sys.

FL

x x x x

V Kent State University

OH

x x x x Y

VI Texas AO University

TX

x x x

VII University of Missouri

MO

x
x x

x

VIII Colorado State/Univ.

of lvitbsrn Colorado

CA

x x x x x
coordi-

nators

IX California State Uni-

versity nt Long Bench

CA

x
x x

x

X

Oregon ';tate Univernity

of Oregon

OR

--------

x
x x

x
x

0 Program which hnve been in operation for less than a year,

" Includes the trnIning ol teachers, adminlotratorw, coordinators, end counselors (from both vocational old special education),



Table 7

Summary Data from the
Evaluation and Planning Concerns Survey (N=57)

Response Frequencies

Evaluation and Planning Concerns
Important
Concern

Most
Important
Concern

Weighted
Total

Workshop Input Concerns

Budgetary input/cost effectiveness

Funding agency input

Pre-workshop research 'oibliography and

"Issues" document

Steering/Advisory committee input

13

10

21

19

7

7

13

8

27

24

47*

35

Workshop Process Concerns

Process for selection of participants . . . 6 4 16

Project staff competency 2 5 12

Reimbursement/payment process for participants 3 0 3

Resource materials provided to participants
describing other teacher education programs

or projects 28 12 52*

Informal dialogue among participants 22 2 26

Team meetings to develop "action" plans . 22 9 40*

Competency synthesi,_, activity--to develop a

list of competencieE; needed by vocational

educators of special needs students 22 13 48*

Steering/Advisory Committee involvement
during the workshop 9 4 17

Workshop presentations and presenter--; 18 10 38*

Workshop scheduling and organization 8 1 10

Worksh, 1, Outcome Concerns

Follow-up process/services provided 17 6 24

Action plans for development/expansion of

personnel preparation programs 13 23 59*
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Tabl,.! 7 cont.

Evaluation and Planning Concerns

Response Frequencies
Important Most Weighted
Concern Important Total

Concern

AttitudirA. change

Incieased awareness and knowledge of pro-
fessional issues and concerns (e.g., ma
streaming)

Opportunity for professional communication,:
involvement

Outcomes related to the development of mini-
proposals for workshop participation

Synthesized list of competencies needed by
vocational and special education personnel
(to be developed by workshop participants).

Workshop Impact concerns

Impact on funding agency (state and federal)
personnel

Impact on institutions submitting mini-
proposals for participation, but which were
not selected

Impact on participants
410P

Impact on participant's institutional

programs

Impact on project staff

Impact on steering/advisory committee. . .

Impact on presenters

6 4 14

9 1 11

4 6 16

4 5 14

18 13 44*

10 5 20

15 5 25*

21 5 31*

21 25 71*

0 0 0

0 0 0

1 0 1

* Selected as most important concerns to be evaluated

All data described above are presented and discussed in various sec-
tions of this report. Additional supplementing data were also obtained
and are presented in the appropriate sections.
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State-of-the-Art Document

Purpose

"Issues in the Vocational Programming of. Special Needs Students:
Synopses of Selected Materials," or the "document" as it came to.be called,
was compiled for two reasons. First, one of °the requirements of the fund-

ing agency was the development of a state-of-the-art, paper. The staff' was

asked to review the field of preparing personnel for providing vocational
education for special needs students, and to devalop a statement of ite
current status and future directions. Secondly, the document was planned
as a pre-conference publication which would provide an overview of the
field for the participants prior to the workshop.

Development

The document was a collaborative effort between vocational education
and special education members of the project staff. The steering committee
offered several suggestions which were incorporated in the document, which

includes six major sections.

Dr. Cary N. Clark and Dr. Rupert N. Evans, Professors of Special Educa-

tion and Vocational-Technical Education respectively, wrote the actual

"state-of-the-art" section of the document. In light of the importance of

this paper, the authors decided to also include it in the appendix of this

report. It can be found in Appendix K. Section II of the document describes

a number of general issues and trends in vocational and special education.
Issues confronting both fields in their attempts to develop cOmpetency-
based teacher education programs are described in the abstracts presented

in Section IV. Sections III and V briefly describe a number of local pro-
grams that serve special needs students and several existing university-
level personnel preparation programs. The final section of the'document
presents a seven page glossary of terms that are commonly used by vocational
and special educators, but are seldom well-defined for individuals with
backgrounds in the other field.

Dissemination

The document was included in the packets given to all participants at

.the workshop. One copy was also sent to each of the institutions that had

submitted a mini-proposal but had not been selected. In addition, single

'copies were sent to those individuals from universities, state departments,

and local school districts Tlho requested additional information concerning

the workshop.

Because of the number of requests for the document an additional 250
copies have been produced and are available from either the University of
Illinois or University of Kansas project uffices. In anticipation of con-

tinued requests beyond the ability of the project to supply this document,
It has been entered into the ERIC system and will appear in the July,1976
issue of Resources in Education. (ED 118 828)
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Evaluation of Pre-Workshop Planning

Selection of Participants

In a follow-up questionnaire distributed to team members (see Appendix
L), a.question was asked regarding the use of mini-proposals as a basis
for selection to participata in inservice education workshops for..teacher

educators. The questionnaire was designed using sets of.bi-polar adjectives
to describe the use of.the mini-proposal as'a team selection device. On a
scale of one to seven, with.seven the most positive, the following mean
scores were obtained.

PurposefUl-kimless 6.00

Effective-Theffective 5.64

Valuable-Worthless 5.85

i'leaningfUZ-i,eaningless 5.84

From the mean scores and comMents received, it aPpears that a majority
of the participants felt that using a 'mini-proposal for a selection
device was a good idea. Some selected comments which were provided sup-
porting this idea includedl

"Excellent approach--gets everyone'involved--creates a team spirit
prior to implementation of workshop'

"Good citeria'

'Forco o(peration and hard thinking'

v.Ly to 'sample: hat potential participants are trying'

State-of-t,Lt:.-Art Document Evaluation

This document was distributed o workshop participants as well as to
initiators of mini-proposals from institutions not selected to participate
in the workshop.

In a follow-up questionnaire to those mini-proposal initiators who
were not selected, a question was asked concerning the general reactions
to the document. Comments received from .respondents were classified into
favorable and unfavorable categories. Fourteen comments were classified
as favorable and only two were unfavorable. The following comments
exemplify these categories.
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Favorable:

"Helpful in setting up our program"

"Outstanding--comprehensive covernge of current studies of vocational

education programs special needs"

"It was useful in preparing our philosophical approach to the program

we developed."

"Good source of reference information. Anticipate using this document

in future program development"

Unfavorable:

"I found it to be of little use."

"It could be of more value to us with a more pragmatic approach.
Handy compilation but like in content to others on the shelf."

Overall, it appears that a majority of those who received the docu-

ment but did not attend the workshop were favorably impressed by it and

found it to be helpful.
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POST-WORKSHOP FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

The ultimate measure of the effectiveness of a workshop activity is

the extent to which it facilitates continuing or future developments. To

simply provide a three day conference was viewed as only addressing part

of the task. Once the teams had diligenvly generated plans of action it

was the project staffs' responsibility to f4rther facilitate the im-

plementation of each of the action plans.

This section of the report will.describe the fallow-up, facilitating

and evaluation activities that were undertaken. More specifically,

the fallow-up funding process, the follow-up activities of each team,

and the follow-up evalut_tion effort will be discussed. The final

subsection will describe the dissemination plan far this report and

other products emerging from the project.
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Follow-Up Fundina

Once the teams had submitted their action plans and returned home,
each team leader was contacted for negotiation of the follow-up funding.
As the action plans were reviewed and discussed, and the major activities
delineated, specific expenditure categories (e.g. staff travel, secretarial
services, or communication expenses) were identified fcr each university.
A purchase requisition was then processed through the University of Illinois
to purchase the materials and services essential to conducting the follow-up
activities from each university. A total of $400.00 was set-aside for each
university. After the expenditures had been incurred, the team leaders
submitted a complete invoice and payment was processed.

Regrettably, three of the teams were unrble to accept the follow-up
funding because of institutional constraints and red tape associated with
accepting small grants. Descriptions of the specific follow-up activities
of the team are provided in the f011owing section.

Follow-up Team Activities

Because of their unique programs, each university team chose to
conduct somewhat different activities in the process of implementing
their action plan. Some teams set about seeking additional funding
while others conducted inservice workshops on a state and regional

basis. Each team carefully planned and coordinated their efforts to
maximie the impact of their follow-up efforts.

A full program description of each of the participating universities
is presented in Part III of this report. The reader may find it helpful to
first review the description of individual programs to put the follow-up
activities in an appropriate context.

Region I - The Universi.ty of Vermont

Prior to the workshop, the University of Vermont was already committed
to a program of vocational education for special needs students. There is

one full-time faculty member in the Vocational Education and Technology
Department assigned to develop and teach courses entirely in this area.
The two part follow-up of program was related to pre-service education in
.cooperation with the School of Home Economics and the Special Education
Program as well as monthly in-service meetings at various vocational centers
around the state.
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Activities since the workshop have included:

1. Two workshops on special needs for in-service vocational teachers

(30 participants).

2. Identification of needs of in-service vocational teachers working
with special needs students.

3. One home economics workshup for special needs teachers (June).

4. Three intensive workshops for in-service teachers to be offered
during summer session (1976).

5. Grae program outlined and to be submitted for faculty approval

in I._ 1976.

6. Two presentations were made to in-sevrice secondary and vocational
teachers at Newport Area Vocational Center by Consulting Teacher
interns L. Baker and R. Stanton.

7. Plans to implement. Center for Vocational Education Competency-
Based Modules with Vermont in-service Special Needs teaChers have
been finalized.

Long term objectives L7hich have been attacked by the University of Vermont

team are:

1. Certification of special needs teachers has been discussed and
planning for standards is now underway.

2. Initial discussion of long range needs of Vermont for area
coordinators of Spacial Needs Programs has taken place and a
professional development program to meet these needs will be

developed.

3. An important long-range objective of developing strategies for
sensitizing vocational directors and administrators to "special

needs" has been formulated. On-going research into this area will
be continued in 1976-77.

Region II - Rutgers Colleges The State University

Rutgers College has had a program in secondary special needs for a

number of years. Teaching upper-division courses in the late afternoon
and early evening has made it possible to serve both pre-service and
in-service teachers.

Since the workshop the team has accomplished one short-term objective:

1. To meet with freshman and sophomore students and advise them of the
opportunities and challenges in the field of secondary special

education.
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And the following long-term objectives:

1. A new emphasis on career education for special needs students has
been introduced into several University Colleges courses.

2. Liaison continues with the Departments of Special Education and
Vocational Education at the Graduate Sdhool of Education. A new
consortium, within the University, in the field of Special Education
has been started.

3. A summer workshop and fall courses have been planned and advertised four
secondary teachers of fhe handi-lapped.

4. A portion of a $900.00 grant for the development of a Curriculum Center
is being used for secondary special education.

Region, III - The University of Pittsburgh

Because Pennsylvania has been educating all its handicapped children for
a number of years, the University of Pittsburgh has been concerned with helping
vocational teachers meet the needs of these students.

The short term objectiv.es accomplished since the workshop are:

I. Development and implementation of two competency-based courses.

2. Preparation of 25 vocational teachers to teadh special needs students.

3. Training of eight vocational teachers to provide training for other
teachers in their schools next year.

Work on the following long term objectives has begun:

1. Mediating two courses.

2. Preparation of additional teachers through summer workshops and courses
offered during the 1976-77 school year.

3. Preparation of a core of creative teachers to serve vocational
schools in western Pennsylvania.

Region IV - Florida Consortium

The Florida Consortium is a unique coMbination of universities, the state
department of education and the state learning resources center.
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Major accomplishment of the consortium to date include:

1. Statewide needs assessment by Dr, Jeanice Midgett.

2. Planning and implementing of statewide workshop on vocational
education for special needs students at the Florida Ve-ational
Association Conference.

Wbrk on additional long-term goals has been started:

1. Coordination of teacher training activities rhroughout the State.

2. Joint special/vocational education program for both master's and
doctoral level has been designed at one institution.

3. The Florida Learning Resources System is giving greater attention
to special/vocational needs for materials dissemination.

4. Vocational programs are being evaluated by the State consultant.

Region V - Kent State Universitx

Since 1972, Kunt State University has provided extensive inservice
education for teacl!.1g personnel within the following program areas;
Occupational Work Adjustment (OWA) Occupational Work Experience (OWE) and
Special Needs Vocational Programs.

The major accompli3hments of the team since the workshop included:

1. Implementation cf competency project to determine the competencies
applicable to OWA, OWE and EMR work/study teacher-coordinators.

2. A prcposal written for a state-wide vocational and special education
teacher education conkeren,:e.

3. Crea`ion of t stats3-wi&t eteering committee to.assist the Kent
Stnte team with long-term and short-term program objectives. The
first steering committee meeting was held in June, 1976 with
represeatatives from vocational and special education at Kent State
and the State Department of Education.

4. The organization of a 20 member teacher edvisory board, consisting
of lecal teachers and administrators involved in OWA, OWE, end/or
EMR work study programs In Northeastern Ohio. The first meeting

.was conducted.iu June, 1976.

5. A series of team meetings were conducted to examine and rederign
selected existing special and vocational courses in order 'co address
the instrucC_onal needs of special needs personnel.
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Region VI - Texas A & M University

Texas, as many other states, has a shortage of individuals prepared
to serve the vocational needs of handicapped youth. In order to
alleviate this shortage, Texas A & 11 is implementing a program which
focuses on the preservice and inservice training needs for vocational
adjustment coordinators, vocational instructors and support staff.

Activities directed toward this end since the workshop have included:

1. Initiation of Project ENCOUNTER with the College of Edncation.

2. Developmen )f a system for collecting, reviewing, and filing
instructional resources for Project ENCOUNTER.

3. Contact with LEA's for pilot testing and inservice components.

4. Discussions with Texas Education Agency personnel.

5. Discussions with other agencies in USOE Region VI.

6. Development and submission of a proposal for a Region VI Teacher
Education Workshop on Vocational Education for the Handicapped.

Region VII - University of Missouri-Columbia

With the growing demand In the state for individuals with comPetencies to
provide vocational service to special needs students, the Laiversity of Missouri
'has been involved with in-sco-ce programs.

The major accomplishments since the workshop have involved discussions
with the St. Louis Special School District and the State Department of -
Education. This has led to the writing of a proposal to conduct a one year
comprehensive needs assessment study. On the basis of this study, the in-
service and pre-service programs will be expanded and implemented.

Regioa.VIII - Colorado Consortium

This consortium in composed of Colorado State University.and the University
of Northern Colorado in conjunction with the State Board for Community Colleges
and Occupations.

The major accomplishments since the workshop are:

1. Development of needs assessment instrument to determine vocational
teachers' competencies which necd to be improved in programming
for special needs students.
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2. Plan for dissemination of instrument to vocational teachers at Coloradr
Vocational. Agsociation Annual tieetinr; in August, 1976.

3. Plan for inservice workshops as determined by needs assessment.

4. Course outlines for "Teaching Vocational Education for Learners
with Special Feeds" are ccmpatible at University of Northern
Colorado and Colorado State University.

5. All undergraduates in education at the University of Northern Colorado
are required to take "Special Education for the Regular Classroom
Teacher".

6. Plan for all education undergraduates at Colorado State University to
take the course "Vocational Educatinn for Learners with Special Needs".

7. Colorado State University and the State Board are continuing help to in-
service vocational teachers.

Region IX - California State University at Long Beach

The program for special needs students at CSULB is based on a need for-
interdisciplinary training of teachers to work with special needs students.

The major accomplishments of the team since the workshop include:

1. Development of courses (vocational education, home economics, and
special education) related to vocational futures for special needs
indiviuuals.

2. Development of a funding proposal (one of six forwarded to Washington)
outlining a cooperative effort in vocational education for special
needs students among several agencies and university departments.

3. Identification and purchase of resource materials needed for courses.

4. Development of a proposal for a OHEW Region IX meeting on vocational
education for special needs studgnts.

5. Identification of contribution by university personnel to the career
development of special needs students.

6. Identification of initial changes in curriculum.

7. Identification of initial community resources.
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Region X - gon State Uaiversity (University ot )regon)

This consortium is a joint effort bctween Oregon State University (primarily
vocational education) and the University of Oregon (primarily special education).

The major accomplishments of the team since the workshop include:

1. Joint summer workshop on the clarification of the roles of special and
vocational educators in the habilitation of special needs students.

2. Development of a program for teacher preparation of special needs
students in vocational education based on a collective effort between
the two university faculties. Specifically, OSU will offer the
vocational component and University of Oregon the special education
component of the program.

Follow-Up Evaluation

Three instruments were developed by the evaluator and project staff to
collect follow,-up data regarding the post-workshop activities and impacts.
Separate questionnaires were developed for soliciting information from each team,
the individual participants, and from the initiators of the mini,-proposals which
were not selected for participation in the workshop.

Team Questionnaire

In Mhy, a five-page questionnaire was sent to each of the ten team leaders.
The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the extent to which the teams
had been able to implement their action plans. It was suggested in the cover
letter to the team leaders that they make a-sezious effort to involve all of the
team members in filling out the questionnaire. The questionnaire and the summary
data are presented in Appendix L. Completing and returning this questionnaire
before June 1, 1976, was required before payment of the follow-up funding ($400.00)
was gpproved. More ir-ortantly, it was felt by the project staff that the

..requirement of having to complete tts follow-up questionnaire "as a team" would
once again create a cooperative endeavor.

At the writing of this report, team questionnaires had been received from all
teams. Four of the eight responding teams indicated that they had held team
meetings to review and respond to the questionnaire. Two team leaders indicated
they had completed the questionnaires, but had circulated it to the other team
members for review prior to submitting it. It apreared that the other four
questionnaires had been completed by either team loaders or another team member.
It should be noted that the questionnaire was di : .i'outed during.a very.busy,
time of the year for teacher educators. One team leader wrote on his team's
questionnaire that he was unable to arrange a team meeting because the faculty
was heavily involved in final exams and submitting grades.

After reviewing the action plans five major areas of concern were identified

jor both the team and individual participant follow-up questionnaires. These
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areas of follow-up concern included.possible activities related to::

1. Course and/or program development

2. Staff development

3. Explanation of funding sources

4. Specific communication/cooperation efforts

5. Inservice teacher education

Course/Program Development. Several of the teams reported'having either
planned or completed a number of course or program development activitieaduring
the five month follow-up period. Two teams reported having completed work,on
proposals for an introductory preservice or inservice course. Two other schools
have completed proposals for an advanced (e.g., methods) course for preservice
or inservice personnel. Two other schools: have developed plans to revise exist-
ing courses. In addition to planning and implementing courses, two teams were
active in the development of.degree programs. During the months following the
workshop one school submitted A proposal for,an,undergraduate,degree program
related to training special needs personnel, while another sChool had submitted
a graduate degree program for approval. One team also reported having developed
'extensive plans for a graduate level program, but indicated that the proposal
had not yet been submitted for approval. Five universities responding indicated
"in existance prior to the workshop" for many of the course/program development
activities listed on the questionnaire. However, this was the expected reSponse
from those universities which were selected, in part, because they had an
established, ongoing program. It does appear that at least five of the teams
were highly active in developing and implementing courses or degree programs
related to preparing special needs personnel.

Staff Development. Four teams reported having planned activities designed
to evaluate the Competencies of their respective faculties in the area of pre-
paring vocational.and special education personnel. Two of the schools had
developed job deacriptions of faculty positions related to special needs. Data
were not available to indicate whether or not these positions had been apProved
or filled.

Funding ExPloratim. This was a very active area of follow7up activity. It
is apparent from the reported level of this type of activity that many of the
universities will:require external funding to.::nitiate new teadher education
programs, and in some instarices funding will.be essential to maintain existing
programit Funding was sOught and obtained from university, state, and federal
sources. The-funding.waa Obtained for inservice workshops, reSearch, curriculum
development; and planning thmmittee meetings.

At least four teams initiated major efforts in developing proposals and
were successful. Texas A & 11 developed a proposal for a U.S.O.E. Region VI
workshop for teacher educators oh vocational education for the handicapped.
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The team from Missouri submitted a developmental research proposal to their
state department of education for the Identification of Training Needs of School
Personnel Responsible for the Career Education of Handicapped and Disadvantaged
Students in Missouri. A Summer Uorkshop on Vocational Students with Special
Needs was planned by the Oregon State/University of Oregon team and funded by
the Oregon Department of Education,Career and Vocational Education Section.
The workshop will serve approximately 85 vocational and special education teachers,
as well as 25 vocational administrators and 25 manpower administrators from CETA
agencies. The Florida Consortium which attended the national workshop has also
been funded by the Speeial Education Division of their state office of education
to plan, conduct, and evaluate a statewide conference on vocational programming
for special education students.

The cooperative and articulation philosophies which were emphasized and
exemplified by the national workshop are readily observable in the proposals
that have been submitted and funded. All of ths proposals mentioned previously
involve the vocational-special education team which attended the workshop in
leadership roles. Each proposal emphasizes and is designed around the cooperative
involvement of vocational and special education teachers, as well as administrators
and counselors, and personnel from rehabilitatation agencies, state advisory
councils, state offices of education, and prime sponsors,under the CEITA legislation.
Two of the projects which are focused on inservice training will directly involve
teacher educators, and also include provisions for follow-up of the participants.

It is noteworthy that these projects reflect the emphases and parallel the
design of the national workshop. These four projects represent the expenditure
of over $100,000 in the comlig year, and will result in the inservice preparation
of more than 500 persons at various levels to work in the area of vocational
programming tor special needs students. It appears that several of the other
teams have been actively pursuing funding as well. However, in these four funded'
projects alone the total funding for the national workshop has resulted in
generating more than twice the initial expenditure in new proposals for personnel
development activities. Similarly, the number of personnel which will be trained
as at least an indirect result of the national workshop has multiplied from
50 to 500.

Specific Communication/Cooperation Efforts. Nine of the institutions
reported having joint departmental or joint university meetings boa% prior to
and following the national workshop. One of the teams has been holding cooper-
ative meetings since 1973 and all increased this activity after the workshop.

Several committees have also been established. One team has established,
itself as an internal advisory committee serving both the vocational and special
education departments. Another team has been involved in the development of a
Task Force for Secondary Special Education Certification. Several other teams
indicatedthat their continuing activities have been recognized and endorsed by
department dhairpersons and others as an informal liaison effort.

Other forms of cooperative efforts reported by the teams have included:
the development of grant proposals, the establishment of a newsletter, and in-
volvement in a consortium of special education personnel from colleges in the
state.
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Inservice Teacher Education. The efforts of the teams in the area of
inservice activities was largely described under the preceding description of
-the funding efforts. Nine reported having written and submitted proposals for
inservice activities. To date, three of the planned inservice activities have
been funded and the teams are currently in the process of disseminating infor7
mation regarding the inservice activity. The three funded rotivities include
two state-wide summer workshops, and one regional (multi-starr'.).teacher education
workshop.

Participant Questionnaire

A follow-up questionnaire was also developed to determine the impact.of.
.the workilkop on the participants as individuals. A series of questions was asked
to determine the new and different activities in which the participants.had
been involved and to what extent this involvement was due to the workshop.. In
addition, questions were asked to determine-general reactions about the.workshop
and to determine opinions about inservice education for teacher educators in
general. Of 54 questionnaires mailed, 38 were returned for a return rate of
70%. The questionnaire is presented in Appendix M.

Table 8 on the following page presents a summary of the information concern-
ing new activities in which the participants have been engaged since attending
the workshop. The data are presented in ranked form with the item receiving
the largest number of affirmative responses listed first.

The largest impact on the participants was to increase communication and
cooperation with colleagues in other disciplines. The least amount of activity
was reported in the area of membership on teacher education committees. It
is interesting to note that of the 15 items specified as possible areas of
impact, 11 items had a majority of the individuals indicating participation in
this activity for the first time since the workshop. IA all cases, a large
percentage indicated the involvement was somewhat or completely due to partic-
ipating in the workshop.

A question was asked about describing any other impact on the participants'
feelings, attitudes or behaviors resulting from the :orkshop. After classifying
the comments, the area most frequently mentioned was that the participants
were more aware of the need for vocational programs for special needs students
as a result of the workshop.

Participants were asked to describe any future activities in which they
may be engaged as a result of the workshop. The predominant response involved
the planning and conducting of some type of inservice program concerning vOcation-
al programning for special needs students.
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Table 8

Summary of the Responses from the Participant Follow-Up
Questionnaire on Post-Workshop Activity

Was This A New Activity Initiated on your
part for Vocational Proramming of Special
Needs Students?

If 7ES, to what extent is or was your new
involvement in this activity due to
participating In the workshop?

YES NO Completely Somewhat Not at all

Increased communication/cooperation
with colleagues in other disciplines
(special education, vocational
educatiol-, counselor education)....

36 2 13 ''2 1

Increased reading of professional
literature concerning vocational
programming for special needs
students

28 9 5 19 4

Exploration of funding sources ..., 26 11 9 10

Increased communication with state
or federal personnel

26 11 7 17 2 .

Planning of inservice workshop 25 12 4 16

5ourse planning/development ... 24 13 4 17 2

Proposal writing for funding 21 17 9. 7 5

Evaluation of existing teacher
training program...

21: 16 7 6

Assist in organizing program
advisory or steering cmmittee

20 17 8 6 5

rrebeuLaLLuil M.. .1.111.1/1LC ww.....uup 4V .1.! a / /

Research Involving vocational
programming for special needs students

19 18 4 10 5

Membership in professional or-
ganization(s) concerned with
vocational programming for special
needs students (NAVESNP,CEC, etc.)...

18 19 3 8 7

Dgree program planning/development 17 20 3 13 1

Professional writing related to vo-
cational programming for special needs
students

11 26 1 6 4

Pertinent teacher education committee
membership (e.g. curriculum committee)...

7 30 2 4 1
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Participants were asked about their participation in team activities since
the workshop. The semantic differential technique, which allows attitudes
to be measured in terms of favorableness-unfavorableuess and intensity, was
used. The following mean values were obtained for three sets of bi-polar
adjectives.when a 7 point scale (lith 7 being most favorable) Was employed.

Bi-Polar Adjectives Describing Personal
Mean Team Participation

4.97 Active-Passive
4.79 Extensiiv-Limited
5.09 Contributing-Noncontributing

For each pair of adjuectives the attitude toward their team activities
appeared favorable but not strongly so. The informal comments received in
response to this question tended to indicate that many.of the respondents had
other obligations which restricted their activity as team members.

Follow-up information was also collected concerning three aspects of the
workshop. A follow-up assessment of the presentations, the Professional Task
Analysis Actvity,"and the team meeting sessions was conducted for the purpose
of determining whether or not the participants' reactions to these had changed.

The table below presents the mean scores for the bi-polar adjectives
used to assess the workshop presentations, the professional task analysis
activity and the team meetings. Here again, a seven point scale with 7 being
the most favorable response was used.

Overall reaction to presentations
at- workshop

Mean

4:95 Profitdble-Unprofitable

4.41 Interesting-Boring

5.06 Purposefi4Z-Aimless

4.66 Effective-Ineffective

Reaction to Professional Task 4.05 Purposeful-Aimless
Analysis Activity

3.65 Effective-Ineffective

3.56 Profitable-Unprofitable

Reaction to the team meetings 6.00 Profitable-Unprofitable

5.75 Effective-Ineffective

5.84 Interesting-Boring

Overall,-it appears that the follow-up data from the indiVidual participants
indicate a somewhat favorable assessment of the presentations, a very favorable
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reaction toward the team meetings, and a neutral or somewhat unfavorable attitude
toward the Professional Task Analysis activity.

The participants were asked to comment on the extent to which:the general
objective of the workshop was accomplished. A majority of those responding
(56%) felt that the objective of developing a feasible action plan for.their
personnel preparation program was extremely or very well accomplished.

The participants were asked to indicate any personal benefit6 gained as
a result of the workshop. The benefit most often mentioned was "interaction
with other professionals in this area.," The second most frequentlY mentioned
benefit concerned increased knowledse and awareness of the need for vocational
programning for special needs students.

Nln-Participant Questionnaire

A brief questionnaire was sent to the 58 institutions'who aubnitted a
mini-proposal for consideration to attend the workshop, but which were hat
selected. Twenty-four questionnaires were returned. The primary purpose of
the questionnaire was to determine-to what extent, if any, the writing of the
mini-proposal had affected their program or staff. In addition, questions
were asked concerning the usefulness of the State-of-the-Art Document. This
information was presented in the workshop planning section of this report.
The questionnaire appears in Appendix N.

The respondents were asked to describe any impact which had resulted from
the development of the mini-proposal. The responses generally fell in the
following categories: (1) positive impact, (2) negative impact, and (3) no impact.
Under positive impact, three general categories cmerged.

1. Increased cooperative efforts and attitudes between special education
and vocational education - (6 comments)

2. Increased interest in developing or revising teacher education programs7-
(7 comments)

3. Other positive impact - (4 comments)

Under negative impact only one comment was received, and for no impact five
comments. resulted.

Such comments as the following were representative of the cat'egory of
increased cooperative efforts.

"The cooperative attitudes between the two departments were further
strengthened through the jcint preparation"

"Preparation of the mini-p:or..- .2d an opportunity for members
of these departments to ,,y in finding solutions to similar
pzoblems, (concerning special -Ludents) and also discover other areas
of possible cooperative (ffol.t.'
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"A coopel.ative effort between members Of vocational education and specialeducation."

Comnents regarding increased interest in the development of teachereducation programs were also offered, such as:

",Writing the mini-proposal) Lrought expectations up for implementing amore.comprehensive program of teacher education to incorporate vocational
technical education with special education"

"Our School of Education approved a new program to develop preVocationalteachers and coordinators of the mildly handicapped."

"The mini-proposal encouraged revision of existing Occupational Ednca-
tion Teacher Lducation program."

Under the other positive impact category, the following comments areexamples.

"Recognized that what we've been .advocating for years'has come nearerto fruition"

"The mini-proposal we submitted was routed through our district office
where it elicited some surprising results...The,superintendent

felt the.plan unique enough to institute summer workshops to facilitate it."

.0ne comment was received indicating possible negative impact. It was:

"The failure to receiVe reinforcement, or success,.from the efforts hasnot strengthened attitudes toward the preparation of such proposals."

Five comments which indicated no impact were also received. The followingare reprssentative of this category.
1

"There was absolutely no impact upon our faculty or.institution as aresult of the submission of the mini-proposal"

"Little impact as of now because we are still a fledgling program"

"None that I can identify. An awareness of the need of such programs,was obviously noted"

After reviewing the comments, it would.appear that .the majority of the
institutions responding felt that the activit3-, Of writing the aniproposalwas at least somewhat worthwhile.

.The table below presents mean scores describing the respondents' attitudestoward the changes or impacts resulting-from the development.of the mini-proposal.A six point scale with 6 being-the most.favorable.response was used. Overall,it appears that A somewhat faVorable attitude exists toward the,impacts orchanges that resulted.
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Mean .

Bi-Polar Adjectives Describing Non-Participants' Feelings
Toward Developing the Mini-Proposal (N=24)

4.66 Profitable - Unprlitable

1.00 Effective - Ineffective

4.2l VaZuable - Worthless

4.58 *Desirable - Undesirable

In general, it appears that although these institutions did not participate
in the workshop, some favorable changes occurred at their institution or with
their faculty as a result of writing and submitting of the mini-proposal.
Unfortunately, no data are available on the thirty-four non-responding
institutions. This high rate of non-response may indicate that failure to be
selected for the workshop was discouraging, or that lacking reinforcement from,
a workshop environment these institutions may have done little since preparing

their original mini-proposal.

Summary

From the follow-up evaluation responses from both participants and non-
attending individuals, the National Workshop appears to have made a substantial
impact on teacher training personnel in both vocational and special education.
The workshop has been a catalyst for creating new program development, as well
as expanding several existing preservice and inservice university programs. In

addition to institutional programs, the workshoP appears to have had a substantial
impact on the participants. The majority of those who returned the participant
questionnaire (38 of 54) reported being involved in several activities for
the first time as a result of the workshop. The most frequently reported new

activities included: increased communication and cooperation, reading of pro-
fessional literature related to vocational programming for special needs students,
exploration of funding sources, increased communication with state or federal
personnel, and course planning and development.

To date at least four of the participating teams have been successful in
obtaining funding for additional inservice training activities. Three of these
activities are patterned after the national workshop in both design and mission,
and will result in the training of approximately 500 individuals.

Although the repponse from those submitting non-accepted mini-proposals for
participation in the workshop was limited (41%); 74% of those who responded
generally felt the mini-proposal had had a posiave impact on their program or
institution.

Unless another follow-up study is conducted at a later date, it will be
impossible to trace or measure the full benefits of the national workshop.
However, it does appear, that within the five months following the workshop,
the ripple effect which has occurred has been positive and substantial.
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Dissemination

The report of workshop activities is being distributed to all participants,

steering committee members, and the non-selected institutions. In addition,

it will be sent to special needs personnel in the state departments of education

and any other individuals requesting copies. The report will be available, as

the supply lasts, from either Dr. Rupert N. Evans, 284 Education Building,

..University of lllinois, Urbana, IL 61801 or Dr. Gary M. Clark, 364 Haworth

-Hall, University ,of Icansas, Lawrence, KS 66043. it is expected 'that .the .

report will eventually be.available.through the E.R.1..C. System,
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PART II. PROFESSIONAL TASKS FOR SPECIAL IfEEDS PrRSOITNEL

AZthcugh a substantial demand exists nationwide for personnel who

can effectively serve special needs students in all types of vocational

programs, little has been done to develop preparation programs for

personnel with these competencies. Inservice and preservice preparation

programs have been few in nu-ber, partly because the specific skills

needed by special needs personnel have not been delineated, except in

a few isolated studies that have focused on single vocational program

areas or single professional roles (e.g. work coordinators).

The identification and careful analysis of abilities needed by

personnel is fundamental to the process of developing personnel

preparation programs. Thus, it was deemed appropriate to devote effort

to reviewing, analyzing, and assessing the tasks commonly performed

by vocational and special education personneZ.

The remaining parts of this section of the report wiZZ incZude:

(1) a brief review of the literature on competency identification and

analysis for personnel development as it pertains to speciaZ needs

vocationaZ programing, (2) a discription of the process used to develop

the Professional Task Analysis Questionnaire, (3) a review of the

pilot, comparative data co"-lected prior to the workshop, (4) presentation

and analysis of the d'ata collected during the workshop, and (5) a

discussion of the results.
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AnAbbreviated Review of the Literature on Competency-Based Teacher Education
1

The published literature on competency identification and analysis is

extensive and diverse in nature. This briaf review of issues and the

approaches to identifyin and validating competencies for personnel

training represents only one section o the growing literature regarding
competency-based teacher education.

Performance or competency-based teacher education has received

significant attention in recent years. The fundamental notion of
competency-based teacher education is that the identification of
operationally-defined teacher skills is related to increased student
achievement, and should be utilized as a basis for the development of
materials and programs for training teachers (Heath and Neilson, 1974)

A precursor to the competency-based movement in teadher education
has been the identification, development, and use of student performance
objectives (Gorman and Hamilton, 1975). The essential elements of
performance-based instruction for students have been looked upon
favorably by certain groups suggesting needed, fundamental.changes in
the traditional approaches to teacher education. Stanley Elam (1971)

identified five essential elements of competency-based teacher edncation:

1. Teaching competencies to be demonstrated are
role derived, specified in behavioral terms,
and made public.

2. Assessment criteria are competency-based, specify
mastery levels, and are made Public.

3. Assessment requires performance as prime evidence,
but takes knowledge into account.

4. [The teacher education] student's progress rate
depends upon demonstrated competency.

5. Instructional program facilitates development
and evaluation of specific competencies (p. la).

1
For a more complete review of the literature see: L. Allen Phelps,

"Competency-Based Inservice Education far Secondary School Personnel
Serving Special Needs Students in yocational Education: A Formative

Field Test Evaluation." Unpublished Ph.D..disertation, University

of Illinois, 1976.
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Rosenshine (1974) finds that there have been ve:y few attempts to

summarize the current state of our knowledge on teaching competencies and

that the present scientific base for teaching and teacher educatiol. is

primitive. In addition, Travers (1975) notes several difficulties

connected with defining and using the term "competency." The londiscrete-

ness of the term, the illusion of clarity, and the contemporary

political advantages of the label have confounded much of the literature

on competency-based teacher education in his view.

/lost of the competency research appears to focus on identifyag

competencies whiCh correl-te with student achievement. Rosenshine and

Furat (1971) studied tha correlational researca on .25 teaching'

competencies, and found nine variables that provide promising

suggestions for future research:

1. Clarit: of teacher's presentation

2. Variety of teacher-initiated activities

3. Enthusiasm of teacher

4. Teacher eMphasis on learning ahd achievement

5. Avoidance of external criticism

6. PositiVe responses to students

7. Student opportunity to learn criterion material

8. Use of structhring comments by teacher

9. .Use of multiple levels of questions or cognitive discourse

.(pp 44-54).

Travers (1975) suggests that characteristics other than pupil

achievement may'be legitimate bases for determining a teacher's

effectiveness. Conversely, there may be factors other than teacher

behavior which influence student achievement. Heath and Neilson (1974)

conclude, based on a systematic analysis of seven comnon nharacteristics

in 42 comPetency.research Studies, that effects of tedhniques of teaching

on achievement (as these are defined in CBTE research) are likely to be

inherently trivial. They cite the well documented, strong assoctation-

between student achievement and variables such as socio-economic status

and ethnic status as the primary factors influencing student achievement.

Another problem related to competency-based teacher training programs

is the problem of deLermining Who is competent to determine the competencies.

Shearron (1974) used a competency-based approach to determining the in-

service needs for local school personnel and suggests the following

procedures:
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1. Tenrhers should make the final decisions on needed
competencies to perform effectively in a school .district.
However, teachers should have opportunities to consider
the theoretical aspects of teaching, including research
findir prior to making decisions about needed conipetencies.

2. A contlnuum of proficiency for each competencY should be
deve_L'ped in order to allow for coptindous teadher growth.
The ,Jicators of proficiency on this continuum should be
negotiated by the assessor and the teacher (pp; 122-123).

Rosenshine (1974) suggests that another problem relative to competency-
teadher education is one of integrating research findings into some

r,gful context for teacher educators. One of the problems encountered
in approaching the problem is the nature of available researdh. Most of
the studies find that different training approaches neither increase
nor decrease the frequency or quality of the desired.teadhirigilehavior.
Even if this problem could be overcome.we would still be faced with the
fact that training materials and programs focus on generating desired
teaching behavior effectively and efficiently without first determining
whether the desired behaviOr does indeed facilitate student achieveMent.
Correlational studies abound in areas such as the training of teachers in
the use of higher-order cognitive questions. It is well known that most
correlational studies are incapable of demonstrating specific Ceuse'end
effect relationships. After a detailed analysis of correlational:and
experimental studies on teacher questioning strategies, Rosenshine found
that even in the experimental studies,.there is no empirical evidence
to support the commonly held notion that the use of higher-order'
questions contributes to gains in student achievement.

Rosenshine ttn4 Furst (1971), Rosenshine (1974), and Heath and' :

Neilson (1974) all suggest the need for using stronger research designs
in validating teaching competencies which are effective and important.
While the emphasis is on using experimenall, as opposed to correlational
designs, it must be realized that certain conditions must be met before
experimental research can be initiated. 'The first step is to determine
whether teachers trained for specific performance criteria behave
differently in their classrooms from siMilar teachers who do not receive
the training" (Rosenshine and Furst, 1971, p. 65). As suggested by the
introductory chapter, one of the beeic problems is the lack of emphaais
in preservice and inservice teacher training programs on developing -
competencies in vocational and special educators to facilitate the
career and vocational development of sPecial needa learners. Clark and
Oliverson (1973) report that programe.to train Hecondary level special
education teachevi are almost nonexistent. ' Numerous reports were
cited earlier dencribing the lack of emphasis given to special needs in
vocational teacher education programs.
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There is also a lack of research on definable and effective training
techniques which would point out competencies needed by habilitation
personnel. Throughout the literature, training, almost uithout exception,
refers to exposure instead of to systematic, controlled manipulations
of the environment uhich are administered so that their educational effects
can be measured and recorded (Gold, 1972). Oahlief (1971) notes that a
similar condition exists in vocational education prograns designed to
serve' a specific group of students. "Research and evaluation on the
success and accomplishment of vocational-technical education programs on
the rurally disadvantaged is noticeably lacking" (p. v).

Without the existance of a substantial number of training programs
and basic research to suggest promising competencies facilitating the
occupational development of special needs students, it is unlikely that
experimental validation studies can be readily initiated at this time.

Vocatianal Education Competency Studies

A number af descriptive studies have been conducted to suggest
competencies which are critical for vocational educators, special
educators, or personnel from both fields.

Cotrell, et al. (1970) developed a list of 390 competencies for
vocational-technical education teachers and coordinators using
introspection and interview techniques in an occuyStional analysis,
using a representative national sample of 750 vocational teachers.

.

This analysis of vocational-technical teaching yielded competencies
in ten major categories: (1) program planning, development, and
evaluation; (2) planning of instruction; (3) execution of instruction;
(4) evaluation of instruction; (5) management; (6) guidance; (7) school-'
community relations; (3) vocational student organizations; (9),profes-
sional role and development; and (10) coordination. This framework
has also been adopted by at least one state-leveiproject to identify
and spetify competencies Appropriate to vocational teacher education
within the state'of IllinoiS (Hachett, 1974).

Cook, et al. (1972) have developed a list of 75 competencies for
a preservice vocational teacher education program. Originally
identified by university faculty metbers andvalidated by local school
personnel, school board members, business and industry representatives,
high school and cOmmunity'college Students, and graduates of vocational
programs, the competencies were classified into seven major categories:
(1) plan; (2)- instruct; (3) evaluate; (4) guide; (5) manage; (6) public
and human relations; and (7),professional role.

Special EducatiOn Competency Studies.

Hewitt (1966) identified a number
emotionally handicapped children. The
identified under seven nain headings:
resourcefulness, social reinforcement,
intellectual model.
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Dinger (1971) identified competencies for teachers of secondary level
educable mentally retarded students. The 41 competencies listed are more
specific than those suggested by }Lewitt, and suggest that teachers should
have a background in teaching prevocational skills.

Scott (1967) suggested five broadly stated competencies for teachers
who work with culturally disadvantaged students: (1) proficiency in dealing
with rapidly changing situations that arise in the 'classroom; (2) percep
tiveness and capability in meeting psychological needs of students; (3) skill
in modifying learning experiences in the content areas; (4) respousiveness to
situations that arise in tie classroom to help pupils acquire and practice
social skills; and (5) flexibility in decision making.

Brolin (1973) reported a survey study, the purpose of which as to
identify the nee(Th of secondary educable mentally retarded students and
the competencies teachers need to have to meet these needs. A total of
31 teadher competencies in four, curriculum areas were rated as highly
important by 205,secondary special education teachers'and administrators:
occu-,ational, activities,ofdaily living, psychosocial, and academic. A
chi square analysis shoed that significantly (p<.05) more occupational

*competencies were rated .as most important than were the other three types
of competencies. Me respondents were also asked to match the competencies
to personnel who shol.ld ideally perform them. Significantly greater
(p.<.05) responsibility was endorsee for prevocatiOnal coordinators for
the occupational area competencies.

Melby and Regal (1972) compiled and evaluated a list of 67 competencies
in five general areas for special education personnel. The general
competency areas included: (1) teacher.affect; (2) teacher effect; (3) teacher
characteristics; (4) teacher interaction with other school personnel; and
(5) teaCher relationship with parents ane community.

Special Heeds Competency Studies

Ferns (1971) identified nine training needs of special needs workers in
vocational education programs. Nis statewide interview survey of local
administrators, consultants, and teacher educators in nichigan identified the
following training needs:

1. Developing awareness of the specific needs of
the handicapped and disadvantaged.

2. Knowing who
are, how to
accommodate

3. Compassion

the handicapped and disadvantaged
plan programs for them, end how to

. them in regular programs.

for and understanding of individuals.
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4. Knowing differences in teachingMethods an
materials for special needs students as
compared to normal students

5. Evaluatinp program

6. Adapting curricula to the open entry-open exit
concept and the immediate feedback oz raard.
concert

7. Developing shills in hunan relations

8. handling potentially explosive urban situations

9. Understanding of the drug problem, student
dissent, and racial issues (pp. 193-194)

Kemp (1966) also identified from program experience, ten competencies which
are critical for vocational teachers in successfully teaching special needs
students. The suggested competencies include: (1) subject matter competence;
(2) interest in working with special needs students; (3) the ability to reinforce
slow learners and respond to all students; (4) the ability to seek out new
techniques for communicating with the students; (5) skill in presenting goals
to students and aiding them to meet challenges; (6) the ability to measure
students by individual achievements; (7) specialized training to work with
the disadvantaged learner; (3) the ability to uork uith other school personnel;
(9) the ability to gear instructional materials to the understanding of the
students; and (10) skill in helping students build improved self-concepts.

Kruppa, et al. (1973) synthesized a list of 330 comPetencies from three'
other national competency studies. A jury of experts consisting of university
faculty members from the departnents of industrial and special education at
Trenton State College evaluated and classified the competencies in eight
categories: (1). program development; (2) instruction; (3)- knowledge of the
learner; (4) community resources; (5) professional role and development;
(6) management; (7) personality development; and (8) guidance.

Albright, Aichols, and pinchak (1975) identified 112 professional
competencies necessary for occupational education teachers of disadvantaged
and handicapped youth in six categories: program management (30 competencies),
curriculum (19 competencies), classroom management (22 competencies), coordination
(16 competencies), remediation (14 competencies), and counseling (11 competencies),
A total of 713 teachers and coordinators returned questionnaires on which they
rated the frequency of performance and irportance of the listed competencies. A
chi square analysis was used to determine 'thether selected competencies were
more inportant to the responding personnel working in three state funded
vocational programs for handicapped and disadvantaged youth. It was.suggested
that separate preservice or inservice training programs for these personnel
would be a duplication of effort since it appeared their roles were highly
similar.

1.39
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Sdhoonmaker and Girard (1975) took another approach in identifying

competencies for habilitation personnel. Under the direction of Clark,

they developed a procedure for systematically analyzing the performance

elements in a habilitation services delivery model. A two-way lattice
analysis was used to specify needed instructional modules and five major
functions and nine baseline behavioral units or activities were identified.
This basic lattice structure, was then furtller analyzed to identify
personnel training modules. .

Specific competency areas and competencies
were identified when the instructional modules were further broken down.
This approach appears to limit the possibility of overlooking competencies
required in the systematic delivery of professional services or instruction.
However, Travers (1975) has criticized such research-free systems analysis
approaches as clearly not attempting to build upon what is known about the

problem.

Review and Summary

It appears that at least three schools of thought currently exist on
the process for identification and validation of competencies. One group,

for which Rosenshine, heath, Neilson, and Furst appear to speak, contends
that validation of competencies should be based ultimately on student

achievement. That is, the primary considerations in designing a teacher
education program should be based on empirical data which verify that the
proposed competencies result in achievement by students in the classroom.

A rather large group of researchers have conducted competency
identification studies using descriptive techniques. They tend to use
questionnaires and other types of surveys to determine the frequent of

performance and perceived importance of specific tasks in the teaching

process. The principal respondent groups, ranging in size from 50 to 2000,

have been teachers and'administrators.

A third approach to competency identification hns involved analysis of

theoretical models for the professional role(s) being examined. Schoonmaker

and Girard's work was the only study of this type included in this review,
but the major curriculum projects of the 1950's and early 1960's used
similar frameworks for teacher competency identification. The process begins

with the development of a theoretically and conceptually aound representation
of the subject matter area or teaching model. Sections and subsections of
the model are then carefully analyzed to identify the implicit and explicit
teacher competencies required to inplement the model in an educational
settinR.
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Developmental Activities

In light Of the problems raised hy the review of the literature on
competency-based teacher education .(CBTE), it was considered essential
that this project,further examine the implications of CBTE fof training
special needs perSonnel. The lists of competencies'develdped. in both the
fields of vocational and special education in recent years were reviewed
and synthesized. These extensive and lengthy lists of,compentencies and
sub-competencies were,condensed.into a shorter, more managable list of
major tasks which couldguide the overall planning of comprehensive
programs without dictating a.specific structure. Several usefUl purposes
were served by this effort. First, the review and analysis of the
list of competences provided a means for generating discussion among
participants from different universities during th-, small group sessions
at the workshop. Second, the composite list of tasks drawn from completed
competency studies was useful in facilitating the development of instructional
actilon plans by the attending university reams. Finally, extensive and
diverse speCial needs background and program development experiences of
teacher educators, researchers, and practitioners present at the workshop
provided an excellent data base for a consensus'assessment of a list of
major professional tasks commonly performed by special needs personnel.

An Initial Concern

The authors have been somewhat hesitant to fully adopt the lnbel of
II competencies" for the results of this activitya First of all, the
competency studies and competency-based teacher education curricula reviewed
generally contain extensive lists of highly specific behaviors or skills.
For the purpose of discussion and reflection.ar the workshop, it was
anticipated that lengthy lists of spucific:behaviors or performances would
inhibit the dialogue which is important in new program development efforts.
The project staff was also familiar with cautionary appraisals of the
competency-based movement offered by Broudy.(1975) and.others. AlthoUgh
the competency7.sased movemant is viewed no useful for fostering.accountability
and for emphasizing the continuing need to reflect upon educational goals,
research evidence,is presently not available to suggest conclusively that
identification of specific competences produces more effective teacherS.
For these reasons, the project staff thought it best to identify the major
tasks needing to be performed in the delivery of.effective programming
rather than role-specific competencies.

Several activities were undertaken in the process of developing the
professional task nnalysis nctivity. A number of competency studies and
competency-based proprams were reviewed. From these a synthesized list of
major professional tnsks essential to providing vocational programming for
special needs populations was developed. After an initinl list mu
generated, several criterion questions uere developed uhich would provide
critical review nnd analysis data. During this process, procedures fot
organizing and directing the small f!roup sessions in which the questionnaire
wns to be used were also developed and pilot tested.
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Competency/Task Sources

Approximately 60 documents were obtnined from teacher educators and
state office personnel as the results of a letter mailed to the state
offices of education in eptember. A nuMLer of other references were
obtained from institutions submitting nini-proposals in October. Six
studies were particularly useful in formulating the initial list of
professional tasks. Four of these lists (Albright, et. al., Cotrell,
et. al., Kruppa, et al., and Schoonmaker and Girard) were described in
the preceding review of the literature. These studies provided validated
lists of competencies, sub-competencies, and performance elements for
the general fields of work experience coordination and adjustments,

general vocational education, industrial education, and secondary special
education.

The competency-based curricula for preparing vocational and special
education and rehabilitation personnel developed by the University of
Uisconsin-Stout also provided a competency list that was, in part,
utilized (rock, 1975). Several task statements were drawn from a list
developed by Phelps (197G), which emphasized instructional planning and
development competencies for secondary-level, vocational and special
education personnel.

Task List Development

From these six studies approximately 55 task statements were initially
identified. An extensive effort was made to selec., and in nome instances
revise, task statements at a consintent level of specificity-generality.
No attempt as made to select tasks commonly performa( by any one
professional.in a local educational agency. The !:;1511 statements were designed
to identify the critical components needed in effective vocational special
needs programming, not to specify "who" should necepsarily or by design
perform them.

After considerable sorting and reviewing by the project staff, the
lint wan condensed from 55 to 49. To aid the respondcnte in reviewing
the list, the 49 statements wure placed la four cat Thene
categories (assesning needs, plannini, _mlemem:14' n, and evaluation)
represent the major functions asnociarc : with 'he Livery of inntructional
programs nnd supportive services, and have oe:Al nacd in a number of
competency-related otudien and programs In the field of education.

Criterion Question Selection

Once the lint of tanks were nelected n number of preliminary criterion
questions were developed and carefully analyzed by the project staff. The
banic purpoae of the criterion quemtions an to identify the tnnks which
were more important in certain :1:11)ot:us of pinnning pernonnel preparation
programn. In the final analynin it van determined that nt leant three key
criteria are important for pInnnine progrnma. Firat, it in enpecially
importnnt to know the relative amount of time prnonnel upend performing
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the tasks when working wii:h special needs learners during a given time
period. In certain school districts or states, selected personnel responding
to the questionnaire (e.g., vocational teachers) may not have responsibility
for performance of the task as a result of state regulations, local or
state guidelines, or certification mandates.

A second and perhaps more crucial question is the criticality of
successful task pertormaace to the overall effectiveness of the educational
program and services provided to spec.,a1 needs learners. Some tasks may
require a relatively short period of time to per::orm, but their successful
performance may be highly critical to the overall program. The relative
importance or criticality of certain casks proVides strong justification
for including or excluding them from the trnining program.

The final criterion question.selected was speciacallY L eocused upon
inservice training programs. First. it askf7A the respondents to assume
the role of a local educational agency professional with whom he/she was
most familiar (e.g., resource room teachers, work coordinators, vocational
teachers, counselor, etc.). Once having assumed the roie, the person was
to consider to what extent he/she-has a need to knm-more about the task.
The possible responses were leported on a 5-point scale ranging from "none"
(1) to "much more" (5). This question was included because of its
cruciality in assessing the current need for inq2rvice on selected tasks
as perceived by practicing educators.

Instrument Development

A three-page instrument containing the list of 49 tasks and the three
criterion questions was assembled and pilot tested with teacher educators,
and local vocational and special education personnel prior to the workshop.
Revisions and refinements were matle in the wordiag of the task statements
as well as in the diretioas to the respondent.

Prior to the national workshop an inttial versiot, of the Professional
Task A,alynis Questionnaire was distributed to 26 secondary-level,
vocational and special education teachers and administrators. All of the
individuals Included in this test sample were employed in an east central
ilitanis school .:isf:rict near the dniercity of Illinois. Eighteen usable
qu(stionnaires ,0 ,turned. The purpose of the test was twofold: (1) to
debuy, and refine :he inst.,:ument format, content, and procedures for
administratia, an(', IL,suming that no major changes were needed) (2) to
collect 1_9;4)1. data :um local educatorq regardtng the list of professional
tasks yveDvubl purpose of co:voting local educator perceptions
against thH ( teachers educators attending the workshop. Although
the samplk. wi . f,wail and drawn from a single school district, it was felt
by the project staff thp.t the local educator perceptions would provide a

somewhat different, yet useful perspective for comparison with the views
of teacher educators engaged in Flanning personnel preparation programs.
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Presentation and Analysis of Data

This analysis of data section will include the data collected from
local educational agency personnel, (1713) as well as the primary data
Which were collected from the teacher educators and state office of
education personnel during the workshop (H-57). The tables on the

folleving pages present the means and ranks (in parentheses) for .the
professional tasks for two of the criterion questions: (1) Um critical
is successful performance of the task to the overall program effectiveness?
;and (2) To what extent do you perceive a need to knot, (learn) more about

ihe taSk.

Only two of thrce'criterion questions addressed by the questionnaire

were included in the data analysis. Summary data for the question regarding

the relative amount of tine spent performing the taek were not included

because its generalizability is extremely limited.it'was pointed out
during the workshop that CI* amount of time a professional spends performing

a task is strongly influenced by situation-specific or state-specific factors
such as class size, amount of planning time, or state certification guide-

lines.

General Trends

Several interesting observations can be made after inspection of the
data collected from teacher educators and local school personnel. Evan

though the national workshop group cms asked to consider themselves in the
role of local school personnel, their mean responses on all tasks for all

questions were higher on all except 0..le of 147 responses. The national

workshop participants rated themselves as spending relatively more time
performing all of the tasks than did the local school personnel. On the

average the reported relative time spent by the teacher educators was 1.14

mean scale points higher on the sevemrpoint relative time spent scale.

The national workshop partinipants rated nearly all of the tasks as
being relatively critical to overall program effectiveness. The local

schoo.:. personnel,'on the other hand, rated nearly all the tasks as being
"important" in criticality. The grand criticality mean from the local
school personnel was 2.97, while the national workshop participants
rated the criticality of the tasks considerably higher (3.72), a difference
in grand means of .75 on the five point scale.

The same trend continued in the ratings of the need to know more about

the task. This question, which attempts to measure the perceived need for
or interest in inservice programs, provided sour interesting responses.
The local school personnel in the sample of one district appeared generally
to feel they already had sufficient information regarding the tasks as they
pertained to working with special needs learners. Their grand mnan rating
of the task was 2.60 which was below the midpoint of the scale (3), which
was defined as "yes, a bit more." The national workshop respondents on.the
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other hand rated the perceived need for inservice on the tasks somewhat

higher at 3.20. Although the role playing teacher educators felt there was
generally a greater need to obtain more information, they were in, closer
agreement on this question with the local school personnel than on the
previous questions regarding relative time spent and criticality. For this
question the grand mean difference !7as only 0.60.

The only task on the questionnaire for which the mean response of the
.local school personnel-was hip:her than the response Jf the teachers educators
was "coordinate with instructional planning in academic areas." The local
school personnel rated this higher as an area of perceived inservice need
(2.94), than did the teacher aducat_rs (2.91).

Teacher Educator Perceptions

The 54 teacher educators and state office of educatiOn personnel attending
the national workshop emphasized the criticality-of a number of the 49
tasks included on the Professional Task Analysis Questionnaire. Table 9 on
the following page preSents the means and ranks of 15 tashs which the national
workshop respondents rated the hiLhest in terms of criticality and perceived
area of need for additional information or inservice training; Keep in
mind that the national workshop respondents were asked to place themselves
in the role of a local educator when responding to the criterion:questions for
the 49 tasks. The general reaction frohthe workshop participants following
the activity seemed to'indicate that some had difficulty in assuming this
role-because rhey felt.they were not totally familiar with the contemporary
roles'of local school.personnel and that the roles with which they were
familiar varied extensively in terms of the criticality of the, performance
of certain'tasks.

Six of the, 15 tasks were high in both criticality and perceived need for

additionalinformation*These tasks emphasized the need to analyze the
occupational'interests and aptitudes of special needs students, as.well as to
identify appropriate instructional techniques and materials. Sequencing of
instruction and the on-going evaluation and upgrading instruction Were also
considered highly important in both areas.

Six tasks were also identified as being highly critical to overall
program effectiveneEs, but not necessarily representing competencies that
the teacher educators felt local school personnel were highly interested
in,imptoving. These highly critical, but less training emphasized tasks
included: (1) collaborating with other professionals and parents In the
student assessment process, (2) identifying available assessment instruments,
(3) coordinating instructional planning in academic and voCational aread;.
(4) developing performance poals and objectives for individual studentsoi.
(5) providing reinforcement for e /ming, and (6) providing career counseling
and guidance.
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Table 9

Highly Rated Tasks: Hational Uorkshop Respondents (N=54)

Professional Tasks Mean Criticality Ilean Perceived Area

Rating
1

. of .1:1,22A_REELell

1.04 Analyze students' occupational
interests and aptitudes

1.06 Collaborate with other educators,
specialists, and parents in
evaluating the learner's
educational needs

1.07 Administer or use diagnostic
assessment techniques

2.06 Identify available assessment
instruments appropriate for
special needs learners

2.09 Plan a sequence of modules or
units of instruction according
to the learner's needs

2.10 Coordinate with instructional
planning in academic areas for
students with learning problems
(reading, math, and other
academic areas required for
graduation

2.11 Develop individual students
performance goals and objectives

2.13 Identify instructional
techniques appropriate for
special needs learners

3.09 Select or modify instructional
materials appropriate for
different special needs.learners

3.10 Develop instructional
materials for special needs
learners
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(>4.00) (R>3.50)

4.11 (6) 3.76 (4)

4.02 (11)

3.73 (3)

4.00 (12)

4.11 (6) 3.57 (5)

4.11 (6)

4.06 (10)

4.44 (1) 3.81 (2)

4.09 (9) 3.50 (8.5)

4.11 (6) 3.50 (3.5)



Table 9 (continued)

Highly Rated Tasks: :Tational T/orkshop Respondents (N=54)

Professione. TasLs :lean Criticality Mean Perceived Area

Rating1 of Need Rating1

3.15 Provide reinforcement for
learninz

3.16 Provide career counseling and
guidance

3.21 Train employers and supeivisors
to work effectively with
special needs learners

4.07 Evaluate and upgrade the
effectiveness of instruction

4.08 Conduct a comprehensive
evaluation of the total special
needs pror,ram

1
Ranks in parentheses

1 47
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(i>4.00) (53.50)

4.42 (2)

4.1] (6)

3.56 (6)

4.13 (3) 3.91 (1)

3.52 (7)



It is also helpful to review the tasks to identify those which the
t..,acher educators felt were least important. Table 10 on the following
page identifies five tasks for which the mean criticality rating was
less than 3.25, and 11 tasks for which the mean rating of perceived need
for additional information was less than 3.00. Only two of the tasks
were rated low in both areas. "Orgarizing and using a 'buddy system"
was the only task of the 49 which rated below the "important" level in
criticality (3.0) at 2.65. This taik was also the least important as a
perceived area of need for inservice or additional information. In

addition to this task, "Developing, using and evaluating job samples"
was rated low in terms of general importance.

LEA Personnel Perceptions

The 18 local education agency personnel whe returned usable
questionnaires for the professional task analysis were employed in
both junior and senior high schools. Tne sample included 14 vocational
educators, two special educators, and two counselors. As noted earlier,
the ratings provided by the national workshop respondents tended to be
considerably higher than those provJ.ded by the local school personnel.
Thus, different cutoffs were selected for identifying the high and low
rated tasks. As shown in Table 11, only five tasks received mean
criticality ratings above 3.50 while eight tasks were rated above 2.90
on the perceived area of need question. The local school personnel
clearly indicated that they felt "analyzing a special needs student's
occupational interests and aptitudes" was both highly critical (3.77),
and an area of needed inservice training effort (3.06). This was the
only task which rated high cn both queationlnaire.

Other highly critical tasks (above a 3.50 mean rating) included:
(1) collaborating with other edudators and parents in evaluating the
learner's educational needs, (2) providing reinforcement for learning,
(3) identifying and controlling problem behaviors in the classroom, and
(4) developing a rationale, program goals, and philosophy for a special
needs program.

Seven other tasks also received fairly high ratings as area of
perceived need for more information, perhaps in the form of inservice
training. The general areas of perceived information need included:
(1) evaluating and upgrading instruction, (2) analyzing clusters to
determine the competencies needed for the world of work, (3) developing
performance goals and objectives, (4) modifying equipment and
facilities, (5) assessing student performance, (6) planning sequences
of instructional units, and (7) coordinating instructional planning in

academic areas.
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Table 10

Low Rated Tasks: national 'Joe:shop Respondents (N=54)

Professional Tasks liean Criticality Mean Perceived Area

Retina
1

of Need Rating"'

(1T<3.25) (5?<3.00)

1.02 Analyze local or regional
job market and employment
trends

1.03 Identify occupations and
clusters of occupations

2.01 Establish and/or use program
advisory committees

2.10 Coordinate with instructional
planning in academic areas
for students with learning
problems (readinp, math, and

other academic areas required
for graduation)

3.02 Consult with other teachers
to facilitate adequate
performance of students
in classes outside of the
career-oriented special program

3.04 Develop, coordinate, and evaluate
a community relations propram

3.06 Organize and use a "buddy system"
for special needs learners

3.07 Develop, use, and evaluate job
samples designed to teach
specific occupational skills

3.08 Develop and use simulated job
application and interview
procedures
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3.22

3.24

(4)

(5)

2.33 (5.5)

2.91 (8)

2.87 (7)

2.76 (4)

2.65 (1) 2.39 (1)

3.09 (2.5) 2.93 (10.5)

2.33 (5.5)



Table 10 (continued)

Low Rated Tasks: ational Workshop Respondents (11=54)

Professional Tasks

3.11 Plan and coordinate ofi_
campus work (on-the-job)
instruction

3.12 Plan and coordinate on-campus
work (on-the-job) instruction

3.13 Use instructional techniques
that individualize instruction
(e.g., peer instruction,
small group instruction, or
programmed instruction)

3.19 Provide personal counseling

Nem Criticality Mean Perceived Area

Rating1 of Need Rating
1

(R(3.25) (R<3.00)

2.70 (3)

2.59 (2)

2.92 (9)

2.98 (10.5)

4.03 Assess the cognitive performance 3.09 (2.5)

of special needs learners

1
Ranks in parentheses
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Table 11

Highly Rated Yesks! Local School PersonJ (11=18)

Profes73ional Tasks

1.01 Develop a rationale, program
goals, and philosophy for a

special needs program

1.04 Analyze students' occupational
interests and aptitudes

1.06 Collaborate with other educators,
specialists, and parents in
evaluating the learner's
educational needs

2.03 Analyze occupational/career
clusters to determine relevant
instructional content
(competencies needed in the
world of work)

2.09 Plan a sequence of modules or
units of instruction according,
to the learner's needs

2.10 Coordinate 7Ath instructional
planning in academic areas for
students with learniag problems
(reading, math, an:2 other
academic areas required for
graduation)

3.15 Identify and control problem
behaviors in the classroom using
behavioral management techniques
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*:ean Criticality Ilean Perceived Area

1
r.ating, of Need Rating

1

(R>3.50) (552.90)

3.50 (4.5)

3.77 (1) 3.06 (3.5)

3.61 (2.5)

3.11 (2)

2.94 (7.5)

2.94 (7.5)

3.50 (4.5) 3.06 (3.5)



Table 11 (continued)

Highly Rated Tasks: Local School Personnel (N18)

Professional Tasks: ilean Criticality nean Perceived Area

Rating1 of Need Rating1

3.16 Provide r.,:lrl:orcement fox

learnir

4.03 Assess the cognitive performance
of special needs learners

4.07 Evaluate and upgrade the
effectiveness of instruction

1
Ranks in parentheses

(3b3.50) (3b2.90)

3.61 (2.5) 3.00 (5.5)

3.00 (5.5)

3.17 (1)

Three tasks were rated extremely lo by the local school personnel
in terns of their criticality to an effective special needs program, and
their importance for possible future inservice education activities.
"Preparing alternative assessment procedures; organizing a buddy system
for special needs learners; and using diagnostic and prescriptive nacen,-
meat techniques" all were considered at the bottom of the priority list
for this sample of local school personnel. Table 12 also suggests that
"training employers or job supervisors of special needs students," and
"identifying available assessment instruments" were also viewed as
relatively non-critical.
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Table 12

Low Rated Tasks: Local School Personnel (N=13)

Professional Tasks Mean Critical4r Mean Perceived Area

Rating1 of Need TAting1

2.06 Identify available assessment
instruments appropriate for
special needs students

2.07 Use diagnostic and prescri)tive
assessment techniques for
planning instruction

2.08 Prepare alternative
assessment procedures

3;02 Consult with other teathers to
facilitate adequate performance
of students in classes out-
side of the career-oriented
special program

3.06 Organize and use a "buddy
system" for special needs
learners

3.21 Train employers and supervisors
to work effectively with
special needs learners

1
Ranks in parentheses

15:3

15?

(R>2.51) (R>2.11)

2.33 (4)

2.22 (3) 1.88 (2)

2.11 (2) 1.83 (1)

2.11 (4)

2.00 (1) 1.94 (3)

2.50 (5)



Discussion

The most important observation to be made in reviewing the analysis
of the data appears to be the drastic differences between the levels of
importance of these 49 tasks as perceived by teacher educators and local
school personnel. Even wheh teacher educators were asked to place
themselves in the role of a local educator in their field (i.e.
vocational education, special education, or counseling), they considered
themselves as spending much greater amounts of time performing all of the
tasks than did the local school. personnel. This trend carried into the
other criterion questions as well. As a group, the teacher educators
felt all of the tasks except one was at least "important." On the other
hand, the local school personnel rated more than half of the tasks (28)
below the "important" level on the criticality scale. When asked to
consider the tasks for which they felt additional inservice information
was needed, the teacher educators and local school personnel were in
relatively close agreement. The difference in the grand means for both
groups on this question was.less than .60. There were some striking
differences, however, on selected tasks.

Seven tasks were included in the section of the questionnaire devoted
to assessing program and learner needs. Of these seven tasks one stood
out as being particularly important in the eyes of both the local school
personnel and teacher educators. Analyzing the occupational interests
and aptitudes of special needs learners was a task which required a
relatively large amount of time, was viewed as highly critical, and was
an area in which both groups desired additional information. This appears
to reflect the difficulty educators have Alcountered in trying to collect
valid and reliable data needed to assist ,ccial needs learners in making
informed career preparation choices. This finding also likely reflects
upon the general tendency of specisl needs learners to exhibit unrealistic
career goals. Anothee assessment task that both groups felt was
critical involves collaborating with other educators, specialists, and
parents in evaluating the learner's educational needs. The importance of
staffing and parental involvement in.the assessment and placement process
appears to have become widely recoLnized, perhaps as a result of the due
process litigation and mandatory special education 2aws.

Thirteen tasks were included in the instructional planning section
of the questionnair2. Both groups felt that instructional P;t1U9I,C0
planning was highly important as well as an area of additit.nal information
need. "Developing individual student performance goals and objectives"
was a task which both groups viewed as critical and involving relatively
large amomts of time, but whe7 !le local school personnel responses were
considered, they felt more sf7r. y that they needed additioml
information on how to write objectives than did the teacher eicators.
This suggests perhaps that public school personnel are still more vitally
concerned with questions related to performance-based evaluntion and
accountability in the classroom.
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Again, when the local school personnel responses were considered,
they tended to feel that the use of assessment procedures was much
less critical to instructional planning than did the teacher educators.
The local school personnel also felt that there was a strong need to
analyze occupational clusters to determine the competencies needed in
the world of work. This Lask was rated relatively low in criticality
by the teacher educators.

There appeared to be a strong consensus of agreement regarding
three of the tasks in the implementing instruction section, but
divided opiniors on several other tasks. Both groups strongly agreed
that organizing and using buddy systems (informal peer tutoring
arrangements) was relatively unimportalit. Selecting/modifying
instructional materials was a task which both groups felt was critical
and an area of additional needed informaticn. Providing reinforcement
for learning was the third task which reflected a strong positive
consensus from both groups.

The local school personnel rated the identification and control of
problem behaviors as relatively important while the teacher educators
felt it only mildly important. The training of employers/supervisors
to work with special needs learners was another area of disagreement.
While the teacher educators thought it to be relatively important, the
local school personnel rated it extremely low.

In the final set of tasks which emphasized evaluation of instruction
and program, there was only one task which reflected a strong consensus of
agreement. "Evaluate and upgrade the effectiviness of instruction" was
considered highly critical by the teacher.educators and relatively
critical by the local school personnel. Both groups felt it was an
important area of need

Five of the seven tasks included in the evaluation section were
considered strong areas of need by local school personnel. Evaluation
of student performance, including the design and development of valid
instruments and evaluation systems, were all areaq in which the local
school personnel want2d additional information. These tasks were rated
as relatively critical, but not highly critical to program effectiveness.
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S umma rv

The data generated by the Professional Task Analysis Activities raises
a number of critical questions und challenges for those involved in personnel
preparation. If teacher educators and LEA personnel don't agree as to which
tasks are important for special needs personnel to perform competently, how
can the former prcvide meaningful inservice education for the latter? Whose
views should prevail for preservice preparation, or for inse-zvice preparation?
More imporzantly, how can these differing viewt; be blought into harmony?

The Professional Task Analysis Activity began as an attempt to generate
some degree of consensus among professionals involved in personnel preparation
regarding the tasks needing to be performed to deliver effective vocational
programming to special needs students. When one considers the divergent
views of local school personnel and teather educators, a number of.problems
appear which make it difficult to realize a high, or even moderate,..degree
of consensus. Empirical data are not available which clearly'specify the
tasks which teachers or other professionals should perform it order to .

realize maximum achievement by special needs learners... Numerous practitioners,
teacher educators, and tesearchers have provided strong arguments that ,

task analysis is not. 6ven a reasonable approach to program developMent in
teacher education. They argue that with the vast range of individual
differences in learners, it is not possible to conceptualize and analyze a

teadhing-learning model that is efficient and effective for all students, or
even for "homogeneous" groupings. Similar problems arise because of the
differences in school and community organization. There is also ambiguity
about whose competence should be the criterion for judging the attainment
of competence. These are but three of the problems raised by the notion of
identifying and analyzing the professional tasks which special needs
personnel need to perform and basing teacher education programs on this
analysis.

There are, hovver, a number of positive aspects to the "process" of
identifying profePsional t.-..sks. Attempts to define performance goals assist
universities in :larifyirg and justifying their priorities. Such attempts
also lead to 111.)ro t:ficaghtful analysis and perhaps a better understanding of
the instructional process. Moreover, it clarifies, for the teacher education
student anC the public, the goals of the effort, and provides a basis for the
continuous assessment of goal attainment. Finally, the specification of
professional tasks by teacher educators will likely result in more theory
being translated into practice because of the erphasis on clinical experiences
(Broudy, 1975).

This summary raises two major questions which must be addressed by those
concerned with the preparation of special needs personnel. First, to what
extent do the perceived benefits and limitations of the task identification
process outweigh each other? Second, once one nas identilied and analyzed a
series of professional tasks, how can informed and meaningful decisions be
made from the data so as to design programs that will adequately prepare
special needs personnel? There are no simple or singular answers to
these questions.
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One step, however, appears essential. In order to better understand the

problens of preparing vocational and special education personnel, the

individuals involved in the effort must openly and frequently discuss the

problems they encounter or perceive. In both universities and LEA'S this

disCussion should encompass the rationality of the competency-baSed approach,'

as well as the post and fUture goals and instructionaLprocesses of the

program. In order for the communication to be productive and sustaining it

must yield. some positive.results. Although an acceptable level of consensus

on professional tasks was not attained in the Professional Task Analysis. --

Activity in this national project, similar communicative/cooperctive efforts,

when done locally or on a Statewide basis, are more likely to yield

productive outcomei:: Fewer and smallei geographical, institutional,.

legislative, certification, and policy differences will exist than were

encountered in the national workshop.

It is vitally important that local educational agency personnel, state

office personnel, and university educators as well.as vocational and special

educators collectively address the process and problems of personnel

preparation which they confront. Revidwing and discussing the professional

tasks which practicing special needs educators must perform successfully

is an excellent beginning point.
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One of the ma;'cr goals oj tne national workshop project was

to identi! a number of moals or approaches to dreparing special

needs personnel. T::e ten universitie :4hich participated in the

nationaZ workshop represent a serie oj viable approacnes to the pre

oaring of teachers, L,-,or;:. experience coordinators counselors, and

other personnel to :jork effe2tiveld in providing vocational program-

ming for the student 7Jitn secial needs. A number of different

inter and' intra unive2'sit7 program and departmental arrangements can

be found in thic sa,le, well as a variety of facult: and staff

vackgrounds.

Tne model ')rolram descriptions -Jhich are presented on the

following pages are -based upon the injoration provided in the mini-

proposals_ action plans_ and followup reports. All of the standard

and unique features of each program known to the project staff are

included in the descritions. Jo attempt has been made to compay.?

the prograls. Lach appears to ve well adaptec% to the institutional

and geographical setting in :,nieh it resides.

The name address, and phone number of the individual(s)

currently responsible for administering the program is also provided.

These individuals acted as team leaders during tne national :)ork-

shop project, and eac;1 ;las expressed a wilZingness to share ideas

and communicate with persons interosted in specific aspects of

their progro:r.
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MODEL PROGRAM I: The University of Vermont

Program Title:

Overview:

Professional Development Program for Vocational Educators of
Studc,zts with Special Needs

The Univrsity of Vermont Professional Development Program for
Vocaral Educators of Students with Special Needs represents
a c::loperhtive planning effort among tba Department of Voca-
.tiim.11 Edur:ation and Technology in the College of Agriculture,

the Department of Spec!_al Education in the College of Educa-
tton, c'.!e School of Home Economics and the Graduate College,
Univers;_ty of Vermont; the Department of Special Education and
Pupil Pt;rJounel and the Department of Vocational Education,
Vermont State Department of Education. The mission of this
inter-departmental, inter-agency effort is to provide public
secondary schools and Area Vocational Centers throughout the
7tate o Vermont with competent, highly trained instructional
and supervisory personnel to establish, maintain, and evaluate
exemplary programs and services designed to maxiiize vocational
education opportunities for students with special needs. This
stated mission is consistent with and facilitates the Vermont
State Department of Education's philosophy of educating special
needs students in the least:restrictive educational environment.

Program Goias: The specific personnel preparation goals of this program
include:

1. Initiate and maintain an undergraduate program with major
emphasis on the preparation of vocational education teachers
of students with special needs through Diversified
Occupations.

2. Expand current efforts to provide undergraduate students
preparing for careers in home econcylies education and occupa-
tional and practical arts education with the necessary under-
standing and competencies for effectively meeting the needs
of special students in the least restrictive educational
setting.

3. Provide pre-service Lnd in-service training for post-
secondary and vocational-technical Leachers to prepare them
for working with special needs sLudents.

4. Provide in-service tlaining for administrators, pupil per-
sonnel and guidance specialists, and related school personnel
to assist them in providing supportive services to special
needs students in Vermont's secondary schools and Axea
Vocational Centers.

Related objectives of this program are:

1. To provide state-wide consultation services to Diversi-
fied Occupationr program personnel.
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Program Design/
Courses:

2. To conduct a needs assessment aimed at identifying

additional areas in which to provide assistance and services
to special needs programe and personnel.

To conduct research relative to the efficacy of existing
liocational programs serving special needs students in 01,
State of Vermont.

A unique aspect of these existing and anticipated programs at
both the undergraduate and graduate level is the strong empha-
sis being placed on field-based experiences in Area Vocational
Centers and the utilization of Performance-Based Professional
Vocational Teacher Education Modules developed by the Center
for Vocational Education at the Ohio State University, and
currently being field-tested by the Vocational Education and
Technology Department.

The Vocational Education and Technology Department in the
College of Agriculture, the Special Education Program in the
College of Education, the School of Hume Economics and the
Vermont State Department o."1: Education share a common concern
for the preparation of personnel to work with special needs
students in vocational education.

One full-time faculty member in the Vocational Education and
Technology Department is assigned to develop and teach courses
in the area of vocational education for special needs students.
These courses are planned in cooperation with faculty members
from the Special Education Program, the School of Home
Economics and other personnel in the Vocational Education and
Technology Department. Undergraduate Students from each of
these programs are selectively enrolled in courses offered
by the Vocational Education and Technology Department.

In addition, the Special Needs faculty specialist the
Vocational Education and Technology Department teaches select-
ed units in appropriate couvses offered by the Department of
Home Econamics, and conducts rl.,,nthly in-service meetings with

Diversified Occupations teachers at various Area Vocational
Centers around the statc;.

Future PI,ogram
DeveZopment: Projected program expansion objectives will include the planning

and implementation of:

1. An undergraduate major leading to the Bachelor of Science
degree in Occupational and Extension Education with a

major concentration in -.-ocational education for students
with special needs.
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2. A 30 cr2dit hour graduate program for vbcational instruc
tional personnel leading to the M.Ed. degree in Occupa-
tional and Extension Education in the field of vocational
education for students with special needs.

3. A 60 credit hour graduate program designed to prepare pro-
fessional special needs personnel for leadership positions
in Area Vocational Centers throughout the State of Vermont.
This program, consist.ing of full-time course work, labora-
tory experiences, and an internship, will represent a
cooperative effort between thd Vocational Education and
Technology Departmeut and the Graduate program in Special
Education, Colle;e of Education.

Certification: Students successfully completing this program will qualify for
certification as a Consulting Teacher with specialization in
the area of vocational education for persons with special
needs.

For additional information, write:

Dr. Al M. Lampe
Assistant Professor and Program

Coordinator
Department of Vocational Education

and Technology
University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05401
(802) 656-2001
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MODEL PROGRAM II: Rutgers, the State University

Program Title. Secondary Teachers of the Handicapped/Dis2dvantaged

Overview: The Secondary Teazhers of the Handicapped is a credit program
at the Undergraduate and graduate levels for persons working
with or.seeking to enter the field of secondary education for
students with special needs (handicapped and disadvantaged).
The-program offers courses for in-service teachers leading to
.certification or endoisement asa Classr)om Teacher of the
Handicapped, as well as an undergraduate program leading to the
B.S. degree in Special Education.

Program ff;.story: Since 1970-71, Rutgers College has been planning for the
establishment of a.program for the preparation of Secondary.
Teachets of ne Handicapped and Disadvantaged.

Courses:

Since 1971-72 and 1972-73, assisted by supporting grants from
the Vocational Division of the State Department of Education
of federal &Inds under P.L. 90-576 and P.L. 92-318, a faculty
member and clerical assistant were employed to study the impli-
cations of the establishment of such a secondary special educa-
tion program. An Advisory Committee was formed including
represertatives from both the Vocational Division and the
Special Education Division of the New Jersey State Department
of Education, the Vocational-Technical Department and the Special
Education Department of the Rutgers Graduate School of Educa-
tion, the New jersey Rehabilitation Comission, and public
school representatives including superintendents, principals,
and teachers.

As a result of these efforts, in 1973 an undergr,duate major
in Secondary Special Education was established at Rutgers
College. The courses have been offered in the evening, so as
to be available both to the Rutgers College undergraduates and
in-service teachers from the public schools.

Seven courses are required for the certification as a Classroom
teacher of the Handicapped and are the courses offered most
frequently. However, a toLal of 17 courses are generally
included in the Secondary Teachers of the Handicapped and Dis-
advantaged program. The course titles are ltsted below. Most
of these courses are usually offered in the late afternoon and
evening to accommodate the in-service teachers. Those course
titles with an asterisk (*) are required for certification.

* Teaching Exceptional Children Cr. 3

Community Organization and the Schools Cr. 3

* Nature and Needs of the Handicapped
Adolescent Cr. 3
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Inter-Agency Resources for the Havdicapped

* SecOndary Programs for Students with
Special Needs

Cr. 3

Cr. 3

Exploration of Occupational Skill Areas Cr. 2, 2, 2

* Occupational Analysis and Placement of the
Handicapped Cr. 3

Introduction to Vocational Rehabilitation Cr. 3

* Materials and Methods in Secondary Special
Education CL. 3

* Curriculum Development in Secondary
Special Education Cr, 3, 3

* Bio-Social Aspects of Disability Cr. 3

Practi2um in Employment Orientation of the
Handicapped Cr. 3

Guidance and Counseling with he Handicapped Cr. 3

Organization and Administration of Special
Education Cr. 3

Introduction to Vocational-Technical
Education Cr. 3

Principles of Vocation711 Career Development Cr. 3

Teaching the Disadvantaged Cr. 3

Certification: By completing the seven core courses, the preservice or
inservice teacher completes the Classroom Teacher of the
Handicapped Endorsemnt Prcgram. The person is then
eligible for a regular Classroom Teacher of the HanC.capped
certificate, in addition to regular certification in his/her
major teaching field.

Degrees: At the undergraduate 1Pvel the program leads to a B.S. degree
in Special Education. Undergraduates as iell as graduate
students. can obtain the Classroom Teacher of the Handicapped
Endorsement while working on majors in fields such as Voce-
tional-T2chnical Education. Special arrangements have been
developed with the Graduate School of Education which permits
graduate students, with the approval of their advisor, to take
the upper level undergraduate courses for graduate credit as
part of their masters or doctoral degrees in Special Education
and Vocational-Technical Education.
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Enrollments: During the 1974-75 Lchool year, thirteen of the courses in
the program were offered. The enrollment in these courses
totalled 468. Of this total 303 were in the preservicc pro-
gram and 165 were inservice students.

For additional information, write:

Dr. Allan F. Bosebrock
Chairman
Department of Education
Rucgers College
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903
(201) 932-7101
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MODEL PROGRAM III: University of Pittsburgh

Program Title: Preparing Vocational Teachers to Mainstream Special Needs Students

Ov,rview: This program has both an inservice and preservice component.
During 1975-76, two competency-based, individualized courses
for undergraduates were developed .The courses, which were
designed primarily 5,Jr future vocational teachers, emphasized
techniques and strategies for mainstreaming special needs
students.

Inservice Program
Description: The program designed by the Vocational Education and Special

Education Departments at the university of Pittsburgh for the
Western Pennsylvania region is currently funded by the State
Office of Education, and is designed to prepare eight voca-
tional educators to work as change agents at their home schools
in facilitating the acceptance of handicapped students into
regular programs. These teachers came to the University as
full-time students beginning in January, 1976. By the end of
Phase I of the program (July, 1976), these teachers will have
developed the folloviing competencies:

1. Knowledge of the characteristics and capabilities of educa-
ble mentally retarded (EMR) students;

2. Diagnos .c skills needed to select and place EMR students
in the vocational classroom;

3. Th2 ability to develop an in4ividua1 course of study for
EMR students in their content area;

4. Skill in helping other teachers in the participant's home
school to individualize courses of study;

5. Knowle,i;;e of the resource cunter for special education
availabl,! in Western Pennsylvania;

6. Ability to modify available cu cular methods and mate-
rials to meet the instructional needs of the EMR population.

The teachers will acquire these competencies through a series
of intern experiences, seminars, and specially designed courses.

A second developmental phase has been funded which continues
the program so that these same teachers can devutop the following
competencies during 1976-77:

1. Knowledge of the characteristics and capabilitieN of cate-
gories of special education students other than EMK;

2. Diagnostic skills needed to select and place all categories
of special education students in appropriate vocational
content areas,
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3. Skill in developing cooperative work experiences for
special education students; and

4. Skill in writing proposals to obtain funding for' special
education projects.

During the second phase, the University of Pittsburgh staff
plans to bring external studies courses dealing with vocational/
special education to the schools participating in the program.
This service will provide the needed support system for the
implementation of the special education programs developed by
the participants during Phase II of this program.

The directors of area vocational schools play a key role in the
success or failure of this project. Their support will be
solicited during a two-to-three day retreat designed to sensi-
tize them to the need for mainstreaming the handicapped.
Directors electing to participate in the future development of
a program to mainstream the handicapped will designate one or
two teachers from their school who will be released from their
teaching duties for two semesters to prepare to assume the role
of change-agent. The director, by designating and releasing
one or more teachers to prepare for the role of change-agent,
will be committing his chool district to moving ahead in the
installation of programs designed to promote the education of
the special/vocational student.

The teacher will develop into a change-agent through a three-
phase program. Phase One focuses on tlieory and practice in
designing special/vocational training sequences for various
program area and time blocks. Phase Two provides for applied
work and consultation, focused on a "back home" project, with
the project staff, consultants in specialized areas, and the
administrative staff of the teacher's vocational school. Phase
Three includes the installation of the innovative system and
the formative and summartive evaluation of the program. Support
will be continued by the project staff during this phase and
terminated when the l'ange has been stabilized.

Preservioe Program
Description: The preservice courses for vocational enneation personnel were

developed jointly by the Vocational Education and Special Educa-
tion Departments. During the Spring term of 1976 two courses
which emphasized various aspects of mainstreaming vere developed
and pilot tested with 25 prospective vocational teachers.

Fi4ture Program

Development
Activities: The program.initlators plan to complete veral additional

activities in the near future to expand both the inservlee and
prenervice program component.s:

I. NodulnrIze and mediate the two undergraduate courses on
mninstr. Awing
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2. Conduct a comprehensive summer workshop for vocational
teachers

3. Develop an option in the graduate program which will prc
vide dual certification in vocational/special education.

For additional information, write:

Professor Shiela Feichtner
Professor Tom O'Brien
Department of Vocational Education
2504 Cathedral of Learning
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
(412) 624-6167
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MODEL PROGRAM IV: Florida Consortium (University of Florida, Florida State
University, Florida Technological University, and the Florida
Learning Resources System.)

Program Titlet A State Plan for Preparing Vocational Educators dho Work with
the Handicapped

Overview: The Florida program is an ambitious plan designed to create
a network of communication around the state. This approach
also involves program development, a delivery system, and eval-
uation plan for improving teacher education for those educators
who work in vocational areas ith the handicapped.

Program Goals: The short term goals for this program include:

Program
atratagien:

1. To complete a statewide needs assessment in vocational
education for the handicapped.

2. To bring together professionals in vocational education
and special education to provide for improved communication
between the two.

The long term goals for this program include:

1. To coordinate the vocational education and special educa-
tion teacher training activities in the State of Florida.

2. To develop a State Uodel to provide joint graduate
training and research.

3. To provide a system for disneminating vocational/special

education materials throughout the State.

4. To develop a systematic process for evaluating vocational
programs for the handicapped that are offered by the State.

5. To develop a syntematic process for evaluating special/
vocational teacher training programs.

6. To asnint in the establishment of the State's long-range
goain.

1. Estabilmh a State Tank Porce for Vocational Education and
RehabilitatIou'of the Handicapped to prioricize and develop
programs tl meet the needs identified in the current needs
Identified lo the current nee.:n assessment. Thin Tank
Force woad Arlo nttempt to coordinate teacher.tratning
and reneareh.

2 Ut. II 1i rho Florida Letraing Renourees ytItom Lo pLovide
masnive In.:ervIce training, vs needed, to voGational and
special oducatorn.
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3. Conduct an annual meeting of all persons who direct
summer workshops for vocational teachers of the handi-
capped for the purpose of sharing materials, ideas,
methods, etc.

4. To utilize the existing Florida Learning Resource System's
newsletters to disseminate appropriate vocational/special
education materials to the general public as well as
educational agencies.

5. To join forces with other agencies and systems (such as
the Vocational-Technical Education Curriculum System)
to insure that recognition is given to handicapped populations.

6. To develop a model for meeting the needs of the handicapped
in vocational education which may be utilized and evaluated
by Florida and other States in DHEW Region IV.

For additional information:

Dr. Stuart E. Schwartz
Assistant Professor
Department of Special Education
University of Florida
43 Norman Hall
Gainesville, FL 32601
(904) 392-0755

Dr. James Hensel
Professor and Chairman
Vocational, Technical, and
Adult Education

University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32601



MODEL PROGRAM V.

Program Title.

Overview:

Program Coals:

Program Dem:gn:

Kent State University, Ohio

Comprzthensive Occupational Education Development Program (COED)

With EPDA support, Albright, Nichols, and Pinchak (1975) have
obtained data descriptive of the precepts of Occupational
Work Adjustment (OWA), Occupational Work Experience (OWE),
and vocational education specialists and supervisors workin
Tiith the handicapped and/or disadvantaged about teacher corr-
petencies in several areas. K.S.U.'s COED model is based
upon the fundamental working assumption that the competenci, 3
of Program Management, Curriculum, Classroom Management,
Coordination, Remediation, and Counseling are also releva%t
for special education personnel such as EMR school-work coc--
dinators, sheltered workshop coordinators, and other neee,A
personnel not presently defined in terms of extant role ve-
scriptions (i.e., new types of staff are needed). The 'lite

collection instruments and proceedings employed on voca,innut
teachers will be used to gather data on special educat4cn
sonnel and then compare these data. The goal is to in.c.:ate
and improve the training of vocational and special educators.

1. Preparing, via in-service education, vocational teac.r..
coordinators fcr Ohio's disadvantaged work expPrience
programs, C.E.TkA. instructors and Special Needs
Instructors.

Exp-nsion :!nd strcagthening of undergraduate prograxrlin
to prr.nar-.2 tcacher-corrdinators in onE component aro of
npecial needs vocational education, disadvantage('
cit,:erience programs.

3. Tncorperating the findings of the 1974-75 EPDA ,P,earch
study 'Identifying Competenc4es for Teachers of l'is-
.advantaged and Handicapped ieuth" into present pLe-service
and in-service programs for teichers of work experience
pror,ramv-for the disadvant.,TTd.

4. Designing and Implenting, through the coo.,,Iro.-1 expertise
of v(wattonal and special educatorn, a compli%eusive
tencher rraluing prorram to prepare: vocational personnel
to LU ! '!( h. uninn:: rharacterictics of special ,,c,:ds youth
and nduh-.

The undrpraduate prograll preparim; teacher-,00rdinators for
di!:ndvantaged work exper:ence programs Is lnt,.-disciplinary.
Students pursue couraew,:k in vocational educif.lon, special
ei!ocation, urban edtation, psychology and nociology to ful-
fill profer'onal needs. Thin program, however, only pertains
to two ep.2onent areas the total fleid of special
needs vocothual educatLou.
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1. Implementing, through :joint efforts of vocational and
special education, programs to prepare instructional
personnel.

2. Creating and operationalizing, through cooperative efforts of
vocational and special education staff, r, pr^lram to pre-
pare a variety of coordination personn(-1.

3. Operationalizing a joint program to pLz.7.1,:e Aministrators
in the area of special needs vocational education.

4. Conducting research to refine the programs within the .

comprehensive model and disseminate information to institutions
participating in the national workshop.

Atture Program

Development: 1. Seek major external funding to support articulation of
joint programs(s).

2. Seek additional staff with Vocational Education and Special
Education trzkground for joint appointments.

3. Work closely with Ohio State Department of Education,
Vocational Education/Special Education, and with EPDA
personnel In the state Office.

4. Utilize Advisory and Steering Committees to enhance com-
munication and cooperative program development.

5. Extend use of competency based approLL:i.

6. Continue to use research, assessment and evaluation by
field personnel to guide propram development, articulation
and implementation.

For additicnal information,write:

Dr. Charles Nichols
Chairmau
Department of Vocational Mucation
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio 44242
(216) 672-292e
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MODEL PROGRAM VI: Texas A & M University

Program Title: Establishing Network fbr Career Opportunities Unlimited
Through Education as Rehabilitation: Projece ENCOUNTER

Overview: In order to service handicapped youth in Texas an additional
995 vocational education teachers, 595 vocational adjustment
coordinators aad numerous vocational education and special
education administrative and support personnel are needed.
This shortage can be alleviated through the commdtment to
implementing a professional development program to train
special/vocational personnel. This is the direction of the

Texas A & M personnel preparation prograru,

Program Goals: The major objectives of the professional development program
at Texas A & M University are:

1. The content specification and development of prescribed

set of single concept instructional modules.

2. The infusion of selected modules into existing undergraduate
and graduate level courses in special education, vocational
education, counselor education, and educational administration.

3. ,The utilization of selected modules in university-sponsored,
regional educational service center-sponsored, and local
educational agency-sponsored inservice training programs.

4. The sponsorship of a series of special emphasis workshops
for: a) classroom personnel who have frequent contact with
handicapped adolescents, b) support personnel including
supervisors, counselors, wol:k placem2nt coordircItors, sup-
portive services staff, and c) social services personnel
from such agencies as Vocational Rehabilitatioa, Mental
Health, and ;tental Retardation,

5. The establishment of a visible, comprehensive professional
development program at the undergraduate and graduate levels
for individuals wao seek certificat.Lon as vocational adjust-
ment coordinators, vocational teacher,: for the handicapped,
or occupational orientation teachers for the. handicapped.

Program Design: Texas A & U University is impl,menting over a three year period
a professional development component wi.thin its existing
special education and vocational education programs which focuses
on the preservice and inservice training of vocational adjust-

ment coordinators, and special vocational instructors, and
support staff. The university iv implem2nting the training com-
ponents through the development of a series of modules which
address the vnrious competencies needed by special vocational
instructors and support staff.
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The modules are developed by the College of Education faculty
in conjunction with a team of expenls from various educational
sectors and community agencies. Classroom teachers and other
practatioaers in the field contribute materials, such as
reports of successful learning activities, which they have
developed or used.

When sufficient resources have been developed, the project
staff will begin extensive training activities at the under-
graduate and graduate levels through the sponsorship of formal
courses, workshops, and non-credit training activities. Support
for the proposed professional development program from the
College of Education faculty, Texas Rehabilitation Commission,
and the Texas Education Agency has been most encouraging.

For additional information,

Dr. Hare Hull
Research Associate
College of Education
Texas A & M University
College Station, TX 77843
(713) 845-2636



MODEL PROGRAM VII: University of Missouri-Coludlia

Program Title: Interdisciplinary Preparation of Personnel to Provide Vocational/
Career Education for Special fleeds Students

Overview: Faculty members in the programs of Vocational Teacher Educa-
tion, Special Education and Counselor Education at the Univer-
sity of Missouri have frequently been iz,volved in cooperative,
interdisciplinary efforts. In addition, the University has
been in close contact with the State Department of Education
to upgrade the competencies of instructional personnel who work
in special/vocaticnal programi.

Program Goals: 1. Identify the major competencies needed by special education,
vocational education, and guidance:personne1:to work
effectively with special needs students in vocational edu-
cation. Past resezrch by Brolin, Clark and others as well
as a series of meetings with various types ot: educators
and state department personnel will be utilized to identify
the needs arid needed competcnciec.

2. Design a pre-service graduate/undergraduate, integrative
experiences specialization to prepare special education,
vocational education, and guidance personnel to work with
special needs students to enhance.their career/vocational
development in secondary and post-secondary programs.

3. Determine the effectiveness of those experiences that
result from B above. A formative-summative delign will be
utilized to ascertain trainee and program effectiveness.

Future Program: 1. Design a pre-service undergraduate integrative experience
DeveZopment: specialization to prepre vocatioral education, special

education and guidance personnel to work with L;::ecial needs
students to enhance their career/vocational development in
secondary and post-secondary programs.

2. Determine the effectiveness of Thoae experiences, using
a formative-summative design to ascertain trninee and pro-
gram effectiveness.

3. Design an in-servicejlrvraduare-undergraduate delivery system
for integrative experieece specialization to 7repaLe voca-
tional education, spacial educaticn, and guidance personnel
to work with special needé etudents to enchance their career/
vocational development in secondare end pcst-recondary pro-
grams.

Po:, ,--"iitonal information write:

Dr Woen B-olln

Departmcet of Counseling and Personnel
Services

6 11111

University of Missouri, Columbia, no 65201
(314) 882-6523

1
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MODEL PROGRAM VIII University of Northern Colorado/Colorado State University

Program Title:

Overview:

Serving Teacher Responsibilities in Vocational Education (STRIVE)

For several years the S)ecial Education end Vocational Edu-
cation departments at the University of Northern Colorado have
coonerated in the preparation of teachers. Students pursuing

a degree in special education are required to take a minimum

of nine quarter hours in vocational education; those in all
vocational education content programs are encouraged to take
a minimum of nine hours in the Special Education Department in

addition to a course in 'Vocational Education for Learners
with Special Needs taught by the. Vocational Teacher Education

Department. In addition, Colorado State University has a
strong commitment to providing pre-service and in-service edu-
cation in the area of the disadvantaged and handicapped. The

Department of Vocational Education presently employs two full-
time professionals in this area. The Department has also con-
ducted numerous workshops and institutes in the area of provi- '

ding education for the disadvantaged and handicapped. The

College of Professional Studies has a special task force that
is coordinating all the programs and courses that fall within
the area of learning disabilities.

Program Goals: 1. To assist undergraduate vocational teacher education
students to be aware of needs Of special needs students.

2. To increase awareness of vocational education in special
education students.

3. To make relevant materials on special needs students and
?rograms available to all students.

4. To increase special needs and regular vocational teachers'
competencies and skills in developing Individualized
Prescriptive Education (IPE) programs for their special
needs students.

5. To provide on-site consultative services for special needs
teachers on request.

6. To provide intensive, .short-term summer workshops to up-
grade the skills of special needs and regular vocational
teachers in working with special needs studeftn.

7. To train all vocational teachers in processes needed to
more effectively integrate special needs techniques,
metLods and materials into regular programs.



8. To develop unique student teaching experiences for all
undergraduates to include more relevant activities oriented
toward special needs stud2nts, programs, and work expe-
rience requirements for students with special neods.

9. To develop a more effective program for recruiting teacherE
to work with special needs programs.

Avgram Design: 1. Courses are offered every quarter rep.rding special needs
and adaptation of co-op to special a2eds p;:egrams (in-
cluding work-experience and work-study in special educa-

tion programs).

2. A Vocational Teacher Education Resource Center including
media, and curriculum materials related to state and
national special ueeds programs has been established.

3. In-service workshops (30-50 contact hours) working with
vocational teachers in IPE programming for special nees
students have been conducted.

4. Consulting services to individual special needs programs
and teachers to improve on-going programs are available.

5. A state-wide delivery system for special needs in-service
programming which coordinates two teacher education insti-
tutions, geographic location of teachers, and the State
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education
has been developed.

6. Effective means have been established for identifying the
special needs in-service requirements of all vocational
teachers.

7. Identification of statewide re.w1Jrce,i (personnel, programs,
facilities) for placement of studenc co-op stu-

dents, and interns ct undergraduhe and graduate levels
is underway.

Fitture Planned

Developments: 1. Preparc instructional modules and/or courses to meet the
needs of both pre-service and in-service vocational educa-
tion teachers.

2. Review and revise State agency publications which provide
guidance to vocational education teachers Li) 2mphasize
accommodation of spocAal reeds students.

3. Develop credentialing standards for teaching special
needs students in vocational education.

1 '76
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For additional information, write:

Mr. LeRoy Nick
Special Vocational Teacher Education

Programs
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, Colorado 80639
(303) 351-2939

Mr. Ralph Hunter
Special Needs Instructor
Department of Vocational Education
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
(303) 491-6317
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MODEL PROGRAM IX: California State University a Lo-,1 Bh

Program Title: Interdisciplinary Program for Voiwi-L Preparation of
Special Needs Students

Overview: California State University, Long Beach ranks as the largest
among the nineteen campuses in the Califcrnia State Colleges
and Universities System. Its enrollment of 33,000 students
places it first among public institutions of higher education
in DHEW Region IX.

In the past several years CSULB has become one of the leaders
in presenting programs to aid handicapped students. In 1974
the campus was singled.out by the State of California to pro-
vide funds to support a two yttar pilot program bringing expanded
services to handicapped students. Remarkable progress has been
made in eliminating architectural barriers and in assisting
handicapped students with problems they encounter while attending
the University.

CSULB offers numerous vocational education credential, certi-
ficate, and degree programs. Integral to these programs is
a very strong grouping of studles in career education. Both
vocational education and career education have concern for
continued service to those with special needs.

Nine departments prepare professionals to provide various
services in the schools and other agencies uf the community.
These departments also contain a wide variety of contacts with
special individuals. Included are on-campus instructional
programs and off-campus community clInics, volunteer services,
and allied efforts.

Program Goals: The overall goals of this program include:

1. Identify the contribution that each department or entity
of the University currently makes or can make to the vo-
cational/career development of individuals to serve those
with special needb.

2. Identify individuals within each unit who will serve on
an interdisciplinary committee and monitor unit efforts
toward vocational/career development.

3. Develop an interdisciplinary team of professionals to
plan and implement pre-service and ia-service vocationa'/
career training of personnel who work with individuals
with special needs.

4. Administer an interdisciplinary program.

1G2
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5. Identify additional resources which the UnlverE.ity may

utilize to achieve program objectives.

6. Emphasize evaluation processes as an integral 'dirt of
the program.

Program Design: A program design is presented in Diagram I. It identi:ie7, the

team and the vehicles available to tha University in its
training efforts. There aro two emphcses in that training.

1. Pre-Service. The University already contains tho seeds
of a dynamic effort in the vocaticnal preparation of excep-
tional ihdividuals as described. All must be coordir.;-ted

so that the program will provide maximum benefit to pro-
fessionals who wish to take training across disciplines.

2. In-Service. This is a more ambitious undartakiag as it
will require the development of a team of university and
community participants who will be able to inflw.Ince ani
train personnel in the areas of vocational/career develop-
ment. This could be implemented through the traditicnal
master's degree program, continuing education, and ex-
ternal degrees. Whenever expertise is ne,:esslry in an
area not aVailable or represented at csimn, 11,-A6h'oor1ng
universities and allied agencies will be aentacted th:rugh
normal administrative channels, e.g., conLinuIng educa-
tion program and the Consortium of State Colleges and
Universities.

Ftiture Program

Directions: 1. Increase employment potential of spezial nead',

2. Increase the integration potential of,special nca student,

3. Increase the utilization of the talents of sevcral prc-
fessionals who can contribute to the livas o sp2cial
needs students.

4. Increase the positive attitudes of professionals toward
the life potential of special needs students.

5 Increase communication between disciplines relavant to
life potential of special needs students.

For adclitional info: J,7tioil, write:

Dr. Charle Kokaska
Associate Professor and Coordinatnr
Special Education Program
California State University
Long Beach, :alifornia 90640

(213) 498-4438
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DIAGRAM I

planned Program Design Including Instructional
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MODEL PROGRAM X Oregon State University/University of Oregon

Program Titl.e: Vocational, Eduation for Students With Special Needs

Overview; Both Oregon State Urlversity and the University of Oregon are
a part of the Oregon State System for Higher Education.
Oregon State University has been charted as the primary incti-
tution for providing teacher education in Vocational Educatior
for the State of Oregon but does not have a teacher education
program in Special Education. The Uniiersity of Oregon has
the only doctoral program in ;13ecial Education in Oregon but
does not have a Vocational Education program.

Oregon State University's teacher training program for
Vocational-Technical EAucation Students with Special Ne,.!.s
provides a continuum of service through two major compor.",:
pre5:ervice and inservice. The preservice component cons:i.,.
of instructional units which are infused inLo existing teaLir
education and leadership development programs. A variety of
techniques are employed: seminars, self-inseructional pack,,ge
and field-based observation and practice. Each student's
efforts are individually prescribed and controlled. The pre-
service component is located on Oregon State University's
campus and is being developed and coordinated by a full-time
specialist.

The inservice component is located at Oregon State University's
Career EducaLion Personnel Development Center in Portland and
is coordinated by a full-ti.ae specialist. The spe.cialist
manages field-based workshops, seminars and courses, including
the identification of inservice instruction:1l nee-3s of second-
ary school and community college vocational inst-uctors, iden-
tifying and developing the reserve instructor bank, and serving
as an expeditor of field-based inservice workshops, seminars
and courses throughout the State of Oregon. The .:4.oecalist

also identifies, catalogs and develops resource materials,
provides consultative services to coopering agPncies for tile
improvement of vocational personnel de,7.pment for ,dorking
with students with special needs; and , .cifes as n communicacions
link among local educational agencies. State ".partment of
Education, and universities.

As a part of the College of Education at the University of
Oregon, rh Department of Special Education provides master's
and doctoral level preparation in Special Education and offers
programs of study meeting Special Education certification
requirements of the State of Oregon's Teaching Standards and
Practices Commission (TSPC). In addition the University has
taken a national leadership role through the Rehabilitation
Research and Training Center in providing reSearch and training
in the rehabilitation of the mentally retarded and related dis-
abilities. The Department of Special Education is currently
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PPogram Goals:

revising its teaeler preparation program in special educat-Lon

to meet new stat 7er,ification requirements. As part of the

current revision. che feasibility of establisaing a program
for preparing 'deLial education teachers at the s :ondary

level is being explored.

1. All students enrolled in Vocational-Technical teacher
education at Oregon State University will h \Ye the
necessary competencies to identfy the special needs of
the disadvantaged and handicapped vocational :tudent and
to prepare, revise, or acquire instructional support.

2 Graduate students enrolled in Vocational-Technical Educa-
tion leadership development programs will Kive thc
necessary competencies to plan and develop r:ograms co
meet the special needs of the disadvan%aged and ham:J.-
capped students.

3. All students in Special Education at the University o:
Oregon will have the necessary competencies to raee.. the
special needs of the disadvantaged and handicapped voca-
tional student.

4 Vocational instructors and support personnel in seconLary
schools and community colleges in Oregon will be ablr to
provide special services to the disadvantaged or handi-
capped vocational student, inCluding the identification
of the handicapping or disadvantaging condition, pre-
scription and implementation of instructional strategics,
and completion of program evaluations.

5 Staff of the Vocational-Technical Education Unit of Or-Ton
State University will have The necessary attitudes and
competencies to implement instructional units on tl.e cis-

advantaged and handicapped vocational students in existing
undergraduate and graduate-level pr:,grams.

P:co:ram Design: 1. Oregon State University, University of Oregon, and Oregon
Department of Education will conduct a two-day worksho.
to define roles of Special and Vocational Education prac-
titioners when working with Vocational studentr with
special needs.

Primary participants will be fifteen pairs of Special
and Vocational teachers who work with each other to enable
vocational students with special needs to attain desired
competencies.

2. University of Oregon appoints one or more staff members
of Oregon State University to the Secondary Special Educa-
tion Curriculum Task Corte.

1E5
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3. Oregon :'..ate University appoints one or more staff
meml)ers of tbc University of Oregon's Department of
Special Education to the Vocational-Technical Education
linit's Special Needs Advisory Committee.

Future
Development: 1. OSU and UO jointly develop guidelines for a minor in

SpElcia.! Et1 .cation for graduate students majoring in
Vocationai-Technical Eduzion at OSU.

2. UO and 0!"7U jointly develop guidelines for a minor in
VocaLL.nal-Technical Education for graduate students
majo,-ing in Special Education at UO.

3. OSU completes initial infusion of instructional packages
on working with Vocational students with special needs,
incl%ding follow-up of f.4raduates.

4. UO cmpletes initial development of instruction on working
with Vocational students with special needs, including
follow-up of graduates.

5. _11 students enrolled in secondary-level Special Education
teacher education at the University of Oregon and in
Vocational-Technical teacher education at Oregon State
University will have the necessary competencies to identify
the special needs of the disadvantaged and handicapped
vocational student and to prepare, revise, or acquire
instructional support.

3. Graduate students enrolled in secondary level Special
Education teacher education at the University of Oregon
and Vocational-Technical Education Unit of Oregon State
University will have the nece3sary attitudes and compe-
tencies to implement instructional units on the disadvan-
taced and handicapped vocational students in existing
undergraduate and graduate-level programs.

7. Vocational initructors and support personnel, including
Special Education teachers, in secondary schools and
community colleges in Oregon will be able to provide
special services to the disadvantaged or handicapped
vocational student, including the identification of the
handicapping or disadvantagins condition, prescription
and implementation of instructional strategies, and compl,!-
tion of program evaluations.

1C7
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For additional information, write:

Dr. Warren Suzuki
Assistant Professor
Department of Vocational-Techni:al

Education
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
(503) 754-1661

Dr. Andrew Halpern and
Dr. Greg Weisenstein
Research and Training Center

in Mental Retardation
Department of Special Education
University cf Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

(503) 686-3585
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List of Participants

NATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION WORKSHOP ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

FOR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

REGION I: University of Vermont

Thomas K. Bloom
Occupational and Extension
Education

Marilyn Osborn
Home Economics Education

Al M. Lampe
vocational Education and
echnology

Harold Woodward
Consulting Teacher Program

David 0. Wade

ConguZting Teacher Program

Christine Morgan
State Department

REGION II: Rutgers College, The State University

Elaine House
Urban Education/Voca-
tional Education

Allan F. Rosebrock
Chairman, De.paitment
of Educat-on

.Dean Garwood
State Department

REGION III: Universi44 of Pittr7burgh

T.W. O'Brien
Vocational Education

-.H. Feichtner
Vocational EcLicaton

Larry Parsky
Secondary Special Education

Linda Boyler
Vocational Education

Elizabeth Marion
Essex County Schoe3

E.B. Young
Special Education

Gregory Patton
Vocational Education

Wayne Grubb - State Department
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REGION IV: Florida Consortium

Pilliam Wargo
Vbcational and Adult
Education (F.S.U.)

James Hensel
Vbcational, Technical and
Adult Education (U. of F.)

Jbel Corley
State Department

REGION V: Kent State University

Charles Nichols
Vocational Education

Leonard Albright
Vocational Education

RichaA Macer -' State

REGION VI: Texas A M University

Christopher A- Borman
Vocational Counselor
Education

Marc. WI
Vocational Education

Jeanice Midgett
..Secial Education

(F.T.U.)

Preston (Pat) Gardner
Florida Learnin
Resources System

Stuart Schwartz
Special Education (U. of F.)

Philip Saffbrd
Special Education

Jacques Robinson
Special Education

Department

Frank Hubert
Dean, College of Education

Leo Schriner
State Department
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Carol R. Anderson
Special Education

Paulette Thomas
Specirl Education

Lenore Boyd
Special Education

John Guemple
State Department



REGION VII:University of Misvouri-Columbia

Milton Miller
Industrial Education

Donald J. McKay
Voca-;ional-Technical
Eflucation

Joseph Justin
Special Education

Donn E. Brolin
Counseling and Personnel
Services

REGION VIII: University of Northern Colorado/Colorado State University

LeRoy Nick
Vocational Education
(U.N.C.)

Paul May
State Department

Willard G. Jones
Associate Dean, Special
Education and Rehabili-
tation (U.N.C.)

Ralph Hunter
Special Needs (C.S.U.)

REGION IX: California State University - Lonc Beach

Mabel S. Moore
Home Economics

Arlene A. Hamilton
Home Economics

Charles J. Kokaska
Special Education

Irvin T. Lathrop
Industrial Education

Vernon Halcromb - State Department

REGION X: Oregon "tate University/University of Oregon

Warren N. Suzuki
Vocational Education
(0.S.U.)

Juan Guzman
Vocational Education
(0.S.U.)

Sandra Allen
Career Education
(0.S.U.)

Greg Weisenstein
Special Education
(U. of 0.)

Andrew Halpern
Special Education
(U. o.:0.)

Dave Packman
State Department
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APPENDIX A

PROFESSIONAL TASK ANALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE
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Check 0111

V0%11:0,101 EiglatOP Special Educator

Directions: listed balou are aeveral protes-

r:on,:/ tlp:11 wh:4111 !4u1 an a vdoltional or

prcvlal c'ator, are I to 7rforT it(

Qcrqd anermlI nec!(1 lodruarn dt the

eenirr hin;1 a(41rn: leval, Please

ror:'11 ;4.nn:;..nq ore r:In!'er 'or 1.710;: P.!

t;le t:r,!c rmoatona for eld'I

1.00 AssESSINc, PWRA1 AND LEAENER NEEDS

1,01 Pevelon a rationale, program goals, nnd

philosophy for a special nerds program

1.02 Analyze local or rorio4al lob market and

ernloYrant trends

1.03 Identify occupations and clusters of

occupations

1.04 Analyze students' occupational interests

and [altitudes

1,05 Develnn and use screening-referral

processes for identification of students

1.05 Collakorate with other educators, spe-

cialists, and narrnts in evaluating the

learner's educational needs

1.07 Adclnister or use diagnostic assessment

techniques

2.10 Ptarzr, PISTP,ITTION

PROFESSIONAL TASK ARALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE

Native Time Spent

14!at ta the relatAn ammt of tine

you erend coTI7W,Frg th,:c tan10

..111141.1.11MIMIMIIIIOMMINI
criticality

Pou critical is cucceeef0 perfom.

ance7777 tank to the overati

Wectiveneaa of your prograT?

Ares of Need

As a local educator workirl with

special needs students, dC I feel

I need to knov mon, ubcut this

tank?

Very little

time

A greet deal

of time

Pnim-
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Import- Extremely

nnt critical I hit norc much more

2.01 Estahlish and/or use program advisory

cornittees

2.02 Identify a variety of community and

governmental agency resources in planning

instructional programs and services

2,03 Analyze occupational/career clusters to

determine relevant instructional content

(crmnetencies needed in the world of

work)

2.04 Identify the basic aptitudes and compe-

tencies (e.g., finger dexterity or

sermencine skills) renuired for employ-

ment in a riven career

2,05 Collect and use available assessment

information

2.06 Identify available assessment instruments

annropriate for special needs students

2.07 Use diagnostic and prescriptive assess-

ment techniques for planning instruction

2.0 Prepare alternative assessment procedures

2.09 Plan a sequence of modules or units of

instruction according to the learner's

needs

2.10 Coordinate with instructional planning

in academic areas for students with

learning prohlems (reading, math, and

other acadenic areas reuited for

graduation)
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2,11 Develop individual student performance

goals and objectives

2,12 Identify instructional resource perron-

nel (e.g reading specialists and

bilinguists) capable of providing sup-

portive help for special needs learners

2.13 Identify instructional techniques appro-

priate for special needs 1 arners

3.00 IMPLEMMINC INSTRUCTION

3.01 Use a variety of community and govern-

mental agency resources in the delivery

of supportive services and instruction

3.02 Consult with other teachers to facili-

tate adequate performance of students

in classes outside of the career-

oriented special proeram

3,03 Develop, itilize, and evaluate proce-

dures for communicating with parents

3.04 Develop, coordinate, and evaluate a

communitv relations program

1,05 Manage ond modify when necessary the

tools, equipment, facilities, or con-

ditions in the learning environment

3.06 Organize and use a "buddy system" for

special needs learners

3.07 Develop, use, and evaluate lob samples

designed to teach specific occupational

skills

3.08 Develop and use simulated job applica-

tion and interview procedures

3.09 Select or modify instructional mate-

rials appropriate for different special

needs learners

3.10 Develop instructional materials for

special needs learners

3.11 Plan and coordinate off-campus work

(on-the-job) instruction

3.12 Plan and coordinate on-campus work

(on-the-job) instruction

3,13 Use instructional techniques that indi-

vidualize instruction (e.g., peer

instruction, small group instruction,

or programmed instruction)

3.14 Employ techniques or principles of

special instruction (e.g., discrimi-

nation learning or cue redundancy)
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3,15 Identify and control problem behav-

iors in the classroom using

behavioral management techniques

3,16 Provide reiuforcement for learning

3,17 Trvide cateer counee11n7 and

goldance

3,18 Provide wnrk adlustment counseling

3,19 Pro/ide personal counseling

3.20 Ervide and/or coordinate job place-

ment services for snecial ed

le:!rners

3.21 Trra emnl.overn and suDervthors to

work effettIvely .410 special needs

le rners

11,K :NAlDTINr, rRC3,AM AND INSTRUCTION

4.01 Devel o. instruments and procedures

anproprivy assessinr; the

achiencnt of speoial needs learners

1)enln and in71emen! nyster for

mnitoring and feeding student

progress and achievement on a

ret,uler hasis

4.01 Pslens the cognitive performance

of special needs learners

4.04 Assess tbe affective performance of

special needs learners

4.05 Assess the psychorotor/perceptuel

performance of special needs learners

4.06 Obtain follow-up information on spe-

cial needs students leaving or

graduating from school programs

4.07 Evaluate and upgrade the effectiveness

of instruction

4.08 Conduct a comprehensive evaluation

of the total special needs plogtam
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APPENDIX P,

INSTITUTIONAL ACTION PLAN FORMAT
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ISTITUTIONAL ACTION PLAN

for

(Descriptive Program Title)

at

(University(s))

,i)eveloped bu:

at the

National Workshop on Vocational Education for Special Needs Students

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

January 13-15,1976
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Sectioa 1: TIEEDS ASSESS1INT

In this section, please describe the need for the proposed program,
program revision or expansion by providing background information, as
well as an analysis of situational and organization variables and
constraints.



Section 2: ACTION FLAP ODJECTIVES

In the space below, please outline the specific objectives fbr this

undertaking. Enumerate the major observable and measurable outcomes of
this plan of action on both a. short-term (next 5 months), and long-term

basis.

Short Term Objectives:

Long Term Objectives:

20i
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Section 3: STRATEGIES

Please describe beZcw the strategies your team will use to attain the

objectives specified in Section 2. What activities will be engaged in by

the teahr members, individually as well as collectively, during the next

5 months for attaining the short term objectives? for accomplishing the

long term objectives?

Short Term Strategies:

Long Term Strategies:

182
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Section 4: RESOURCES

In the space below, ciescribe what resot:rees ycur team will draw
upon or need to obtain in order o effectvely impLement this plan. State,
as explicity as possible, how .;he team would /,:tili!ie any follow-up resources
that the staff of the national wcrkhop project co:ad provide.

Section 5: ANTICIPATED OUTCCNIS

In addition to the observable outcomr!:, listed in the Actia. Plan
Objectives (Section 3), please cpeulate reprding any additonal benefits
or outcomes the team forsee- occurr-ing as a resuZt of developing and
implementing this action :7-an.

0 03
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APPENDIX C

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MATERIALS DISPLAYED

AT THE NATIOE'd, WORKSHOP ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

FOR TEE SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENT
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Biblicyraphy ot Materials
1)!,01arad at. the ;I-It-loll:A l'orkshop

rn aulLional Educatior.
'or Jecds Students

January 13-15,1976

Albright, ',canard, ;:ichols, e.nd Pinchalt, James. "Identification of

Professional Comp2t,Incie. Neesuary for Teachers of Disadvantaged and
Handicapper: Youth." linal Suppic-atal Document - EPDA l'roject 74122.
Kent, OF: Kent SLate Univei,iry, 1975.

Altfest, Myrr. (ed.). "Ver:otional. 'lf:ucat'on for Students with Special Needs:

A Tencher, Hnadbook." rc. Collins, CO: Department of Vocational
Education, Colorado State Univetn ty, 197S.

Altfent, Myra (ed.). "Vocafion..1 Education for S. .ents with Speciel Needs:

An Adminirtrator'n Hlndhook." vt. Collins, CO: Depertment. of Vocational

Educatlon, Colorado State Univerdty, 1975.

"Asnesol S-ndent Needs in Vocational Education." Volume

1: Se:LA..; . :'oa..emporary ronearch Incorporated. 110 Glendon

Avvoae, Loa Anloa, CA: 1974.

Malicy, 1.nrr:, J. (cd.). ""acilleatinf; Career Dovelopment: An Annotated
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Tearl.era: A Handbook :.or Liecatora " Columbun, OH: ERTC Clear-

hIghocoe Vor.afloaal. TecEolen Educntiou, 19/1. (VT 013 044)

Bkker, Cerqld (Pr;ncIpal Inee:!tf,yror). "A Mod..I for Evaluattnp, Progrnms in

Voraticiod Edlica, ion ;,),. the Hanlicappod.' Co I 1i tt1on , TX: College

1 1 Edneatlon, A!.;1 refvrar,7, 1975.

Bono, U. "Ulm' !;Aool 1,11110;.01.11t,:a !;hould About Vocational Education for

Dinadvairaged I ii IJi,,in Are44r." Cotubhus, OH: EREC Clearinghouse on
14.11104 16 !:,do4 nilon,19/1.. (VT 013 053)

ronn "Preparlug "'em.liern O rwcoAary Level. Educable

ly 1/etarded i'ropo!;a1 for a del! Peportn. flnomonle,

141: OW rol 7 ()I ?woo . cu! , Apri ! 19/ 1.

Rrolin, Donn, "Prolo.i 1.P.1.C..-workIng plpr,-o. Columbia, MO: Department of

Connaellar ler,onnel !:ervl,!(0, Dniverdtv of :linnouzi. 1974 - prenent.

rut-chitin!, (:. iI hfrecto1). "A Cuide and Volley linnuul Oj. Vocational.

Ina:ruction and !;upp,,rilve -/levH for Dloadvontaged nod Handicapped
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Orm. . I
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Clark, Gary M. (Project Director). Habilitation Personnel Training Project
OWTP) Mmluies. Larence, KA: Department of Special Education, University
of Kansas, 1975.

.Curtin,Samue! r. "Education in Agriculture for the Educationally Disadvantaged."
Unt:er.7ity Park, PA: Department of Agriculture Education, Pennsylvania
State Univcrsity, 1974.

Feck, V. "What Vocational Mucation Teachers and Counselors Should Know About
Urban Disadvantaged Youth." Columbus, OH: ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational
and Technical Education, 1971. (VT 013 543)

Highfill, Pilda A. "Occupational Education in Forth Carolina. " Raleigh, NC:
Fiscal Reaearch Division, State Department of Public Instruction, 1975.

Huffman, Harry and Welter, Clyde W. "Designs for the Preparation of Vocational
and TecEnical Teachers of Socioeconomically Disadvantaged Youth." Columbus,
OH: OhLo State Uni-yersity, 1972.

Hull, !arc and Halloran, William. "Professional Deyelopment Program for Vocational
Eduatois of Handicapped Students.' Burlington,"VT: Vocational Education
and Technology DepLrtment, College of Education, University of Vermont,197t.

Hunter, Ralph. "An Annotated Bibliography for Teachers and Teacher Trainers of
Dinadvantaged Studcmts." Fort Collins, CO Department of Vocational Education,
Colorae.o State University, 1975.

Illinois State University, "Pre-Service Occupational Program." Normal, IL:
Illinoia State l.hiT'ers1ty,n75.

Johnson, To,-..m!.e U. ; Cook, Fred $.; and Richey, Rita C. (Co-Directors). "The
D;.:velorient lA implementation of an In-Service Program on the use of
1'erform,J-0x-Bare4 Im,truv.tion in Michigan's Vocational Education Programs."
Letroit, M1: Colleg,.! of Education, Wayne State University,1975.

Krant::. Cona, and 'JeLtherman, Richard (fnvestigators). "Local Administratorn
of Special Meedt. Programs in Vocational Education': St. Paul, MN: Depart-
men.: of Educational Administration, University of Minneacta, 1975.

Krebs, A.H. (Ld ). Second Yearbook of the AVA: The Individual and His Education.
Uashington, D..: AVA,1912.

Kruppn, J. Rwa.ell (Direcl:or)4 Fritz, Stephen, and Thrower, Robert (Curriculum
peciallats). 'PreparinA Teachers of Ineuatrial Education for Divadvantaged
and onndicapped Children at the Secondary Level." Trenton, Nj: Tanton
State College, 1973.

Lambert, Roger H., and Tindall, Lloyd W. (Co-Directors). "Modifying Vocational
Pr3grams for the Handicapped." Madison, PI: Center for Studien in
Vocattor.al and le:dmical Education. University of Wisconsin, 1975.

Lambert, Koller H., and Tindall, Lloyd V. (Co-Directors). "Projcct Focus."
Und.kon, UT: Center tor Studies in Vocational and Technical Education,
Wrsiveralty of Winconsin, 1974.
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Lambert, Roger H.; Tindall, Lloyd tr.; Davis, Kay E.; Ross-Thompson,. Betty.

"Vocational Education Resource Materials.:' Madison, Tql: Center for Studies

in Vocational and Technical Educatinn, Lniversity of Wisconsin,157.5,

Lasell, Warren L. et al. "A Study of the Vocational Education Needs of the
Resources for Educable Mentally Retarded Persons in New York State. Volume

I." Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational and Technical Education,

The State University of Ohio, 1974.

Law, G.F. (ed.) First Yearbook of the AVA: Contemporary Concepts in Vocational

Education. Washington, D.C.: AVA, 1971.

Magisos, Joel H and Schroeder, Paul E. "Educational Personnel for the Disad-
vantaged, Handicapped and Minorities: Intormation Sources." Columbta, oil:.

The Cennr for. Vocational Education, Ohio State University, 1974.

Meyer, Judy. "The Development of Evaluative Criteria for Training the Handicapped:

A Summary of Project Activities: Houston, TX: Center for Human Resources,

College of Buriness 4,dministration,University of Texas, 1972.

Meyer, Judy. "Guide to Proposal Evaluation for Vocational Education of the Handi-

carped." Houston, TX: Center for Human ResourLes, College of Business

Administration, University of Teyas, 1972.

Meyer, Judy; eview of Pilot Vocational,Programs for the Handicapped in Texas."

Houston, Corter for Human Resources, College of Business Administration,

University of Texas: 1972,

Meyer, Judy. "Self-Evalualion quide for Local Districts for Vocational Education

of Handicapped Students': Houston, TX: Center for Human Resources, College

of BusJness Administratiouversity of Texas,'1972.

Nelson, Orville, "An Investigation of the Teacher Competencies Needed io Utilize

Diagnostic .Test Data in Prescribing Occupational Learning Experiences in

Teaching EMR." Menomonie, wI: University of vfisconsin-Stout, July, 1(.375.

Norcross, William G. (Director). "Teachers of the Disadvantaged Employment

Orientation Workshop." New Brunswick, NJ: Department of Education; Rutgers,

The State University, 1975.

North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. "Expected Competencies

for Teacher of the Disadvantaged and Handicapped." Raleigh, NC: North

Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, Division of Occupational
Education. No date.

North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. "Helpful Hints for

Teachers of Students with Special Needs." Raleigh, NC: North Carolina.

Stab Department of Public Instrucion, Division of Occupational Education,, 1974.

North, Carolina State Department of ,ublic Instruction. "Occupational Education

for the Disadvantaged Through Utilization of rfan-Months." Raleigh, NC:

North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, Division of Occupational

Education, 1974.
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North,Carolina State Department of Public Instruction. "Resource Materials for

Occupational Education." Raleigh, NC: State Department Of Public

Instruction, 1975.

Oaklief, C. "Review and Synthesis of Research on Vocational and Technical

Education for the Rural Disadvantaged." Columbus, OH: ERIC Clearinghouse

on Vocational and Technical Educaticn, 1971. ,(VT 013 374)

Omvig, Clayton P. (Project Director). "Workshop on Instructional Considerations

for Teachers of the Disadvantaged and Handicapped." Lexington, KY:

Dupartment of Vocational Education, University'of Kentucky, 1975.

P-lham, 71wood A. (Assoc. Commissioner). "I .Can: Ideas for Teachers." Augusta,

ME: Maine State Department of Educational and CulturarServices. NO date.

1..tts, Albert, and Tofte, Donald F. 'Project COPE." Racine, WI: Unified School

DiTc.rict No. 1, 1974.

Ramp, Wayne S. (Director). "Occupational Educational Leadership: A Performanced-

Based Approach." Carbondale, IL: 'Department of Occupational Education,
Southern Illinois University, 1974.

Reynolds, LeRoy, et al. Program Guide - Vocational Education/SpeCial Education

. Mt. Pleasant: Central Michigan University, 1973.

Reynolds, M. LeRoy, et al. Cluster Guides - Vocational Education/Special Education
Project, Mt. Pleasant: Central Michigan University, 1971.

Rocco, Patricia L. and Hunter, Ralph. How to Implement Ind-Yrid al Prescriptive

Education. (Phase II 1972-73 Report.) Ft. Collins, 'CD: iorado State

University, 1973.

Rogers, Byron (Director). "Learning Through Activity: Secondary Programming for

Educable Mentally Handicapped." East Lansing, MI: Institute on, Secondary

Programming for Educable Mentally Handicapped, 1971 & 72.

Samson, George (Administrator); Tsuji, Thomas (Director). "An InTService Workshop

Program to Upgrade Employment Orientation-Teachers,in the Area of Teaching
Disadvantaged Students Oecupatilnal Skills." Glassboro,'NJ: Department of

Industrial Education and Tchnology, Glassboro State College, 1975.

Sheppard, Alan. "Report and Evaluation of Workshop II for VoCational Teachers of
the Handicapped." Blacksburg, VA1 College of Education, Virginia Poly-

technic Institute and State University, 1975.

arong, Merle E. (Director). "1975 Annual Report." Madison, WI:, ,Center for

Studies in Vocational and Technical Education, University of Wisconsin, 1975.

Texas Education Agency and Texas Tech University. "Vocational Education for the

Handicapped. Report, Evaluation." Second Annual Teachers' Workshop.
Lubbock, TX: Texas Education Agency and Texas Tech University, 1971.
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Towne, D.C. and Wallace, Vocational Instructional Materials for Students with
Special Needs. Portland, OR: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1972.

University of Kentucky. "Supplement IAT Vocational Education for the Handicapped

In Kentucky: A Survey of the Perceptions of Personnel in Vocational Education,
Special Education and VocatiOnal Rehabilitation." Lexington, KY: Department
of Vocatioaal Education, University of Kentucky, 1977

University of Vermont. "The Vermont Guide for Teaching Adolescents with Special
Needs." Distribution through Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (U.S.O.E)
'Contact person: Al Lampe, 103 Agricultural Ensineering Building, University
of Vermont, Burlington, VT 35401.

University of Wisconsin. "It's About Time..." Series of pamphlets. Mhdison, WI:

The Center for Studies in Vocational and Technical Education, University of
Wisconsin, 1975.

Urban, Stanley J., and Tsuji,, Thomas (eds.) The Special Needs Student in Vocational

Education: Selected Readings. New York, NY: MSS Information Corporation,1974.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. "Improving Occupational Programs
for the Handicapped." Washington, D.C.: Office of Education, Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped; Department of Health, Educacion, and Welfare,1975.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. "Selected Career Educi,tion

Programs for the Handicapped." Washington, D.C.: Office of Education,
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped; U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1972.

Walker, Robert W. (Director). "A Handbook for Career Guidance Counselors." Urbana,

IL: Department of Vocational Technical EduaLion, University of Illinois,
No date.

Wargo, William D. (Director). "A Guide for Teaching Industrial Arts to Exccptional
Children and Youth." Tallahassee, FL: Workshop on Industrial Arts for
Exceptional Youth, Florida State Uolversity, Summer 973,

Wargo, William D. "Industrial Arts for the Visually Handicapped," Tallahassee, FL:
Industrial Arts Department, Florida State University,1971.

Washington, D.C. National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers and Services,
425 13th Street, N.W., Suite 529. "ESEA Title III Projects for the Handicapped."
The Title III Quarterly., Winter, 1975.

Weisman, Lawrence (Director). "A Handbook for Developing Vocational Programs
and Services for Disadvantaged Students." Carbondale, IL: Department of
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Young, Dwwid B. (Director). "Developing instructional Strategies for Disadvantaged
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Other Organizations to Contact,

American Foundation for the Blind, Inc. .

15 West 16th Street
New York, N.Y. 10011

telephone: (212) 925-0420

Field Offices in:
Washington, D.C.
Atlanta, GA
San Francisco, CA
Denver, CO
Chicago, IL

The Center for Studies in Vocational and Technical, Education.

University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53715

Contact Person: Roger H. Lambezt, Associate Director.

Jewish Employment and Vocational Service

'1.913 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Materials Development Center
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Menomonie, WI 54751

Contact Person: Ronald R. Fry, Coordinator

The Protestant Guild for the Blind, Inc.

456 Belmont Street
Watertown, MA 02172

telephone (617) 926-4100
The Rev. Wesley G. Price, Director



APPENDIX D

PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE --PROFESSIONAL TASK ANALYSIS ACTIVITY



PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional Task Analysis Activity

As part of our effort to evaluate the effectiveness of the workshop, we would
appreciate your assistance in completing this form. The results will assist
the future planning of similar vorkshops.

Field: a. Special education . . . ] Norkshop Group
(Circle b. Vocational educaticn. . 2 Pssignment: Group A . . . 1
one num- (Circle one Group B . . . 2
ber) number) Group C . . . 3
Emplcv.d .group D . . . 4
as: a. University staff . . . 1 Group E . . . 5
(Circle

one num-
ber)

h. State staff 2

DIRECTIONS: Read each statement carefully and circle one of the five numbers
following each statement. Your comments are considered important.

The main objective of the PROFESSIONAL TASK ANALYSIS ACTIVITY was to develop a
. .

list of tasks performed by local school personnel who are responsible for
serving special needs students enrolled in vocational education programs.

1. The main objective of the Professional Task Analysis Activity was fully
achieved.

Comment

1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Agree Undecide.d
/tree Agree Bisaun

2. The orientation to the activity -lid not clearly explain what was to be
accomplished.

Comment

1
Strong.y

Agree

AgT7ee
3 4 5

Undecidea Dis Strongly

Agree Disagree

3. The workshop staff member LI my gcoup provided valuable assistance for
the completion of this acC.vity.

1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Agree Undecided Dis- Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree

Comment

192
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4. This activity will not be very beneficial in developing the "action

plans."

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree Undecided Dis- Strongly

Agree Agree

Comment

5. The length of time for the activity was (please circle one):

Comment

1 2 3

Too long Sufficient Too short

6. The size of the groups for this activity was:

1 2 3

Too long Sufficient Too short

Comment

7. Would changing the compositima of your group have improved the activity?

1

Yes UncerLain

If yes, please describe

3

No

8. Specific suggestions for the improvemant of the Professional Task
Analysis Ativity in the future:

a.

b.

c.
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TO BE COMPLETED BY TEAM MEMBERS ONLY

Team Meeting Evaluation

Team (Please indicate y)ur home state.)

DIRECTIONS: Read each statement carefully and circle one of the five numbers

following each statement. Your comments are considered important.

1. .The oriantation to the activity clearly explaincld what was to be accomplished.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree Undecided Dis- Strongly

Agree Agre Disagree

Comment

.2. The guideline for the "action plan" development was easy to follow and

understand.
1 . 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree Undecided Dis- Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree

Comment

3. The team meetings would have been more productive without workshop staff

assistaw:e.
.

1 2 ,3 4 5

Strongly Agree Undecided Dis- Strongly

Comment

Agree Agree Disagree

4. The three "model program" presentations (Lampe, Clark, Brolin) provided

valuable information for completing the action plans.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree Undecided Dis- Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree

Comment

5. The printed and visual resource materials describing other programs were

not very valuable for completing the action plans.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree Undecided Dis- Strongly

Agreem Agree Disagree

Comment
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6. The list of professional tasks provided valuable information for
developing the "action plan."

, . 3;
2 3 4 .5

StiOngly Agree Undecided Dis Strongly

Agree Agree D.I.eagree

Comment

7. Would changing the compostion of your team have improved the development
of your "action plan"?

1 2

Yes Uncertain

If yes, please cxplain

3

No

8. & comprehensive and feasible "action plan":

Has not been initiated by my team . . . 1

Has been initiated by my team 2

Has beer. developpd by my team . 3

If you believe that a comprehensive and feasible "action plan" was
initiated or developed, please indicate the one factor which contributed
most to its success. If you believe a comprehensive and feasible "action
plan" was not initiated, please indicate the one factor which contributed
most to the failure to get this under way.

2.416
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OVERALL 1TORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM

DIRECTIONS: As part of our effort to evaluate the effectiveness of the
workshop, we would apprliate your completing this questionnaire. It is

important that every participant complete and return this form, so that the
reactions of tha total group will he reflected.

Your principal rolle during
the workshop: (Circle one)

Participating team member . . . 1

Presenter of program or session 2

Project staff 3

Steering committee member . . 4

Other 5

Specify

The general objective of the Workshop was to ..1,sist each participating
teat to prepare a feasible "action plan" which could be used at its
respective institution to refaaus or expand its personnel preparation
programs for vocational educators of special needs students.
To what extent was this objective accomplished by the workshop program?
(Circle one number)

1 2 3 4 5

Extremely Very Somewhat Very Not at All

Well Well Little

For the following statements, circle 1 number indicating how you feel about

each statement. The "undecidcd" shclau be circled only when You.have no
opinion.

a. The workshop held my interest.

b. The objectivec of the workshop
were nct clear to me. 1 2 3 4 . 5

c. The objectiv e:. of the workshop
were realistic for the time 1 2 3 4 5

allotted.

Strongly Un- .Dis- Strongly

Agree Agree decided agree Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

d. There wa,, not en,-Jugh time for

informal discussions during the 1 2 3 4 5

workshop.

P.. A similar future workshop should 1 2 3 4 5

be longer in amount of time.

f. The facilities (meeting rooms,
-etc.) for the workshop were 1 2 3 4 5

adequate.
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g. The workshop was not well organ-
ized.

h. Uot enough of the participants'
time was spent in the evalua-
tion of the workshop.

i. The scope (coverage) of the
workshop was adequate.

2. Workshop Sessions

Strongly
Agree Agree

Un-
decided

Dis-
agree

Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

DIRECTIONS: For the following workshop sessions, please circle the number of

the three sessions that impressed you most highly. Next, circle the three

with which you.were-least impressed.

a.

b.

c.

Sessions Highly
Impressed

Least
Impressed

The Vocational education perspective;
8vans; Tuesday morning

The special education perspective;
Clark; Tuesday morning

The local director's perspective;
Marion; Tuesday morning

(circle three)

1

2

3

(circle three)

1

2

3

d. Presentation by Guemple; Texas Education 4 4

Agency; Tuesday afternnon

e. "Model program" presentation; Lampe; 5 5

f.

Tuesday evening

"Model program" presentation; Clark,
Sitlington, Wessitsh, Wimmer; 6 6

Wednesday morning

8.

h.

"Model program" presentation; Brolin,
McKay, West; Wednesday morning

The presentation an legislation;

7 7

i.

Pucinski; Wednesday afternoon

"Try Another Way" presentation; Gold

3 8

Thursday morning 9 9

3. For those sessions with which you were highly impressed, please specify

the reasons. Identify the sessions by using a letter (a-i) representing

the :ession from question two above.

Reason
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4. For those sessions with which you we-ze least impressed, please specify

the reasons. Sessions a-i from question two.

Session Reason

5. In your own words briefly indicate the one or two major personal benefits

you have gained as a result of particlpating In the workshop.

a.

b.

6. Can you envision any benefits accruing to your institution as a result

of the workshop?
1

Yes

If yes, please describe

2

Nc

7. In your opinion, what were one or two major strengths of this workshop?

8. In your opinion, what were one or two major weaknesses of this workshop?

9. If you were to conduct a workshop with goals similar to this one, what

would ycu do differently from wlat was done in this workshop?

10. If a workshop such as this is held again, will you recommend to your

colleagues at other universities that they participate:

1 2 3
Y.es Uncertain No

THANK "OU FOR YOUR CCOPTRATION AND ASSISTANCE.
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MINIPROPOSAL

for participation in the

NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 2OR SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

January 13-Z5, L9e6
University of Illinois at Urbana-Chatipaign

Name:

Title:

Address:

Telephme:

SUBMITTING INSTITUTION(S):

Proposal Initiator(s):

Descriptive Title of the Planned or Existing
Program for Preparing Special Needs Personnel:

Administrat±ve Endorsement(s):
(Signatures of Dean(s) and/or Department Chairperson(s)

Title: Title:

Date: Date:

Title: Title:

Date: Date:
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES (Please list the objectives of the existing or planned

program fbr preparing personnel to work with special needs students in

vocational education.)

II. PROGRAM DESIGN (Please describe the major components and unique features

of the existing or planned program fbr preparing personnel to work with

special need6 students in vocational education.)

2:0
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III. WORKSHOP PARTICIPATION EXPECTATIONS (Please describe how participation
in the national workshop will enhance the existing or planned program
for preparing personnel to work with special needs students in voca-
tional education.)

IV. PROSPECTIVE WORKSHOP TEAM (In the space below, please list the names,
titles, and departments of a maxim= offour individuals who will
attend the workshop if this proposal is selected. Please attach
each individual's vita to this proposal application.)

Name:

Title:

Department:

Name:

Title:

Department:

V.

(Vocaftonal Educator) (Special Educator)

SUPPORTIVE STATEMENT (Please attach to this proposal at least one
statement from a dean or department chairperson describing the
administrative commitment oiven to preparing personnel to work
with special neede students in vocational education. If the
departments of vocational education and special education are in
different schools/colleges within a university or across univer-
sities, support statenents from the respective deans would be
desirable.)

2 2 4
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MINI-PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT GUIDE

ELIGIBILITY

Any institution or consortium of.institutions which s currently
operating (or would like to develop) a cooperative.personnel training
program focused on preparing teachers, and/or coordinators to work
effectively with secondary level special_needs.learners through some
form of vocational programming-, can submit a mini-proposal for workshop
participation. "Personnel training program" should be interpreted
broadly here to include any or all of the following: courses; seminars,
inservice workshops, field eXperience internships, and degree programs
or options.

AYPLICATION FORM AND DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION

The enclosed, three-page MINI-PROPOSAL form should be used in develop-
ing a proposal. Completed proposal.forms should be.mailed to one of
the project-co-directors identified below on or before November 7,1975.

Dr. Rupert N. Evans
Professor of Vocational
and Technical Education
284 Education Building
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

(217) 333-4382

SELECTION PROCESS

Dr. Gary !I. Clark
Professor of Special EduCation
364 Haworth Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

(913) 864-4954

: 1 ,

Ten applicants ill be selected for participation in the national
.workshop by November 21,1975, To insure national representation,
one institution or consortium of institutions from each of the 10
U.S. Office of Education national regions will be selected. In addi-
tion, it is planned that a variety of different types of personnel
'development programs will be selected. For instance, programs focus-
ing on inservice or preservice personnel preparation, as well as
combinations of both xr111 be considered. Unique arrangements for
offering personnel training within a single university, and across
several institutions (consortium) will also be considered.

THE MINI-PROPOSAL FORM

The enclosed, three-page form (or a copy of it) mils! be used in sub-
mitting a proposal. Each of the five sections of the form must be
completed. The cover page requests the following basic information:
(1) name(s) of institution(s) submitting the proposal, (2) descrip-
tive title of the existing or planned program for preparing special
needs personnel, (3) name(s) of the individuals submitting the pro-
posal, and (4) an administrative endorsement(s) of the mini-proposal.
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The five sections of the mini-proposal form are designed to give
the project staff a brief, but comprehensive overview of the
.existing or planned personnel training program. The sections

which can adequately provide this overview are: .

1. A statement of your personnel training program
objectives.

2. A brief description-of the major features of the
program design.

3. A statement of what you might expect your program
staff would gain by participating in the workshop.

4. 'An indication of who are the prospective workshop
participants (maximum of four with representation
from both vocational and special educatiOn).

5. A supportive statement from the dean and/or depart-
ment heads of departments involved.

Each of.these five sections are identified on the enclosed
.MINI-PROPOSAL form. The open-ended format of the.MINI-PROPOSAL
is designed to permit applying institutions flexibility in
describing their program(s).
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October 13, 1975

Dear Colleague:

The University of Illinois and the University of Kansao are currently
involved in preparing for a national teacher education workshop focusing
on the preparaticn of persnnnel to.work pith individuals with special
needs (specifically, the handicapped) in vocational programs. The'need
for trained personnel to better serve persons with special needs at the
local level is widely .recognized and several universities are currently
concerned about meeting the increasing demand for professiona/ personnel.
to teach and/or coordinate programs to serve this part of the nation's
population. The express purpose of this workshop and the post-workshop
follow-up activities is to assist ten (10) selected universities or con-
sortia implanning or expanding:personnel training programs in this field.

Preseatly, we are soliciting brief proposals from teacher training
institutions natioaally who might be interested in having teams of voca-
tional and special education teacher educators participate in this work-
shop. The enclosed materials (Mini-Proposal Development Guide and mini-
Proposal form) describe the information which interested institutions
should submit. In order to expedite pre-workshop planning, the mini-
proposals must be mailed (post-marked) to either of the project directors
not latex than November 7,1975.

The encloned Mini-Proposal Development Guide provl.den specific
information relative to: institutional eligibility, the selection
process, and the essential information to be included in the mini-proposal.
The mini-proposal is essentially an application to attend the workshop.

The project wil3 reimburse the travel, lodging, and meal expenses
of selected participant teams to attend a 2 1/2 day workshop at the
University of Illinois (Champaign-Urbana campus), January 13-13, 1976.
Mile at the workshop, the participants will review several national
and state projects which are involved in preparing personnel to work
with special needs learners enrolled in vocational programr. In addi-
tion, approximately eight hours will be devoted to team work sessions
in which the participants will be developing institutional action plans.
The action plans will outline activities which the teom plans to under-
take to initiete or expand needed personnel training program addressing
the needs of handicapped persons enrolled in vocational programs. The
project staff anticipates being able to make available approximately
$400 per institution or consortium to assist each team in implementing
its "actin- plan."
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Those institutions Tlhose proposals are selected will be expected

to: (1) send an enthusiestic team of vocational and special teacher
educators (possibly including department chairpersons or deans),
(2) encourage their representatives to participate fully and actively in
the entire 2 1/2 daye of workshop activities, aad (3) support the planning

efforts of the attending team in a reasonable manner.

la addition to the institutional team members selected, state
office of education personnel will be invited to attend the workshop.

After thc ten institutions have been selected, the EPDA coordinator

in each of the respective state offices of vocational' education will
be asked to nominate a state office representative to attend the work-
shop, and assist the unftersity team in development of its action plah.

This project is designed specifically.to expand and Improve the
nation's efforts in the training of teachera and other personnel to
more adequately meet the vocational needs of special learners. Our

basic notion is that this can be done most effectively through coopera
tive endeavo;:s between the fields of vocational and special'education:

We are looking forward.with great anticipation to a unique andektremeky

important national teacher educatiOn workshop. We invite you to join Us

in thiS exciting project, and are lobking forward to receiving your

mini-proposal.

Sincerely,

2.
Rupert N. Evans
Project Director

RNE/GMC:pjg

Enclosures

- Ceet
Gary n. Clark
Project Director

2 3 0
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Respondent Group
Steering Committee Member
Workshop Participant
Project Staff
Presenter
Funding Agency Personnel
Nonparticipating Teacher Educator

(classification of respondents as
audiences to the evaluation report)

OPINIOUNAIRE

Directions: Several portentia/ evaluation concerns have been specified in
fbur different areas: input, process, outcome, and impact. In each area,
p1ease check one or two of the concerns you feel should be the major focus
of the evaluation. Use a double check (,/1/) to indicate the most important
concern in each area.

Feel free to reword the evaluation concerns, add to the list of
concerns, or provide any other input or suggestions which you feel would
be relevant to the evaluation of this workshop.

Workshop Input Concerns

Budgetary input/cost effectiveness

Funding agency input

Pre-workshop research bibliography

Steering/advisory committee input

Other

Other

Other

Comments:

Workshop Process Concerns

Process for aelection of participants

Project staff competency

Reimbursement/payment processes for participants

Resource materials provided to participants describing other
teacher education programa or projects
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Small group workshop activities
(Please check aZZ appropriate items)

Informal dialogue among participants

Team meetings to develop "action" plans

Competency synthesis activity -- to develop a list of
competencies needed by vocational educators of special

needs,students

Steering/Advisory Committee involvement,during-the workshop,

Workshop presentations and presenters

Workshop scheduling and organization

Other

Other

Other

Comments:

Workshop Outcome Concerns

Follow-up process/services provided

Action plans for development/expansion of personnel preparation programs

Attitudinal change

Increased awareness and knowledge of profesional issues and concerns

(e.g., mainstreaming)

Opportunity for professional communications/involvement

Outcomes related to the.deselopment of mini-proposals for workshop

participation

Synthes!zed list of competencies needed by vocational and special
education personnel (to be developed by workshop participants)

Other

Other

Other

Comments:

2 3 3
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Workshop Impact Concerns

Impact on funding agency (state and federal) personnel

Impact on institutions submitting mini-proposals for participation,
but which were not selected

Impact on participants

Impart on participant's institutional programs

Impact on project staff

Impact on srvering/advisory committee

Impact on '!;enters

Impact on

Impact on

Please specify the nature of the impacts for those items checked above.

(Please review all four areas to be sure only one or two concerns are
checked in each area.)
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PREPARING VOCATIONAL AND SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL

TO WORK WITH SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS:

A STATE OF THE ART

Gary M. Clark Rupert N. Evans
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The state of the art in preparing vocational and special education
personnel to work with special needs students is inextricably interWoven
with the states of the art in vocational and technical education, career
education, and teacher education, and in the education and t'-aining of
the handicapped. This statement will examine the field by lelating the
roles of teacher educators who aNe interested in preparing personnel to
work with special needs studeats to the various education influences to
which they must respond.

The Influence of Professional Dissatisfaction

The first of these influences is current professional dissatisfaction
with the nature and rate of progress made since 1963 and especially since
1968 in vocational provisions for special needs students. Leading teacher
educators from vocational education and special education have become in-
creasingly concerned about the lack ofdresponse to the 1963 Vocational
Education Act by state.departments of education, local school districts,
area vocational schools, community colleges, and colleges slid universities.

Unfortunately, however, until the past year or two, the extent of
this concern by most teacher educators has not been great enough to muster
more than a few isolated efforts to do much about the problems being
identified. Part of this failure to act was due to a lack.of a data base
on programs and ether funded activities, but when data started to emerge,
early impressions began to be confirmed. These data include such items as:
(a) handicapped youth are still being under-served, (b) state-wide programs
are rare, (c) special projects providing for isolated programs are the most
common programming response, and (d) there are shortages of teachers
qualified to work with the ha licapped. The general state of the art, given .

these data, appears to be in i;.s infancy, and it would appear that professional
dissatisfaction has not as yet been sufficient to bring about needed change.

The Influence of Leadership Croups

A second educational influence to which teacher educators in voca-
tional education and special education must respond is that of educa-
tional leadership grcups. These include the Congress and state legislatures,
the U.S. Office .of Education, state departments of education, and professional.
organizations. The state of the art for leadership groups in advocating
personnel preparation programs for those working with special needs students
is, again, at a rather embryonic or early developmental level.

Congress and State Legislatures. Congressional dissatisfaction has
continued to grow as it has become clear that schools have responded only
haltingly to the express Congressional marching orders contained in the
1968 Vocational Education Act Amendments. Theee amendments require that

*The terms "special needs students" and "handicapped Atudents" will be used
interchangeably since special needs implien a handicap in school, whether
due to disability, disadvantagement, or dysfunctional school placement.
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25% of Federal vocational education :finds be spent on special needs stu-
dents (15% for disadvantaged plus 10% for handicapped students). If

schools do not respond to ekpress economic incentives, something must be
wrong.

Legislative dissatisfaction can also be noted in the trend of state
level mandates that special education programs and services be provided,.
by the public schools. However, in formulating mandatory special educa-
tion legislation,,few, states.have as yet specifically mandated the
provision'of vocational eduCation for the secondary, post-secondary, or
adult handicapped population. Most of these laws'include,reqUirements '

only for Prevocational or work-study experiences ilhich have traditionally
been provided by special educators. ,This 'has tended: to negatiany specific
responsibilitie for voCational educators.

U.S. Office of Education. Leadership groups at the Federal level are .
caught in complex socio-political pressures which siphon off their energies
.and efforts in an attemptto address a myriad of priorities. The priority
of vocAtional programming for special rieeds students has suffered'from
the political factors operating in commitment toand involveMent of various
Federal leadership groups in their awn priorities. The Bureau of Occupational
and Adult Education cites programs for special needs students as important.
The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped cites vocational programming
for the handicapped as one of its top funding priorities. The Office of
Career Education cites.career education programs for the handicapped as
a priority for field,,initiated studies. Under the Education Professions
Personnel Development Act (the funding'sOUrce for this national workshop)
the Vocational Education Personnel Deuelopment Iranch has as one priority
the development of personnel preparation prograns for special needs
personnel. Each of these leadership groups within the national office
1.9 striving for common coals, but largely without a master plan frcm the
U.S. ORfice of Education and often without significant interaction or
communication among themselves.

State Departments of Education. State departments of education have
replicated the feleral pattern in most instances. Iowa is one notable
example, howerer, among a few of the.states, that han defused the political
tension and relieved tha duplication of effort. This war done by placing
the program for special needs directly under the otate commissioner of
educatIonand ataffing it with vocaLlonal and special educators. It still
remains to be determined whether aepatation of apecial needs personnel
from the state vocational education hierarchy will lead to less emphasis
by vocational education decision makers on programs which empharize
mainstreaming. ro examplea are known of state offices which have placed
all special education personnel under the aegin of the' state department
of vocational education.

In one area wh(!re atates have almost complete leadership control,
certification of educational personnel, there haa besn a tomb-like silence
from 19UP, until recently when a few atatea, e:g., Mebraaka and New Jersey,
began to adopt certification standards which require certain competencies for
personnel who provide vocational programming for special needs learners.
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Special educators at the secondary level have long been free to teach in
prevocational and work-study programs without any certification require-
ments other than basic special education requirements. Similarly,
vocational educators have been free to teach special needE students of
any type without specific preparation. Obviously, a real leadership void
exists in certification standards.

Professional Organizations. Professional organizations have been
only moderately responsive to the need for leadership. The principal
activities have been the establishment of a Special Needs Section in tht
American Vocational Association and planning for a parallel group in'the
Council for Exceptional Children. In 1973 these two organizations cooperated
in the sponsorship of a national conference on career education for exceptional
students, but little continuing leadership commitment to profesional
persoanel development has been apparent. Cooperative leadership is critically
needed within and between major professional organizations to foster personnel
preparation programs at the national and state level.

Teacher Education. Teacher educators in vocational and special
education have not found a significant amount of leadership from within
their own ranks. Colleges and universities have been extremely slow since.
1968 in developing personnel preparation programs to meet the demand for
special needs programs. There has been a degree of circularity in the problem
as schools of education respond primarily to state and local manpower demands
which reflect shortages in existing programs. The schools and state departments,
on the other hand, are cautious about initiating programs without qualified
personnel. Joint programs between vocational education and special education
have been rev.. The past two or three years has seen a number of depart-
mental programs develop with vocational educators training their own students
to work with the handicapped, and special educators training their own to
provide prevocational, sheltered workshops and part-time cooperative shelter
programs deslge.d to serve similar populations. Truly cooperative programs
involving special educators and vocational educators on an equal footing
have been rare Because we are concerned principally with teacher education
involving both ,roups, this topic is expanded later in thin paper.

The influenr.le of Current issues and Trends

A thiLd r acational influence affecting the state of the art in pre-
pscries arci aeeds personnel in vocational and special education is the

.

impact o, _accent educational issues and trends. Soma major issues and
trends 14 vocational and apecial education which interact with the educat-Lonal
influences described above include career education, "mainstreaming," -Ind
competency-based teacher education.

Career Education has been both a boon and a bane to vocational and
technical education. It has brought increased professional status, wider
legitimacy and acceptance in academia, and greater visibility within the
field of education in the eyes of the general public. It has also resulted
in some identity problewu and has incorporated some new values and objectives
which extend well beyond traditional vocational goals. Further, some
vocational educators feel that it has diluted the political.and economic
support base vocational education has had through the yearn in a period
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when funding sources are decreasing in both number and amOnnt of'available

support. Teacher educators in vocational and technical education have
had to determine their roles in the current career education mo7aMent and
place them someLhere among their priorities. 'The addition of any new
priority consideration- especially one as economically, politically, and
professionally potent as career education--cannot help but affect special

needs programming as a competing priority. Career sducation appears to

have had little effeet on special education at the secondary level.

Mainstreaming has had, and will continue tc haves'major'impact on'

vocational and special education. Reiated to the mainstreaming concept

are current iosues such as "least restrictive alternative," "normali-

zation," and deinstitutionalization. The implications of these:iSsues;
and trends ar2 already apparent in court decisions end .state legislative
mandates for local schools. The discerning'teacher educatOria
tional and.special education nan see the impact of these decisions on

personnel preparation programs: (a) a shift downward in thelower tiinge
of entering level competencies,of. Students in theschools, (b) avidef
range of physical, sensory, and mental performancOevels in students
placed in regulareducation programs, and '(t) the'need for nevi profea-

sional roles not,heretofore includedia'personnel'preparation piujrams.
The state of the art in meeting these needdA.n teacher edueation is'relative-

ly primitive, and is the primary motivation-for thig national workshop.

Competency-based teacher education has had perhaps'a'greater emphasis
in vocational and special teacher education than in any Other educational
disciplines. The status of the field, in'reacting to this emphasis, is
still at the pioneer level. Only a faw iaolateci efforts haw. been made
to identify systematically those competencies needed by teachers of
handicapped youth and tnen to relate thoae competencies to some model for
preparing personnel specifically fur those rules. Much work remains to

reach a level of provam development inteacher education that ii truly
competency-basei, but which does not eliminate those affective and problem-
solving skills that are so crucial in personnel preparation.

Specific Influencen Affeetine Teacher Education

The influences of professional dissatiafeetion, of 1eader:I:1p groups
and of current issew/ and trends operate against a background of specific
influences within teacher education.

Structure and Attitude of Separate Mission. In many universities,
vocational teacher education to provided by a numbe7: of weakly federated

departments, often in different colleges. Even A:en these groups are

combined in the snme department they tend to retata.different miesiens
related to the age groups they should serve, the goals of tteir program,
and the ways in which the program should be evaluated. 'One groui'), for'
example,'may believe strongly that a good secondary school program. places

4 high proportion of its graduatea in the occupation'for which they were

prepared. Another group may feel strongly thatthia la unimportnnt.

,-
,Special,education is in another departMen; perhaps la another college,

or even in a different university. jdten it is Jess coneerned with
meeting the needo of employers than are moHt parts of vocationel education.
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These and other differences in structure and in mission inevitably

lead to difficulties of communication.

Different Age Groups Served. Special education has tended to emphasize

service to youth in elementary schools and in early childhood education.

Vocational education has emphasized service to adolescents and young

adults. Both groups give little more than lip-service to serving adu1ts.

Slow learners often need early pre-vocarional training from vocational

educators who recognize the needs of pre-adolescents. Adolescents and

adults in vocational programs need help from special educators who don't

treat them as children.

Teacher Shortage: Teacher education programs in both.vocational and

special education ususally have been able to place all the teachers they

prepare., This minimizes pressure'to establish new programs, but it also

leads local educarion-4gencies to'employ unquelified'people to teach.

State Teacher Certification/Endorsement Barriers. There are a

number of indications that vocatiohal and special educators who are

qualified in one, but not the other.of these' two fields, are teaching

in situations where both types of competencies are needed. It seems

unlikely that many teachers will spend the time'required to achieve full

qualifications in each field. Butboat certification/endorsement structures

seem to assume that it is better to have a teacher who is completely

qualified in one field being taught and completely unqualified in another

than it is to have certification based on aehievement of most qualifications

for both fields.

Teacher. Education Program Approval Barriers. In addition to the

preceding barriers, it is becoming more difficult to secure approval of

new teacher education programs. Much data, paperwork and time are needed

to secure approval at each of the increasing number of levels.through

which proposals for new programs must move. Some situations require the

abandonmuct of an existing program before a new one can be approved..

Lack of.Data on Which to Base Personnel Development Programs. In

spite of the fact that data can opeed the icogram approval process, we

have virtually no needs assessment data, 7,td little follow-up data on

programs at either the LEA or teacher educc.:ion level.

Barriers to Joint Appointments. A lovcal way to undertake program

development and to facilitate communication cs to institute joint.appoint-

ments between the specird and vocational teaci.er edui7ation.departments.,

Such appointments are rare, however, and o-.-1 riv,17' is that there is a

general belief that assistant and associf- prt!.,7or5 who hold joint

appointments will have difficulty in Sect,. Ing r v, Am, An even more

compelling reason would seem to be the ext. aie of young pro-

fessors who are acceptable to both deparme.

The increaoing Diversity of Special Needs PoWi't:Ya in Vocational

. Education. At one time, most vocational el!ucators aur.Tted the dictum of

the Smith Hughes Act that vocatiowt1 ed,,c4.Jon shoolc ierve only those who
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could profit from it, and they interpreted this phrase to mean that special
needs learners should be excluded whenever "more able" students could be
found. Nevertheless, vocational education always has served a high
proportion of the students who did not do well in the college preparatory
program. Now there is gradual acceptance that vocational programs must
also educate the severely handicapped, bilingual students, corrections
populations, migrants, and the adult handicapped. As career education
programs are installed, the gifted increasingly are enrolling. This range
of students obviously requires an increased range of teacher competencies
and revised teachLr education programs.

The :.:hanging Legislative Picture. Legislative bodies seem remarkably
adept at mirroring the views of society. If so, then, obviously these views
hav ?. h-!en changing in ways which affect special education and vocational
education. Increasingly, we have state legislation which mandates special
education for all persons from early childhood through young adulthood.
Congress seems more and more determined to insure that vocational education
will attend thoroughly to the needs of neglected learners. Cities and
states are given large sums through the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act for the training and re-training of unemployed and underemployed adults,
almost all of whom have special needs. Not only the Labor Department,but
also most other Federal agencies are involved.in similar prograts.

No one can predict what the next legislative actions will be, but it
is eesy to predict that actions will come and that they will affect
vocational and special education. Already there is an enormous need for
invervice education of teachers and support personnel. With continued
changes there is no way that pre-service teacher education programs will
be sufficient to meet the need.

Summla

The state of the art, then, in personnel preparation for those who
pinn and implement vocational programs for special needs or handicapped

students is in an early developmental period. It suggests the exiatence of
a growing number of advocates from both vocational and special education
who realize tne enormity of the task and the urgency of cooperative planning.
It suggests that the issues and trends of the times will affect the rate at
which progress will be made, but that the die has been cast through court
decisions and legislation, leaving no doubt about the legal consequences
for tho3e who do not comply. It suggests that there is a leader6hip void
at all levels and that isolated, unilateral programming, which meets only
a small part of the need, will continue unless strong leadership emerges.

Given tncreased c)operative efforts of vocational and special teacher
educators and the strength of the existing and prospective legal base, the
current state of the art may be transitiOnal and the outlook for future
improvements to the art may be bright. It iG hoped that this national
workshop may be a turning point in that development.
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TEAM FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

National Teacher aucation Workshop.on Vocational

Education for Special Needs Students

Bureau of Educational Research

University of Illinois

Champaign-Urbana, Illinois

INSTITUTION/CONSORTIUM:

MM

Teaittrbersires

.... .10=01..

In order to determine the impact of the national workshop upon university personnel preparation

programs concerning vocational programming for special needs studlnts, it is important for your entire

team to respond to this questionnaire as a group.

For each of U items listed on the following pages, please check (V) one that best describes the

action taken at your university(ies) in relation to Vocational Programming for Special Needs Students.

Respond with comments as you feel necessary.

2 43



4.

PART I

Section A

Course/Proam Development Con-

cerning Vocational Programming

for Special Needs Etudents

1. Identification of teacher =nen-

cies for vocational programming

of special needs students

2. Advisory/steering co

course development

11,11 ittee for

Proposal for introcuctory pre-

service or inslrvice course

b. Presentation of prcposal for

introductory course to appropri-

ate curriculum approving com-

mittee

4a. Pro7tal for advanced (e.g. methods

courbe for preservice or inservice

b, Presentatior of proposal for ad-

vanced course to appropriate

curriculum approving committees

5. Procurement of resource materials

for teaching courses/workshop

6, Evaluation/revisicn of present

courses or prograps

7. Advisory/steering committee for

degree program

8a. Development of proposal for under-

graduate degree program

b. Submission of proposal for under-

grad degree program for approval

2 45
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Coament az necessary

9a.

b.

Development of Proposal for Graduate

degree program

Submission of proposal for graduate

degree program for approval

,

Secticn B

Staff to Implement Course(s)

Program(s) (related to Vocational

Prora Ang for Special Needs

StHnt)

wmene...r.=.14.1
Li' 1, Present facul -ompetencies

evaluated?

2. Job description of position(s)

desired

3, Search committee(s) for position(s)

SK,tion C

Exploration of Funding Sources for

Vonticnal Programming for Special

Needs Students

_....___.

1,

II

Local/University Sources

For: Inservice workshops

Research

Cuzriulum (levelopment

P1aid:1 u.s;:ittc2 r,,,e,tingc

---
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0
0

4
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0
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p o 4 0
0 44 o

hi
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0 .0 ti Comment as necessarys

-4...--0-1--/----4-2---,:
2.

3,

State Sources

For: Inservice torkshops

Research

Curriculum development

Plandag committee meetings

Federal Sources

For: Inservice sorkshops

eaearch

Curriculum development

Harming ccmmittee meetings

,---,

_______

'Secticn D

Ccatnication/Cooporation Concerning

Vocational Programming for Special

reeds Students,

1. Joi

(sp

nt departmeutal/university meetinds

ed/voc ed faculty invited)
I

Eow many meetings lave been held:

before workshop

since wrkshop
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s

dc oC ,019

1\,c` 4°
$o

2, JoiaL.LpartmetLal/university committees

(sp ,?.divo: ed)

Please List

Committees:

3, Other communlcation/cooperative

activitiRs

Please List

Activities:

Section E

Workshop Concerning Vocational Programing

for Special Needs Students

1. Proposal written?

2. Proposal submitted

3, Steering committee for workshop

development

rwm~11 I.

-------.,1,
4. Workshop program developed

5, Workshop information dissemination

6, Workshop conducted

7. Workshop evaluated

.

,

.....

Corment as necessary
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I. Please list ane ibe t,Ae. activities and accomplishmente
of your team in zelation to the short term objectives 8.13

descriLed in your Action Plan.

In.addition, please briefly describe any problems Which
'have tended to impede accomplishmentErof your short term
objectives and also when the problem occurred (e.g.
prior to workshop, continuing, etc.)
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2. Please list and describe the activities and accomplishments of
. your team in relation to the long term objectives as described
in your Action Plan.

In addition1 please briefly describe any problems which haw

tended to impede accomplishment of your long term objectives and
also when the_problem occurred,. -(e.g. prior to workahop,

" 5 4
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3. Please briefly describe any other impact (not previously mentioned
in this questionnaire) upon your institution(s) which has occurred
as a result of participation in the national workshop.

4. After trying to implement your Action Plan, would yourteam now
have any conclusions about the feasibility of your plan, or would
you now make any revisions. (If so, please describe.)
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(ChPck your Special Education Employed by: State Department
Irca of University
specialization) -Counselor Education U.S.O.E.

A. In order to determine impact of the workshop upon participants, it is important for
you 63 respond concerning any new/different activities in which you have been engaged
since attendiug the workshop. Please do not indicate your name. All information
will be repnrted across general categories and not as individuals.

DIRECTIONS: For each item (a-q), circle 1 for Yes or 2 for No, indicating whether
or not you have been, or are presently involved in this activity. For each activity
in which you are participating, please indicate on the scale at the right the extent
to which you fel the activity was due to your involvement in the national workshop.

1, New Activity Intiated for: Vocational If yes, to what extent is your new involve-
Programming for Special Needs Students ment due to participating in the workshop.

YES -NO. Completely Somewhat Not at all

a. Assist in organizing program
advisory or steering committee

b. Course planning/development

c. Degree program planning/
development

d. Exploration of funding sources

a. Proposal writing for funding

f. Planning of inservice workshop

g. Preselitation at inservice
workshop

h. Professional wli.Ling related
to vocational programming for
special needs students

i. Increased reading of profes-
sional literature concerning
vocational picgramming for
special needs students

j. Increased ccmmunication/cooper-
ation with colleagues in other
discip1im2

k, Pertinent teacher education
committee membership (e.g.,
c,:riculum committee)---

Increased communication with
state or federal personnel

m. Research involving vocational
programming for special.needs
students

n. Evaluation of existing teacher
training program

1 ') 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 2 1 2 3

1 1 2 3

1 .2 1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 i
.,_ 2 3

1 2 1 2 3
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o,I,Metbership in professional or-
ganization(s) ccnnerned with
vocational progtamming for

YES NO Completely Somewhat Not at an

special needs students 1 2 1 2 3

(NAVESNP, CEC, etc.)

p. Other

1 2 1 2 3

q. Other

1 2 1 2 3

2. Please briefly desctibe any o;:her impact on your own feelings, attitudes, or

behavior that is a result of your participation in the national workshop.

Positive impact(s):

Negative impact(s):

3. In additioa to the activities mentioned Freviously, please describe any future

activitios in.vhich you may be enRaged as a result of your participation in the

workshop.

4. To what extent have you as an individual participated in team activities since the

workshop? (Please circle one number indicating your response concerning each pair

of adjectives.)
Some Some

Extremly Very Neutral Very Extremely
wnat what

Active 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Passive

Extensive i 2 3 4 5 6 7 Limited

Contr1butin3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Non-contributing

Comment: If you: pu7tinipation was restricted, please indicate the reasons. (There

is no means c:: idcatification, so please be honest).

SPECIFICALLY PEOARDING THE NATIONAL WORKSHOP YOU ATTENDED:

Your ovea:all reacticn to the presentations at the workshop.

E.xtranely Very
Some

Neutral
what .

Some
Very

what
Extremely

Prufiteblcl

^
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unprofitbble

Boring 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Interesting

Purposcful i 2 3 4 5 6 7 Aimless

Effective I 2 3 4 '5 6 7 Ineffective

Comment: (a.! necessary)
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6. Your reaction to the Professional Task Aralysis Activity.

Some
Neutrar

Some
Extremely Very Very Extremely

'what .. what :

Purposeful 1 2 3 4

Ineffective 1 2 3 A

Profitable 1 2 3 4

Comnent:

5 .6 7 . Aimless

5 6 7 Effective

5 6 7 Unprofitable

7. Your reaction to the team meeting sessions.
Some Some

E-..tremely Very
what What

Neutral Very Extremely

Profitable 1 2. 3 -- 4 5 ,.60: 7 Unprofitable

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6. -7 Ineffettiire

Interesting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Boring

Comment:

B. In relecting about the workshop:

1. The general objective of the workshop was to assist each participating team to pre-
pare a feasible "action plan" which could be used at its respective institution to
refocus or expand its personnel preparation programs for educators of special needs
students in vocational programming. To what extent was this objective accomplished
by the workshop program? (Circie one number).

Extremely Vety Somewhat Very Not at all
well well Little

1 2 3 4 5

2. Please briefly indicate the two major personal benefits you gained as a result af
participating in the workshop.

C. In order to improve future inservice education for teacher educators, would you
please indicate your opinions about thP following concerns. For items 1-7, please
think in general terms, not in reference to the national workshop you attended.

REGARDING INSERVICE EDUCATION FOR TEACHFR EDUCATORS IN GENERAL:

1. The writing of mini-proposals as a basis ior selection to participate in inservice
education for teacher educators.

Some Some
Extremely Very Neutral Very Extremely

what what

Purposeful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Aimless

Ineffective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Effective

Valuable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vorthless

Meaningless 1 2 3 4 :5 6 7 .Meaningful

Comment:
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2. The "team approach" to participation in inservice activities.

Extremely Very Some Neutral Some
What What

Very Extremely

Profitable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unprofitable

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ineffective

Nlnthreatening 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Threatening

Valuable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Worthless

Comment:

3. Follow-up activities and follow-up services (e.g. consulting) for ekfective inservice

educr'4.on.
Extremely Very Some Neutral Some Very Extremely

What What

Essenti,1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unessential

Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ineffective

Unprofitable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Profitable

Comment:

4. The use of a pre-Wcrkshop document for orientation to the inservice activities.

Extremely Very Some Neutral Some
What What

Very Extremely

Purposeful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Aimless

Undesirable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Desirable

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ineffective

Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable

Comment:

5. A display of current materials concerning the subject matter disciplines involved.

Extremely Very Some Neutral Some
What What

Very Extremely

Undesirabl J. 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 Desirable

Purposeful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Aimless

Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tneffective

Comment:

6. The use of a team developed plan for Illprovement.

Extremely Very Some Neutral Some
What What

Very Extremely

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tneftective

Essential 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unessential

Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable

Purpcseful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Aimless

Comment:



7. The use of an instrument to help plan workshop activities, (e.g. the evaluation

concerns opinionndire sent out co participantc prior to the woikdhop).

Extremely
Some

Very
what

Some

what
Neutral Very Extremely

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ineffective

Worthless 1 9 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable

Essential 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unessential

Aimless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Purposeful

Comment:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE

' 6 I
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A. Please briefly describe any impact upon your faculty or your institution
which is a lesult of Your submission of a mini-proposal for participation
in che national workshop for teacher educators involved with vocational
education for special needs students. It was held in :armory, 1976 at
the University oi Illinois. Please use back side or additional sheet, if
necessary.

b. Assuminp, the development of the nini-proposal did have some impact upon
your faculty or lrmatution, how do you view the impacts, changes, or
developments, that occurred?

1. Profitable Unprofitable

2. Effective Ineffective

3. Worthlem; Valuable

4. Desirable Undesirable

Comm:.nt:

- -

C. A copy of "Inatten In the Preparation of Pernonnel for the Vocational
Programmine of quecial Needa Student:a: Synopcea of Selected Unterinln"
wn3 font to you.

Old you receive tea document: YH No

Pleane OrlefLy deacr1be 7(ur reactfona to thin document.

What effect, II aoy, it had on you, your ataff, or your propram?
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Mr. J.C. Barrett

Dr. Bruno D'Alonzo

Dr. William Halloran

Dr. Charles Hempstead

Dr. Stephen Lilly

Dr. Ronald Lutz

Dr. Lloyd Phipps

Dr. Herman Saettler

Ms. Frances Saunders

Mr. Elmer Schick

Dr. Stuart Schwaitz

Mn. Muriel Tapman

240

Spe..LA Programs Consultant
1:ii1ision of Adult, Vocational and
Ter*nical Education
111-.ois Office of Education

,Aal Education
''e-theri, Illinois University

:(1.-to-States Brach
v.reau of Education for the Handicapped

E,e.D.A. Coordinator
Illinois Off'F f Education

:11airperso, Special Education
UliversitN Illinois

InAintr4.; Education and Technology
''Ichigan University

(jhalv,)c,T.ln, Vocational-Technical Biucation

of Illinois

of Education for the Handicapped

Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education
U.S.O.E.

Region V
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Special EducatLn
University of Florida

Career Education Branch
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare



Assignment 6

-

:

Icier to iexcuooK fit,,are 7-63. What LS

the ion of the donble-throw
thermostat when the top part of the
tn-lt has reached its preset temperature?

L. Top ,:ontact open, bottom cicped
Top contact closed, bottom en

. 'i'op contact open, bottom open
:

4 . Top contact closed, bottcm

nea: wh:ch the

. nzih:tat

.witth

-..rah:former

cirou!at.,r m3tor
mutnr only

.:rnMat,r motor ani iyirne: motyr

6-.. wa,ih eyele .cf an automatic

w:i:d:er, the agitatpr contrplied by a

tw -ei::,a.: tainnihg Low dpeed

m-tr running on h:gn npeed
clutch
two-sp,hed transmission ie.rating in

neecnii gear

Temperature rf the air that pw.,ses through
the elothen in an el.:c..tric dryer is con-

tro'lel by the

. timer
oafoty thermontat

and Low-limit nermostats
4. leotric heater

The most reliable method of test,:
switches in an electric range i.: a as-

ure their

I. resistance
2. vultage
3. current
4. temperature

C-7. ?I' the following, which causes the
starting relay of a hermetic compressor
to close its contacts on start?

4 3

577

L. High starting current
2. High running current
"3. Out-of-phase, magnetic field
4. Motor speed increase

The electric timer clock of textbook
figure 7-73 is preset to defrost the
refrigerator by energizing the htates
ih the freezer section.



In anda, :lng ',teas 6-.) :,Srusgh 6-i, select

fr3m c b trohbie which is caused by

th tauit in c..Luzia A. :-Cer to textbook

figure 7-71.

A. FaaltL, B. Troubles

0-9. Uefective unit 1. Unit blows

firtihg sj tch fuses

6-10. Faulty running 2. Unit will not

capacitor run

Drvorre ru,;e.

lye
thermostat

3. Fan runs,
compressor
will not
operate

Lea-ning Objective: Indicate principles

and techniques of installing an interior

wiring system.

6-13. All interior wiring systems that CE's

install or maintain must conform to the

specifications issued by NAVFAC.

6-14. The type and size of wiring most frequen-

tly used for interior jobs is

I. solid No. 14 AWG

2. stranded No. 12 AWG

3. stranded No. 14 AWG

L. solid No. 12 AWG

6-12. If ten No. 12 AWG conductors are placed

in the same conduit, their current-carrying

capacity equals

1. 12 amp
2. 14 amp

3. 16 amp
L. 20 amp

6-16. In running a length of 7/8-inch-diameter

Romex cable in a quonset building, it is

necessary to make some 90° bends. What

is the minimum radius of bend for this

cable?

1. 1.3 in.

2. 4.5 in.

3. 6.0 in.

4. 7.5 in.
44

578

A wirih,- i.lan calls for in. Iling a

cable by direct turiul in - ocation where

the cable w : 1 4 be expused h , vet ahd

dry codditiono and temperatures in excess

or 100°F. Tht- rutber insulation used

should be that cpccified by the NEC as

type

' . R

2. RHW

3. RH
4. RU

In i!.ems 6-18 through 6-20, select from column

R the location in which the type of wire insula-

tion in column A is used.

A. Types of Insulation B. Locations

6-18. TA 1. Switchboard

6-19. TW 2. Underground
installation

6-20. Asbestos
S. TI.ansformer

lead in dry

area

4. Dry: above
200°F, 220-
volt system

6-21. A conduit threading die is used to

11

length
inches

6-22.

1. thread only conduit over 1 incn in

diameter

2. make a tapered thread on conduit

3. thread and cut conduit in one opera-
tion

To answer items 6-22 and -._ assume

you are making a 90-degre -)1 in a

of 1/2-inch conduit at a
from one end.

of 36

To make the first bend 3: about 25 derees,

you place the conduit hickey so that its

back edge is how far from the end of the

conduit?

1. 28 in.

2. 30 in.

3. 32 in.
4. 34 in.
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_

u, 1

:.1 h-ft 1 Hai.- the hacI-. %. I csumect the motor of a

f a ".1 100 tO 0 t. a sc,ar..e

e1cc' . whi 11 typ,

t. hor

rL,:'.1.

P. ....ex

f 1:ui i-t
LAX

have
What, if nhyLhlrq. :h .n,L2 he .1., %L. 'cr.:- L tem: tilrigh 6-34, oelect from coinrin B

he w:e for Lhe outlet ln)x in column A.

Increuts.2 th. 621i!:.;

i,C. %flo

1.:ist.oner rc-fl t,o .;t!,:ur,f

ff. t.

Ife conduit c.'ction

numher nne,2te,.: in t.he

tb-

it ion ,t
The tylo2 f cernector t-t c.-2nebally

-r I nkif4.- wa'.erproDf

::,ndult length to ien,-,th is the

L. Lhreal.Ji

Indent,:r

:le

A. Tvneo of (Jut-Let '3o:ter B. beet;

(.;-!m box 2. Ceilini;

cutlet

'rtnly box
I. F.xposed

6-32. Octagon box wiring

6-31. 4 -li /i6 inch square box 3. Switches

4- inch square box 4. 'Range

reoepta.!les

In items 4-35 throuRh 6-37, select from column
the di'dtance from the floor that is required

in thE installation of tne type -.Df receptacle

in column A.

A. TYPes of
Recentacles

Wall fan

CLmpare th threalleL;c methoLi of 6-36. Toggle switch

ccn,luit, the r.f,!the(i of

2 UnLng PVC cohuit ic onierLor beccuse 6-37. Abovecounter

he fin::hel :int:; are

I. waturcui-y:f LLnl ..raprl_uoof

cYrrosion teSiCttot

. i;s: the mir:mum rL.s that yoh

a LengLh 1/:.'-Inch P7C

45

B. Distances
Above Floor

1. 46 in.

2. 48 in.

3. 78 in.

4. 84 in.

6-3b. A 230-volt air conditioner should be
served by a receptacle provided with one
ground contact and

579

1. three horizontal slots
2. two horizontal slots
3. three slanted slots
4. two slanted slots
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so RCE

t!1,.

,s;e . . re; :-e.; -1 I.:

. A' a:-.1

:nu-cul

2

. wi I r, ,

diretly

. Two tra-.'eler..3

Li. The ght C

6-42. ":he mo::%

of R otar.:-n .ch.t-:

3.

. within of

Fx Tr:pt, :;1. t,c:Ial 1.2 apl.rovr,d LOOT

n.:nmum wire that may tw

14. NJ.

2. No. ID

:3. No. 1:

. Nc. 1:14

5 8 0

e.;
Hiin

with a

1.

at !he

hr dii uroorrdr the 21,
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2. a:. either ?_oad A -r at i.-a; ?
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ne:,r tho entr, tch

bei;:g lis from top

lot.'om., how sho,u.i.1 tLe circuits on the

par:elhorrrI he listed for clear identifica-

ticn?

1. Even numb/..rs on the left

2. Odd numbers on the left

3. Odd numbers on the right
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:tics t.e the :-ire te. is

wire itiph.lo.t.lon

rt :I vi 72:1

!" of a fish
.

g plat, -Pp.:res.; that. exposed

oah.e run L e-1P, a...illy to the fioor

:oiots ni)i-:e a Laoem-ht rindr. The cable
ne

L..

-nrougii ii,1 noies la tip.- flo,or joistd;

r on a running boarl
across the edger. sf the j, 15t: nnl

pecured with straps
!iirougin rigid steel csindt stt-F.pi.ed
to 6he

nrough ty;t, I plastic nenluit strapped

6-5`. The purpose of the overpnrrent device in
a mot r branch cireui6 is to protect the
motor, wires, and controls.

6-56. A fuse or circuit breaker is an adequate
means of disconnecting a staticnary motor
prcvided its horsepower rating is

hp :Jr-

5/8 hp

3. .s/4 to I hp
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What ypo ,f rn ne, r any , :toy pu I ied

roui.a: a

11071 .. ,'':' t.,%, ,,-%21Ct,c,r.; itri
L.irts, 7,:- b he.11

r.,11 , mennr Phu:tit you

:0ett

i,liten se ides

3. An alpohol torch
4. An ..:.yace',.,yien,i!

/he timelag n.lne protects against a short
nircuit t,,tter than an ord'aa"y tlug

ru:e

3f the rollowing nosditions will
cadse a cartridge. ruse to overheat

at less than its rated current:

1- .2v"clY tiglit clip clamp
Foor clip contact.

'. Old fupe link

cnn caoce a burr on the ferrule or
terminal of a cartridge type fuse by

1. inserting the fuse on a live circuit

2. brightening the fuse with emery cloth
3. tightening the spring clip

(-r2. Which of the following conditions causes
a fuse link fo blow at a point between
the reduced portion and tlie enb of the
link?

1. Short circuit
2. Foor contact
3. Light overload

6-63. When part of a circuit is out and the
fuses have NO'l: blown, which of the fol-

lowing conditions exist?
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1. Grounded circuit
0. Shtt-ted circuit

3. O[ h circuit
4. Overloaded circuit
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/-...111 6-67, s,:lect. hum;

B t ypt:
r. a. ) A.

6-11
A. Desiwn B. Tyres of

GY-,'iruft.t'r i

1-2 of special glass 1. Clear

whose resistance to
thermal shook is high 2. quar'll.l: iodine

lamps

lt,ms f)-no thi...uh (-71.

in your textboa in

i h 1 nr, icui t t-c.; tu.ITr1

11'

. Big-n

vibration

.
w;'oSf al.inf!,

d" t he above

A riuorf.scent hinu: 1:-; slow to light after

the switch is turned on. If the line
voltage is proi.er, what should you do to

c..r.r.:ct the condition?

Thrn the luminaire on and off several

times

;2. Beplace the starter
Bemove the lamp and scrape the ends
ileat the lamp firmly

Which of the folUwing is the best indi-
cation that a fluoresce:it lamp is nearing
the end or its useful life and will soon

burn out?

.1. Slew starLinF1

2. Incroased noise rr a the ballast

6-66. last twice as Long as 4. en and off

regular general ser- 3. Hand-glass

vice incandescent lamps 6-7'2. A smallr percentage of light is reclaimed

lamps
by washin-7 light reflecting surfaces than

B. Long-life by dry wiping them.

Installed whert 1amp
replacement dos:.s are

high

learning Objective: Recogni'de operating

principles of fluorescent and incandescent
lighting systems and techniques of main-
taining them.

6-68. Why is a ballast required in a fluores-
cent lamp?

1. To limit current and supply proper
voltage

2. To limit voltage and supply proper

current
3. To act as a capacitor to improve power

factor
4. To act as a reactor to improve power:

factor

uS

6-7. A burned out fluorescent lamp in a live
cirLuilt may cause damage to the

1. line switch
2. ballast
3. electrodes
4. lamp holder



Assignment 7

Acceptable values of an active advanced
base's (a) annual load factor and (b)
power factor would beIn,:lcate character-

t r.: ant generator acces-
.rating eiec- 1. (a) 40%; (h) 95%

(a) 45%; (b) 905

). (a) 55%; (b) 60%
4. :-t) 60%; (b) 75%

::ef,r textbook tahic 9-1. Which of the

ga.;.-line-Ariven, alternating-

,urrent :1rars allows for a 120-v,:it,
hase, 2-wire panel connection?

5 kw
30 kw
45 kw

Tne initial c-.:t of a gasoline engine
generat,or is ls,wer tlian that of a diesel

engine generator, but the maintenance
costs are higher.

7-3. Whicn of the following generating require-
ments for communicaticns and lighting can
be met wit': the I.5-kw gasoline-driven
Renerator?

120 volts, single-phase, ..)0 hertz

2. 120/2:03 v Ls, 3-phase, 50 to 60 hertz

3. 120/240 volts, 3-phase, 50 to 60 '.,.ertz
14. 120 volts, 3-phase, 60 hertz

7-4. Which of tLe following are important fac-
tors in the selection of Rdvanced base
;,enerating equipment?

I. Voltage, phase, and frequency of
power output

2. Load deviation and availability of
fuel

3. Life of the installation and availa-
bility of skilled personnel

4. Ali of the above

7-6. The control panel for a central power
plant consisting of two main generators
is referred to as

1. a switchyard
. switehgear

3. a switchboard
4. a control board

7-7. The governor on an engine-driven alternator
is used to maintain constant

1. output voltage by automatically
adjusting e.igine speed

2. output voltage by automatically
adjusting resistance

3. output frequen2y oy automatically
adjusting resistance

4. output frequency under different
load conditions

7-8. Before shutting down the prime mover of a
power generating system, what action must
you take to prevent dangerously high vol-
tage from building up when the field cir-
cuit is suddenly opened?

149
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1. Adjust the field rheostat so that re-
sistance will be decreased

2. Push the starter switch to the OPEN
position

3. Throw the field switch to the OFF
position

4. Connect the exciter field so that no
shunting will occur across the exciter
field coils



7-9. Th., i
comp.:nent. in the circuit of text, -

r.4-9 control:: the rie1,1

1.7,etw1at.or1

ia th,.) exciter rec1i

the :
. .1i I

3.
1,-;!

14. .
on ,locs th, sili-

regulattr Cier al luw

17,11_1 Irr0111 10 .!'(':).11'L the field':

7-11. To c:btain coatings of 1.11c c31tage a:t1

current output 'tf a

you shoudd use the

1. voltagc-regulatr
. vol t age- regui at,

3. field rheostat,
U. meter switch

7-11. The pewer generated at tne central po,,:er
station it distributed frem load roint
terminals culled

I.

I,
.

switchgear
output cables
lead termina1s
bus bars

7-1:. Which of the f_,11,)wing switchboard
meats eliminates the need for numerous
readings to determine ower output?

1. Voltmeter
2. Ammeter

3. Wattmeter
4. Watt-hour meter

Learning Objective: Describe oper.iting

principles of statically r,tgulated con-
trolled rectifier (SRCR) generators.

7-13. Refer to figure 9-8 of your textbook and
give the direction of current flow from

the two power rectifiers.

1. To otatcr, then revolving field, then

heat sink
1:2. To heat sink, then retro:lying field,

then stator

3. To stator, thr, 1eat sink, then
revolving field

4. To heat sink, then stator, then
revolving field

50
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1 Fu 1 1 oad

3. dal f load

component of an SRCH generat3r can

ho damaged iuring operation if metal

eontw't is made between the generator
frame and heat sink?

J. Stat7:1.

3. Field rectifier

3. Contrellel rectifier
4. Rlocking diode

:
following components in the

v. contrt)1 crcuit of textbook

f: 9-12 pr'otects the controlled

re cc in the event the rectifier

I. Blocking diode
2. Buildup relay

3. Buildup resistor
4. Regulator assembly

The regulator assembly of textbook figure
9-13 ,:ontains a circuit whose function

is to

1. turn the SCR off

2. trigger the SCR

3. con-trol the voltage added to the

regulator
4. reduce voltage pulses across the SCR



i-1,) 7-1: select from column

virt. t' '.,-1!)LK,, lvi rca; ing circuit

earries th-

A. Functions

holds the generator
tage constant or

engine speed droops

:fakes the regu7ator
circuit independent
Jr generator frequency

2-.21. Smooths out the vol-
tage sent from the
vultage senr,ing cir-
cuit to the trigger-
ing circuit

Eliminates radio
L;tatic produced by
the generator

choke

fencing
cetictor

3. Noise
Suppres.iion

Regulator

(-23 The primary winding of instrument trans-
former A is wound around a line carrying
200 amperes. The primary winding of
instrument transformer B is wound around
a line carrying 100 amperes. If instru-
ment transformer A has a seco..dary
winding with a current rating of 5 amperes,
instrument transformer B will probably
have a secondary winding with a current
rating of

1.

2.

3.

4.

2

5

10
25

1/2 amp

amp
amp
am;

7-24. A ti-anrIformr's low siae is usually
wound fo. 110 volts. What determines
the ratio of turns on one side to turns
on the other side?

1. Rating of the low-voltage side
2. Rating of the high-voltage side
3. Difference in the ratings of the

low-voltage and high-voltage sides
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must be operating at nearly the same
speed, with the incoming one running slightly
faster, since it will slow a bit as it takes

the load. At the instant the new generator
is switched on the line, it should be exactly
in phase with the other.

Before alternators are paralleled, they

7-25. The pointer of a synchroscope, textbook
figure 9-14, must be in what position
when an alternator is placed or the line
parallel to another alternator?

1. Rotating slowly in the slow direction
and at 12 o'clock

2. Rotating slowly in the fast direction
and at 12 o'clock

3. Rotating fast in the fast direction
and at 6 o'clock

4. Stationary at 6 o'clock

7-26. The work performed in an a-c generator
by its slip rings, and commutator is done
essentially by the action of

1. a bridge rectifier
2. a rheostat
3. the exciter field stator
4 the generator armature stator

Learning Objective inli.hlte fundamentals

in the selection ard ini,tallation of
generating equipment.

7-27. A generator supplying power for an
advanced base should be located near the

1. barracks site
2. edge of the base
3. points of small demands
4. points of large demanas

7-28. If you have to supply 4,200 watts of
power to a 120-volt, single-phase load,
excluding motors, what size and type of
generator will you need?
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1. 3-kw, 2-wire
2. 3-kw, 3-wire
3. 5-kw, 2-wire
4. 5-kw, 4-wire



7-29. 0.4 should yu ,.'c,mpute the demand factor

or a system': A.sume that . uld pertinent
values are given for, or obtained during,
the system's period c,f greatest demand.

1. Multiply the system's trde power by
the current flowing thrcrigh the load
and divide by the voltage impressed
on the load

2. Measure the actual power used and
Uy the power requirerents of

all the s:stem's equipment
3. Add the rated capacities of all elec-

trical appliances, lights, heaters,
motors, etc for each feeder; divide
the smallest num obtained by the
largest sum obtained

,. Met-sure the actual current through
the load on each feeder; divide the
smallest current value by the largest

current value

7-30. The total connected load for your repair
shop is 60 kw while the maximum demand is
40 kw. What is the demand factor?

1. 265

2. 50%

3. 665
4. T55

7-31. How do you determine the power factor of
an elecrical load?

1. Measure the actual current through
the load on each feeder; divide the
smallest current value by the largest
current value

2. Measure the actual power used and
divide by the power requirements of
all the system's equipment

3. Add the rated capacities of all elec-
trical appliances, lights, heaters,
motors, etc for each feeder; divide
the smallest sum obtained by the
largest sum obtained

4. Divide the load's wattmeter reading
by the product of the load's voltage

and current flow

7-32. What is the true power of a 120-volt
single-phase motor that is drawing 15
amperes and has a rated power factor of

80 percent?

1. 1272 watts
2. 1440 watts

3. 2491 watts
4. 3114. watts
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7-33. Suppose two generat.,rs, A and B, are
producing the samt amount of power.
0enerator A operates with 50 percent
power faetor, generator B with a 100

percent power factor. Compare the amounts

or eurrent they require.

1. A requires twiee as much as B

2. A requires four times as much as B

3. A requires one-half as tush as B

4. A requires the same amount as B

7_324. When wired to an electrical system,
which of the following devices do NOT
affect the reactive power of the L'ystem?

1. Drive motors
2. Electric motcrs

3. Constant-current regulators
0. Welders

7-35. Assume you have the responsibility of
providing shelter for advanced base
generators. Before the Builders can
construct a shelter, you must furnish
them all the following information,
EXCEPT the

1. number of generators to be sheltered
2. size of the generators

3. electrical power load
4. arrangement of the exhaust system

7-36. Excess engine heat produced by a large
generator set operating in a building

can be removed by

1. providing suitable exits for exhaust
gases

2. opening all doors and hatches on the
generating set

3. placing the grnerator set on mounting

shocks
4. providing large louvered openings in

the building walls at the front and
back of the generator set

7-37. What is the best way of gettirg rii
carbon monoxide gas produced 1.;

driven geserator?

1. Extend the engine's exhaust pipe to
the outside of the building

2. Cool the gas in a cold water bath
prior to exhaust

3. Make certain that there are open
fresh air ducts in the roof of the

generator building
4. Open all the doors and hatches on the

generator set before starting it



7-38. Which of the following parts of an eLec-
tricai pow.?r distribution system do NOT
need to h, gr,einded?

1. Transformer tanks

2. Generator bases

.1. Distribution buse
4. Neutral wires

7-39. Refer to the representativE_ groundin:.7
plan for an advanced base plant in text-

book figure 9-21. What type of grounding
cable is used at points R and A?

1. Mild plow steel

2. Insulated copper

3. No. 6 tare copper
4, 1/0 bare :fronded cable

7-40. Assume you are connecting a branch ground
cable to the main ground cable, using
ground clamps. What must you do to the
cable before tighteni.ng the ground clamps?

1. Take ground meter readings
2. jumper all connections
3. Thoroughly clean the metal
4. Mesh the metal 1..ith saltwater

7-41. Which of the following advantages does
the thermit type of welding process
provide ''or connecting branch cables to

main cables?

I. It is less costly than other welding
methods

2. It uses lower temperatures than
brazing or soldering

3. The weld is usually completed within
10 seconds with no damage to conductor
insulation

4. Each of the above

When answering items 7-42 through 7-44;
refer to textbook table 9-2.

7-42. When it is necessary to obtain a 127/220,
3-phase, 4-wire voltage from a 3-phase
generator you should connect tn, 'ine

leads to

1. T2 and T9; T8; T3 and connect
T6

2. T3, T8 and connect T2 and T9
to T6

3. T2, Tl, T3 and connect T4 to
to T9 and T5 to T8

4. T1 and T7, T3 and T9, T2 and
connect T4, T5, T6 and TO

T5 to

and T5

T7, T6

T8 and
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7-43. Which of the following coil lead combina-
tions do you use to obtain 220-volt,
single-phase power from a 3-phase, dual-

voltage generator':

I. T1 and T2; T3 and T8

2. T2 and T8; T3 and T9

3. TI and T4; T7 and TO
4. T3 and TO; T8 and T9

7-44. Which coil leads should be properly
insulated when NOT used for single-phase

service?

1. TO, Tl, T4, and T2

2. TO, T1, T4, and T7
3. T7, T4, T1, and T3
4. Tl, T4, T7, and T2

7-45. Which of the following is a consequence
or result of generator leads to meet
certain load conditions?

1. Change in the size of fuse needed to
protect the generator

2. False reading of the switchboard

ammeter
3. Change in the generator voltage output

and rated current
4. Each of the above

7-46. Assume that the output voltage of a gener-
ator not equipped with a changeover block
is to be reconnected from 220-volt to
440-volt operation. The meter shows a
full-scale deflection at the full load
current of 76 amp. If you reconnect
to 220 volts without changing the current
transformer connections from mid-tap to
full position, a full load current will
produce a meter deflecti.on of

1. 1/4 scale
2. 1/2 scale

3. 3/4 scale
4. full-scale

7-47. Tap connections on the voltage regulator
must be changed in order to keep constant
the ratio of primary voltage to secondary
voltage.

7-48. A changeover block on an advanced base
generator is used as a means of
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1. disconnecting the generator leads
from the potential transformers
disconnecting the generator leads
from the current transformers

3. rearranging the connections of load
cables to change phase rotation

4. rearranging internal windings of the
alternator by coil lead reconnections



7-49. A bus bar may be used as the central
point tor colieoting the paralleled out-
puts A' .0. more generators of a port-

able generating station.

7-50. Assume you must change a feeder line
running te Company A shop area. Which of
the following steps must be taken before
any work is to be done on the line and
generator?

1. Shut off the generator prime mover
2. Close the switch leading to feeder

line
3. Lock the internal circuit breaker in

OFF position
4. Both 2 and 3 above

7-51. Which of the following factors is important
in the installation of a bus bar system?

1. Determining the size of wire that will
carry the load current

2. Using circuit oreakers or fuse knife
switches to control the output of each
feeder line

3. Supplying generators properly
4. Each of the above

7-52. Placing capacitors as close to the induc-
tive load as possible provides

1. maximum power factor correction from
the capacitor back to the source of
power

2. minimum power factor correction from
the capacitor back to the source of
power

3. protection in the event of an open
circuit

4. power factor improvement in series
circuits

Learning Objective: Indicate techniques
of inspect4ng ana servicing a generator
set.

7-53. What step in the process of placing a
generator in operation follows your visual
inspection of the generator?

1. Servicing the generator
2. Servicing the prime mover
3. Setting up the generator
4. Setting up the generator shelters
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7-94. Assume that you must prepare your own
electrolyte for battery used to start

your advanced bas, electric power gener-
ator. You are using an acid of 1.835

Hhc gravity and desire a specific
-f 1.290. What -oro ortions of

d.d acid do you use?

-2arts water; 4 pa-i,s acid

parts water; 3 pars acid
9 parts water; 2 parts acid
2 parts water; 1 part acid

7-55. You check the temperatur,- of the elec-
trolyte being added to a storage battery
and find that it is within the proper
range. Which of the following is a
possible temperature of the electrolyte?

1.

2.

3.

4.

40°F
55°F
75°F

100°F

7-56. What is the minimum amount of time that
you should let a battery freshly filled
with electrolyte stand before you put it
in service?

1.

2.

3.

h.

5 min

20 min
1 hr
24 hr

7-57. As a generet1 rule for charging batteries,
the rate of charge is low. The duration
of charge, houevier, is measured from the
time it takes battery voltage and spec4fic
gravity (corrected to 80°F) to become
constant. Give the approximate charging
rate siEd the measured time of charge.

1. One ampere, one hour
2. Three amperes, three hours

3. Five amperes, five hours
4. Seven amperes, seven hours

7-58. You can shorten the warmup period fcr
the 600-kw generator by
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'. opening and latching the fan cover
2. covering the main diesel engtne

exhaust stacks
3. closing the bypass shutters or doors
4. closing the roof hatches and side

louvers
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Assignment 8

Cer.tral uver7,t1 P-wer

NAT:11/1'itA

heNrilinc, ircli-ate principles

w,itcn at ,1 c,ta',Hn an,1

prucLicc:;.

. /W ITI!ifty W1tt 11:''' IV' III I a'1 l'or fq7r'17

1," T. I H it'. Navy ,.erit.r;t1 power

Fi-h. How often nhould the load contactor faces

be cleaned?

L. Dully
P. Weekly

Every 3 months
4 Yearly

All but one of the following are operator
maintenance practices to be performed
every three mo,ths of generator operation.
The ,xception 1;

Thr--
I. inspecting the pole shader

. renewing the oil filter clement

). cleaning load contactor faces
H. greasing the fuel transfer pump

-r -pihv :itation

, I ne when a part. I c-:.11 Lar

Hee, f)f eriipreht floo' 1,1'V,!nt..17,. InTl

8-R. inspections of generator plant switchgear
luipment should be made at least once

711111"a. Ovary

r,,r onl.c1,-; it f',.ria

y performance

'he r,eherat,,7:7, hqt the p!rrormance
I ; 411.11,, I I Hi!, 111o1 I flti I ,/1.I. I III! '11"/ I Oor,

iUi

1. week
P. month

3. 6 months
4. year

Which or the following steps is normally

All .,r the CHIowing /ire Aaily maintenance included in a yearly cheek of switchgear

riw, components?

1. ehe,.king che Lqrdt r

oheckinii, th, level ,c the ehhlant

drliniiipf, water the fuel tank

greir;inp, the ri0.1 1.1.(mnr-r pumP

When HiangIng oil in tne erwine errink-w;(.

Jon ak;o ''hung, the

J. hattery ele-tr.dyte

I qn

h. olI In the 'di linth nil. cleaner

1,7

9

Checking for burned out indicating
lamps

P. Testing the operation of the switch-
gear position-changing mechanisms

3. Wiping all dust from the bus barn and
Insulating material

H. Each or the above



8-10. When the main contactor -.witch opens and
shuts down the engine, and the oil prcs-
sure indi..ator bulb light up, ther-
ator's engine oil pri . ssure has fallen

below 10 psi.

8-11. Personnel engaged in workitg on an ener-

gi: circuit must be from

ground and have adequate lighting.

Learning Objective: Identify fundamentals
of troubleshooting Snit control led regu-

lators.

Which of the following will cause a power
rectifier to fail?

Excessive current
Excessive voltage
Lael., of silicon lubricant

4. Each of the above

8-13. Yhe resistance or a power rectifier is
treater when the direct:oh ,,r cu:.-ent
flow iu from plus LO minus than wh n the
direction is minus to plus.

8-14. When does a silicon controlled rectifier
allow direct current to flow:

I. Only when a large posittt.e voltag
is applied to its gate termine,

2. Only when a small positive 701' tge
is applied to its gate terminal

3. Only when a small negative voltage
is applied to its gate terminal
Only when a large negative voltage
is applied to its gate terminal

8-15. Refer to textbook figure 9-40. At which

terminals or a silicon controlled rectifier
should you receive an ohmmeter reading of
10 to 250 ohms?

I. Anode and Cathode
2. Cathode and Gate

Cathode and Pigtail
h. Anode and Gate

8-16. Which type or rectifiers in generating
station equipment allows all the alternat-
ing current to flow?

I. Single dlode
l'ower :JCR

3.. Full-wave

You are Liaatbleshooting a full-wave
rectifier en1 have- the ohmmeter hooked
up to the No. 3 plus terminal and No.
.minus terminal of the rectifier. What

kind of ohmmeter reading indicates a
faulty rectifier?

High
2. Low

3. None

8-10. In troubleshooting the component parts of
the SRCR controlled regulator, for which
of the following do you check the satura-
ble reactor?

1. Resistance
2. Continuity and grounds

3. Excessive voltage
4. Excessive current

8-19. When placed in a circu-i;, what compunent
of the SRCR controlled regulator is used
to smooth out rough direct current?

1. Saturable reactor
2. Power rectifier

3. Choke
4. Any of tnc above

Identify fundamentals of designing an
overhead polor distribution system.

8-20. Which of the fol,owing are basic factors
to consider in designing a powerline?

1. Transformer sizes, class of poles,
and route

2. Folo heii,Jits and the number of men

he 'it'd to pike poles

3. Transformer sizes, load requirements,
and number of crossarms needed
Pole heights and direction that poles
face on long runs

8-21..' The 1-to-10 classification of wooden poles
indicates the capability of a pole to re-
sist an applied load at what point or
points on the pole?
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1. Midpoint between top and bottom of

the pole
2 feet from the top of the pole
'6 feet from the bottom of the pole
ID, 15 and 20 feet from the top of
the pole

2.

4.



8-22. Which of the following types of insulators
is designed for use with a 36,000- volt
distributin system?

1. One-piece porcelain pin
2. Two-piece porcelain pin
3. Suspensi,d1
4. Each of 1 .. above

8-23. A primary voltage distribution feeder
can be made to have a no-voltage condi-
tion and can be held in that condition
while repairs ure 1;eing made on the
secondary line, if the feeders are equip-
ped with

1. u secondary protective device
2. an oil circuit breaker
3. lightning arresters
4. disconnect switche::

8-24. Which or the follow., i-dit r"ange-

ments is provided by 1.g. trinE

1. Short circuit for I. vrAtdges and

open circuit for li v-Itages

2. Short circuit for line voltages and
open circuit for high voltages

3. Short circuit for direct current and
open circuit for alternating current

4. Short circuit for alternating current
and open circuit for direct ir.-ent

Learning Objective: Describe procedures
and equipment for raising and guying poles.

8-25. The minimum distance between gains fOr,
erossurms where the voltage of the cir-
cuit will. NOT exceed 3,700 volts must be
at LEAST

1. 12 in.

2. 18 in.

3. 2s in.

4. 48 in.

59

8-26. Why should a pole hole be 6 inches larger
on all sides than the pole, and why must
the hole be larger at the bottom than at

the top?

1. To alley for wood expansion due to
water absorption and to prevent undue
strain on the pole

2. To allow for tamping and for shifting
the pole to an upright position

3. To allow cement to be added and to
permit forming a cement cave

4. To provide water drainage and to
allow shifting the pole after it has

been placed

8-27. As each new position is reached in the
process of raising a pole, the .weight of
the pole is temporarily supported by a

1. butt head
2. jenny

3. cant hook
4. crossarm

8-28. How is the term "facing the gains" related
to the job of setting power poles?

1. On straight line runs the poles must
be turned in their holes so the gains
face each other in every other span

2. On curved runs the poles must be
turned in their holes BO the gains
face each other in every other span

3. On straight line runs the poles must
be turned in their holes so that the
gains all face in one direction

4. On curved runs the poles are set in
any position as long as the gains
make the crossarm lie at right angles
to the wire run

8-29. In helping to set powerline poles, a
piker should not brace his pike pole on
his stomach.

593



A

Figure OA

8-30. Which parts of figure 8A illustrate, an
application of a line guy, a head guy,
an arm guy, and a stub guy, in that order?

I. A, C, B, D

P, B, D, A, C

3. C, D, A, B
4. D, C, A, B

8-31. Guying a polo in done in order to

1. maintain proper leveling or cronsarms
P. keep the pole in podition and help

strengthen it

3. properly sag the Individual wire spans

4. keep a pole-mounted transformor from
pulling a pole eut of alinement

8-32. The purposo of the porcvlaiN strain Insu-
lators that are Inserted In a guy in to

L. protect the guy from excesnive ntrnin

P. break up the guy into short lengthn
of electrically Insulated segments

3. make the guy oasier to install
4. allow for expansion and contraction

of the guy with temperature yhanges

60

8-33. Which type of guy anchor is recommended

for use in sand?

I. Never creep
P. Expending
3. Log

Screw

Learning Objective: Identify fundamentals

of inspecting and maintaining climbing

equipment.

8-34, Upon discovering enlarged tongue holes
4 on your safety belt, you should replace

the safety belt.

8-35. The first step in the periodic servicing
of the leather in your climbing equipment
is to

1. rub down with a soft cloth

2. apply "neat's-foot oil"

3. apply saddle noap
4. clean with a damp sponge and mild

soap

8-36. The maximum allowable difference
length of a pair of climbers is

t. 1/16 inch
P. 1/8 Inch

3. 1/4 inch

. 3/8 1 nch

in gaff

8-31. The proper length of the gaff on lineman's
climbers is at LEAST

L. I. 1/4 inch on the inner face

P. 1 1/2 Inch on the outer face

3. 1. t/P inch on the inner rap,.
4. 2 1/4 inch on the outer face

8-38. How should the garrn be sharpened?

I. With n 1.11(7, hut not to a needlopoint

P. With n file, to a needlepoint
With an omry wheel, but not to a
needlepoint

4. With an emory wheel, to a needlepoint

Learning Objective: Heeognize techniques
or practicen id pole climbing and pole-
top resuscitation.
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8-39. While climbing a pole with the aid of
climbers, why mu:t you grasp yaeh side of
tne pole with four hand.:?

L.

2.

Tc support a part of you, weight
To provide proper balance
To aid in sinkihg the gaffs into the
pole
To maintain a stiff-ievtged position

8-40. You have climbed a pole to the desired
height and have positioued yuur feet so
that the left foot is slightly above the
right and slightly bent. You are 'low

ready to secure the safety belt. What is

your first move?

i. Unsnapping one end of the safety strap
2. Wrapping your right arm around the polo

I. Crooking your left arm around the pole
4. Grasping one end of the safety strap

with your left hand

After you have heard the snapping sound
indicating that the safety strap is se-
cured to the D-ring, what should you do

tlext?

Release your left arm from the pole
Chetk you, tool belt fur the tools
you will need
hook at the snap to make sure it is
secured to the ring
Test the strap with your weight

6-42. A striker whu is about to climb a newly
set pole cheeks his body belt and safety
strap; slips a line wrench and a line ham-
mer into the tool loops on his body belt,
and begins to climb. What other steps
sl,:uld the striker have taken before
climbing the pole?

He should have tested the pult, and he
should have checked his climbers
lie should have taken a handline up to
pull up his line wrench and hammer,
and he should have tested the pole with
a pike pole
He should nave eheeked his climbers,
and he shoutd have earried his tools
In his hand
He should have placed all Lis tools in
IL crinvoth bag hooked to his body beit,
and he should have checked his climbers

8-43. When working on a crossarm near the top
of a pole, you should place the safety
strap around the

J. pole, just under the crossarm

2. pole, just above the crossarm

3. pole, just under the crossarm on ore

side and over it on the other siie

4. crossarm brace

8-44. When giving pole-top resuscitation to an
electric shock victim, you should provide
extra support to the victim's body by

1. bringing your safety strap up between
his legs

2. attaching his safety strap to your

D-rings
3. attaching your safety strap to his

D-rings
h. placing your safety strap around both

the victim and the pole

8-45. Unlike the artificial respiration admin-
istered to.a victim in the prune position,
the pole-top resuscitation method uses

I. a cycle frequency of approximately 12
times per minute

2. continued repetition of cycles until
the victim regains consciousness or
is pronounced dead

3. repeated pressure against thc abdomen
steady rhythm of repeated movements

8-46. What treatment should you give to an
electric shock victim as soon as he re-

gains consciousness?

I. Wrap him in a blanket and keep him
lying quietly

2. Get him to swallow some whiskey or
some hot coffee

3. Force him to stand up and move around
Place him in a sitting position until
help arrlveu
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Learning Objective: Point out practices

in raising and mounting crossarms and
stringing and tying in conductor:.

8-47. AS:jw/lf.2 that you have mounted a crossarm

on a pole. After you set the pole, what
steps complete the crossarm installation?

1. Leveling the crossamn and fastening
the crossarm braces to the pole only

2. Leveling the crossarm and tightening
the through-bolG only

3. Tightening the through-bolt and fas-
tening the crossarm braces to the pole
only

4. Leveling the crossarm, fastening the
braces to the pole, and tightening
the through-bolt

8-48. Normally the conductors are taken from
a reel which is

L. mounted on a freely revolving axle
2. held solidly in place

3. rolled over the ground
4. placed on its side and free to turn

8-49. When a crew is stringing several spans
at once, how are the wires initially
sagged?

L. Less on one end nearest the cable
reel and more on the other end

2. Less on the end farthest from the
cable reel and more on the cable .

reel end
3. To the correct sag in a span on either

end of the group of spans
To the correct sag at the center span14.

8-50. At 30°F, the desired sag for a 200-foot
span of AWN No. 2 wire is 20 inches. In

comparison, the desired sag for this span
of wire at 60°F iS

1.

2.

3.

10 inches or lpsn
between 10 and 15 inches
more than 20 inches but lenn than 40
inches
the name, 20 Inches

8-51. When should tie wires be placed on the
conductors' insulators once the conductors
are strung and sagged?

1. As soon as possible after stsinging
2. After exactly 2 hours
3. After 1/2 hour to 4 hours depending

upong the length of the run
4. After 24 hours regardless of size of

wire or length of run
62
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8-52. Concerning the use of tie wire in tying
in conductors, which of the following
statements is true?

I. Do not wrap tie wire too tigh::ly

around primary conductors or
insulators

2. Always use number 2 tie wire
3. Previously used tie wires that are

long enough may be reused
4. Always use annealed tie wire

8-53. What should be the minimum clearance
through air between a metal insulator
pin and a crossarm brace?

1. 1/2 in.

2. 1 1/2 in.

3. 3 in.
4 5 in.

8-514. Lag screws may be driven into place when
the entire length of the screw is used.

Learning Objective: Indicate types of
radio interfernece produced by powerlines.

In items 8-55 through 8-57, select from column
B the type of interference that results from
the cause in column A.

A. Causes B. Types of
Interference

8-55. Nonlinear rectifica- 1. Corona

tion in a corroded
connection 2. Cross modu-

lation

8-56. Localized excessive
voltage stress 3. Spark dis-

charge

8-57. Ionization of the air
when the voltage
gradient exceeds a
critical value

4. Eddy currents

Learning Objective: Identify operating
principles and installation practices for
distribution transformers.



8-58. A dry-type transf.trmer is cooled by trans-
fer of heat from the transformer to air
.airrouuoing

'0-5). In an oil-filled distribution trannformer
with a corrugated metal case, the corru-
gatIons ihcrea.ie the ability of the unit
to ti..siliate 1,eat to the air. Tne oil
.erves to

1. reduce eddy currents
2. lubricate the moving parts
;. earry the heat from the coilo to the

surface of the case
Li. provide a better path for electromag-

netic flux than air providep

P-Co. 'Which method of nnuuzit lug 4 :mall trane-
former should you use ir the ta.test in
mc,unting gear is at hand?

1. A single cranes. method
i:. A double crossarm installation

A two-pole mounting platform
h. r)ne pale ui;lug through-bolt bracket

When answering items 8-61 and 8-62, assume
.trial. a secondary is wired as iilustrated

in figure 8B and the accidental connection, as
shown, was due to a live primary line falling
on a secondrry service drop wire.

B-6.1. At the time of the accident, what was the
voltage on the appliance and why?

1. Zero volts, because the voltage short
would cause the associated substation
circuit breaker to open

2. 110 volts, because the secondary of
the transformer is wired in series

3. 220 volts, because the neutral is
wired to ground at the substation

4. 2,300 volts, because there is no volt-
age or current path to ground

8-62. What action, if any, must be taken to pre-
vent injury to persons and damage to prop-
erty in the event of this type of an
accidental connection?

1. Install fuses in the transformer
secondary

2. Install a grounded iwre at the service
switch to the neutral wire and the box

3. Install fuses in the transformer
secondary hot wires

4. None

SUBSTATION
CIRCUIT
BREAKER

0

I..,
N'r \

n PRIMARY
Li FUSES

TRANS-
FORMER

ACCIDENTAL
CONNECTION

220V--
1

CM

-0.4-"-
Ilov

4

&OP 11; I 1-

1

'2301) VOLTS

----4f) APPLIANCE
(PLUGGED INTO
RECEPTACLE)

SERVICE
SWITCH
(cLOSED)

Figure 811
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. Assuine that a ground rod has been installed 8-65. The transformers in figure 8c are con-

grund tn, tati::: of a pole-mounted nected

:.ranifrmer. The r1 wa.; l(,cated 4 inches

from the ba,. f hv and the top ot' 1. delta-delta

the rod was 6 inches bel,)w ground level. 2. delta-wye

Me ground wire wall run down the pole, 3. wye-delta

led to '.he pole, and connected to tne h. wye-wye

rd. he 1hst;allation was unsuit-

an v Lec.:,ue the grbund b-66. What type of connection is made for three-
phase power loads if one of three single-

was too close to tht: p 1
phase transformers in a bank fails?

rod wai driven too far down
wIre was stapled to the pole 1. Delta-delta

wire was not pr,,tected from mechanical 2. Open-delta

damap;e 3. Single-phase
4. Two single-phase transformers in

11hat is the cold voltage of a transformer parallel

.:c)nnected wye-wye when !,he primary voltage

ls :?hOu/4[60? 8-67. One of three 37.5-kVA transformers con-

1. 2,:?00

400

3. 4,U90
4. 4,16

nected delta-delta is removed from a
bank which normally produces 115.5 kVA.
The remaining two are connected open-
delta. What is the approximate &Mount
of power that is now available without
overloading the transformers?

1. 50.0 kVA
2. 65.0 kVA

3. 75.0 kVA
4. 96.5 kVA

8-68. You have connected three single-phase
transformers delta-wye for both light
and three-phase power. Which of the
following voltage combinations is now
possible?

1. i'liAgle-phas(. from only one transformer

and thtm!-phare from all three
:;ir,* -phase atd three-phase from all
three

3. :ingle-phase from each transformer
and three-phase from all three
together

4. Single-phase from one transformer
and three-phase from the other two

8-69. Which of the four secondary Wires can be
used for 110-volt single-phase loads after
three single-phase transformers are con-
nected delta-wye for both single-phase
lights and three-phase power?

Ghi
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v.

4.

Any two of the phase wires
One of the phase wires and the neutral
Any two phase wires and the neutral
Either one of two particular phase
wires and the neutral



Assignment 9

Overhead Power DistributiL,n (...ohtinuel);

Underground Power Distribution. (ttrumini

Systems

Textbook NAVEDTRA 106;6-ii: Pages 350-397

Learning Objective: Indicate operating
principles of street lighting circuits
and techniques of' oircuit troubleshowing.

In a series ::treet-lightihg circuit, power
i s s u p n l i e i by a transformer which main-
tai 1.4 0 i:n,;t,ant.

I. vcdtage

current
3. , f,ofr ractor

ctreet lighting, wh:i is a halla:ft used

fulc2rCUrf

9-4. In sectionalizing an open-loop series
circuit, you find that the lamps in tne
shorted section of the circuit will not
light up, but the lamps in the rest of
the circuit will light up. Which of the
following statements about this series
circuit is qTUE?

L. Opens exist in both sections
P. The open is in the shorted section
3. The open is in the section that was

not shorted out

Learning Objective: Point out principles
or identifying and arranging obstruction
lights.

it limit cuiuffult to the iISIifi
To ..;upt.ty the !_rd, with a negatifp.

viAtage 9-5. What should be the color and minimum
. To provide pilst circuit to the lamp candle-power of obstruction lights?

ror oxternat controt
To enable mere than one 1amp to be 1. fled, 10 candlepower
lighted P. Aviation red, 100 candlepower

3. Blue, 10 candlepower

9-3. Which of' the rollowing ,onditifin:; is iik,ly U. Blue, 100 candlepower

to cnoo. . LIP! a series circuit to
burn d:mly? 9-6. In addition to lights at the top, how

many intermediate sets or lights will be
t. Derective ifunp or indspu needed for a vertical structurc 450 feet

De rect. lv. 1,045!11 itt, Lail?

f. Blewn prisotry
,,voriwviod t.,.t211110,,,r

65
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9-7. What is the maximum distance between
lights on overhead wiring that is located
3,000 feet from an airfieid?

1. 50 ft

2. 150 ft

3. 300 ft

4. 60o ft

Learning Objective: Indicate construction

features of manholes, ducts, and trenches.

9-8. Which of the following manholes should
the CEs find most suitable for installing
cables without bending them sharply and
damaging their lead sheaths and without
being cramped for head room?

1. 5-ft deep c:r-Iliar manhole

2. 5-ft deep rang111,,r manhole

3. 7-ft deep 'y;. manhole

4. 9-feet def-2 :e

9-9. Water drainage from each manhole should be

provided by means of

1. ducts that, slope away irom the manhole

2. pumps installed at the manhole

3. a central drain hole, a drain line,
and a sump for the manhole

4. a series of drainage holes bored in
the deck of the manhole

9-10. ghich of the following tools should be
used to turn down the ends of Orangeburg
tile ducts which have been cut to an odd
length and are to be joined?

1. Hacksaw
2. File
3. Field tooling Lathe
4. Hacking knife

9-11. What is the minimum depth below ground
level that duct work Mould be placed?

1.

2.

3.

4.

1 ft

18 in.
2 ft
30 in.

Learning Objective: Identify practicer; in

cable pulling.

9-12. To aid in performing a future task, which
of the following actions should the crew
perform as it connects the lengths of
duct?

1. Allowing space for at least 3 inches
of cement under the lowest duct line

L. Laying-in a pulling wire
3. Sloping the duct line from the center

of the run to the manholes
4. Installing only six lines of ducts

between manholes

9-13. You are preparing a cable for pulling.
After securing the bolt to the end of
the cable, the end of thr2 cable is made

watertight by

1. sweating (soldering) the wire ends

to the wire binder
2. beating the ends of the cable over

the solder sweat
3. wrapping tape between the bolt and

the lead sheath
4. closing the sheath down against the

bolt and wiping between the sheath
and bolt with melted solder

9-14. The reel of textbook figure 11-8 is
properly positioned. What is likely to

happen as cable is pulled from the reel
irto the manhole?

1. The protective boot will fall into
the manhole

2. The bond in the cable will reverse
itself

3. The reel will turn clockwise
The reel jacks will slide toward
the edge of the manhole

ii

9-15. Suppose cable is being winched into a
duct from a reel that is in sight of the

winch operator. Which of the following

in a duty for the operator?

1. Inspecting the cable for defects as
it pays off the reel

2. Seeing that the cable pays off the
reel properly

3. Sending signals to the man who guides
the cable into the duct

4. Making sure the winch line winds onto
the reel properly

1,,-arning Objective: Recognize principles

and techniques of splicing cable in an
underground power distribution system.
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The following information, and the table
4, below, are to be used as needed, to

answer items 9-16 'hrough 9-27. An electrical
system is to be installed in an airfield. Man-
holes and handholes are to be constructed on the
jobsite by a crew of Builders. As a Construc-
tion Electrician, you are a member of the elec-
trical crew. You v1.1 1,e working with a single-

conductor, 500-MCM, lead-covered, rubber-insula-
ted cable. All cable splicing will take place
in the manhole or handholes.

CODE

NO

MZEOF
LARGER

CONDUCTOR
AWGORMCM

DIMENMONS(INCHEM
COW

HECTOR
LENGTH

ALEAD5LELVE
ID LENGTH

6 lh 9 1 /5 3 II 1

2 3 1 /5 9 2 3 1,) 1 '4

3 2 1 /5 9 2 3

4 2/0 2 /5 11 2 4 ', 1 4

5 4/0 2 /5 II 2 /5 I k3 i 'i
350 2 15 11 2 '5 4 ''i 1 !,

7 500 2 /5 12 3 I I, 1

8 750 3 13 3 Ii 5 2

9 1500 3 Si 18 5 5 % 2 %

10 2000 3 SS 18 6 6 '/. 3 'A

Straight joint, 5000-volt rubber-insulated.

9-16. All water is removed from a manhole be-
-,)re cable splicing begins in order to

,revent

1. methane gas from accumulating
2. splIces from absorbing moisture while

they are u-ing made
3. working cunditions from becoming un-

safe

9-17. When do you place the scraped and coated
sleeve on one of the cable ends?

1. Right after smoothing the inside of
the sleeve

2. Just prior to tinning the connector
3. eight after solderink, the connector

to the conductors
4. Just prior to reinsulating the joint

9-18.

0-19.

For items 9-18 and 9-19, refer to
figure 9P.

What is the distance of A?

1. 3 1/2 in.
2. 4 1/2 in.

4 3/4 in.

5 3/4 in.

Yv..c is the distance of B?

1. 1 in.

2. 1 1/4 in.
3. 1 1/2 in.
4. 1 3/4 in.

LEAD SLEEVE

REMOVE RUBBER-FILLED TAPE

1-8+B-1

NATURAL BELL

Figure 9A
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9-20. At this stage, you have placed the split
sleeve connector over the conductors.
Cotton tape in then wrapped arm: d the
ends or the innulation in order to keep
the insulation form meltiag or catching

fire. Now, how do you permanently affix
the connector to the conductors?

1. By crimping the connector onto the
conductors

2. By soldering with a soldering iron

and wire solder

3. By soldering with a butane torch and
bar solder
By pouring molten solder over the
connector

9-21. Copper, solder, and lead filings or
grains should be removed from the in3ula-
'1,,n and the bare metal at the area of

r,lice by

.;craping with a flat file
pouring molten lead or solder over

the area
3. pouring hot taping oil over the area
4 spraying the area with compressed air

9-22. The last taping utep in completing the
splice involves the use of

1. friction tape, half-lapped, built up
in two layers

2. rubber tape, half-lapped, built up
5/16 inch over the connector

3. friction and rubber tape, half-lapped
bui]t up 5/8 !nch over the connector
and cable insulation
rubber and friction tape, half-lapped
built up 5/16 inch over the connector
conductors and cable insulation but
tapering down at the ends of the wrap

9-23. You are now ready to wipe the lead sleeve

to the cable. The lead sheath is scraped
clean and stearine flux is applied for a
distance of 3 inches back on each cable.
After you center the sleeve over the
splice area, what is Lhe next step?

i. Dressing the ends of the sleeve to
-orm a tight fit around the cable

sheath
Wiping the sleeve to thc callc shcath
by the stick-and-torch method

3. Wiping the sleeve to the cable sheath
by the hot-lead ladling method

4. Applying paper pasters on the sleeve
and the cable sheath

9-24. Assume that 5,,a1 have performed all the
proper operations in preparation for
wiping a joint. Then you prepare the

wiping metal. If you have no thermometer,
how can you tell when the metal is the
proper temperature and ready to be used?

i. When the metal takes on a bluish color

2. When a paster paper inserted int,
metal and removed immediately
out scorched and about to
flames

3. When the metal *yJurs easily from

ladle
4. When a small stick of pressboard in-

serted in the metal and removed immed-
iately turns black

9-25. The joint must be tinned in order for the
wipe tL, come out properly. Tinniug is

accomplished by

pouring solder over the joint until it
flows easily from the joint

2. placing a small furnace under the joint
until the solder sputters when dripped
on the joint

3. directing a gasoline torch along the
side of the joint untIll the solder
flows easily

4. directing an acetylene torch over the
Joint until the solder flows easily
on the joint

9-26. If you are experienced at the job of
wiping a lead sleeve to a lead cable
sheath, you may find that the wipe is
improperly shaped, or later, 'when it is
placed under an air pressure test, that
it leaks. In the case of a misshaped
wipe, what is your best corrective
action?

1. Using a gasoline torch to reshape or
seal the sleeve wipe

2. Using a soldering iron to repair the
sleeve discrepancies

3. Removing the sleeve and starting over
Melting the wiping lead off by pouring
meltod lead over it and making a new
wipe

9-27. You connect the pressure gage to the lead
tc mal:c an ail* pressure test. What

should be the pressure of the air you pump
into the sleeve?
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1. 6 psi
2. 15 psi

3. 25 psi
4. 50 psi



9-20 . 'I t Ii 011,- furios ;ire f.he .trentest dutiger to

ie.; ha' an t. t. i, v what i'"rt"onor'l. w king in ti manhole. '41-att

ing A
r

tifiers i tii prIC lou rai.it be tittf.en !

:tale

ino.l it i W-ar
a r-

IL:- are. i.. ail air w,,rk aol vet,' ;late the manhole if

and : : necessary

iwrh pp- 1-soaked vas: :,' :-ci h l'a.ke a power blower intp the manhole

tar- and operate i it all times for venti-

A :Til.lte:y typ. lation

rper ,..onnect,-ir is iniltane I Lower an oxya.1,:tylene torch into the

4. i'he spilt copper connector is h.:-)rid manhole before entering to burn off

to the conductors differently the gas names

WI:en a catl'i :hie with re':Iin Which of the following practiees is

or dimi.lar cr n1, yiu i-heck to .7"e recommended when handling hot oil or

that the m,21: ir long enough to cov-r the lead?

sheath on each end by at least
1. Walk with a shuffling step when

L. iid'h carrying a kettle of hot liquid;

inch local ' the furnace far enough away

. inch ficm mahole. o that hot metad will
not splash i^to lem

2. Move quickly but carefully when

9-0. Cable tags should identify a caL:e and carrying a kettle of hot liquid;

its voltage. At which -f the fcUlriwing locate the furnace near working

places oh Ld tAEi.,r, he at spaces so the kettle will not have.-

cable? to be carried far
3. Move with long, slow steps when

1. Each manhole and 'able termination carrying a kettle of hot liquid;

csiht locate the furnace away from all

0. Each manhole working spaces to minimize danger

. Each termid.ti ,int only of spills

4. Each cable te: ioLot i. Always carry a kettle on a kettle
carrier, making sure the path is

9-31. What snsuld you do to reiuce voiis in clear; locate the furnace near the

taping a splice? working space so the hot liquid need
not be carried far

Half lap and slant tne tape ln t:
connector area and at the splict
Stretch the tape the c,,nnector area

and at the splice ends
3. Tape the conhector area and splice

end to build up these areas first
Use a forming tol in the connector
area and at tne splice ends

9-32. While injecting resin slc,wly into a tape-
cast splice with a pressure gun, you
should stop, injedting when the

1. resin runs out of the vent i:. the

splice and ali air escapes
2. splice doubles in size

3. gun pressure is unable Lc overcome the
built-up pressure in the splice
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1110:, I Ve 1:.c C1111,:a-

Mo-:.ti. .; i :Lli I rt.', t .

through

it the locatin of tightn havi!,g

column A.

..olor in

A. 2. trd

9-3'). Red

9-30. White (cteas)

9-37. blue

lc- n

Locat I Dns

I. At the ends of
runway

At the runway land-
ing area

On obstructicris and
hazards in and
around the airport

.4. Along the edges of
titaiways

9-39. The barrettes used for military runway
approach lighting are arrays of lights
level with the runway. Each array

consists of

1. one steady light and five flashing

lights
2. 'Tive flashing lights

3. steady lights

4. iive green lights and five blue lights

9-40. What is the main factor in lighting an

airfield?

1. Lighting the approaches

2. Sequential lighting

3. Lighting the runways

4. Expedient lighting

"!-41. Failures of the underground wiring used
for airfield lighting can usually be
predicted and prevented by

1. speciad inspections after heavy rains

or severe weather
2. periodic megger tests

3. periodic tests of regulators and

transformers
frequent Lispecticns of fixtures

and pull-pits

Learning Ob,hctive: Reccgnize operating

1,4;; Of a tc.deph,41e syL;tem and

t.:chnlvied of inntalling telephone tines.

In addition to a transmitter and a re-
ceiver at each of two locations, a
dingle telephone circuit contains

a means of signaling
. source of electrical energy

wiring circuit
All the above

9-43. All of the following features are found
in the telephone transmitter EXCEPT a

1. chamber packed with small grains of

carbon

2. flexible metallic diaphragm

3. U-shaped magnet
4. movable carbon disk

9-44. Sund waves cause the resistance in series

with a telephone battery to vary. This is

done by using the energy of the sound to

1. move an electromagnet in a magnetic

field

2. compress carbon granules between two

electrodes
3. move a permanent magnet inside a coil

4. induce a voltage in an induction coil

9-45. Ringing current for telephone installations

that use local battery sets is furnished

by

1. dry cell batteries

2. transformers

3. hand-operated generators
4. wet cell storage batteries

9-46. The induction coil in a telephone set

serves as a

G I
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1. step-up transformer for transmitter
signals only

2. step-up transformer for transmitter
and receiver signals

3. stepdown transformer for signaling
current and receiver signals

4. stepdown transformer for transmitter

signals



9-47. What practical purpo5e is served by the
connectiun between the primary and second-
ary of the induction coil in a typical
field telephone set?

I. The number of turns ir the primary

coil is reduced
The number of t.irns in the secondary

coil\ is reduced
3. Fewer handset cord conductors are

needed
4. Voice currents from the transmitting

to the receiver in the same set are

eliminated

9-48. The magne..ic field of the nand-operated
generator used in telephone circuits to
provide signaling service is provided by
excitor coils.

9-49. The back-and-forth motion of the ringer
armature in a telephone set is produced
by

I. breaker contacts on the clapper

2. current alternations in the ringing
signal

3. a spring switch on the magneto crank
a spring-mounted contact on the hook
switch

9-50. A long telephone transmission line is one
whose length equals or exceeds the wave
length of the transmitted signal.

9-51. You can reduce the attenuation in a long
field wire line by increasing the

1. resistive load across the line
2. series capacitance of the line

3. shunt inductance across'the line
4. series inductance of the line

9-52. When used in conjunction with a 2-wire
circuit in an emergency installation, a
1-wire ground return circuit proves to
be especially sensitive to

1. attenuation
2. inductive interference
3. capacitive coupling
4. mutual induction

9-53. If you run field wire on poles that carry
open wire lines, you must be certain that

1. greater-than-normal sag is left in

the field wire
2. the field wire is placed above the

open wire
Less-than-normal sag is left in the

field wire
4. the field wire is placed below the

open wire

9-54. A:Isume that you wish to link a newly in-
stalled exchange at an advanced base with
a nearby exchange that was set up earlier.
Which of the following cables will you
use for this purpose?

1. Post cable
2. Toll cable
3. Exchange cable
4. Trunk cable

9-55. When you run a telephone cable on poles,
you will usually need a cable car to

1. install the suspension strand
2. pull the cable into position

3. install the cable rings and dragline
4. tension the suspension strand

9-56. When installing telephone lines at an
advanced base, you will normally use pole-
mounted terminal boxes to
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1. join cable stubs to distribution frames
2. join buried cables to overhead open

wires
3. connect drop wires to main cable stubs
4'. terminate cables at exchanges



Assignment 10

:11M,ihle;! :;:ltemr

Textb NAVEDTELA 10l,!,6-11: Pages -ll:1-427

Learning Objective: Identify operating
principles uf a telephone switchboard.

:0-1.. Incoming lines to a switchboard office

terminate on

10-5. Assume that several conversations are
taking place through a switchboard at
one time. To select and cut into one
of these circuits, the operator must
use a

2. plug and hook switch
2. plug
3. lever switch
4. plug and key switch

I. switchboard terminals

2. distribution frames 10-6. Switchboard ringing machines generate an

3. terminal bus bars output frequency that is the equivalent

4. connectr)r banks to

10-2. 'Terminals on the vertical side of a ty;,-h
switchboard are used to connect

1. outside lines to jumpers
outside lines to line jacks

3. line jacks to jumpers
jumpers to fuses and arresters

10-3. Automatic signalling in a common battery
line circuit is accomplished by the use

of

1. 10 Hz
2. 20 Hz

3. 30 Hz
4. 40 Hz

Learning Objective: Recognize practices
to the installation of a telephone subset.

1. relays 10-7. When you install a telephone subset in a

0. series-connected lamps building, you must place a lightning ar-

3. parallel-connected lamps rester or other protective device between

0. cutoff jacks the

10-4. The universal cord circuit is commonly 1. main line and terminal box

used in military switchboards because it 2. terminal box and drop wire

permits 3. drop wire and connecting block
4. connecting block and instrument

1. operation of common battery and local
battery sets through a single exchange

2. common battery operation of local
battery sets

3. operator selection of common battery

or local battery operation
i. automatic relay selection of called

telephones

Gthi
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10-8. Why is a drop wire clamp used on a drop
wire?

1. To support th,- cable stub where it
joins the drop wire

2. To keep the weight of the pole-to-
building run from straining the rest
cf the drop wire

3. To keep the oole-tn-building run of
drop wire from sagging

4. To support the drop wire where it runs
along the outside of the building

10-9. Which of the following devices is used to
protect drop wire where it enters a
building?

1. Screw eye
2. C-knob
3. Porcelain tube
4. S-knob

10-10. In grounding a lightning arrester, you
should, when possible, connect its center
terminal to a

1. gas pipe
2. lightning rod
3. cold water pipe
4 sprinkler pipe

10-11. You are to connect a drop wire directly
to an open main run wire. What type of
support should you use for the drop wire
when training it along the crossarm of a
pole?

1. C-knob
2. Insulated screw eye

3. Bridle ring
4. Drive ring

Figure 10A

10-12. Which drawng in figure 10A shows the
proper way to connect a drop wire to a
binding post?

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

10-13. The wire which must always be connected
to the right-hand terminals of protectors
and connecting blocks is the

1. ringer wire

2. hook wire
3. tracer wire
4. tip line

10-14. You can identify the hot or negative
wire at any point in interior telephone
wiring by the

1. raised thread in te cuter covering
2. red tracer thread
3. ridged insulation
4. tinned copper conductor

10-15. If several telephones connect to a
single line, you will probably have to
install a bell circuit for signaling
recipients of calls. How is the signal-
ing circuit related to the multiset
telephone wiring?
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1. The telephone ringers are controlled
by an external power source and push-
buttons

2. External signaling devices and con-
trol buttuns receive power from the
telephone battery

3. External pushbuttons control ringing
of the instruments

4. The signaling circuit is completely
independent of the telephone wiring



Learning Objective: Indicate funda-

mentals of field telephone systems and
techniques of installing, operating,
maintaining, and troubleshooting them.

10-16. Which of the following items of military
telephone enuipment licludes its own

120-volt a-, power :;Jt.rce?

10-22. The operator of an SB-22A/PT switchboard
can interconnect phones by using the

1. answering cord and a calling cord
2 answering cord and a talk-ring cord
3. operator's cord pack and a line drop

4. operator's cord pack and a line pack

10-23. The purpose of the ringing equipment on
the operator's pack of the 12-line
switchboard is to permit the operator
to connect ringing current to

1. TC-2 1. the calling telephone

2. TTC-7A 2. the called telephone

3. SB-22/PT 3. either the calling or the called

4. TA-312/PT telephone
4. the alarm equipment

10-17. The SB-22A/PT switchboard gets its pcwer

from

1. a local 24-v31t d-c generator
2. local batteries
3. a 110-volt single-phase line

4. a 110-volt single-phase geneator

10-18. The 12-line switchboard is designed to

interconnect

1. common-battery telephone lines for
units up to and including a battalion

2. common-battery telephone lines for
units smaller than a battalion

3. local-battery telephone lines for
units smaller than a battalion

4. local-battery telephone lines for
units up to and including a battalion

10-19. The line signal for an SB-22A/PT switch-
board is located in the

1. operator's pack
2. line pack
3. generator sootion
4. front cover

10-20. What device 3ignals the operator of a
local-battery telephone system?

1. Ringing machine
2. Buzzing machine
3. Electromechanical line signal

4. Solenoid-actuated click device

10-21. The indicator ball on a 12-line switch-
board is restored by

1. an electromechanical device connected
to the drop

2. an electromagnet connected to the Jack

3. the insertion of the operator's cord
plug into the line jack

4. the switchboard operator, manually
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1C 4. The operation of the alarm equipment on
the operator's pack of the 12-line
switchboard indicates to the operator

that

1. one of the line pack drops has

operated
2. a particular station is signalling

the switchboard
3. one of the stations is inoperative

10-25. In a properly installed SB-22A/PT switch-
board, how many pairs of BA-30 (1.5-volt)
dry cells are used and what voltage does
each pair supply?

1.

2.

3.

4.

2; 6 v
2; 3 v
1; 3 v
1; 1.5 v

10-26. When should you make the ground connec-
tions on the 12-line switchboard?

After connecting the telephone wires
and installing the batteries

2. After connecting the telephone wires
but before installing the batteries

3. Before connecting the telephone wires

4. Before testing the line packs and
operator's pack

10-27. Where should the top of the ground rod
for the 12-line switchboard be with
respect to the surface of the ground?
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1. 3 in. above the surface

2. 6 in. above the surface

3. 3 in. below the surface

4. 6 in. below the surface



10-28. How can two 12-line switchboards be
arranged to handle as many as 29 lines?

L. By utilizing additional field phones
for the extra servise
By installing the smaller, more
modern line packs

3. By in3talling two of the served phones
on one pair of binding posts

4. By removing the operator's pack from
one switchboard and installing five
line packs

10-29. When two 12-line switchboards are stacked,
each board receives its power from

its own dry-cell batteries
2. the dry-cell batteries of the other

set

3. the set with 12 line packs
4. the set with 17 line packs

Items 10-30 through 10-35, refer to the
troubleshooting procedures for a 12-line

switchboard.

10-30. The most frequent cause of improper func-
tioning of the switchboard is

1. night alarm switch left on
2. dirt or corrosion on the telephone

jack springs
3. loose wire connections
4. weak dry cells

10-31. The user of a particular telephone cannot
signal the operator because the drop on
his line does not function. If every-
thing else functions normally, the trouble
is probably caused by

1. rundown batteries
2. a defective handset-headset
3. a defective line pack
L. a defective operator's pack

10-32. The operator cannot talk to or receive
calls from any of the telephone users.
Which of the following could cause this
problem?

1. A defective handset-headset
2. A defective operator's pack
3. A defective line pack
4. Each of the above
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10-33. When two telephone users cannot communi-
cate with each other,.but the operator
can communicate with each user separate-
ly, the trouble is probably caused by

1. rundown batteries
2. a defective handset-headset
3. a defective operator's pack
4. a defective line pack

10-34. If the operator cannot ring any field
telephone and everything else functions
normally, the trouble is probably caused
by

1. rundown betteries
0 a defective handset-headset or run-

down batteries
3. a defective operator's pack
4. a defective operator's pack or line

pack

10-35. The operator's alarm fails to operate
when the drop of a line pack indicates
that someone is calling the operator.
Which of the following could be causing
the trouble?

1. Defective line pack
2. Defective operator's pack
3. Rundown batteries
4. Each of the above

10-36. If the internal batteries are not used,
what external source is required to
power the TA-312/P1'?

1.

2.

3.

4.

3 v,
6 v,
6 v,

10 v,

alternating current
alternating current
direct current
direct current

10-37. Which of the following maintenance re-
quirements is performed weekly rather
than daily?
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1. Checking the handset for proper
mechanical action

2. Checking the battery compartment for
beneral deterioration

3. Checking the buzzer
4. Cleaning exterior surfaces



In items 10-38 through 10-40, select from

column B the hookup system for the FE-8

that has the features in column A.

A. Features

10-38. Has ranges up to
360 miles and uses
hand generator for
signaling

10-39. Has ranges up to
72 miles and uses
hand generator for
signaling

10-40. Uses local batteries
for transmissions
and common batteries
for signaling

B. Hookup Systoms

1. CB switchboard

2. LB switchboard

J. Foint-to-point

4. Local-to-point

10-41. In what operating state should you leave-

the handset if the handset is momen,ari1y

not in use?

1. Switch in
removed

2. Switch in
left in

3. Switch in
removed

4. Switch in
left in

"Off" position, batteries

"Off" position, batteries

"On" position, batteries

"On" position, batteries

Learning Objective: Explain the opera-

tion and identify the components of an

automatic telephone exchange of the type

used at advanced bases.

10-42. The switchboard cord circuits of a manual

telephone system are replaced in the dial

system by

1. a dial mechanism in the subset

2. switching mechanisms electromechan-
ically operated by remote control

3. relays in the subset base
14 . pole-mounted line selectors

10-43. Which of the following voltages will

serve as a source voltage for operating
efficiently the equipment of a step-by-

step, common-battery, automatic dial

telephone?

1. 18-volt a-c

2. 18-volt d-c

3. 48-volt a-c
4. 48-volt d-c

10-44. Which of the following switches serves
as thc basic unit of the step-by-step

system?

1. Lincfinder
2. Connector
3. Strowger
4. Selector

In items 10-45 through 10-47, select from column

13 the function of the component in column A.

A. Components B. Functions

10-45. Linefinder

10-46. Connector

10-47. Selector

1. Extends the trans-
mitter to the con-
nector by the first

digit dialed

2. Makes the exten-
sion between the
transmitter and
receiver

3. Finds the calling
station

4. Controls the line-
finder

10-48. What factor determines the number of

finder-connector links in a basic

finder-connector system?

I. Number of phones of any type

2. Number of phones equipped to
originate calls

3. Capacity for simultaneous calls

4. Extent of executive cut-in service

10-49. Concerning the impulses to the switching

mechanism, the number dialed on .a tele-

phone determines their

1. n=iler
2. intensity

3. duration
4. rate

10-50. In a 1,000-line system, the dial tone

indicates that a connection has been

made from

6 10
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1. calling telephone to receiving

telephone

2. finder to connector

3. finder to selector

4. selector to receiving telephone



10-51, The procelure pattern of a dial system

of more tfl4N 10,000 lines is the same
as that of a 1,000-line system, except

that

1. two dial tones are heard

2. an additional selector is necessary

3, the number of linefinders is doubled
L. sne set of wipers is used

Learning Objective: Identify functions
of the basic components of a crossbar
switching system.

10-52. What component of a crossbar office
transmits numbers, in special codes,
that other offices are set up to receive?

1. Marker
2. Originating register

3. i',onder

4 Number group frame

10-53. A telephone line which begins and ends
in the same central office is called
a/an

1. outgoing trunk
2. incoming trunk

3. interoffice trunk
L. intra-office trunk

10-54. The movement of a horizontal and
vertical bar in a crossbar switch
closes a set of

I. relays

2, crosspoints

3. electromagnets
4 originating registers

10-55. The component in a switching network
which records the numbers dialed is
the

1. marker
2. incoming register

3. orginating register
4. outgoing sender

10-56. What component of a switching network
is an electrica] telephone directing?
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1. Marker
2. Incoming register

3. Originating register
4. Number group frame



Assignment 11

Interoffice Communications Systems; Telephone
Cable Splicing; Administration

Textbook NAVEDTRA 10636-H: Pages 429-469

Learning Objective: Recognize operating
principles and installation and trouble-
shooting procedures of interoffice commu-
nications equipment.

11-1. You are installing an intercom system us-
ing a master station with a capacity of 6
remote speaker-microphone units. If 3 of
the remote units are made into master sta-
tions, how many remote speaker-microphone
units may be installed?

1. 3

2. 5

3. 7

4. 9

11-2. The pilot light is iluminated on the
master station of an intercom system when

1. a selector switch is in the ON position
2. the talk-listen switch lever is in the

TALK position
3. an annunciator springs outward
4. the equipment is turned on

11-3. Under normal operating conditions of an
intercom system, the master station talk-
listen switch lever is kept in what posi-
tion?

1. TALK
2. LISTEN

3. OFF
4. IDLE
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11-4. When the operator of an interoffice com-
munications system originates a call
from the master station to a party at a
remote station, he puts the switch for
the remote station in the ON position,
depresses the talk switch, and speaks
to the party.

11-5. When an intercom system is installed, No.
22 to No. 19 twisted pair wire must be
used for the

1. voice lines
2. annunciator lines
3. voice lines and annunciator lines
4. voice lines and the annunciator lines

when the sl.ations are farther than
4,000 feet apart

11-6. All connections of the master station
unit of an intercom system should be
made in or at the

1. speaker mdcrophone
2. selector panel
3. junction box
4. pushbutton terminal block

11-7. When should the circuit wiring of an
intercom system be checked for maximum
resistance?

1. Before the wiring is installed
2. After the wiring is installed, but

before the connections are made
3. After the wiring is installed and the

connections are made
I. After the system has been in operation

for approximately 10 hours



11-8. The feel operation is used to

1. detect dirt on the equipment

2. determine whether moving parts
move freely

3. locate broken components
4. locate overheated components

11-9. What is the most common cause of failure
at master stations?

1. Burned-out resistor
2. Faulty tube

3. Poorly soldered connection

4. Shorted transformer

11-10. Assume that you are moving a defective
selector switch from an intercom master

station. What should you do before unsol-
dering the leads connected to the switch?

1. Clean the solder joint
2. Check the leads for damage

3. Remove the insulation from the end

of the leads
4. Tag the leads

Learning Objective: Recognize techniques

of maintaining and troubleshooting
communications systems.

11-1i. Overheating and gassing of storage bat-
tery cells during charging is a common

indicat..on of

1. excessive charging current

2. excessively low specific gravity

3. simultaneous discharging by internal

leakage currents
4. poor terminal connections

Figure 11A
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the telephone circuit shown in figure
Items 11-12 through 11-14 are based on

11A.

11-12. Assume that the line is grounded between
points M and K. You should hear a click
through your test telephone when you con-
nect it in series with points

1. A and C
2. E and G
3. I and K
L. M and 0

11-13. Assume that the signal lamp at the
switchboard lights continuously and the

circuit is noisy. Where do you first

place your test telephone to trace the
location of the trouble?

1. In series with points M and 0

2. In series with points N and P
3. Across points 0 and N after discon-

necting N and P
4. Across points M and P after discon-

necting M and 0

11-14. Assume that you are tracing a short in
the telephone circuit. If you are fol-

lowing standard tracing procedure and
the short is between points C-E and D-F,
the first time that you should hear no
click through your test telephone is
when you connect it in

1. series with points M and 0

2. series with points F and H
3. series with points D and B
4. parallel with points A and C

11-15. You have found that the trouble with an
inoperative subset circuit is not due to
a malfunction in the subset itself.
Where is the best place for you to begin
testing to locate the trouble?

1. Base of the subset

2. Protector unit
3. Pole terminal box
4. Main distribution frame

11-16. Which of the following components of a
switchboard require bnly monthly in-
spection?
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1. Protector blocks
2. Shutter latches
3. Carbon blocks
L. Relays and capacitors



Learning Obtive: Select the type of
telephone cable to be used in a given
type of installation.

In items 11-17 through 1-19, match the type of
installation in coluirn A by selecting from
column B the type of telephone cable to install.

A. Types of B. Types of
Installation Cable

11-17. Switchboard 1. Lead-covered
cable

11-18. Underground in
conduit 2. Tape-armored

cable
11-19. Aerial

3. Silk and cotton
cable

4. Polyethylene
cable

Learning Objective: Identify principles
and techniques of splicing lead-sheathed
cable.

11-20. Assume that a CE2 splicing a cable has
removed the sheath. At what point in
his procedure should he clean the lead
sleeve and put in on the cable?

I. After cleaning the ends of the cable
2. After preparing the sleeve for use

by squaring up the ends
3. After removing the insulation from

the individual wires
4. After putting the cotton sleeves on

the individual wires

11-21. when a telephone cable is to be spliced,
the first thing to be done is to remove
a section of sheath from the end of each
cable. Once the decision on how much of
the sheath to remove has been made, the
following steps must be carried out: (A)

cleaning a 4-inch section of the remaining
sheath, (B) actually splitting and re-
moliing part of the sheath, and (C) ringing
the cable at the intended distance from
the end. In what order are these steps
taken?

1. A, C, B
2. B, A, C

3. C, B, A
4. C, A, B

11-22. Assume that a CE2 who is about to boil
out the insulation where a splice is to
be made doe: not have a thermometer
capable of reading more than 350°F.
When should he consider the paraffin hot
enough to pour over the sheath?

1. When the paraffin forms a slight
bluish ring at the edge of the pot

2. When the paraffin forms a dry ring
on the outside of the pot, about 2
inches wide at the widest point

3. When a piece of paper, plunged into
the paraffin and removed half a
minute later, comes out brown

4. When the paraffin begins to form a
dry ring on the outside of the pot

11-23. What is the advantage of the desiccant
method over the paraffin boiling-out
method for removing moisture from the
insulation in lead-sheathed cable?

1. No objectionable fumes are produced
2. The fire hazard is eliminated
3. It is safer to use on interior

splicing jobs
4. Each of the above

11-24. Which of the following factors should
you consider first when identifying
conductors?

1. Whether the exposed end of the cable
faces toward or away from the central
office

2. Geometric pattern of the cable groups
3. Number of twisted pairs in the cable
4. Problem of locating the tracer pairs

in the cable

11-25. How are the color-coded groups arranged
in a cable with 200 pairs?

1. 6 groups of 25, 4 groups of 8, and
2 groups of 9

2. 2 groups of 100
3. 8 groups of 25

)4. 4 groups of 50

11-26. What is the purpose of a tracer pair?

GUI
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1. To establish the point from which
conductor count begins

2. To establish communication with a
helper

3. To provide for an extra telephone
outlet when new service is desired

4. To indicate which pair is to be
spliced first and to provide emer-
gency communication prior to the
completion of the splice



11-27. TWo pairs of wires have been selected
from a cable, and are to be joined.
Which of the following is the best se-
quence to follow when tying the wires?

1. Slip on cotton or plastic sleeves;
twist wires together, and cut to
proper length

2. Cut wires to proper length; strip
insulation; slip on cotton or plastic
sleeves; twist wires

3. Strip insulation; slip on cotton or
plastic sleeves; twist wires; cut to

length
L. Twist all four wires together with

a half turn; cut to length and strip
insulation; separate wires and slip
on plastic or cotton sleeves; twist
the joints

11-28. What should you do after splicing all the
pairs of conductors and before sliding
the lead sleeve into place?

1. Tap around the bundle lightly with a
mallet, so the lead sleeve will fit
the bundle properly

2. Wrap the bundle witn tvo layers of
dry muslin

3. Rearrange the spliced conductors so
they will fit the lead sleeve

L. Wrap the bundle with a No. 18 wire

Learning Objective: Point out techniques

of splicing silk-and-cotton insulated
cable and polyethylene-insulated cable.

Information for items 11-29 and 11-30.
Assume that destruction caused by a small

fire in an office building has made it necessary
to replace a cable head. The textile-insulated
cable to be used has enameled conductors.

11-29. When desiccant is not used, what substance
is used to dry the cable before the silk
insulation is removed?

1. Paraffin
2. Taping oil

3. Beeswax or a special petroleum wax
4. Paraffin or beeswax

11-30. When splicing enamel-coated wires, what
must you do after removing the insulation
from all the wires but before doing
the actual splicing?

1. Remove the enamel from the exposed
wires with long-nosed pliers or a
wire scraper
Coat the wires with stearine to
soften the enamel, then wipe them
clean

3. Remove the enamel from the exposed
wires by bending each wire at the
desired point gently enough to crack
the enamel without breaking the con-
ductor, and then LLiding the enamel
off

4. Remove the enamel from the exposed
wires by applying paraffin to loosen
it and then sliding the enamel off

P.

11-31. The subgroups into which you divide a
basic 25-pair PIC group far laying up
are referred to as

1.

2.

3.

4

subpairs
units
strands

cores

11-32 One particular PIC wire pair group is
identified with a red and blue binder.
After removing the plastic sheath and
the metal shield but before completely
removing the binder, you must mark the
wire group with

1. a tag tied to the group and stamped
with its pair numbers

2. one red and one blue insulated wire
wrapped around the group

3- strips :A the binder

11-33 After you have made and soldered a splice
a PIC group you ordinarily cover the

splice with

6 15

1. friction tape
2. plastic tape

3. a filled plastic sleeve
4. a wax-impregnated cotton sleeve



11-34 Assume that a 50-pair PIC is being
spliced to another 50-pair PIC. The

splicc bundles will be covered with a
short base enclosure. The probable
layup of sleeved joints and the splice
bundles arrangement will consist of

1. 2 bundlas of 25 joints each
2. 2 bundles of 50 joints each
3. 2 bundles of 33 joints each and one

of 34 joints
4. 2 bundles of 32 joints each and one

of 36 joints

11-35. P. layup of spliced conductors is made
waterproof and accessible for reopening
by fitting it with butyl rubber enclusure.

Learning Objective: Identify steps in
the procedure for splicing plastic-
sheathed cable to lead-sheathed cable.

ok Items 11-36 through 11-42 concern the
me.hod for splicing a plastic-insulated

cable to a paper-insulated lead-sheathed cable
in a straigbt splice. The wires are being
jointed inside a building.

11-36. The lead-sheathed cable and uhe plastic-
insulated cable are prepared to receive
the lead sleeve by cleaning the areas
where the sleeve will join the cable
sheaths. This cleaning is done by

1. scraping 4 inches of the lead
sheath and scuffing (with sandpaper)
7 inches of the plastic sheath

2. scuffing 4 inches of the lead
sheath and scraping 7 inches of the
plastic sheath

3. scraping 7 inches of the lead
sheath and scuffing 4 inches of the
plastic sheath

4. scuffing 7 inches of the lead
sheath and scraping 4 inches of the
plastic sheath

11-37. In preparing the lead sleeve selected for
the splice cover, you clean

1. the entire sleeve tioth inside and out
2. the outside of the sleeve at both

ends
3. the inside of the sleeve at both ends
4. inside the sleeve at the end that goes

over the PIC and outside the end that
goes over the lead-sheathed cable

11-38. In the procedure for casting the plastic
end seal for a cable splice, when should
you move the wires back and fcrth slight-
ly to aid penetration of the liquid9

1. While pouring the casting mixture
into the form

2. While moving the casting form up to
the casting position

3. Before preparing the casting mixture
4. After one-half of the casting mixture

has hardened

11-39. The length of the twisted and soldered
il the joint connecting two con-

is within the range of

. 7/8 2. inches

3/4 inches

3. 1 1 3/4 inches
4. 1 I 7.o 2 3/4 inches

hat, substance is placed in the conductor
plice area just prior to the first

*rapping operation?

1. Oil

2. Wax
3. Sealing compound
4. Desiccant

11-41. Before soldering, the shield in the PIC
should tr, connected to the lead sheath
of the paper-insulated cable by

1. wrapping it completely around the
splice area and around the lead
sheath

2. bringing it straight across the
splice area and around the lead
sheath

3. wrapping it loosely around the splice
area and attaching it under the lead
sheath

4. threading it between the wires in the
splice area and attaching it to the
lead sheath

11-42. How is the wire cloth wrap secured to
the plastic sheathing of the PIC?
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1. It is taped on
2. It is soldered where the sheath and

cloth overlap
3. It is embedded by softening the

plastic sheath with a hot soldering
iron

4. It is fastened with epoxy resin and
sealed with a hot soldering iron



11-

I,earning .)hjective: Identify te,idiniques

uf splii/iog plastic-covered cable fur

lirect-Lurial installation.

All ceniuetors paJsing through the

textb-ok figure 1!,-26 are

and corine.ted tu the terminal block.

11-i What levi.2e provides shield continuity

is a direct-burial cable that has been

brou,/,ht IL of a trench for splicing?

Tigtailei condact,,r:i

13onlihg harness
41 ice Ir.using

rminal block

What meass is usel to attach 4 bonding

rhe.;s to the cable shield?

.
cilamp

wi

mpre;;s1,;n

answer items 11-46 through 11-49,

r' It I. he splicing procedure or text-

hooi figure ;

',hint is done the loose f.nd:1 of direct-

wire after insulation is removed

They are twisted together, then

placed 1n :1,,Idf,r1,:ni wit', connectors

They sre plfe, 1 irito insulated wire

,nne(!toru, rn,1ch aro then erImped

They twf! pl4eed into split-holt
eonnectors, which are then tightened

securely

. The Ii wires or dir,,,..1,-burfal are

11(!od hy twisting their loose ends

together, plgtalling them, Inserting

intr, a :1,)111.rleata wire conneotor, and

twistIng into position.

11-41i. Why ar the oonductors and shield wires

or d1r,c1.-harla1 wirt, aligned and taped

after splicIng?

I fTo k _eep mokiture out of tho spHoes
To Insulate the eonductors r.om Ole

shleld wires
.

bundle them for positioning IN 4

11-49. At what point in the procedure for

splicing direct-burial wire is the

casting compound prepared and poured

into a mold?

1. After the conductors and shield

wires are bundled, but before
they are placed in the mold

.
After the conductors and shield

wire:: are placed in the mold, but

before the mold is set into position

3. After thw mold is net into position

Learning Objective: Point o;:t tech-

niqueu of repairing a lead-sheathed

cable.

11-50. CE2 Grundle is assigned to repair a

deep narrow crack in an aerial cable.

The crack extends all the way through

the uheath to the insulation. He seta

up the splicing platform by the fault

in the cable, wirebruuheu the section

of sheath to be split, and rubs the

cable with utearine where he intends

to make hiu cut. In what order does

he use hin tools as he goes through

the procedure for opening the sheath?

I. Small cable stripper blade, large

cable stripper blade, smell cable

otripper blade, cable pliers, wooden

wedges
P. Large cable stripper blade, small

cable stripper blade, large cable

stripper blade, wooden wedgen,

cable pliers
Small cable stripper blade, large

cable strIpper blade, cable pliers,

wooden wedges

4. Large cab/e stripper blade, smail

cable stripper blade, cable pliers,

wooden wedges

11-51. When soldering closed a UP= In a tele-

phone eable sheath, what should you do

after the pastern nre set?

Is'i

6 1 7

1. Clean the sheath with a scoring tool

P. Clone the sheath so the edges or

the cut are l/4 inch apart

1. Wirebrush the seam

4. Apply stearino to the portion of the

se/un to be soldered



11-52. A piece of pressboard is put into the
opening in a split lead sheath to keep
from damaging the cable while the opening
is being sealed.

11-53. Which of the following methods is recom-
mended for repairing small ring cuts
and cracks in lead sheaths?

1. Wiping with lead
2. .W1i9g, with liquid solder
3. Soldering with a copper
4. Soldering wi's an acetylene torch

11-59. The two categories of total labor for
timekeeping aad labor-reporting purposes
are

1. direct and indirect labor
2. indirect and overhead labor
3. productive and overhead labor
4. productive and direct labor

When answering items 11-60 and 11-61,
refer to textbook figures 14-3 and 14-14.

11-60. How many man-hours were spent in train-
ing UT2 Johnson's crew on 11 January?

1. One
2. Two

3. Three
4. Four

How many man-hours did UT2 Johnson's
crew contribute to direct labor on 11

Learning objective: Identify supervisory
responsibilities for personnel manage-
ment.

11-61.

11-54. Which of the following is NOT a duty of
the crew leader for an interior wiring

January?

project? 1. 10

2. 37

I. Initiating requisitions 3. 38

P. Keeping time cards 4. 48

3. Planning work assignments
4. Installing conduit

1.1-55. Which of the following is NOT a step
in the work planning process?

t. Studing plans and specifications
2. Determining the capabilities of the

workmen
3. Establishing daily goals
4. Maintaining an approachable attitude

11-56. The purposes of a crew leader's inspec-
tion are to teach, guide and direct.

.11-57. A upervisor should keep his men informed
on all matters that affect them personally.

1,earnIng Objective: Identify principles
of requisitioning materials and reporting
labor.

it-58. The mune and quantity of a requisitioned
item ar shown in which blocks of NAVSUP
Form 1250?

1. No. 3, 4, and 5
2. No. 6, 7, and 8
3. No. 9 and 10
h. No. 13 and 14

1

814



Assignment 12

BasiJ Electronic Components Uria Circuits

Textbook NAVEDTRA 10636-H: Pages 475-505

Learning Objective: Identify :1 htals
of coding or rating resistors,
ahJ chassis wiring.

17-1. Which of the following components would
have a measurable effect on the operation

of an a-c circuit?

1. Capacitor
7. Inductor

3. Resistor
4. Each of the above

17-12. The power ratings of wire-wound resistors
are usually restricted to which, if any,

,.)f. the following?

I. 1/3 watt
1/,' watt

I watt

h. None of the above

What is the lowest possible tolerance of
a wire-wound re.:ih,,or?

L. 1 pereent
;!. 2 percent

3. 5 percent
4 ici percent

12-5. The fourth color band on a composition
resistor indicates the

1. first significant number

2. second significant number
3. multiplier
4. to]erance

12-6. The third color band on a composition
resistor indicates the

1. first significant number
2. second significant number

3. multiplier
4. tolerance

12-7. In a fixed mica capacitor, the color code
on the top row is black, orange and gray
from left to right, and the bottom row
is black, red and orange. What is the

value of capacitance?

1. 38 pF
2. 138 pF

3. 380 pF
4. 3800 pF

12-8. A black and yellow leLd of a transformer

1-4. A ',000-ohm composition resistor with a would indicate

toleranco of 5% will measure between
1. a tapped primarY

4,500 ohms to 5,500 ohms 2. a tapped secondary

4,750 ohms to 5,250 ohms 3. the ground wire

3. 5,000 ohms to 5,500 ohms 4. the high voltage side
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In items 12-9 through 12-12, select from
B the color of the chassis wire that

is connected to the compylent in column A.

A. Components

12-9. Ground, grounded
element, or return

12-10. Power supply B
plus

12-11. Plate

12-12. A-C power supply

B. Wire Colors

1. Red

2. Gray

3. Black

4 Blue

Learning Objective: Recognize the con-
struction features and o,..Jerating prin-,
ciples of vacuum tubes and transistors.

12-13. Cathodes are made of materials that emit
electrons rapidly.

12-14. Which of the following is the result
when the plate of a diode is negative
with respect to the cathode?

1. Current flow will be from plate to
cathode

2. Tube temperature will increase
3. Tube current will not flow
h. Tube current will increase

12-15. How many ways may a cathode be heated?

1.

2.

3.

4.

One
Two
Three
Four

12-16. A tube with two plates and one cathode
is called a

1. diode
2. duodiode
3. triode
4. ductriode

12-17. A tube with eight pins on its base is
called a

12-18. How are tube sockets numbered?

1. Clockwise froL, the key when viewed
from bottom

2. Counterclockwise from the key when
viewed from the bottom

3. Either 1 or 2 above, depending on
the tube envelope size

12-19. The heater or filament of a diode can
be destroyed by

1. low voltage
2. excessive current
3. low current

12-20. Current flow through a diode produces a
pulsating direct current which can be
smoothed out by means of a

1. transformer
2. choke
3. filter
4. center-taped coil

12-21. Which of the following substances is
considered the best conductor of elec-
tricity?

1. A substance whose orbiting electrons
are loosely bound

2. A substance whose orbiting electrons
are tightly bound

3. A substance whose electrical charge
is zero

4. A substance whose electrical charge
is positive

12-22. Which of the following substances is
considered the beEJ insulator of elec-
tricity?

1. A substance whose orbiting electrons
are loosely bound

2. A substance whose orbiting electrons
are tightly bound

3. A substance whose electrical charge
is zero

4. A substance whose electrical charge
is positive

12-23. In the atomic theory of electricity, a
hole is defined as the

1.

1. duodiode 2.

2. triode
3. duotriode 3.

4. Octal 4.

62M
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degree of impurity in the nucleus
chemical used in making the semi-
conductor
charge of the nucleus
vacancy left by an escaped elect/.



12-24. According to atomic theory, how do holes

behave?

. They move fr,,,m negative to positive
They move frem positive to negativ.e

3. They remain stationary

12-25. What is the effect of adding arsenic to

a germanium crystal?

1. It increases the number of free

electrons
2. It decreases the number of free

electrons
3. It increases the number of holes

4. It decreases the number of holes

12-26. In a P-N jumction diode, the voltage is
said to be in the reverse direction
when

L. current flows freely
t(' negative

2. ,.urrent flows freely

to positive

3. the negative lead is

4. the positive lead is

from positive

from negative

on the N material
on the N material

In answering question 12-21, refer to

"P figure 15-17 in the text.

12-27. Where is the reverse bias connected?

1. Between emitter and collector
2. Between emitter and base

3. Between base and collector

4. Across th._: A battery

in anlvdering question 12-28, refer to

fi r.,,u!,. L5-18 in the text.

What is the result of connecting an
alternating signal to the emitter-base
junction?

1. The current through the emitter-base
junction is alternately increased and

decreased
The current through the base-collector
junction is alternately increased and
decreased

3. The signal to the load Is alternately
Increased or decreased

4. Each of the above

12-9. Compared with the electron tube, the
transistor is a/an

12-30. What is the identification of the case
connection in the lower right-hand
symbol of textbook figure 15-20?

1. Emitter
2. Base
3. Collector
4. Ground

12-31. When replacing transistors the repair-
man should always rely on the share of
the replacement to determine r,nr2ctions.

12-32. What is the basic way of connecting a

transistor?

1. Common or grounded base

2. Common or grounded emitter

3. Common or grounded collector
4. Each of the above

12-33. What part makes the triode useful as an

amplifier?

1. control grid
2. screen grid
3. suppressor grid
4. load resistor

12-34. What is the effect of placing a positive
charge on the control grid of a triode?

1. Shuts off plate current
2. Decreases the signal to th,. tube

3. Increases plate current
4. Increases cathode bias

12-35. What effect, if any, does varying the
plate voltage have on the operation of
a triode?

1. Causes control grid voltage to vary

2. Causes plate current to vary

3. Shuts off plate current
4 None

12-36. What effect does varying the control-
grid voltage have on the operation or

a triode?

1. Shuts off plate current
2. Shuts off heater current
3. Causes plate current to vary widely

4. Causes grid current to vary widely

12-31, Which of the following is NOT considered
multielement tube?

I. large and bulky unit I.

2. ensfly damaged component 2.

3. poor source of heat 3.

4. big consumer of electric power 4.

87'
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Tetrode
Pentode
Triode
Each of the above



12-38. Which of the following conditions is
true with regard to tho screen grid in

a tetrode tub"?

1. Increases capacitance of the tube
.2. Decreases capacitance of the tube
3. Causes tube oscillations
4. Suppresses plate current

12-39. Which of the fol1owing conditions 1s
true with regard to the suppressor grid
in a pentrode tube?

1. Prevents tube oscillations
2. Is negative with respect to the

cathode

3. Is positive with respect to the
cathode
Is the same potential as the cathode4 .

12-40. Bias obtained from a battery or other
conetant power source IS known as

1. fixed bias
slf-bias

3. cathode birto

4, grid-leak bias

12-41. What 1s the function of u grid-leak
capacitor?

I. Tu provide a resonant circuit
d. To Leak off excess grid current
3. To apply input signal to the grid

4. 1;7ich of the abov

12-42. Which of the follow:rip, hest describes

cascaded amplifiern?

I. Amplifier stages that are conneoted
In parallel

d. Amplifier %tagel that ar conseete
In series

1. Amplifiers thqt are 11,,Ir-hia,w,i

4. Amplifiers that aro fixvd-bias

tP-hi. Under which or the folitwing conditions
would an 1C.-o Aided am,difIer be used?

When voltage WrIpIII1,4tI,11 desired
with tittle or no power output

;'. When voltage amp] I VI eat, I on is desired

with a large power output

1. When powef. APO I 11 eat I on I den I red

with ilttie or no voltage mnplifica -
Lion
When there in no need Le enneade
stages

12-44. Which of the following is an advantage
of using an impedance-coupled amplifier
over an RC-coupled amplifier?

1. Lower supply source required
2. Smaller loss in power
3. Better efficiency
4. Each of the above

12-45. Where are impedance-coupled amplifiers
generally found?

1. Last stage power output

2. First stage power input
3. Intermediate frequeney stage
4. Power supply unit

12-46. Which of the following is true regarding
a transformer-coupled amplifier?

1. Improved frequency 1.1.3 obtained

2. Higher gain is acquired
3. Higher output i not gained
4. Biao voltages are separated between

stages

12-47. Connecting the plate of the driver stage
to the grid of the driven stage results
in a/an

1. single-source biasing
2. inductance-coupled amplifier
3. PC-coupled amplifier
4. directly coupled amplifier

Which or tho rollowing to NOT an advan-
tage of a directly coupled ampiiiff.r?

1. There in no phase distortion
2. There is no voltage supply required
i. There In no loss of frequeney response
h. There is a negligilile time delay

between stages

12-49. Whieh of the following In an advantage
of single-source biasing?

Eliminates the need rr ft neparnte
power nupply
Provides a built-In heat-sInk

1. Provides a highe; output/invA
ratio

h. ProvIdeo a higher fr,queny response

w-5o. fr a PUP transistor were oonne"ted HM
cOMMON V.Mittf.r With signal aTplled,
and the hase resistor wre to ,pea, It
would

fill
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dooroimo tho /mount or forward bias
Increase the difference In potential
Letwen the base and emitter
deereuse hallo-emitter current flow

h. ause all signal to be lost



Learning Objective: Recognize

principles and techniques of
testing electron tubes.

12-5i. Prior to inserting a tube in a t.lbe

tester, you should

allow for sufficient warmup of the

the tenter
2. be assured that tic. tune to be

tested is defective

3. ensure that controls are set to

their proper positions

1

12-2. To protect the TV-7/U tube tester from
damage due to overloads, it is provided
with a

i. fuse in series with the transformer

primary
circuit breaker in series with the

transformer primary

3. lamp in series with the transformer

primnry
4. fuse in series with the transformer

secondary

12-5S3. When a vacuum tube is being tested with
the TV-7/U tube tester and both plates
of the neon lamp glow, what, ir anything,

Is indicated?

I. A normal condition
2. A short-circuited tube
1. A gassy tube
4. Nothing

When performing a gas test ON a vacuum

tube, you shift swltc1 from position

1 to position ;?, and no change occurs

in the meter reading. What, tr anything,

is indicated?

L, A normal condition
2. A shorted tube

1. A gassy tube
h. Nothing

tr a tube wider toti dev?lops noise,

what condltion con be nuffly lissumf:d7

;rid has H VW
tudc in tr,tic

3. A :-.(.rt exi -
i -en cathode and

heater
h. An ,P'er, e4l,4 0 bet'oen cathode tuld

suppressor grid

bias
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12-56. What is the purpose of conducting the
filament activity test on an electron

tube?

1. Estimate the remaining useful life
of the tube

2. Determine the number of short-
circuited tube elements, if any

3. Check for the presence n'' leakage

path between the cat2, e. -re and

heater wire
4. Check for the presen o . ifl

the tube envelope

12-57. To perform an Ico tent on a .:-,1,:;istor
using a TS-1100/U, it is; ne-.:iary to

1. remove the transistor from the

circuit
2. leave the transistor in the circuit

3. test ,rith multimeter first

12-58. Which of the following is a safe practice
in testing a transistor with a multi-

meter?

1. Remove the transistor from the cir-

cuit

2. Leave the transistor in the circuit

3. Ensure meter sensitivity is at least
10,000 ohmn per volt
Ensure meter input resistance is
at least 5 megohno

12-59. When testing transistors with a multi-
meter, you should exercise care to
ensure that internal voltage does NOT

exceed 6 volts.

12-60. Which of the following is a safe practice
in testing a circuit containing tran-
sistors?

1. Short circuit the transistors

2. Discharge all capicators in the

test circuit
3. Use an ohmmeter which passes more

than 1 milliampere through the test

circuit
4. Use a multimeter with same impedance

12-61. When performing a leakage test, you
should replace the transistor if the
leakage current is less thLn or equal

.to the allowable current.

12-62. The transistor test set TS-1100/U
eliminates interference from direct
currents in transistor circuits by

623

shorting all transistors

2. shorting all capacitors

3. testing with alternating current

4. utilizing an osci,llator
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All study materials must be rourned. On disenrol_g,
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A FINAL QUESTION: What did you think of this course? Of the text material used

with the course? Comments and recommendations received from enrollees have been

a major source of course improvement. You and your command are urged to submit your

constructive criticisms and your recommendations. This tear-out form letter is

provided for your convenience. Typewrite if possible, but legible handwriting is

acceptable.

From:

To:

ZIP CODE

Date

Naval Education and Training Piogram Development Center, PDD8

Building 922
Pensacola, Florida 32509

Subj: RTm/NRCC Construction Electrician 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10636-P

1. The following comments are hereby submitted:
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